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Preface

Thailand is i n  crisis. Momentum is gathering towards full-scale civil war. A level of
class struggle has been reached almost unimaginable until a few years ago when the
effects of the integration of Thailand into the world capitalist economy since the
1950s began to take form. The writings of numerous academics, many of them
Cold War and then counter-insurgency advisers, technocrats i n  the service of mult i-
national corporations, international agencies, and Western governments, have hardly
prepared us for what is now happening. The Thai people have begun to shape their
own destiny. A new generation of Thai scholars and writers has emerged deeply
committed to the people's cause, to the freeing of their country from imperialist
domination, and to the autonomous development of their country, economically,
socially and culturally. The authors of the essays in this volume acknowledge their
debt to these inspiring pioneers, and salute the brave struggles of the Thai people, to
whom this work is dedicated i n  a spirit of international co-operation and solidarity.

The contributors to this volume have undertaken some first steps towards the
analysis of economic, political and ideological aspects of Thai society in the new
internal and international conjuncture following renewed reactionary offensives
signalled by the bloody October 1976 coup d'etat. The undertaking has important
implications for political strategy; it also contributes to the urgent, and hitherto
relatively neglected, task o f  raising and discussing theoretical questions.

Thailand offers an instance of a singular non-colonial relation with imperialism
since the mid-nineteenth century. This relation and its effects are considered — with
varying emphasis and interpretation — by all contributors. Together they stress the
unity of imperialist goals and forms of domination: economic, political, military-
strategic, and cultural. They show the inextricable bonds which tie the various
sectors and fractions of Thai ruling and capitalist classes to the transnational
structures of imperialism. They demonstrate that, as one author put it,. Thailand
offers an example o f  the formulation of imperialist strategies par excellence.

The development of social classes is a dominant theme: economic determinants,
questions of political representation, and ideology. This development is traced from
the nineteenth century, with particular emphasis on the decades after 1940, and
more especially from the beginnings of US military occupation in 1962 and the
crucial period following the October uprising of 1973. Special priority is given to
the overwhelmingly important rural sector: structures of exploitation, problems of
landlessness, tenancy, indebtedness; forms of peasant struggle and the student-
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peasant-worker alliance. Current government suppression operations are inevitably
harshest i n  the countryside, especially i n  the peninsular south which has taken on a
new strategic importance as the combined forces of imperialism attempt to ensure a
new line of defence across the Kra Isthmus.

Thai ruling circles understand well that they cannot survive without massive
economic and military support from their imperialist overlords. But these circles
themselves are riven with contradictions and beset by crippling problems, quite
apart from the growing insurgency: the palace is no longer the unifying institution
of earlier years; military and bureaucratic fractions multiply and cannot restrain
their o ld habits of plunder, corruption, and mutual backstabbing. Thai capital is i n
fl ight to Hong Kong, Singapore and other havens; foreign investors, though lured by
devices which reinforce the misery of Thai workers and peasants, look uneasily at
the political future, and are loath to risk their capital; unemployment increases and
the consumer price index of essential goods spirals upward; there are record trade
deficits, declining production, balance of payments difficulties, increased foreign
debts. Torn between the conflicting demands of urgent social, economic and
political reform on the one hand, and political suppression, "stabil i ty", on the
other, the latter path is desperately followed, bringing its own nemesis. I t  is i n  this
situation that the people's resistance to the government, its policies and backers,
goes from strength to strength. Armed opposition now pervades the greater part of
the country, operating from large base areas in all regions of the country, and led
by the Communist party of Thailand with the direct support of many hundreds of
thousands of peasants, and a united democratic and patriotic front which allies
members of numerous parties, organizations and classes. As the Thai people say:
"The longer the sky suppresses, the stronger the land resists". The 1980s look set to
be a truly revolutionary decade.
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Thailand and Imperialist Strategy
in the 1980’s
Malcolm Caldwell*

There are two compelling reasons — aside from whatever intrinsic fascination it
may exert — ’for taking particular interest in Thailand from among the scores of
third world countries. The first consists in the singular non-colonial form of articu-
lation with imperialism that it has experienced since the mid -nineteenth century.
The second, quite simply, is that Thailand is now the front line in the long, long
implacable war to the death between the forces of  Asian liberation and regeneration
and an ageingbut still vicious, arrogant, obdurate, devious and dangerous imperialist
enemy. The idiosyncratic historical experience provides us with a wealth of com-
parative material and a readymade yardstick by which the better to evaluate the
true impact of colonial rule upon Thailand’s neighbours; by the same token we may
work on and with the assumption that the pre-capitalist, pre-impe.rialist, socio-
economic structure of Thailand, comparatively better preserved for longer, must
have left and continue to leave more relatively unsullied traces lending themselves
to scrutiny in the search for clues to the elucidation of problematic areas in the
theory of development,. and more particularly the Marxist branch of it. However, in
this brief foreword to what follows I wish to concentrate upon the second of the
two justifications for studying Thailand I gave above — its conjunctural promotion
to the forefront of international strategic concerns.

The two aspects are, of course, related. Had it not been for the historical diffusion
and indirectness of imperialist dominance over Thailand, Washington would have
experienced much greater difficulty in asserting its post-second world war ascen-
dancy over the country. Once it had become virtually the HQ of United States
activity in the South East Asian region, it was inevitable that Thailand would
sooner or later emerge as a vulnerable salient, exposed by erosion of the imperialist
position elsewhere — in effect, now, all around i t .  The readiness of the Thai elite to
accept the risks and opprobrium of identifying with and serving American purposes
regionally and domestically can, again, be explained at least in part by its own
peculiar genealogy and genesis. It is upon these interlocking strands of the Thai
experience that I enlarge in what follows.

Thailand and the Inter-war Crisis
Before the first world war, Britain had been slowly losing ground to foreign com-
petition in the field of international trade. However, two factors put a brake upon

The following article is adapted from the Introduction by Malcolm Caldwell to David Elliott’s
book Thailand: Origins of Military Rule, published by Zed Press, price £5.95, available from
57 Caledonian Road, London N1 9DN.
*Malcolm Caldwell teaches at the School of  Oriental and African Studies, University of London.
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the process and indeed tended, if not to conceal i t ,  at least to postpone serious
consideration of its long-term implications on the part of the British public. The
first of these was continuing British supremacy in the complex world of shipping,
foreign investment-, insurance, the money market, exchanges, and — in short — all
these mysterious activities which earned her sufficient “invisible” earnings to
balance the national books. The second was British success — for the time being —
in promoting sales of her traditional exports in new markets as older ones them-
selves industrialized or  were captured by one or other of the manufacturing nations.
As to the first, I shall have something to add below, but may just note here that
Thailand had a direct relevance to the second. Between 1870 and 1913, while the
British share of the world’s export trade in manufacturing fell from two-fifths to
barely a quarter, the value of cotton imports into Thailand — the bulk of them
originating in Britain — multiplied sevenfold. It was thus that the position of
primus inter pares London had acquired in Thailand as a result of the diplomatic

manoeuvring both before and after the Bowring Treaty (1855) paid off.
But the frontier available for such coups was rapidly closing in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries. After the first world war, it had in effect
closed, and henceforward fluctuations of economic fortune among the industrialized
countries were to be marked by intra-imperialist transfers, and since these — under-
standably — were not effected without rancour and violence, it was the weary,
irresolute and defensive, such as Britain, which had to  give ground while the vigorous,
ambitious and aggressive, such as the United States and Japan, made the pace and
the gains. The position in Thailand was no exception in this respect. The mid-
nineteenth century unequal treaties had deprived the country of fiscal autonomy —
an essential attribute of at least economic sovereignty. The low tariffs thus foisted
upon Thailand had brought greatest benefit to Britain. Not surprisingly, then, it was
Britain that put up the fiercest resistance to any re -negotiation of the terms, and
while the United States went ahead with a new treaty which recognized the full
fiscal autonomy of Thailand in 1920, London fought a stubborn rearguard action
until 1926, and even then succeeded in limiting the new tariff on cotton goods, iron
and steel manufactures, and machinery (the major imports from the UK) to  5% ad
valorem for a further ten years.

Nevertheless, the writing was on the wall. With Britain largely preoccupied else-
where after 1938-9, Japan and the United States were nicely poised to haul in the
slack: whereas hitherto almost all tin and rubber from Thailand had been exported
to British Malaya for processing and re-export, now more and more was exported
directly to the two Pacific rivals. It was the British-American Tobacco Company
(the very same firm which had so lucratively converted the Chinese into a nation of
cigarette smokers) which cashed in on the tariff on manufactured tobacco imports,
bringing in Virginia leaf and seeds to establish an industry largely in American
control and bringing in welcome trade to the American tobacco states.

But it is to the battle around the commodity restriction schemes of the inter-war
era that we must look to gain an insight into the formation of American thinking
about a more acceptable international economic order. The first world war had put
an abrupt end to the golden years of Britain’s financial supremacy and trusteeship,
of her ability to guarantee a supply of international liquidity adequate to  lubricate
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the smooth movement and exchange of a secularly rising volume of production.
Desperately though they tried, Whitehall and the City could not put the Gold
Standard egg together again. America, for its part, was not yet ready — ideologically
or institutionally — to accept the onus, which thus went by default, or underwriting
global solvency. All was comparatively well as long as boom conditions prevailed in
the USA itself, but with the crash of 1929 it was increasingly a question of sauve
qui peut. The extreme precariousness of the American position was now borne in
upon their businessmen and statesmen with a vengeance. In the first place, despite
the tremendous productive power and wealth at their disposal, they found them-
selves impotent to influence decisively the direction of great global economic
events. In the second place, and in a way even more frustratingly, they discovered
that the old colonial powers, for all their despised degeneracy, could still tweak the
mighty American tail almost with impunity. We shall look at how Washington
tackled the former in a moment, but a word or two here about the latter.

It was in the inter-war years that the United States became a net importer of
industrially vital raw materials. For some of these, her dependence upon overseas
sources was almost complete, and — by chance — production of two of them
(rubber and tin) was concentrated in South East Asia. Moreover, two European
colonial powers, Britain and Holland, commanded a sufficiently great share between
them of total production to be able unilaterally to influence output, export level,
and (to some extent) price. American opinion was outraged by the steps that were
taken in the depression to just those ends, vehemently expressing the view that US
business was being “held to  ransom”. Nor was that the end of the matter, for the
old colonial powers also could — and did — act to safeguard their own industrial
interests by restricting commercial access to their colonies (most notably Britain
by her introduction o fa  generalised system of Imperial Preference in 1932). Washing-
ton now felt threatened by progressive exclusion from world trade, and indeed
there was a fall in the American share of a shrinking volume of international trans-
actions in the 1930s. Few things so exercised the thoughts of American leaders at
this time, the more so since the threat of approaching war could not realistically be
separated out from the sharpening actuality of trade war, particularly in the Pacific.

Thailand was unavoidably caught up in all this. Although it latterly joined both
the tin and the rubber restriction schemes elaborated by Anglo-Dutch imperialism,
it exacted as the price for doing so quotas generous enough to permit virtually
unhampered expansion of domestic production — a circumstance naturally wel-
come to both America and Japam Much more significantly, though, Washington
and Tokyo each recognised that whichever power were to wrest strategical control
over Thailand and Indochina from the weakening grip of a palsied Anglo-French
imperialism would have the opulent, fecund, much-prized heartland of South East
Asia — Malaya and Indonesia — at its mercy. It was contention over this issue — not
the fate of China — which made the Pacific War inevitable. American economic
interests in China were relatively insignificant compared with the value of her
strong economic ties with Japan; Washington was, therefore, prepared to tolerate in
practice — with suitable rhetorical gestures of protest — Japanese encroachments in
China. But when Japan moved into Cochin-china (southern Vietnam) and, later,.
Thailand, in 1941 war became at a stroke unavoidable, because American leaders
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had already identified South East Asia as a region absolutely vital to the prosperity
of the United States (and thereby of the entire Western world) — and even to its
very survival as a modern industrial nation.

Once war had broken out, Washington did not make the mistake of burning all
bridges to the Thai elite simply because it had gone over into the Axis fold and had,
moreover, nakedly pursued expansionist self-interest in doing so (by occupying,
with Japanese blessing, parts of Burma, Malaya, Cambodia and Laos). On the
contrary, the Americans, by divers means, strove to keep their options for the
future open, since it was acknowledged that command of the crucial Malay crescent
(Malaya, Indonesia and the Philippines) required command of Thailand. One
other interesting pointer for the future: Great Britain had seriously contemplated
occupying the Kra Isthmus, in southern Thailand in November, 1941, realising the
importance to the defence of Malaya of holding this strategically vital land bridge;
nothing came of it,  however, for Whitehall was too fearful of provoking the Japanese
into the very aggression the move was conceived to block.

Shaping the Post-war World
Even before war broke out in Europe, thus incontrovertibly signalling the end of
the precarious and profoundly unsatisfactory international economic order of
the 1920s and 1930s, the American ruling class had begun to mobilise the very
considerable resources of its business, political, legal, administrative, military, and
academic communities for a project without strict precedent and of a promethean
remit: to draw up a detailed blueprint for the post-war world — a blueprint that
unchallengeable American economic and military power could transform into
malleable imperial reality worldwide as and when peace came. A key place in this
planning was played by the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), a private but
powerful New York -based organization which brought together a group of elite
businessmen, scholars, journalists, lawyers and bureaucrats and put them into
close day-to-day working collaboration with top government figures. They soon
concluded that an acceptable post-war world was unobtainable without an American
commitment to imperialistic expansionism.

For Washington, there were two transcendent imperatives: first, to avoid slipping
back into the trough of recession; and, second, to establish guaranteed access to a
steadily expanding flow of industrial raw material inputs in order to  fuel the hoped-
for long secular boom in business activity. The former required that the by now
incurably inadequate level of spontaneous outlay in the private sector be supple-
mented by massive state intervention, while the latter pointed to the establishment
of “equal access”, in other words an end to the traditional colonial privileges
formerly enjoyed by the Western European powers. Both were to have major
repercussions for South East Asia, for while one meant greatly increased US foreign
investment eased by government “aid” programmes and — parallel to this — post-
war remilitarization, the other pointed to the supercession of colonialism — not by
true independence, however, but by a new form of economic domination (neo-
colonialism) under American hegemony.

The scheme which finally evolved was a frankly, even an explicitly, imperialist
one; rhetoric about defending freedom and democracy was reserved for lullaby
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public utterances (such as the Atlantic Charter). Having carefully mapped the
location, production of, and trade in,  all important commodities and manufactured
goods, CFR experts concluded that — at a minimum — America would need a
territory co-extensive with the Western Hemisphere and the Pacific Area (including
all the old colonial powers and their empires). But this was merely a core area; it
was hoped ultimately to integrate the entire world economically under American
auspices. But auspices is really too mild and kindly a word, for Washington proposed
to exert “unquestioned power” in supervising implementation of the project, and it
was for this reason that a post-war network of American military bases right round
the world was proposed. Finally, in order to provide the essential liquidity, to
stabilize currencies, and to generate capital for construction of infrastructure on a
scale commensurate with the expansion in economic activity envisaged, it would be
necessary to fashion appropriate institutions; these — the International Monetary
Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development among
them — were duly forthcoming.

Putting such an ambitious enterprise in place could hardly be accomplished
without hitches. Nor was i t .  Russian reluctance to be co-opted on US terms deter-
mined the configuration of the Cold War blocs. “Loss” of China dictated drawing
the imperial frontier through Korea, Taiwan and Indochina. While this naturally
heightened the strategic significance of Thailand, American planners had already,
appreciating its importance, moved decisively in the immediate post-war years to
secure the allegiance of its elites and their compliance with US economic and
military designs by pardoning their Axis alignment and waiving the reparations
righteously demanded by the British and the French. Neither was in a position to
deter the reconciliation, for both needed American assistance to restore their home
economies and to re-assert themselves in their South East Asian colonies. Besides,
Thailand was destined to become a nest of US bases backing up imperialist aggres-
sion in Indochina while at the same time it was vital to the security of Malaya (key
to British post-war recovery) and of the crucial Straits of Malacca (essential to the
recovery of Japan). Indeed, it is impossible to isolate out the separate pieces of the
complex Gestalt that resulted from American manoeuvring for an acceptable post-
war Pacific rim. One thing is, however, certain: Thailand had to be integrated
securely into the whole.

There had been an anti-Japanese guerrilla movement in Thailand during the war.
Influenced by radical ideas, it appealed to the poor and disinherited in the country.
After the war, the social movement that had crystallized round the resistance posed
a challenge to the collaborationist Thai elite and to American purposes. It had,
therefore, to be dispelled. It was — with a calculation and ruthlessness which fore-
shadowed later and better documented regional “counter-insurgency” programmes.
The way was cleared for consolidation of a pliant and dependable rightist military
clique.
From SEATO to Tet
Incorporation of Thailand as a vital component of the “containment” perimeter of
the “free world” was given formal recognition, by its adhesion to SEATO — the
South East Asian Treaty Organisation — in 1954. SEATO arose out of the French
debacle in Vietnam and US determination to enlist as many allies as possible in an
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overtly anti-communist military pact ostensibly designed to limit communist gains
to those conceded (unwisely, according to Washington) at Geneva; in point of fact,
its architect, John Foster Dulles, cherished the delusion that a militarized puppet
“state” of South Vietnam, in US hands, and a Thailand bristling with US military
bases could eventually serve as launching pads for “freeing” North Vietnam (the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam — DRV) and thus securing South East Asia in its
entirety for inclusion in the American Empire. How disastrously he — and his
successors — miscalculated is now a matter of history.

The years between the formation of SEATO and final proof of the invincibility
of the Vietnamese in the Tet offensive of 1968, a proof sufficiently conclusive to
make American withdrawal merely a matter of  time, must count as among the most
infamous and shameful in Thai history. Day after day US war planes took off from
their Thai bases to rain bombs, rockets, napalm, chemicals and mines upon the
Vietnamese land and the Vietnamese people. Thai mercenaries fought side by side
with the Americans and their puppets against the Vietnamese, Lao and Cambodian
peoples. Thai leaders were willing accessories to every crime against their Indo-
chinese neighbours the Americans sought their complicity in: from participation in
“secret war” against the people of Laos and in actual invasion of Cambodia to
maintaining and training mercenary traitors from all three Indochinese countries
and facilitating their treachery. Thailand’s honour was only salvaged by steady
growth in the rural areas of a revolutionary resistance which was to  consolidate as a
broad patriotic front around the backbone of the Communist Party of Thailand
(and which proved its ability to  co-ordinate its activites with the liberation forces in
Indochina), and by the great courage shown by those — students, intellectuals,
workers — prepared to defy savage official repression by openly protesting against
American and Thai crimes in Vietnam.

The scale of US escalation in Indochina and Thailand was in itself the strongest
possible indication of how highly ruling class America evaluated and prized retention
of South East Asia in the sphere of neo-colonial economic activities. By 1968, US
and Japanese investments in the area had grown enormously as compared with the
pre-war period. The raw materials of South East Asia had steadily appreciated in
value and attractiveness to the capitalist world as business had subjected world
resources availability to increasingly close and careful scrutiny. Although public
awareness of the energy dimension was as yet negligible, the business community
was already alert to the significance of the situation and of the signals illuminating
the contours of the future. In this last respect, South East Asia had more than a
passing or peripheral interest for Washington, Tokyo, and the other capitals of the
affluent world.

Just prior to the outbreak of the Pacific War, American oil companies took
advantage of the latitude reluctantly conceded to them (under pressure from the
American government) by the Dutch to subject Indonesia to more thorough and
extensive prospecting than had ever before been undertaken anywhere. The results
were exciting, but the war interrupted development. Afterwards, with the elimation
of Dutch influence and the granting of independence (again with American pressure
on Holland), Stanvac and Caltex, US oil companies, began opening up production
and export of  Indonesian petroleum.
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Meantime, the technology of off-shore oil extraction was maturing apace (Shell
pioneering off Brunei in north Borneo). It was widely felt in oil circles that South
East Asia — a maze of bays, inlets, peninsulas and archipelagos — would prove
highly prospective in terms of recoverable off-shore petroleum. Co-ordinated
scientific substantiation and documentation was under way by the second half of
the 1960s. Two developments threatened peaceful exploitation of the fields being
established: the successes of the National Liberation Front in South Vietnam (whose
off-shore fields were highly considered), and the nationalist turn of President
Sukarno’s policies in Indonesia, policies which, by  1964-65, seemed to endanger the
future of Stanvac and Caltex. American responses were swift. The war in Vietnam
was rapidly escalated, and behind this “shield” (as it was commonly referred to in
official American communications) Sukarno was overthrown and replaced (1965-
66) by an amenable military dictator who allowed US advisers to draft new legis-
lation converting Indonesia back into a foreign investors’ paradise. South East Asian
oil had, for the moment, been secured.

ASEAN takes up the running
The ill-fated SEATO always proved a grave disappointment to its American archi-
tects. No application of cosmetics, however lavish, could conceal its imperialist
features; only two South East Asian countries adhered to it (Thailand and the
Philippines) — and they were the most abjectly dependent and responsive of Ameri-
can neo-colonial clients (both subsequently to send troops to Vietnam). The other
signatories were the USA, the UK, France, Australia, New Zealand, and Pakistan.
Furthermore, its military prowess was restricted to the occasional exercise, even its
members recoiling with incredulity from the mere idea of following the United
States into battle behind its synthetic streamer.

Nonetheless, the task for which it had been conceived — an important and
demanding one — remained: namely, to halt social revolution on the South East
Asian periphery and thus preserve the fruits of the region for the plucking of rich
industrialised countries elsewhere. Bending their energies to the problem American
mandarins came up in the early 1960s with the ASEAN conception. ASEAN (the
Association of South East Asian Nations) was formally to consist only of regional
powers (Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines), but all of
them possessed of impeccable reactionary credentials and tied to the West and to
Japan by a web of official and unofficial bonds. In order further to distance it from
a discredited SEATO, ASEAN was at first to restrict itself ostentatiously to com-
paratively harmless cultural and economic concerns. Finally, its US parentage and
patronage were to  be concealed by entrusting the public baptism to then Indonesian
foreign minister, Adam Malik, who was even indulgently permitted to take the
credit for fathering i t .

ASEAN was launched in 1967, none too soon, as the Tet offensive rudely
underlined. The regional corollary of “Vietnamisation” was “ASEANisatibn”.
While Washington hurried to implement its own new naval-island strategy, tailored
round garrisoning remote impregnable bases and acquiring the ability to  transport
enormous loads of men and war material at great speed to “mainland” trouble
spots, it  simultaneously hastened expansion of the military in the ASEAN countries
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and standardisation of their training, equipment, field drills, and codes (with US
instruction, supply and advice) in order to weld them into a co-ordinated five-
nation counter-insurgency force.

But the first steps along the way were cautiously taken. Mindful of the peaceful
image ASEAN cultivated, early essays in military collaboration were bilateral, ad
hoc, or undertaken more in the spirit of manoeuvres than of actual combat. Events
would not await planning convenience, though. The Communist Party of Malaya
(MCP) started sending guerrilla parties south into peninsular Malaya from their
secure fastnessnes in southern Thailand in 1968. It was impossible for counter-
measures to be taken without close co-operation between Bangkok and Kuala
Lumpur. This included, by an agreement that faltered in 1976 but was revived the
following year, joint sweeps and qualified rights of “hot pursuit”. For some time
prior to 1976 a small Malaysian “police” force was actually stationed north of the
Thai border in MCP country. In Borneo (Kalimantan), Malaysian and Indonesian
security forces similarly entered into joint arrangements after the coming to power
of General Suharto in 1965-66) to  counter guerrillas (operating [under the leader-
ship of the North Kalimantan Communist Party] in North Kalimantan for indepen-
dence from Malaysia and in Indonesian Borneo [under the leadership of the Com-
munist Party of Indonesia] for the overthrow of the right-wing generals’ regime;
land, sea and air forceshave been involved over the years. Other instances of collabo-
ration between two or more members of ASEAN in counter-insurgency developed.

Thailand, however, owed to its geographical location particularly intimate and
exposed identification with American regional objectives. Counter-insurgency in
Thailand itself was openly directed by American personnel. Thai troops fought in
Vietnam, as noted. Thailand played a major part in the subversion which finally
resulted in the overthrow of Sihanouk in neighbouring Cambodia, plunging it into
war. The Thai government and military were party to US “secret” and “special”
war in Laos. It was bases in Thailand that sustained the murderous American
onslaught on the peoples of Indochina through the years of unrestrained savagery.

It was all, of course, to no avail; Indochina was duly liberated. Growing aware-
ness that it would be liberated imparted urgency to stiffening ASEAN as a second
line of defence. American advisers replaced British in Malaysian government circles,
and American influence replaced British in its educational system. The upsurge of
nationalism and social revolution in the Philippines made necessary the Washington-
approved Marcos coup in 1972; US bases there were indispensable to  the “defence”
of South East Asia. Indonesia and Singapore gave little cause for concern, their
regimes having been custom-built, by the US and the UK respectively, for their
neo-colonial roles and both having — for the time being — suppressed their “com-
munists”. But the Paris Agreements on Vietnam, in 1973, posed a perplexing
question about tactics for Thailand, now no longer just the rear base and HQ for
regional counter-insurgency but,  in effect, itself now the very frontline. On that
frontline was ASEAN to slope arms or to  fix bayonets?

From Crisis to Crisis: Oil, Liberation, Fascist Reaction
Signing of the Paris Agreements on Vietnam was not the only world event to stamp
its character indelibly upon the year 1973: eruption into public consciousness of
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the oil crisis and the popular overthrow of right-wing military dictatorship in' Thai-
land both help define a watershed year. Once on the global agenda, energy was to
stay, and time and time again to interweave its imperatives with the strands of the
Thai story, as it has done throughout the world with other countries — rich and
poor, big and small, oil-exporting and oil-importing. But whatever part energy
considerations played in the October, 1973, drama in Thailand (and they clearly
did, with off-shore oil at stake and the Thanom-Praphas clique’s Pertamina-type
ambitions threatening to frustrate American designs), they were overshadowed by
and submerged in the irresistible force of genuine public outrage against corruption,
crushing repression, and cynical ineptitude. In the years since, the dilemma of  the
Thai elite and its wellwishers and backers in the West and in Japan has been cruelly
exposed as policy has vacillated this way and that, tacking nervously in the cross-
winds. It is a dilemma that cannot be resolved within the existing socio-economic
framework, for there can only be one satisfactory accommodation to  the irrefragable
reality of social revolution in Indochina and the irrepressible longing of the Thai
people for radical change: revolution in Thailand itself.

The three years to  1976 were crammed and hectic years for the Thai people. For
the new-style “democratic” governments all was not bleak, to begin with, in the
field of foreign policy. Washington, for its own reasons, wished to withdraw the
bulk of its armed forces from the country, partly because the bases had lost much
of their object with the changing shape of the conflict in Indochina after the 1973
Paris agreements, partly in line with the new naval-island strategy. It was, therefore,
happy to  “comply” with “demands” that its troops pull out,  thus enabling govern-
ment to respond positively to the overwhelming desire energetically — sometimes
violently — expressed throughout Thailand for an end to US neo-colonial occu-
pation. Similarly , the real anxiety of Bangkok to achieve normal, correct, diplomatic
relations with Hanoi, fitted in well with the American need to buy time for consoli-
dation and further extension and refinement of the ASEAN-naval/island strategy.
Cautious steps towards rapprochement were indeed taken, but continued fighting
in Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam made progress thorny, for US-Thai involve-
ment could neither be concealed nor denied.

The balancing act attempted by the 1973-76 “liberal” Thai regimes was pre-
doomed, for it required for its success reconciliation of competing demands which
were fundamentally incompatible. Internal tolerance simply stoked the fires of
popular rebellion welling up from peasants, workers and intellectuals. likewise, any
easing of aggressive pressure on the peoples of South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia
and on the Thai guerrilla quickened the pace and effectiveness of their struggles for
liberation. Yet obviously Hanoi could not pursue reconciliation with Bangkok if its
rulers were engaged upon open suppression of the Thai left and even less if they
were still seen to be embroiled with the United States in military and para-military
aggression in Indochina. Thus it was that negotiations inevitably blew hot and cold.

The year of 1975 saw two contradictory developments: first, total liberation of
all three countries of Indochina; and, second, a ferocious, well-orchestrated, and —
as it proved — conclusively polarising reactionary backlash in Thailand itself.
The outlook — from Bangkok, from other capitals in South East Asia, and from
Washington — was understandably confused. Let me, then, simplify the picture
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without, I hope, doing violence to its broad composition.
The most spectacular development was the arrival of victorious communist

armies on Thailand’s long borders with Laos and Cambodia. While making it vastly
more urgent — for now questions of border trade and of two-way human traffic
were involved — the liberation of Indochina in its entirety by the same token made
agreement vastly more difficult to reach. Thai troops, and Laotian and Cambodian
traitors trained in and operating from Thailand, had been fighting on the territory
of their neighbours for years. It was as victors that those against whom they had so
recklessly pitted themselves in the past now faced them. Immediate sweetness and
light were out of the question. Besides, there were plenty of quite intransigent and
belligerent reactionaries in Thai and American military and civil circles who had no
intention of letting up their anti-communist activities for a moment: April, 1975,
merely marked, for them, a switch from the predominance of one style of combat
to the predominance of another (sabotage, infiltration, black propaganda, and the
like).

While there is evidence of schizophrenia in Washington itself — the Mayaguez
incident can be construed as at least in part an attempt to fan the flames of Thai-
Cambodian hostility (not least over off-shore oil) — two circumstances appear to
have weighed there in favour of acceptance of the novel status quo: again the need
for time — to study the implications of the new reality, and to attune the regional
“second line of defence” to absorb whatever reverberations were likely to flow from
it; but also the imminence of an American presidential election, complicated by the
unusual tenuousness of the incumbent’s tenure. Accordingly, from the closing of
the Mayaguez file in 1975 to the rightist coup the following October, Washington
and Bangkok pursued the path of accommodation with revolutionary Indochina,
zig-zag and pitted with obstacles though it was (and homesick though they them-
selves no doubt often were for the fixed certainties of anti-communist crusade).

Paradoxically, though, anti-“communist” repression inside Thailand steadily
intensified. The post-1973 “liberal” interlude had released emotions and energies
in the people of a character and force quite terrifying to  the elite. Since the people’s
organizations were unquestionably democratic and irreproachably legal — and
Thailand’s “democratic” image was important as never before (particularly for
influencing Western public and political opinion) — containing the upsurge posed
serious problems. The answer was to delegate repression to such ostensibly “un-
official” agencies — plausibly to be palmed off on public opinion as voluntary and
spontaneous popular responses to “unpatriotic” and overweening farmers’, workers’
and students’ demands — as Nawaphon, the Red Gaurs, and the Village Scouts. So,
although the pantomime of elections went on, bombings, assassinations and un-
restrained terror decimated the ranks and disrupted the work of peasant, worker
and student groups. Effective though these tactics were, the danger remained that
without the full weight of  a totalitarian rightist government openly deployed on the
side of reaction civil turmoil and strife would merge into a revolutionary war with
the mass and popular forces stiffened by a guerrilla already considerably swollen in
numbers and enhanced in prestige by accession of leftists fleeing right-wing terror
or simply drawing for themselves the logical conclusions from the deteriorating
situation.
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The feelings and fears of the Thai right were certainly shared with the leaders of
other ASEAN countries and with US personnel on the spot in South East Asia and
with others in the States known to be sympathetic. If there were going to be a
coup, circumstances more or less dictated the timing: late autumn (1976) while
effective administration was in suspension in the States pending the outcome of
Carter’s challenge to Ford. So it proved. The alacrity and relieved welcome with
which the October coup was greeted in ASEAN capitals and by the American
Embassy in Bangkok spoke for themselves; as for Washington, by early in 1977
when Carter had had time to take over most of the reins there was little he could
immediately do about what was in effect a fait accompli. What could be done was
to assimilate the new regime and its preferred tactics into the broader pattern
of post-Indochina regional defence.

I shall leave to the next section consideration of the broader perspectives of
US policy, confining myself here to indicating the kind of links that were being
engineered to shore up the frontier of empire against the damage done to it by
defeat in Indochina. The Thai military right-wing was not alone in appreciating that
attack constituted the best method of defence. It  was obvious that if the revolutions
in Laos and Cambodia (after 1975, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic and
Democratic Kampuchea) were accepted as irreversible, this acceptance in itself
constituted tacit endorsement of the thesis that social change in South East Asia
was foreordained — country after country moving remorselessly through civil strife
to revolution. Leaders like Lee Kuan Yew in Singapore were not prepared to accept
such determinism, which cast them as later-day Thieus and Lon Nols, predestined
for eventual inevitable overthrow and ignominious exile. History could be “proved”
“wrong” most effectively by preventing consolidation of the newest revolutionary
regimes.

Sabotage, hostile infiltrations and other provocations had started up as soon as
the new Indochinese regimes were declared. But until October, 1976, successive
civilian governments in Bangkok condemned these actions, which were mounted by
reactionary refugees and professional American-trained anti-communist mercenaries
operating out of camps in eastern Thailand, and strove to reassure the communist
capitals of their desire for good relations and of their determination to stamp out
such acts. Rightists in Thailand and elsewhere, however, encouraged them, just as
they financed, protected and egged on the Red Gaurs, Nawaphon, and the Village
Scouts. After the coup, aggression against Laos and Kampuchea became much more
blatant, organized, and frequent. Military leaders in Thailand openly boasted about
their intentions to chastise particularly Kampuchea (parts of which had been given
to Bangkok by the Japanese during the Pacific War as a reward for collaboration),
threatening to “cut out” Battambang. Meantime, reactionary Indochinese refugees
in Thailand, and throughout the “free” world, were conspiring with unrepentant
Western “experts” to set up clandestine organisations designed to “restore” “free-
dom” in Vietnam, Laos and Kampuchea — objectives the Thai government and the
governments of other ASEAN countries could not but applaud.

It was at this time that ASEAN itself began emerging from its civilian suit and
donning battledress, as intended by its American architects a dozen years before.
In February, 1977, a meeting of Special Combat Units from the Asian Region
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was held at the Special Warfare Centre in Lopburi (central Thailand) — a camp
notorious for its involvement in the Indochina war. Attending were representatives
of ASEAN, the USA, and South Korea (whose troops were renowned for blood-
thirsty ruthlessness in South Vietnam), under the direction of American chief of
special warfare, Major-General R.C. Kingston. The meeting paid particular attention
to the “security” of Thailand — in other words, to the suppression of social revo-
lution there. The flagrant proceedings provoked, as perhaps they were intended, the
angry criticism of  Hanoi.

In June, seventy-five government, academic and business leaders from the USA
and the ASEAN countries met for consultations in Bali and Jakarta on the future
of counter-insurgency and capitalism in the region. The open linking of the two
concerns is revealing. A couple of months later, in August, 1977 the tenth anniversary
meeting of ASEAN was dignified by the presence of the Prime Ministers of Japan,
Australia and New Zealand, all as keen to halt the tide of social revolution at the
Laotian and Kampuchean borders as their counterparts in Thailand and its southern
neighbours. The following month there were direct US-ASEAN consultations in
Manila. Less spectacularly, but more importantly, steady progress was being recorded
in integrating the work of the armed forces of  the ASEAN countries and in stream-
lining co-operation with the armed forces and ordnance departments of the ANZUS
powers (Australia, New Zealand, America). To combat the regional mobility of
guerrillas, a system of exchange of information and intelligence has been elaborated.
A course for senior military and security officers from all the ASEAN countries has
been established at the Indonesian Military Staff College, Bandung; this particular
establishment had played a crucial role in the overthrow of Sukarno and ascent of
Suharto. In 1976 a permanent ASEAN Secretariat was set up,  and in December that
year Indonesia and Malaysia agreed to co-operate in arms production — “a positive
step towards standardization of weapons in ASEAN”, according to the Indonesian
Defence Minister. The development of procedures on common arms procurement
for ASEAN and for adoption of common codes, commands and procedures in the
field are well advanced.

Quietly and covertly, too, the 1976 Thai coup permitted practical steps in
testing international counter-insurgency collaboration and operations. Despite
concerted attempts to silence press reporting of such developments in Thailand —
by imprisoning local journalists and by expelling foreign journalists working in the
region who have been foolhardy enough to note and speculate about them — it
is clear that at the very least Indonesian, Malaysian, Singaporean, American and
Australian forces have been involved in one way or  another (in combat, in advisory
capacities, in logistics, on detachment, in intelligence) in counter-insurgency in
Thailand since late 1976. By summer 1977 the escalation and internationalization
of the war in Thailand seemed to be accelerating out of control while the security
and insurgency position deteriorated in step — a process uncannily reminiscent of
Vietnam in the mid-1960s.

Towards the 1980s
By the later 1960s, the post-war international economic dispensation, which owed
so much to the deliberations of the Council on Foreign Relations second world war
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War and Peace Studies Group, was obviously falling apart, battered by the shocks of
Vietnam,, Japan’s meteoric industrial and commercial progress, inflation, Third
World and minority revolution, and formation of OPEC. Consequently, the CFR
squared up to the task of returning to the drawing-board to produce a new model
geared to changed demands and realities. This enterprise was christened the 1980s
Project. Interlocking with it is the Trilateral Commission, set up in 1973 on the
initiative of CFR Chairman David Rockefeller. The Trilateral Commission represents
a tacit admission that the attempt to impose US hegemony must now be abandoned
in favour of North America’s sharing power with Japan and Western Europe. Its
significance was greatly enhanced with the election of Carter, who proceeded to
nominate his cabinet and main advisers from Trilateral Commission ranks.

The mandarins recruited to plan the 1980s do recognise the need to “integrate”
the countries of the Third World more fully into the international economic order
than hitherto. However, it is also understood that this has to be accomplished in a
way that neither threatens the flow of raw materials from them to the rich nor the
primacy and profitability of the rich countries’ industrial concentrations. For
elites in the “free world” poor countries this spells more generous bribes and more
open-handed incentives; concessions on raw material prices and on certain kinds of
local industrialization; and higher-powered and higher-level international represen-
tation and decision-taking “tokenism”. Really what is proposed is but a tinkering.
If the new order is successfully imposed it will delay yet further the prospects for
the poor of the third world. Their agenda demands first and foremost removal of all
decision-making and executive power over their lives from both their own elites and
from the international business-political mandarinate. That can only be accomplished
by revolution. The demands of poor and rich remain irreconcilable, therefore, from
which it follows that military muscle is integral to the new order as it was to the old.

South East Asia remains essential to the enterprise. Economically, it is an even
more important area than before, both in terms of raw material availability and in
terms of marketing and investment opportunities. Besides a host of industrially
important non-energy minerals and vegetables (natural rubber, palm oil), the
region is rich in all three fossil fuels — oil, coal and natural gas. An American State
Department “master plan” outlines how this basic energy wealth could be monopo-
lised for consumption by the Trilateral Commission countries while at the same
time boosting their advanced technology industries. As an example of the new
thinking, the “master plan” could hardly be bettered — and Thailand is central to
its realisation.

The plan has three major components. One, the participating countries (in the
first place, the ASEAN countries) will be encouraged and helped to develop all
possible non-fossil fuel energy resources, particularly those which cannot — or
cannot easily — be transformed into exportable assets; prominent here one finds
geothermal and hydro-electric potential. Two, the gap between local energy demand
and the supply from these sources, if any, will be filled by aiding the ASEAN
countries to purchase high-technology energy — such as nuclear plant — from the
rich countries. Th ree > the oil, coa l and 8 as thus made available will be exported
under the terms of contracts between the multinationals of the rich countries and
the state companies of the ASEAN countries. It should be noted that the beauty of
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the proposal from the point of view of Western and Japanese business is that it
promises to provide Western and Japanese taxpayers' money to create demand in
ASEAN countries for untried, unsafe, polluting, and expensive energy technology
which the sophisticated publics of the rich countries could never be forced to
tolerate or accept.

On the marketing side, ever more important in a world racked by recession, we
should note that from 1969 to 1974 the GNP of nine South East and East Asian
countries (including the five ASEAN countries) grew (in real terms) at a rate nearly
triple that of the world’s industrialized countries — and four times that of the USA.
By 1977, American trade with Asia had overtaken American trade with the entire
enlarged European Economic Community. And of this Asian trade, that with the
ASEAN countries formed a share quite disproportionately large in relation to
population. It should be noted, besides, that the trade of the ASEAN countries
is vital to Japan, one of the cornerstones of the whole new international economic
edifice.

South East Asia, then, clearly retains its economic attraction. There is in addition
a strategic dimension, inseparable from the convergence of indispensable north-
south and east-west transport and communication links. In both respects — economic
and strategic — Thailand finds itself now the keystone of the arch. If it “falls”, it  is
not only that the resources and markets of Thailand will be “lost”: those of Malaya
and Indonesia will also be immediately imperilled. Further, Japan has long been
weighing up the possibility of either an oil pipeline or a canal capable of carrying
the biggest oil tankers in sight (or both) cutting across Thailand’s Kra Isthmus — in
order greatly to shorten the oil lifeline to the Middle East, and thus to reduce both
voyage times and costs. Finally, southern Thailand obviously offers far and away
the best defensive position left in South East Asia for the imperialist powers and
their local clients.

Bearing in mind the kind of problems the US faced in Vietnam in attempting to
stem the development of people’s war, it is self-evident that the task of holding
the bulk of Thailand is incomparably more difficult, in view of communist neigh-
bours (China, Laos and Kampuchea) on three sides, and of a further neighbour in
the throes of virtual civil war on the fourth (Burma — where the communist forces,
moveover, control much of the common frontier area). So incomparably more
difficult, indeed, is it that every indication suggests that Washington has in effect
written off the main bulk of  the country, concentrating attention upon how best to
construct, consolidate and maintain an impregnable position in the southern
pan-handle.

This does not, however, mean that there will be any precipitate action to scuttle
the status quo, any more than there was in the cases of Chiang Kai-shek and President
Thieu in their final doomed years. On the contrary, Washington will undoubtedly
seek to buttress the Bangkok regime for as long as possible, in order to buy time
for the consolidation of defensive positions elsewhere. The coup of October, 1977,
is of great interest in this respect, for it reflects a sensitivity to the kind of anti-
communist tactic likely to buy more time. The then dethroned regime had, by
naked direct aggression against Laos and Kampuchea, and by unsubtle crushing
of domestic resistance, whether liberal or revolutionary, jeopardised both the
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necessary placating and reassuring of the new Indochina governments (without
which stabilization of the rest of the region could not be undertaken) and the iso-
lation <of the domestic armed struggle, for to obliterate the distinctions between
bourgeois liberal critics and armed revolutionaries was to court their fusion into one
very powerful anti-government force, and this was what indeed was happening with
alarming speed during the year of bone-headed, bone-crushing, reaction.

We cannot speculate upon how long the writ of some kind of pro-Western
regime can be expected to survive in Bangkok and the' central plain. The Com-
munist Party of Thailand and the broad coalition coalescing around it (the Committee
for co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic Forces) have their own reasons for
advancing purposefully and with deliberation, raising and equalising the level of
political consciousness of the masses as they develop and extend their struggle. On
the other side, there will never be any shortage of volunteers to man the imperialist
barricades, even to the last, since there are vast personal fortunes to  be made out of
such “loyalty” (as a long line of  American puppets illustrates).

In the time thus bought, the imperialist countries will hope to  construct an
impregnable position in the narrow neck of southern Thailand. Here we may briefly
note a few of the relevant developments. In the first place, the construction of
a new base at Phangnga, on the south-west (Indian Ocean) coast, allegedly for
“national defence”, will, in fact, be used by the USA as an integral element in its
Kra Isthmus-naval/island strategy. It is multi-purpose. It dominates the Straits of
Malacca, particularly in conjunction with the “secret” American communication
centre in northwest Sumatra, which can scan all shipping approaching down the
Indian Ocean. It is sited within easy striking distance of some of the most securely
and long held communist base areas in the whole of “free” Asia — bases used by
both the Thai and the Malayan Communist Parties, and important, too, for the
logistics of the Burmese Communist Party and its allies (which ship out produce
from southern liberated areas in Burma across the Kra Isthmus and import require-
ments in exchange); these bases must be eliminated if the broader strategy is to
have a hope of success. It cannot be seen in isolation from the proposed oil pipeline
and/or canal, for it is inconceivable that these could go ahead against local resistance
without a big base on the spot for guard purposes. And it is no coincidence that the
base is nicely placed in the bosom of an area dotted with minerals full of interest to
American business — tin, manganese, lignite, lead, antimony and fluorspar, for
instance (US companies were evicted by popular demand from this area for corporate
looting in the liberal interregnum, but restored to their “rights” after October 1976).

If the Phangnga base is far from innocently “defensive”, so, too, is the Kra canal.
Many years ago, James Schlesinger as US Secretary of Defense speculated aloud on
the possibility of finally halting the southward spread of Asian social revolution by
blasting a huge canal (across the isthmus) by means of nuclear devices. The idea
has never quite died. Those who are presently urging the excavation of a Kra canal
have seriously proposed using nuclear explosions, thus scooping out an artificial
waterway of a breadth and depth capable of carrying two-way traffic in the largest
and heaviest super-tankers envisaged. But such a canal — 50  to 60 miles long —
would also constitute a formidable military installation, interfering with guerrilla
mobility.
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Earmarked to man the southern Thailand defensive position-in-depth are the
armed forces not only of Thailand but also of Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia,
stiffened with US, Australian and New Zealand contingents, and with additional
assistance of various kinds from Japan, South Korea, the Philippines and the United
Kingdom. ASEAN must of course supply the bulk of the manpower. In 1977,
ASEAN acquisition of military hardware was more than twice the 1975 level. Even
more significantly, Washington is putting emphasis on the rapid up-grading of
Malaysian and Singaporean counter-insurgency potential, with the provision of
M-16 rifles (the standard US infantry rifle in Vietnam) for the entire Malaysian
military, plus helicopters, F-5 jet fighters, tank landing craft, V-150 armoured cars,
105mm howitzers and the like. That the average reader in the West knows little of
these developments is a testament to the ruthless efficiency which is being deployed
by those responsible to prevent the media playing the role they eventually came to
fulfil so effectively in Indochina. All the more .reason to welcome the articles that
follow, for they enable us to see more clearly the developing pattern and to under-
stand the denouement now shaping up.

A last word
The age of “Orientalism” and “Asian Studies”, wherein Western “experts” pon-
tificated on the East, and provided the teaching and the tests for Asians forced or
prepared to listen, is passing rapidly away, fading with the imperialism which
gave it birth. We do not now expect a Governor-General Doumer nor a Professor
Robequain to be the most reliable sources for Vietnamese history and Vietnamese
aspirations — far less a General Westmoreland or a Professor Huntingdon — for the
Vietnamese are now writing their own history and again shaping their own lives. In
due course, the people of Thailand will be in a position to  do the same. In this, the
transition, it is nevertheless important that there should be books and articles which
discard the traditional Western perspectives and biases and actively try to feel and
interpret the phenomena as from the inside, so to speak.
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The Socio-Economic Formation
of Modern Thailand
David Elliott*

1 . To the Second World War

Following the 1 767 Burmese invasion and sacking of the Thai capital city, Ayuthaya,
the Thai army regrouped under the command of General Taksin and within a few
years had recovered the lost territory while the ruling class established a new capital
at Thonburi (shortly after to be moved across the Chao Phraya River to its present
location, Bangkok) and established the current Chakri dynasty with Rama I. This
conflict with Burma was the last of many conflicts exclusively among the major
states of Southeast Asia in which Muang Thai, as the country known in Europe as
Siam or later Thailand called itself, was forced to defend its existence.2 The basic
socio-economic structure of Thailand, however, remained little changed as a result
of the conflict as indeed had been the situation following the conflicts among the
peoples of Southeast Asia for several centuries.

The Pre-Capitalist Formation
The Thai social formation consisted of a large class of peasant rice producers, a
small ruling class, and other formative, less well structured classes. Dominating the
ruling class was the monarch, who in theory and largely in practice, controlled all
commerce of the kingdom which was conducted for the most part by immigrant
Chinese. The monarch was considered as the owner of all land and, ideologically,
everything in the kingdom. In the practical application of the ruling class ideology,
social relations which seem to  characterize the Asiatic mode of production appeared.
As the geographical area claimed by the Thai state was too vast to be completely
subordinated to  the king through his relatively few functionaries, fairly autonomous
local communities existed. Each community provided virtually all its subsistence
needs with the exception of metals, sea salt, etc. which were not available in all
localities and were brought by itinerant Chinese or other (usually) foreign traders
or caravans. The main contact between the local villages and the capital consisted
of the levying and payment of “tribute”.

This tribute in large part can be conceptualized as a rent-tax3 on the land.
“Rent-tax” because the private personage of the king as landlord and recipient of
rent was not distinguished from the public personage of the king as head of state
and administrator of taxes. Probably most of the social surplus of the class of
peasant rice producers was extracted in this way. It was extracted in the form of
produce (mainly rice) and labour power. A small amount of rice entered some years

’’David Elliott is Graduate Teaching Fellow in Sociology at  the University of  Oregon.
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into international trade which by the early 19th century was dominated by the
European colonial powers. Much of the surplus product, rice, was consumed by the
non-producing ruling class. Some rice was held over from year to year by the ruling
class for distribution during times of poor crops. Outside the Chao Phraya alluvial
valley, where the natural environment was most favourable for the production of
rice, other products like teak, birds’ nests, tin, bats’ excrement, etc., were exchanged
by the local inhabitants for rice and extracted as tax by (the commercial represen-
tatives of) the ruling class. Within this segment of the peasantry which did not
produce rice as its main occupation — but not within the class of peasant rice
producers — were found entrepreneurial and wage labouring elements which were
not tied to the land, strictly, in the sense that the rice producers were.

Labour power was directly expropriated in several ways by the ruling class.
Prisoners of war, criminals, etc., served as forced labour on the king’s domain to
help provide subsistence for the ruling class of the capital city. All Thai peasants
were subject to conscription during times of war and for corvee labour on canals
and dikes (necessary for irrigation and communication) as well as for work on
temples and other religious projects. Peasants, who during the season when the fields
could not be worked had developed their artistic or other such skills rather highly,
were sometimes required to work full-time producing luxuries for the ruling class.

The peasant rice producers formed a stratified, not entirely immobile class. The
stratification of society as a whole contained a strong element of Thai Buddhism
and in virtually every relationship between two people (or among people), there
was a distinction in which one appeared subservient to another. In many instances
this took the form of a client-patron relationship. While this patronage within the
peasantry usually consisted of a non-kins person joining the household of another
for their mutual benefit, the situation when the patronage relationship crossed class
lines took on a more exploitative nature and will be discussed below. What really
characterized the class of peasant rice producers, however, was that many activities
of the prime material productive effort, the cultivation of rice, were done co-
operatively. Though each family in the community had its own holding (land-
lessness was rare as each peasant-holding was restricted to 25 rai or 10  acres and
there remained virgin soil in the kingdom), many of the activities necessary for the
production of rice were done with reciprocal labour. The harvest time, in particular,
was a time not only to gather the fruit of the past months on each holding in turn,
but for social activities which served to keep the community intact and perpetuate
it. Housebuilding, too,  was an occasion for community cooperation. Other economic
activities like the weaving of cloth and the making of clothes however, belonged
within the realm of the household and a division of labour based upon sex developed
within the family. Women largely did the cooking, made clothing, and carried on
intravillage trade while men made and repaired implements and tools for production
of rice, fishing, etc. It was this latter, family/individual activity which fostered
the artistic talents which were exploited by the ruling class and because of this
exploitation, individuals tended not to develop their skills fully since they knew of
the consequences.

The ruling class consisted of the King and his immediate family which included
a harem; fairly powerful regional officials subordinate to the King, deriving their
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powers directly from the King, and often related to the King; and various function-
aries (including commercial agents) who provided the link between the most
powerful and the peasantry. The ruling class was clearly stratified; this stratification
was somewhat more structured than that of the peasantry. The more powerful
strata of the ruling class often took on a number of peasants as clients arranging
for the removal of the duty of corvee labour in exchange for labour on the patron’s
domain. Such situations, were associated with kin muang, a traditional Thai arrange-
ment meaning literally “to eat the territory”, and granted to the royalty and
officials in remuneration for their service to the King and the ruling class. Exploi-
tation of this kind tended to increase the wealth of the patron but wealth and
patronage were not necessarily reproduced through the mechanism of inheritance
since everyone lived at the pleasure of the King and all material wealth was subject
to expropriation by the King at any time, particularly when a wealthy patron died.
Furthermore, membership in the ruling class was not necessarily hereditary — even
royal titles were retained only for five generations and these originated only as the
King’s offspring.

The remaining element of Thai society, frequently consisting of non-Thai ethnic
groups living in the mountains north and west of the Chao Phraya valley, on the
plateau northeast of the valley, or on the Malay peninsula, contained nascent
bourgeois and proletarian sectors. Some of these groups could be considered to
have been in transition from a pre-class society to a class society though they
did not, in themselves, form a fully separate class. While some activities, seemed
primitive, like the gathering of birds’ nests for the King’s trade with China, other
economic activities like the exploitation of teak forests contained some relatively
advanced relations of production. It was in the latter that wage labour appeared and
that capital accumulation (as well as wealth accumulation) may have occurred.

Struggle Against Colonialism: The Bowring Treaty and Its Impact
Such was the condition of Thai society during the first half of the 19th century
when several envoys were sent from European countries to the Thai King. At the
same time, France was colonizing Indochina and Britain was colonizing Burma and
the Malay peninsula. This situation in 1867 prompted Mongkut, then King of Siam,
to write to his embassy in Paris:

Since we are now being constantly abused by the French because we will not allow ourselves
to be placed under their domination like the Cambodians, it is for us to decide what we are
going to do; whether to swim up-river to make friends with the crocodile or to swim out to
sea and hang on to the whale . . ,4

It should be noted that Mongkut had signed a treaty with Britain in 1855 (the
Bowring Treaty) and was at that point negotiating a treaty with France. Within a
few years, Thailand had signed trade treaties with a number of powers in a success-
ful attempt to retain political independence. The economic effects of these treaties
which insured “free trade” generated a state of under-development not at all unlike
that which characterizes colonized and formerly colonized countries today.

In general, Thailand was opened up to capitalist exploitation and concurrently
an attack was made upon the indigenous social structure. But such a revolutionary
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transformation of Thai society as has occurred in the past century and a quarter
does not begin at a single stroke with the signing of a treaty, though the Bowring
Treaty signalled the transformation. A half century earlier the King was already
feeling the need for greater wealth in his international trading contacts and so the
peasantry was taxed more heavily and the collection of taxes was “farmed out” to
the Chinese “middlemen” who conducted commercial activities for the King. These
immigrant Chinese, as tax farmers, were better able to accumulate wealth than they
had been as traders though this wealth was remitted to China where most Chinese
expected to return to retire. Under the repression of the Thai King, and because of
the remittances, the Chinese traders were unable to develop into a bourgeois class
separate from the state. However, the Bowring Treaty separated the Thai King from
control of commerce and this contributed to the emergence of a bourgeoisie in the
kingdom.

This bourgeoisie grew from several sources. One element just mentioned, the
Chinese traders, became geographically widely dispersed though remained rather
closely knit as it dominated the day-to-day commercial activities. With the re-
straining force of the King effectively removed, the productive forces in certain
sectors of the economy, like teak forestry and later tin mining, developed rapidly.
Of perhaps greatest importance in the 19th century, the commercial milling of rice
began. How the bourgeoisie developed in the last half of the 19th century requires
some attention from the point of view of class formation generallyand considering
each source in turn. With that background, the further development of the peasant
rice producing class in the early 20th century and the emergent proletariat can be
discussed.

The Chinese traders performed various functions. At first they were concerned
mainly with intervillage trade and left the intravillage trade and distribution of
goods to the women of the communities. With the liberalization of control over
commerce, however, some Chinese settled on a somewhat more permanent basis in
the larger villages and there participated in the intravillage as well as intervillage
trade which their itinerant fellow Chinese continued to dominate. As payment of
taxes in money was increasingly demanded of the peasantry because of the King’s
need of money due to the greater influence of imperialism, the Chinese middlemen
functioned as moneylenders, too, to the peasants from whom they extracted
taxes. This was connected with their roles as traders as produce (rice) became less
acceptable as a means of tax payment though the surplus product was still required
for the subsistence of the non-producing population. The exploitation of the peasant
rice producers undoubtedly increased and peasants became more aware of the
exploitation carried out seemingly by Chinese. For socio-historical reasons, the
Chinese continued to dominate this realm of the economy. The long-standing
tradition of the ethnic Thai population to act mainly within the class of peasant
rice producers, reinforced in the pre-capitalist period by a prohibition against Thai
peasants living in the commercial centre (the capital city), except as the state’s
artisans, was not to be so rapidly changed. The only other activity open to the
ethnic Thai peasant was migration to the outlying regions or in a few cases entrance
into the ruling class. In addition, the cultural affinity among the Chinese tended to
retard the entrance of  non-Chinese into the emerging petty -bourgeoisie.
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Aside from rice, the more important of production relations which were found,
sometimes dominant, in the outlying areas were fishing (also carried on by the rice
producers as a part-time activity of considerable dietary importance), tin mining,
teak forestry, and “cash cropping”. 5 Sea fishing by groups from villages along the
coast of the Malay peninsula probably changed very little until the mid-20th
century; it was characterized by co-operative efforts in contrast to the fishing in
rivers and canals by individual rice producers. Tin mining, associated with the
Chinese under rights granted by the Thai King, remained small-scale and rather
primitive throughout the 19th century. Teak forestry was organized by Chinese
and Burmese with the authority of the local “lord of the land” (considered here as
belonging to a high stratum of the ruling class but subordinate to the king) while
the labour power was provided by local and/or migrant peasants for wages. Some
owned elephants which were used in teak forestry and these people formed a petty
bourgeoisie within the economy of teak extraction. Some “cash crops” like pepper
were grown and sold to the King’s trade monopoly and though they were fairly
insignificant in the pre-capitalist economy, a few plantations emerged (also of
limited significance) towards, the end of the 19th century and into the 20th.

With the increasing activities of the middlemen, the social relations of the
peasant rice producers began to change. During the last part of the 19th century
this took place mostly in the fertile Chao Phraya valley where the productive forces
had reached their highest level under the Asiatic mode of production. -This was
connected with changes which were taking place in the colonized areas ofSoutheast
Asia. While the colonies were forced by the colonizing countries to produce crops
for export like sugar, coffee, and so forth, the production of rice for their own
subsistence was reduced. This was particularly felirin Java in the middle and late
1840s where parts of the island suffered from famine conditions. Pressures were
placed upon the Thai rice producers to increase production for export. These
pressures were interrelated and took many forms all of which were connected with
the emergence of a money economy and most with the middlemen: increased
taxation, moneylending, availability of cheap imports like cotton and other items
traditionally produced in the villages, the beginning of landlordism, etc. The main
means by which rice production could be increased was by increasing the area
cultivated. This meant that land use began to change and land requiring greater
labour power to produce a given quantity of rice was brought into cultivation while
land formerly devoted to garden crops was utilized for rice production. With the
more complex economy, reciprocal labour relations slowly began to be replaced
with rural wage labour. Through this exploitative mechanism, certain segments of
the pre-capitalist class of peasant rice producers showed the signs of gradually
splitting into a landless class of rural wage labourers and a landholding class of rice
producers stratified by owner/tenant relations. A great many of the rice producers
suffered a lower standard of living.

The lower standard of living took several forms, of which malnutrition was the
worst. Vitamin deficiency resulted from decreased vegetable cropping and the
commercial milling of rice. 6 The first commercial rice mill began operating in
Bangkok in 1850 and it seems to have been used for the rice exported to nearby
areas of Asia since milling reduces transportation costs but also reduces the natural
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preservative quality of unmilled rice. Rice mills proliferated7 during the next half
century or so, partly because the introduction of steamships and the newly opened
Suez Canal provided for other areas as markets for the export of milled Thai rice.
I am suggesting here that more rice was commercially milled also to conserve the
labour power of the rice producers who formerly milled their own rice at home but
came under increased pressure to  increase the output, pressure which caused greater
exertion of their labour power. In the area of clothing, too, the living standard may
have decreased though not so dramatically as with nutrition. In the earlier periods
of Thai history, many households grew their own cotton and made their own
cloth. With the need for greater rice production, less land was available for cotton
cultivation and considerable quantities of cotton began to be imported from India
which had been colonized by the British. Though Indian cotton was more colourful
and softer, it was not as durable as the indigenous cotton of Thailand. Just how
much this lesser durability and the need to purchase the cotton affected living
standards is not clear but the peasants were not likely to have been able to increase
their stock of wearing apparel and, in addition, important skills connected with
weaving, etc., were lost during the generations in which imported textiles gained
importance.

In the early 20th century, the class of peasant rice producers continued to pre-
ponderate; the pre-capitalist ruling class lost control over the economy; traditional
economic activities not connected with rice production, teak forestry, or tin
mining faded in importance as did the prospects of any classes in their formative
period based upon these activities; a bourgeois class — mostly Chinese but containing
some Thais still connected with the pre-capitalist ruling class and a few Europeans

emerged in an intermediate position between the peasantry and the ruling class
on the one hand and between the Thai social formation and the imperialist powers
on the other hand; and a (fragmented) proletariat had been born.

The working class emerged within several sectors of the economy. A few plan-
tations were started but the oppressive mechanism needed to  tie the workers to  the
plantations could not develop, so as opportunities for the sale of labour power in
other sectors increased, the experiments with plantations were relegated to economic
insignificance. A landless or nearly landless rural proletariat developed in the Chao
Phraya valley and slowly spread, throughout the first half of the 20th century, with
the growth of a money economy and the building of railroads, to the more outlying
areas of the country. Most of the proletariat from the countryside was probably
employed part-time or temporarily by peasants who had managed to retain posses-
sion of their land holdings. Some workers were employed in the railway construction
which began in the 1890s and reached a peak in the 1910s. 8 Teak forestry, the
relative importance to the economy of which seems to  have reached a peak shortly
after 1900, provided an important source for wage labour for the Thai and Lao
populations of the northern forests while the sawmills utilized mostly Chinese
workers. Tin mining increased considerably after 1910 (due mainly to  the use of
dredges and the entrance of Western companies into the business) though how
much of an increase there was in wage labour is uncertain. The wage labour, nearly
all Chinese, could not be considered completely free labour since opium addiction
was used to maintain the docility of, and thus retain, the work force. Bangkok
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attracted a number of Chinese immigrants as dock workers and labourers in the rice
mills, in addition to a few Thais.

The 1930s
By the 1930s, the material foundation of the pre-capitalist ruling class had crumbled.
Corvee labour was no longer required (though the state retained a nominal interest
in it for irrigation works); commercial activities were completely separated from
the state apparatus (though of course some elements within the ruling class were
involved in business and commerce); deeded land had come into existence so
that the King could no longer claim a “rent” on all the land in the Kingdom; and
patronage, as a predominanbsocial relation of the economy, was in the process of
becoming a much less tangible social relation and as far as the government was
concerned, kin muang was beginning to be replaced with salaries as the official form
of remuneration of functionaries and officials. Just as important, the ideology
which helped to maintain the dominance of the ruling class and the King in pre-
capitalist times began to fall into disrepute within the ruling class itself. The old
ideology was eroded by ideologies of European origin. The peasantry, however, had
retained most of their old beliefs.

Political changes accompanied the economic changes which took place after
the mid- 19th century. Most important of these changes were the reforms and
reorganisations of the government initiated by Chulalongkorn (Rama V) who
was king from 1868 to 1910. They were closely associated with the economic
integration of the country into the world capitalist economy. One should note in a
study of the socio-economic formation of Thailand that the enlarged bureaucracy
resulting from the political changes was formed from non-royal sectors of the
society. That is, the number of people in the ruling class increased greatly and since
the traditional means of reproducing royal members was limited to the physical
capacity of the king to procreate, lower strata of the ruling class and upper strata
of the class of peasant rice producers gained influence and eventually formed a
power bloc rivalling that headed by the King. In addition, many members of the
ruling class were educated in Europe while a number of European advisors visited
Thailand. It was in this way that members of the ruling class, including military
officers, came into contact with alien ideologies. These two factors, some familiarity
with European political ideologies and a schism within the ruling class, led to  a coup
d’etat in 1932 after the world depression caused the King, at that time Prajadhipot
(Rama VII), to cut government expenditures including salaries of the military and
the bureaucracy. It might also be mentioned that the mostly German-trained
military officer corps did not appreciate Thailand’s entering the first world war
against Germany, albeit only nominally.

As a result of the coup, the King was reduced to what is known as a constitutional
monarch though since then constitutionalism has been intermittent. The royalty,
wealthier than the military -dominated power bloc which, had usurped its position
within the ruling class, began entering into alliance with the bourgeoisie. This
alliance, joined some decades later by the military officers, forms the ruling class of
Thailand today. Prior to further discussion of the ruling class, attention should be
given to the largest class in Thai society, the peasant rice producers because there
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appeared in 1930 apparently the first class analysis of Thai society and during the
1930s two major rural economic surveys were conducted.9 These surveys, in-
complete though they may have been, afford us the first opportunity to make an
empirical study of the socio-economic formation of modem Thailand.

The development of Thailand has not proceeded evenly in all geographical
areas. Four regions with ethnic, geographic, and economic differences stand out:
the North, the Northeast, the Centre or Central Hain, and the South. It is upon this
division (and sometimes subdivision into six or more regions) that many economic
analyses are made, including those to be discussed at this point. For this reason, and
not because the geographical division per se forms a sound basis for analysis, the
main distinguishing characteristics of these areas must be mentioned. The Center
contains the fertile Chao Phraya alluvial valley and has been noted as containing the
highest level of development of productive forces in the pre-capitalist period. The
Center has been populated mainly by ethnic Thai and few residents belonged to any
other than the class of peasant rice producers or the ruling class. In the mountainous
North and on the relatively dry Northeastern plateau, a large number of Laos as
well as Thais live along with a number of smaller ethnic groups. Of these two
regions, the North probably contained the greater peasant contingent not primarily
concerned with rice production; these people worked in the teak forests. The
mountainous and — in places — jungled South contains a large Malay population
(who are Muslim rather than Buddhist as is the rest of the country) and here are
found the largest number of peasants who do not base their economies on the
production of rice. The data which follow will illustrate these differences par-
ticularly among the rice producers and also provide a basis for an empirical analysis
of the class formation of Thailand.

Even as late as 1930, the Ministry of Commerce and Communication could
suggest that “As a rule,, each man ploughs his own land, but the planting and
reaping are usually done with the aid of his neighbours, the whole village turning
out and working together on each owner’s field in turn”. 10 Zimmerman’s data
generally support this but he notes, too, that commercial rice production appeared
in the Center, part of the North, and a small part of the Northeast. 11 Andrews adds
that “agricultural labour on a wage basis is uncommon”. 12 This is somewhat in
contrast to the Communist Party’s analysis a few years earlier which suggested that
propertyless rural workers formed a large group though the CPs analysis included
forestry labourers with agricultural wage labourers. 13 What we can suggest here is
that the emergence of a working class may not have: been the most noticeable
departure from the pre-capitalist social relations by the 1930s. The new social
relations that would seem to have made the most noticeable inroads by the 1930s,
according to data presented by Zimmerman’s and Andrew’s studies, were in the
areas of credit and moneylending, the land question, and occupations subsidiary
to rice production.

Zimmerman’s study provides the first comprehensive but cogent appraisal of
money-lending in rural Thailand.14 It is clear from his data that moneylending —
usury being an important form of primitive accumulation — was most advanced in
Central Thailand and it was to be in this region, too, that capitalist production was
to grow several decades later. About half the families in the Central Region were in
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debt at the time of the Rural Economic Survey, 1930-31 though in the remainder
of the country less than 20% of the families were in debt. There were numerous
reasons for the indebtedness: land purchasing being one and this would indicate
that the changes in land tenure instituted earlier were advancing. It is not clear from
the survey to what extent the Chinese middlemen were the creditors. Smaller loans
were usually obtained from neighbours and in most cases there was probably no
collateral. Resident moneylenders also made small loans while medium loans in
Central Thailand were often made by merchants and paddy buyers, the ‘middle-
men’. In the Northeast and the South there were few medium loans and few, if any,
large loans. Large loans were made by moneylenders from the city and were usually
secured by land. As a result, foreclosure and land loss did occur though other
measures like the confiscation of produce or compounding interest may have been
more common for those who were unable to repay the loans. Interest seems to have
ranged from 15-36% though reaching as high as 60% in the Central Region. What
this indicates is the intrusion of bourgeois social relations of production into the
rice economy and the accompanying changes in the social class structure. A rural
proletariat was beginning to emerge in those cases where the peasant lost all or most
of the land cultivated. A petty bourgeoisie was allowed to develop as merchants and
others gained wealth by usury though it is not clear to what extent this wealth was
transformed into capital by employing wage labour with it. The pre-conditions
necessary for capitalist production, however, were becoming ever stronger.

Zimmerman introduces data about the area cultivated by each family, yield, and
the sale of rice by the peasants of the four regions. The data reproduced in Table 1
provide the basis for several inferences.

Table 1: Average Rice Cultivation Data for Each Region, 1930-31
A B C D E F

Center 24.14 rai 8253 liters 292 liters/raz 38% 3 140 liters
North 10.14 6583 648 56% 3685
Northeast 6.80 3311 488 78% 2580
South 6.20 2619 423 82% 2150

A: Region
B: Average area cultivated per family
C: Average yield per family
D : Average yield of land per rai
E: Average percentage retained by the family unsold
F: Average amount of rice retained per family
Source: Zimmerman, Table II. E-H.
Note: One rai = 1,600 sq. metres or circa 0.4 acres;

One liter = 1 .3 lbs. approx (paddy);
300 litres per rai = circa 14 ton per acre or 1 .2 tons per hectare.

Most conspicuous of the data found in Table 1 is the low yield in the Central
Hain which has the best natural conditions for the cultivation of rice. Barring an
error somewhere in the calculations or collection of data, the most likely explanation
is that the peasant rice producers in this region were the hardest pressed by the
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forces which integrated them into the world economy to increase rice production
and this resulted in the cultivation of marginal land. The pattern shown among the
regions by the data about the area cultivated supports this hypothesis. The large
differences among the data concerned with the percentage of rice retained by the
household can be accounted for in two ways. First and foremost, a minimum of
rice was required for each family’s subsistence and to provide seed for the next year.
In addition, the rice-buying facilities of the middlemen were not extended into the
North, Northeast, and South as extensively as they were into the Central Plain.

The data Zimmerman provides for land rental 15 do not lend themselves to
analysis here because of some considerable discrepancies among the data from the
various villages. These discrepancies may very well be rooted in extraordinary
conditions in some villages but data to verify this are not provided. Probably the
most useable data are those regarding landlessness: in the Center, 36% of the
families were landless; in the North, 27%; in the Northeast, 18%; and in the South,
14. 5%. 16 Each of these regions had villages with a percentage of landless that varied
considerably from these averages from a low of 2% which occurred in villages in the
Center and Northeast to a high of 94% in a village of the Center near the Bangkok-
Thonburi metropolis. Generally speaking, we can suggest here that rental of land
occurred throughout Thailand though we have no way of telling empirically how
extensive a class of landlords (or absentee landlords) vis-a-vis a tenant class existed
because much of the land rental may have been associated with land fragmentation.
That is, it was not unusual for a peasant with a distant holding to rent it to another
peasant and then himself rent from somebody else a holding closer to his house and
main holding.17 Although this may give rise to a landlord class, it is not in itself
conclusive evidence. As to fragmentation, Zimmerman’s data only indicate the
“Fragmentation of Land Operated” so we do not know how pervasive the renting
out of fragments was; that most peasants worked several, sometimes distant, plots is
clear from the data.  18

The third area which was studied in the 1930s in which new social relations
emerged was that of subsidiary occupations. Those which were associated with the
peasant rice producers will be discussed first as they relate to changes within this
class. The remainder are associated more with the emerging working class and will
be discussed in that context.

The most important productive efforts of the peasant rice producers outside the
actual cultivation of rice were fishing; cotton growing and textile production; the
cultivation of tobacco, maize, and betelnut; fruit and vegetable gardening; and a
number of others. 19 It should be emphasized that in the pre-capitalist period, and
probably still in the 1930s to a large degree, these were produced for the house-
hold’s use in the vast majority of cases, with some entering into commodity exchange
only when the quantity produced exceeded local requirements. The relative im-
portance of the main products in this category can be noted below. While these
data are derived from the sale or barter of these products (hence as the surplus
product rather than the necessary product of the peasant rice producers) and while
it is possible that some (like fruits in the Central Plain and coconuts in the South)
may not have originated with the rice producing class, the trend toward rice pro-
duction in the Center to the exclusion of  most other agricultural production is clear.
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Table 2: Income from Crops
(as a percentage of all agricultural income from each region)

Non-
gluti-
nous
rice

Gluti-
nous
rice

Coco-
nuts

Betel Sera Tob-
acco

Cotton Vege-
tables

Fruits
nuts nut

Region
North

% % % % % % % % %

east 26.81 28.84 2.19 2.32 4.35 1.47 0.13 19.97 11.32
South 14.99 1.03 12.98 11.00 1.41 0.88 0.01 26.10 25.55
North 1.47 35.76 1.21 2.79 2.16 7.48 0.11 11.27 22.27
Centre 73.67 0.48 0.61 1.79 0.48 0.04 — 3.19 18.11

Source: extracted from Andrews, Table II A-D, pp.52-59.
Note: Glutinous or “sticky” rice is the staple of the North and Northeast and has
little commercial value outside these regions, especially in the export trade.

Fishing was next in importance to agriculture according to Siam: Nature and
Industry. 20 Inland fishing of the ponds and canals which are particularly abundant
in the Chao Phraya valley provided an important source of protein for the peasant
rice producers and in the Centre accounted for about 5-10% of all income.21 Fishing
was generally done on a family/individual basis using nets, baskets, lines, spears,
etc. made by the fishermen. By the 1930s, however, much of the fishing gear used
by the peasants of the Central Plain was manufactured by Lao peoples 22 (in the
North and Northeast). This purchase of fishing equipment reflects the growth of a
money economy, the growth of commodity production by petty bourgeois elements
in the North and Northeast, the increasingly pervasive influence of the middle-
man sector, and probably increased exploitation of the labour power of the rice
producers! as the greater demands for rice required increasingly greater amounts of
labour power expended on the cultivation of rice, hence leaving less time for
pursuit of subsidiary economic activities.

This latter point, the decrease in time available for other economic activities, is
also evident in the field of textile production.23 While much less soil was devoted to
the growth of cotton, particularly in the Center, in the 1930s, substantial im-
portation of cotton yarn and cloth had developed within the Thai economy. A
number of peasants in the North and Northeast retained the practice of weaving
and making clothing (some of which as a surplus product entered into inter-regional
trade with the Center) though they imported much of the yarn.24 Some commodity
production, therefore; arose in the North and Northeast (probably among the
peasant rice producers) with regard to textiles, while all geographical areas became
more dependent upon not only the middlemen but also international trade. In the
South, nearly all the clothing was imported from Malaya or Java25 though this
may have been a long-standing practice since a cultural affinity among Muslim
populations of Southeast Asia may have encouraged similarities in dress.

In concluding this discussion of the peasant rice producers in the 1930s, we can
suggest that this class had lost much of its pre-capitalist character as a fairly self-
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sustaining class and was being drawn into what resembles a monocultural economy
Fortunately for Thai society, other products had developed alongside rice and
concomitant with this, other classes were emerging, too.

The working class, as it had evolved in the 1930s, was identified with teak
forestry, tin mining, transportation and public works projects, and marginally with
the production of rice. Tied to nearly all segments of the working class was increased
Chinese immigration. The table below indicates the more longlasting effect of
Chinese immigration as it shows the permanent immigrant members, i.e. the
number of immigrants minus the number of emigrants.

Table 3: Surplus of Chinese Arrivals in Thailand, 1918-1955
(Immigrants minus emigrants)

Period Total Surplus Average Annual Surplus
1918-1931 499,700 35,700
1932-1945 92,400 6,600
1946-1955 160,000 16,000

Source: G. William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand: An Analytical History,
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1957), p.173, Table 6.

Chinese labourers formed the basis of the working class of modern Thailand.
While, especially prior to the 1880s, the Chinese immigrants also helped form the
bourgeoisie, with the mass migrations which began in that decade (for which data
are scarce) and with the profound changes which the Thai economy was undergoing,
many more Chinese immigrated as wage (and sometimes indentured) labourers and
proportionately fewer were able to  join the bourgeois elements. I t  is also important
to note that the Chinese workers were among the first, if not the first, to initiate
class conflict arising from the relationship between the bourgeoisie and the prole-
tariat. The conflicts, often impregnated by ethnic/racial issues and tainted with pre-
capitalist, Chinese ideological issues, occurred throughout the latter three-quarters
of the 19th century26  and into the 20th. Strikes in 1932-34 were instigated by
Chinese in Bangkok in reaction to the government’s attempt to increase ethnic
Thai participation in the work force by restrictions on the percentage of aliens to
be employed in some occupations.27 Rice mill workers and taxi drivers seem to
have been affected the most though the latter might better be associated with the
petty bourgeoisie.

It has been noted that teak forestry was among the first industries to employ
wage labour and this continued with little change up until the Second World War.
The local populations provided most of the forestry workers while Chinese labourers
dominated the work force in the sawmills. The volume of teak exports, and by
implication the volume of teak extracted since most of the teak extracted was
exported, was erratic during the first third of the 20th century though it did
represent a rise from the quantities extracted in the 19th century.28 This very likely
meant that the working class associated with forestry did not develop evenly but
retained some ties with other, probably rice, production. Any increase in the work
force probably did not outstrip the population increase. For these reasons, and
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since teak only once surpassed in value 5% of all exports after 1910, we can suggest
that this sector of the economy did not add as greatly to the emergence of the
proletariat, relatively speaking, in the 20th as it did in the 19th century.

With tin mining, the situation was somewhat different. While the volume of tin
extracted probably did not increase dramatically during the last half of the 19th
century, a four-fold increase took place from the 1910s to the end of the 1930s.
This did not necessarily imply a four-fold increase in wage employment, how-
ever. The main motive force which enabled the increase in production was the
introduction of western technology. Smelting, about half of which had been done
in Malaya traditionally and the rest locally by Chinese, was done totally in Malaya
by the end of the 1930s. This can be seen as an economic benefit to the British
imperialists who controlled the Malayan economy but as a detriment to the develop-
ment of the working class in Thailand. Skinner writes: “The 1937 census showed
7,551 Chinese nationals and 8,966 Thai nationals engaged in mining in Siam; the
great majority of the latter, however, were almost certainly ethnic Chinese”. 29

Public works (and discussed here also is privately financed infrastructure) in
most cases served to develop the productive forces of society by the crystallization
of labour time 30 sold by the workers. These works, prior to  World War II, consisted
mainly of irrigation projects and the construction of railroads. Managing the con-
struction of canals and dikes had long been a responsibility assumed in part by the
ruling class and, in the mid to late 19th century, corvee labour power yielded to the
social relation of wage labour performed often by Chinese. “The first large-scale
irrigation project in Thailand (the Rangsit scheme) was not undertaken by the
government but by a private concern, the Siam Canals Land and Irrigation Co.,
which secured a concession in 1889 to dig canals in a vast tract of flat and swampy
land northeast of Bangkok”.31 While this project did not accomplish all that might
have been expected, it did provide irrigation for new fields to be cultivated by
about 100,000 people. It seems likely that a considerable number of workers were
required for this task and it no doubt contributed somewhat to the development of
the working class. Other publicly financed irrigation projects which followed also
contributed to  the development of the working class.

Transportation fostered wage labour in two ways. Construction of transportation
systems, because of the inherently productive nature of construction, is related to
irrigation works in any consideration of the development of a working class. While
canals have traditionally served as the transportation system in the .Chao Phraya
valley, railroad construction began in the 1890s. Most of the construction took
place in the 1910s though construction continued for some decades after that as
the railroads were extended North, Northeast and South. The amount of labour
power which was purchased must have been considerable as several foreign loans
were required to construct the 3,130km. which existed by 1940. 32 A large part of
the loans was required for equipment as well as the purchase of labour.

Transportation, as the transport of commodities to market, was an essential
aspect of the integration of Thailand into the international structures of under-
development. While transport of commodities along canals and railways provided
increased opportunities for activity by the petty bourgeoisie, the more capitalistic
forms of transport like railroads, ocean vessels, etc., required wage labourers to
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perform the loading, unloading, and so forth. This meant that wage employment
crept into all areas of the country served by the railroad and that there was some
permanency to the situation. Opportunities for dock workers in Bangkok also
increased with most of the workers Chinese.

With regard to rice production, wage labour was required in the rice mills, both
in and outside Bangkok. Most of the workers were Chinese but with time, more
Thais were employed. As noted earlier, wage employment in the cultivation of rice
seems to have made only a marginal contribution to  the working class.

By the beginning of World War Two, the largest class, the peasant rice producers,
was showing the signs of transformation into other social classes associated with the
more modem capitalist mode of production. The traditional middlemen functioned
as petty bourgeois traders, moneylenders, merchants, and so forth. These petty
bourgeois often served as compradores of the imperialist powers. Some capitalist
production had been initiated though the capitalists as a class were fragmented and
largely lacking in political power. The ruling class had undergone important changes
in the half century prior to the Second World War. Most important of these changes
was the coup d’etat of 1932 which hoisted the military to power. However, it
was not until after the Second World War that the military was able more or less
effectively to represent the interests of the ruling class and this was accomplished
by incorporating the bourgeois elements of Thai society into the ruling class. This
was to mark the change from the old, Asiatic, mode of production to the under-
developed form of capitalism.

2.  The Social Class Formation of  Thailand: 1945-76

World War Two and the Immediate Post-War Period
By the beginning of World War Two, the most clearly developed and pervasive
bourgeois class was the compradore petty bourgeoisie. Capitalists appeared only in
certain sectors of the economy, mainly those closely connected with imperialism.
Petty bourgeois elements were associated with the distribution of commodities
and with production of commodities more or less new to Thailand. Commodity
distribution was conducted by Chinese middlemen.

During World War Two, Thailand was occupied by Japan and entered the conflict
on Japan’s side. There were a number of reasons for this, mainly: the overwhelming
military power of Japan, the opposition of Japan to European colonial regimes in
Southeast Asia, and a fascist Thai Prime Minister, Field Marshal Phibun. Under
Phibun’s leadership, especially during and after World War Two, a number of
structural changes associated with Chinese roles in the Thai economy and society
took place.

Regardless of his pragmatic acquiescence in Japan’s designs, Phibun was a Thai
nationalist. The result was a policy of repression of Chinese activity in the Thai
economy and oppression of the Chinese as a subculture. The basic effects of the
policy directed at the Chinese was the entrance of more ethnic Thais into the
Chinese-dominated petty bourgeoisie and working class. For the petty bourgeoisie,
the Chinese were restricted from entering or living in certain parts of the country
ostensibly for reasons of military security. As a practical matter, this restriction
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broke down as the Thais were unable to take over rural occupations in commodity
distribution and exchange as rapidly as the Chinese were supposed to  have vacated
them. 33 Even before the war, restrictions were placed upon the productive bour-
geoisie of alien origin. Most important was the forced sale of Chinese-owned rice
mills to the state-owned Thai Rice Company.34 When the Thai Rice Co. took over
the mills, there was no question but that a form of state capitalism was in gestation
and that the ruling class was attempting to take firmer control of the economy in
order to expand capitalist production.

As to encouraging the entrance of a greater number of ethnic Thais into the
working class, repression of Chinese was much more subtle and consisted of requiring
minimum percentages of Thais in certain occupations, encouragement of vocational
education of Thais, and restriction of education in the Chinese language.33 It is
suggested here that the main effect of this was to  enlarge the working class and thus
increase competition for jobs and keep the wages down. However, the working class
was so small that in itself the oppression of the Chinese could not provide enough
openings to Thais to relieve the population pressure that was being felt on the best
rice lands.

Substantial social structural change occurred in the wake of World War Two.
While the petty bourgeoisie and the working class had grown somewhat in strength,
this growth was sustained by a relatively limited need for reconstruction after the
war. In addition, opportunities for greatly increased exports of rice appeared
following World War Two and of rice, rubber, and tin during the Korean War. The
structural change was connected with, the growth of capitalism in Thailand and the
world economic crisis of the 1950s. The trend toward state capitalism increased
after World War Two when such businesses as the War Veterans’ Organization were
set up as centrally organized attacks on the Chinese-dominated bourgeoisie. Such
enterprises were of dubious viability, however, since — as T.H. Silcock suggests36

the United States (which had functioned as a guardian protecting Thailand from the
wrath of the British who were particularly provoked by Thailand’s allowing Japan
free access to Malaya during World War Two) was in favour of ‘private enterprise’.
Following the largely unsuccessful attempts at state capitalism, powerful civilian
and military members of the ruling class joined the boards of directors of Chinese-
owned companies. This symbiotic relationship benefirred the ruling class by articu-
lating its predominantly military and bureaucratic segments with the economic base
controlled by Chinese bourgeoisie. The Chinese bourgeoisie, to whose businesses
were grafted the military (and other) officials, were protected in their positions
since the Chinese controlled the capital and institutions for exploiting wage labour

attributes lacking among members of the ruling military.

Joining the World Economy in the 1950s and 1960s
These important changes in the Thai economy appeared mainly in the 1950s and
signalled the almost complete integration of Thailand into the US-dominated world
economy in the following two decades. This was accomplished by the formation of
a financial oligarchy, consisting of Thai and Chinese capitalists as well as military
and police generals, which depended upon the world economy. That is to say, the
financial oligarchy financed the export of Thai agricultural products and natural
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resources and provided for the import of foreign capital for local industrial produc-
tion. Rather than- financing, say, a rubber goods manufacturing plant, the ruling
financial oligarchy exported raw rubber (at a nice profit) to other countries and
imported robber goods, also at a profit. It was not until the industrial promotion
acts of the 1960s, which were especially attractive to foreign investors, that sig-
nificant local industry began to develop. Agriculture, however, remained the
foundation of the Thai economy, particularly rice production.

Increased rice production in the 1950s was made possible in part by the opening
up of parts of the country, previously too infested with malarial mosquitoes for
cultivation, by use of DDT. 37 The opening of land was necessary as the rate of
population increase was- itself increasing. So, the productive power of a growing
population was increased by land policy made possible by technological advance-
ment.

Any further opportunity for the peasant rice producers to increase their produc-
tion by exchanging their own surplus product for capital, especially irrigation
pumps and other suitable mechanical instruments of production, was probably
restrained by the rice premium which was established in 1955. The rice premium38

has been “cussed and discussed” for two decades by Thai and Western bourgeois
economists and they have yet to reach a consensus on its impact on the society and
economy of Thailand. What is most notable is that the rice premium is, in effect, an
executive-levied export tax on rice. (Export taxes contributed greatly to  government
revenue, even before the “premium” went into effect).39 In addition, export quotas
have operated alongside the rice premium to insure an adequate domestic supply of
rice. These three issues — the premium as revenue, the premium as supply stabilizer,
and the quotas — would seem to hold the key to understanding the influence of the
social relations which dictated the rice policy, other issues having considerably less
impact.

At one extreme, the quota system helped to prevent famine conditions among
the poor sectors of the population when world rice prices rose, guaranteeing that
so much rice was not exported that the domestic price rose above the ability of
most poor people to pay. The rice premium, however, was designed as the normal
channel40 for maintaining the domestic price below the world price though it did
not act as quickly nor was it as absolute. In a word, the premium and the quota
insured that the urban and rural work force and the civil service were able to subsist
at a minimum wage level. At the other extreme, the rice policy has materially
benefitted the government — as well as some high governmental officials.41

Between these extremes, we find the interests of the peasant rice producers, the
petty bourgeoisie, and the rice exporting capitalists. It is unlikely that a tax on rice
helps any class involved in the production/trade sector to develop social relations
which would provide for more productive labour power whether the tax burden
were “forward shifted” to  the world market or not. Conversely, with the elimination
of the rice premium it might be possible for one (or more) of these classes to obtain
some additional incomes although additional income may or may not contribute to
the development of the productive forces. As to the quotas set on the export of
rice, it seems clear that some rice exporters may suffer while those who are allowed
to export, profit.42
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The conditions of all social classes in the 1950s indicated that the integration of
Thailand into the world capitalist economy was proceeding rapidly. By examining
the social relations underlying these conditions and the accompanying structural
formation, we can better understand the development of the Thai society and its
reaction to the US military occupation of  the 1960s and 1970s.

The social relations which lay at the foundation of Thai society in the 1950s
found expression in ideological as well as economic terms. Ideologically, Thai
ethnic nationalism directed against the Chinese population subsided in the 1950s
and was replaced with anti-communism. This fitted in well with the fascist ideology
which had dominated the country since the late 1930s and with the increased
contacts with the United States. The fascist military continued to control the state
apparatus, which was not yet articulated with the emerging financial oligarchy. At
the same time a civilian, bourgeois-dominated power bloc developed alongside the
military and the two, by the 1950s, had largely absorbed the royalty, or so it
seemed. The somewhat subordinate bourgeoisie was comfortable with the anti-
communism which helped to prevent the formation of labour unions (among other
things). This relationship is best illustrated by the ruling class’s impact upon the
class of peasant rice producers in the 1950s and 1960s.

Exploitation of the rice producers had increased in the 1940s after the end of
the war as the government made a half-hearted attempt to export large quantities of
rice as war reparations. Though in its extreme form temporary, the exploitation and
the aftermath of World War Two left the rice producers economically weak. While
the opening of formerly malaria-infested parts of the Northeast to cultivation
helped to develop the productive forces of this class, the loss of probable income
(considering the potential of the world market) resulting from the rice policy and
export monopoly very likely prevented the peasantry from accumulating capital in
the 1950s which chould have resulted in a qualitative change in the technique of
cultivation from that which characterized the pre-capitalist period.

After 1960, however, a fairly steady and significant increase in rice output per
rat reflected an increased productive power of the rice producers resulting from a
structural change which was beginning in that class. While the rice policy, in general
terms, tended to fetter the productive forces of the rice producers, this was not
absolute and by the early 1960s a number of rice producers had been able to.
purchase more advanced instruments of production like tractors, pumps, etc. This
could be seen as the influence of capital on the increasingly petty bourgeois social
relations which were emerging and helping to develop the productive labour power
in the rice sector.

The petty bourgeoisie had two segments: productive and compradore. The
compradore middlemen collected and distributed the surplus product of the rice
producers to the rice mills, distributed imported commodities among the rice
producers, and distributed credit facilities, through moneylending, to the rice
producers. These functions put the middlemen in the position of supplying the
rice producing peasants with mechanized equipment. Peasant holdings were generally
too small to support most mechanical instruments of production aside from small
irrigation pumps or immovable devices for irrigation or storage. The productive
petty bourgeois who owned equipment, hired out to other poorer peasants their
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equipment as well as their own labour power on a piecework basis. This took place
in the context of the appearance of petty bourgeois social relations and productive
forces within the class of peasant rice producers. The consequence of this was the
further stratification of the rice producing class beyond that which had emerged
some decades earlier to the point, in some cases, where the peasantry may no
longer have formed a simple class. This began to take place in the 1960s and con-
tinues: rice is increasingly produced by a peasantry with a division of labour based
upon the ownership of capital and labour power vis-a-vis the ownership of labour
power. As a result, landownership is becoming concentrated in the hands of the
petty bourgeoisie leaving the rest of  the rice producing peasantry as tenants or as
wage labourers. And it is crucial to note that land remains foremost among the
means of production.

Rice policy and the social relations with which it is associated must, however, be
examined in the context of the entire society . It seems clear that, alone, it does not
explain the socio-economic formation of post-World War Two Thailand. This is
particularly true since the economic crisis of the 1950s affected the sale of rice,
rubber, and tin.

As a result of the Korean War, the world demand for tin and rubber increased
dramatically with a concomitant increase in the export price of each. This caused
increased production of both products. But during this period, the cost of living
started rising which was accompanied by some inflation and a problem with foreign
exchange. Following the end of the Korean War:

Prices fell during 1953 and it became more and more difficult to sell rice. Thai production
of all main export goods remained high, but export sales fell heavily. Instead of large favour-
able balances there was an unfavourable balance of 800 million baht on the balance of
payments. Even more important than the adverse balance was the loss of the profits on the
rice monopoly, both to the government and to the politicians who had been extracting
funds from it.

In addition to rice, rubber, and tin, several other agricultural products gained
importance in the 1950s and 1960s. These included maize, tapioca, jute and kenaf,
coconut products, and sugar. Sugar cane had traditionally been important though
its production had all but ceased in the early 20th century as cheaper sugar was
available from other countries which were colonized by European powers and
forced to produce sugar as a cash crop. Coconuts, also a traditional product, re-
emerged in the 1960s as an important element in the Thai economy. The remaining
products, however, entered into new production processes associated with advanced
technology and capitalist production. The extraction of tin was a mixture of petty
bourgeois and capitalist mining with smelting (more recently done in Thailand
instead of Malaya) undertaken mainly by capitalists. Jute and kenaf milling took
place on a fairly large scale employing wage labour. The declining teak industry still
utilized wage labour, especially in the sawmills. Sugar refining was done by capitalist
firms. Much of the maize, however, was exported to  advanced capitalist countries
where it served as feed and entered into the production of many commodities. It is
evident that capitalist social relations (especially wage labour) connected with
the actual production of commodities, remained a small part of the economy of
Thailand. This is supported by surveys conducted in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Social Class Structure in the Late 1960s
The Final Report of the Labour Force Survey of 196944 provides statistical data
from which the relative sizes of the classes of Thailand may be inferred. While the
categories and definitions 45 of persons employed in different occupations do not
strictly conform to those which might be preferable in a paper emphasizing the
class formation of Thailand, valuable data are provided.

It seems that the civilian, non-institutional population of Thailand in mid-1969
was 34,374, 100 46 Of these, 23,776,500 or about 69% were above the age of 10
and subjects of the survey. Of those over 10 years, 72%% (about 50% of the total
population) were considered as being in the work force. (The other 27%% were
unpaid houseworkers, students, the aged or chronically disabled, the “voluntarily
idle”, and anyone who worked without any remuneration aside from unpaid family
workers in a business or on a farm.) It is from the working 50%-of the population
that the following percentage data are derived. The unemployed, rather unbeliev-
ably, accounted for about 0.25% of the economically active population. About 81%
were employed in agriculture (including forestry, hunting, and fishing); about 89%
lived in non-municipal areas; about 6%% lived in the Bangkok-Thonburi metropolis.
Further, of those who lived in all municipal areas, only about 6%% worked in
agriculture while of those who lived in the non-municipal areas, about 88% worked
in agriculture.

From these data, we can suggest that if most of those who did not work in
agriculture but lived in rural areas were workers and middlemen, they must have
made up very approximately 10% of the entire “economically active” population.
These data do not distinguish among rice producers and those in the agricultural
work force growing other crops. Dr'Ammar “assume [s] that 55% of the population
are paddy farmers and their dependents”47 as of 1970, which allows us to sug-
gest that about a quarter of the population was engaged in non-rice agricultural
production.

Of the agricultural population in non-municipal areas, most (65.7%)48 were
known as “unpaid family workers”, which indicates that small, family-operated
landholding predominates as 3 1% of the agricultural population was listed as “own
account workers”, undoubtedly in most cases the heads of the households from
which the unpaid family workers came. The remaining 3.3% of the agricultural
population consisted of “private employees” or rural wage workers (2.7%), “em-
ployers” which would include capitalist farmers and peasants wealthy enough to
consider themselves mainly employers (0.6%), and an insignificant number of
people employed by the government or of  unknown status scattered among the above.

Even if the data contained in the Labour Force Survey may be somewhat
unreliable, some general conclusions which are still valid can be drawn about the
rural population to which about nine out of ten Thais belong. First of all, the vast
majority are engaged in agricultural pursuits (most of them in rice production) with
small rented and/or owned holdings worked by the family. Some of these families;
may hire other workers part-time or may themselves work part-time for another
land holder. From this, we can suggest that social relations of wage labour have not
penetrated as far into the actual production of crops as might have been expected
from the increased agricultural output and other data introduced above.
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The proletariat, as “private employees” in the words used in the survey, con-
stitute about 5%49 of the rural population and they are about equally divided
between agricultural and non-agricultural activities. There is probably, however, a
higher incidence of wage labour than is indicated by this datum because of part-
time or temporary employment.

In the urban or municipal population of Thailand, the class structure differs
considerably. First to be considered will be the capitalist sector of the urban
economy. “Employers” and “private employees” together account for about 40%
of the population of all municipal areas though in Bangkok-Thonburi, it was 48%. 50

While some discrepancies may exist in the data51 from which I derived the
following figures, they should not affect the conclusions to be drawn. Particularly
striking are the differences between Bangkok-Thonburi alone and all municipal
areas together. For example, there is 'a higher ratio of employees to employers in
Bangkok-Thonburi (with the exception of the construction industry) than in all
municipal areas. 52 This may have been due to  large-scale construction carried out in
cities other than Bangkok in association with the American military occupation. It
could also mean that other urban areas were growing faster than Bangkok-Thonburi.
Construction aside, the general pattern could indicate a trend, assuming that the
capital city leads in the ongoing socio-economic formation of the classes. On
this basis, the particularly large differences in ratios in the transport and services
industries would support a suggestion that in underdeveloped countires capitalistic
social relations tend to enter the society first through the spheres of distribution
and exchange. That “commerce” as an industry does not follow this trend is probably
accounted for by the residence of middlemen, traders, and shopkeepers in the
municipal areas who viewed themselves as “employers” rather than “own account
workers” because in fact they may have employed a few workers outside the family.

Some 60% of the population in all municipal areas and 52%% in Bangkok-Thon-
buri were involved in the non-capitalist sector.53  About 16%’ of the working popu-
lation were government employees. The remainder,, 36% in Bangkok-Thonburi and
44% in allmunicipal areas(except for a few unknown), were “own account workers”
or “unpaid family workers”, that is, petty bourgeoisie. An overwhelming majority
of the government employees were in the “services” industry and across all indus-
tries, the main occupations were in the professional or technical, clerical, administra-
tive, transport and production fields. Many of these government employees would
identify with the working class though the civil servants were mostly middle class.

Government employees were concentrated in services and transport leaving the
petty bourgeoisie to dominate only commerce in Bangkok-Thonburi and sharing
rather equally the commerce in all municipal areas with the capitalist sector.
Actually, the petty bourgeoisie may have been under-represented in the review of
the results of the data from urban areas. As mentioned above, it is quite possible
that many of the subjects of the survey who listed their work status as “employer”
may have had only one or two employees outside the family and have worked
alongside them in what might more objectively be described as petty bourgeois
status. Nevertheless, such a response to the survey may indicate a consciousness and
class behaviour more associated with the capitalists. This could in turn indicate a
“reserve army” of capitalist consciousness which would very likely be reflected in
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political behaviour and economic exploitation of the workers.
The evidence indicates that the class formation, as it appeared based upon an

analysis of the Labour Force Survey of 1969, followed the economic development.
Rice remained the main product even as other crops gained importance. The world
market for rice remained fairly stable from about 1955-66 though in the latter
half of this period the domestic rice price was allowed to rise somewhat to the
benefit of the rice producers. At the same time, the government started a policy
of supplying subsidized rice to some urban customers, mainly government em-
ployees. 54 It seems clear that the power bloc dominating the ruling class had not
completely joined the capitalist class as the rice exporting capitalists were taxed to
provide the subsidy.

In 1966-68 the world price rose dramatically. While the price to  the Thai con-
summer rose by about 75%55 in this period, it was partially ameliorated by the
subsidized rice which was available below the market price. High prices, coupled
with the increased availability of new means of production, contributed to increased
rice output. World rice output also increased after 1968 and the price began to fall
resulting in decreased income for the rice producers even though the government
attempted to keep the price at a higher level. All the while (until 1971), the rice
premium continued in effect, which tended to reduce the amount exported and
maintain an adequate domestic supply at a “low” price. In 1972 the price began to
rise again due to world-wide adverse weather conditions. The weather, and probably
even more important the low price of rice for the three preceding years, reduced
the 1972 rice crop to a size just large enough to feed the Thai population in 1973 .
As a result, privately conducted rice exports were prohibited (ending the source of
government subsidy for the qualified city dwellers) though the export of rice on a
government to government basis continued. In mid-1973 the high price and shortage
of rice in the cities culminated in a four-day quasi-police action in Bangkok against
rice hoarders which netted the recovery of enough rice to feed the population of
Bangkok for over five months.56

The instabilities of the rice trade between 1966 and 1973 probably helped to
increase the forces of production available to  the peasantry in two ways. When high
prices yielded the rice producers somewhat higher incomes, at least part of this
income seems to have been used to purchase capitalist means of production. When
the price was low, some rice producers may have increased the planting of other
crops which gained for them at the same time more diversified experience in
production — experience capable of being called into use in the future and which
might induce the rice producers to continue to diversify their production. The class
implications of this are that petty bourgeois social relations and class consciousness
could arise in the class of peasant rice producers. But the 1960s also saw the rise of
armed struggles by the peasantry in the outlying areas against the Thai government
and the US military occupation forces.

US Military Occupation, 1962-76
Most important of the outside forces which contributed to the socio-economic
formation of Thailand in the 1960s and 1970s was the American military occupation
in conjunction with the war against the Indochinese peoples. Thailand’s strategic
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location west of Laos and Cambodia made Thailand a prime base for the air forces
of the US military. A number of political, ideological, and economic parallels could
be drawn between the Japanese occupation during World War Two and the more
recent American occupation of Thailand. Due to the potential military threat
posed by Japan and the United States against Thailand, the pragmatic internal
political pressures to submit outweighed those to resist. Ideologically, Japan and
Thailand had strong fascist elements in the ruling classes and they stood together
against European colonialism. Ruling classes in Thailand and the US were united
in their opposition to communism which served as the ideological basis for aggression
against the Indochinese peoples. Economically, both Japan and the United States
had been connected with Thai wealth accumulation by elements in the Thai ruling
classes in their respective times.

The effect of the US military on the socio-economic formation of Thailand can
be seen from two perspectives. The direct effect upon the social class formation by
employment opportunities is probably most apparent and there are more data for
analysis. The overall effect upon the Thai economy, while in some ways more
dramatic, cannot be examined here.

When the military spending of one country with troops stationed in another
exceeds 40% of the “host” country’s export earnings and when the military spending
in one region (the Northeast) nearly equals in value the gross regional product,57

it can be suggested that the socio-economic influence is quite substantial. This
spending was absorbed in the form of wages and profit. The wages went to those
employed directly by the US government and its branches, those employed directly
by the military personnel, and those employed by contractors of local businesses
with military clientele. Profit accrued to the bourgeoisie who owned businesses
patronized by the military and contractors for construction and transport. Some
idea of the social dimension of the occupation may be had by considering the
pattern established by the rise and fall in numbers of troops.

Table 4 :  Thai Employment by Occupation Forces

Year Thai Nationals Employed Number of American Troops

1966 28,500 6,500
1967 30,300 34,400
1968 43,750 44,400
1969 37,100 47,600
1970 35,800 44,100
1971 32,300 36,100
1972 27,200 30,200
1973 31,000 43,500
1974 32,700 35,000
1975 n.a. n.a.
1976 (Occupation by American military officially ended)

Source: United States MACT Public Affairs Office, Bangkok.
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A more detailed enquiry into the actual employment fostered by the military
occupation will yield data of relevance to the formation of a working class and a
petty bourgeoisie. The development of capitalism can be inferred from these data.
The types of workers employed for service directly to the US government, which
it was rumoured was the single largest employer in Thailand at one time,58 included
construction workers, drivers, clerks, maintenance workers, sales people for base
exchanges, restaurant and bar personnel, a few professionals, and so forth. Due to
their being employed under several different organizational and budgetary arrange-
ments, it is difficult to learn just how many of each kind of worker there was.
Generally, we can suggest that in the earlier periods of the occupation, construction
workers and professionals including translators probably were more numerous while
in the later years, particularly after a number of Thais had learned English, clerical
help may have preponderated.

As to the Thais employed to serve the US military but outside the realm of US
governmental responsibility, we have fewer aggregate data available. Some Thais
were employed as housekeepers, etc., for the troops; some Thai women served
within a familial position — a position which sometimes included the bearing of
children but which did not always survive the departure of the man involved. 59

Dr Boonkong’s research revealed that in at least one geographical area in the prox-
imity of a US base, the troops when off-base spent most of their money for enter-
tainment, food and drink. Rent, for the personnel who lived off-base, was a signifi-
cant expenditure and as the Americans paid two to  three times as much for rent as
did the Thais in the vicinity, this helped to enrich the landlords who were usually
members of the bourgeoisie or the civil service. The other-main expenditures of the
troops when off-base helped to increase the number of restaurants, bars, massage
parlors, hotels, nightclubs, etc. (and employment in them). Other types of businesses
which received military patronage included jewellery stores and gift shops, taxis,
clothing stores and tailors, etc. The military presence affected the agricultural
community least though it is likely that a few peasants may have specialized in the
production of fruits and vegetables for sale to the military or the Thai restaurants
which served the military.

The effect of the military occupation on the class structure of Thailand would
probably not seem very important in terms of the percentage of the total population
directly affected. This was undoubtedly quite small. But in terms of the develop-
ment of the nascent proletariat, as well as the petty bourgeoisie, the numbers
affected as a percentage of these classes may be considerable, especially in the
Northeast where most of the bases are located. In addition, the wage/salary structure
associated with service to the military was disproportionate to that of the Thai
economy at large. While income level is not a criterion in the determination of
social class from the- point-of-view of this paper, the effect could very well create
considerable disunity within the classes, and discontent now that military have
been withdrawn.

Since most of the bases were located in the Northeast, the following discussion
pertains to  that region in particular. The discussion must go somewhat beyond the
effect of the military occupation to survey the manufacturing industrial structure
of the Northeast. At the end of 1972, the manufacturing industries of the North-
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east engaged a total of 54,451 persons, of which'2, 849 were “working proprietors”,
690 were “unpaid family workers”, and 51,002 were “employees”. 60 This is
nothing less than astounding when compared with the peak of at least 43,750
Thais employed by the United States four years earlier, about half of whom were
employed in the Northeast. In other words in the Northeast in the early 1970s,
there was a productively employed proletariat some 50,000 strong, probably
matched approximately in numbers by those employed in the service sector — wage
workers serving the US military as well as the Thai society but not contributing
directly to the productive forces of the economy. This suggests that important
social relations prerequisite to the development of capital, the separation of the
worker from the land and his/her “exchange of free labour against money, in order
to  reproduce money . . . ” 61 occurred in the service sector in the Northeast. But
the production of commodity exchange value, necessary for capitalism, did not
occur in the service sector. We would expect the importance of this to be realized
when the US military withdrew — in that a substantial number of people were left
unemployed — but,  strictly speaking, they were not a part of the productive working
class. This and other factors may have mitigated the revolutionary potential of the
situation.

The incomes received by those associated with service to the occupation forces
were far above those received in other sectors of the Thai economy. The average
yearly wage of all employees in the manufacturing industries in the Northeast in
1972 was about 4,900 baht 62 while my estimates based upon data from Boonkong’s
survey 63 are that the average earnings of a masseuse who worked all year were in
the neighbourhood of 30,000 baht (with some considerable individual variations)
though it is not clear whether or not this was before the 50% commission paid the
owner of the massage parlour. On the US bases in the 1974, the lowest paid “blue
collar” Thai worker would earn about 8,800 baht while a painter or truck driver
could expect to earn up to 24,700 baht per year. Clerical or “white collar” Thai
workers employed on the bases could expect to earn between 17,000 baht and
23,000 baht per year. 64 Local wages in Korat at the same time were as low as an
average of about 1,500 baht per six months work paid to unskilled labourers who
worked for six months in the jute mills (earning 8-19 baht per day), and who
worked in agriculture the rest of the year. However, some highly -skilled factory
workers earned 20-100 baht per day or up to 24,000 baht per year.65 For com-
parative purposes, the starting yearly salary for Thai civil servants with a university
BA degree in law was 14,400 baht. 66 On the basis of these data we can expect that
Thai workers left unemployed by the withdrawal of the US military would not be
eager to enter the Thai working force at the wages in effect there, a work force
which in Korat had only 10% of its openings for skilled workers in July 1974.
Social and economic differences resulting from higher pay and contact with the
Americans would probably preclude any large-scale solidarity between the Thai
workers in the civilian economy and those formerly employed by the Americans.

The possibility that a number of the Thais employed by the US military may
have migrated to the Northeast from other regions in search of work also reduces
the likelihood that all would remain to help form the basis of a proletariat locally.
Dr Boonkong found that of the masseuses he interviewed in Udorn, “23.9% [came]
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from districts of Udorn province, 33.7% from other northeast provinces, 13.1%
from Bangkok, 14.1% from other central provinces, and the balance of 15.2% from
the north”.67 There is also evidence of a tendency of workers made unemployed at
one base migrating to another base where hiring was in progress, thus increasing the
propensity of the labour force to migrate in search of work. Migration studies of
Thailand 68 using data from the 1950s and 1960s indicate a considerable tendency
toward short-distance migration, generally in keeping with Dr Boonkong’s findings
about masseuses, as well as a tendency toward migration to urban areas (mainly
Bangkok) though return from Bangkok to outlying provinces is also considerable.
Job seeking seems to have been the prime motivation for the moves studied by
Visid and Penporn69 which suggests that those left unemployed by the withdrawal
of the US military might tend to migrate to Bangkok where most job opportunities
of the type previously held might be found. Of those who migrate to Bangkok and
are unable to find work, many might return to their original homes if the migration
patterns of the past few decades hold in the future. But since a number of the
workers came from the Northeast originally, their return may eventually contribute
to the development of the working class in that region. It is yet too early for the
pattern to' fully develop.

Conclusion
Not long after the more-or-less complete withdrawal of the American occupation
forces (some advisors remained), there occurred the infamous coup d’etat of
October 6 ,  1976. Numerous reports available to western readers have emphasized
the viciousness of this cynical attack upon the students at Thammasat University
in particular, and upon the liberal-left in general. What remains to be seen is the
impact of this action upon the social class formation of Thailand.

Perhaps the most publicized initial indication of what is in store for the Thai
people is the report that many students and intellectuals have fled to the jungles
to join the insurgent forces. The insurgents have been conducting armed resistance
against the ruling class and its repressive state apparatus since the 1960s. This can
only widen the class consciousness of the peasants and the workers in the rural
areas as well as the workers and unemployed of the cities who must inevitably learn
more of, and increasingly join, the struggles. The error of such naked oppression,
however, was seen by the ruling class, and personnel changes in the highest levels of
the state may, for a time, reduce the general level of oppression. The need for
oppression is rooted in the particuarly exploitative nature of the ruling class.

The present ruling class is inextricably tied to the transnational structures of
imperialism. This is in part due to  the failure to  develop a form of state capitalism
under the leadership of a national bourgeoisie in the 1950s. What has compounded
this situation, where the financial oligarchy exploits the workers and peasants of
Thailand througn the world economic structures rather than directly through the
national economy, has been the complicity with the United States in the Vietnam
War. For the past 15 years the ruling class, dominated by a growing financial
oligarchy and bolstered by control of a military state, has become more dependent
upon the US for its power base. That is, the financial oligarchy (as well as lesser
bourgeois elements) have reproduced their capital mainly by providing services to
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the American occupation forces rather than by entering into more conventional
commodity capitalist production. As a reward, the police and military have received
extensive training and arms. But with the defeat of the United States in Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia there remains little need for US forces on Thai soil. Indonesia,
Singapore, and Malaysia are well enough equipped — at present — to  protect the
trade route through the Straits of Malacca and that is now one of the main American
military objectives in Southeast Asia.

The strategy which the Thai rulers seem to be developing is to open the economy
completely to foreign investment. The increasing unemployment and proletariani-
zation of the peasantry will provide a cheap labour force for industrial growth.
Massive inputs of foreign capital can be tapped to sustain the financial oligarchy
while transnational firms exploit the labour power of the Thai workers. Finally, the
investments of American (as well as Japanese and European) business in Thailand
would provide the Pentagon with an excuse for continuing substantial military aid,
if not an actual military presence. To facilitate foreign investment, some degree of
‘stability’ must be exhibitied. One indication of ‘stability’ now visible would seem
to be a decrease in the more notorious of the repressive activities: the books having
already been burned, there is no  need of a repeat.

But the contradictions of capitalism and imperialism will remain. This is par-
ticularly true of a country ruled by a financial oligarchy which persists in joining in
the exploitation of its people as a compradore of foreign capital. The resolution of
these contradictions lies in the hands of the people.

FOOTNOTES

1. There are many historical and cultural implications of the word “modern” and my
purpose here is not to define precisely when “modernization” in Thailand began, but to
stress the socio-economic conditions which have given rise to the contemporary social
structure. The historical approach to the study of .the socio-economic formation1 of
society is required, for as Karl Marx has written:

Because of the simple fact that every succeeding generation finds itself in possession
of the productive forces acquired by the preceding generation, which serve it as the
raw material for new production, a coherence arises in human history, there is
formed a history of humanity which is all the more a history of humanity since the
productive forces of man and, therefore, his social relations have been developed . . .

(Karl Marx to P.V. Annenkov, Brussels, December 28, 1846 in Marx and Engels,
Selected Works. Vol.l. Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1951, p.402).

2. “Muang Thai” or Thailand means “land of the free”. Besides Burma and Thailand, the
other major states were Vietnam and Cambodia, with Lao and Malay kingdoms near
Thailand frequently under Thai suzerainty.

3. I owe the “rent-tax” conceptualization of the social relations of landownership to
Lawrence Krader’s discussion of 18th century European writings on India, The Asiatic
Mode of Production: Sources, Development and Critique in the Writings of Karl Marx,
Assen, The Netherlands: van Gorcum & Comp. B.V., 1975, passim.
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4 .  Cited in Abbot L. Moffat, Mongkut: The King of Siam, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1961, p.125) by Fred W. Riggs, Thailand: The Modernization of a Bureaucratic Polity,
(Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1966), p.36.

5. Gathering of forest, island, and coastal wildlife resources like shellfish, and individual
fishing, when one was the prime means of subsistence of a household, were probably
holdovers from more primitive modes of production and became relatively less important
as time went on.

6.  Carle C. Zimmerman, Siam: Rural Economic Survey, 1930-31, Bangkok, 1931, pp.174,
273-78.

7 .  The growth of rice mills is discussed in James C.  Ingram, Economic Change in Thailand,
1850-1970, Stanford: Standford University Press, 1971, pp.69ff.

8 .  Ibid., pp.85-86.
9.  The class analysis by the Communist Party, “Various Classes in Siam, Draft Statement
i Analyzing the Government and Economy of Siam, and Procedures for the Association”

was dated February 20, 1930 and translated from the Chinese language by a police
official. King Prajadhipok wrote that “many might find it quite convincing”. It appears
in Benjamin Batson, (Ed.), Siam’s Political Future: Documents from the End of the
Absolute Monarchy, Data Paper No,96, Southeast Asia Programme, Department of Asian
Studies, Ithaca: Cornell University, 1974, pp.69-70; the king’s comments appear on page
64. The surveys were James M. Andrews, Siam; Second Rural Economic Survey, 1 934-35,
Bangkok: W.H. Mundie, the Bangkok Times Press, Ltd., 1935; and Zimmerman, op.cit.
Another report of interest is Siam Nature and Industry, Bangkok: Ministry of Commerce
and Communications, 1930.

10. Siam Nature and Industry, p.209.
11. P.171.
12. P.I8.N0.I.
13. “Rural workers: this group are labourers working in farming or lumbering in the forests.

They are the propertyless people of the villages. In Siam this group is large, and in the
future it will in the nature of things get even larger”. (Batson, p.70).

14. Zimmerman, pp.206-208.
15. Rental terms for Central and Southern Thailand were predominantly cash while the

terms for the North and Northeast were mainly a share of the produce. (Zimmerman,
Table II, I-L).

16. Zimmerman, Table II. E-H. The proportion of the non-landowners who were able to rent
enough land for rice cultivation is not known.

17. According to Andrews, “Land rentals paid roughly balance land rentals received except
in Central Siam”, (p.19, no.l).

18. For example, in Central Thailand, the average family held 2.64 pieces of land and in
every village surveyed, at least one family had a holding at least 3 kilometers from the
household, the most distant holding recorded being some 50km away. (Table II.M).

19. Siam Nature and Industry, pp.217-39; Andrews, pp.52-59.
20. P.163. Fishing was not closely studied by Zimmerman and Andrews as it was not strictly

“agricultural” though still rural.
21. Zimmerman, pp.61-62.
22. Ibid., pp.63-67.
23. See Ingram’s discussion, pp.l  13-23.
24. Zimmerman, pp.123-24, 126-28.
25. Ibid., pp.125-6.
26. E.g., in the years 1824, 1842, 1845, 1848, 1869, 1883, 1889, and 1895 in the 19th

century according to G. William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand: An Analytical
History, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1957) 1 pp.l43-44.

27. Ibid., pp.219-20.
28. See Ingram, Table X, p.96.
29. P.125. Skinner cites the Thailand Statistical Yearbook of 1935/36-1936/7, no.19, p.488

as his source.
30. Crystallized labour time refers to value created by labour and contained in a product,
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e.g. a tool, the value of which, by the two-fold nature of labour, is preserved in another
product even though the first product (the tool or other means of production) itself is
consumed in the production of the second product. See Karl Marx, Capital: A Critical
Analysis of Capitalist Production, (Woking: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1938), pp.170-
81.

31. Ingram, p.81.
32. Ibid., p.86.
34. G. William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand: An Analytical History, (Ithaca: Cornell

University Press, 1957), pp.270ff.
34. Skinner, pp.261-72. Other businesses the Chinese were restricted from were birds’ nest

concessions, food hawking on government ministry premises, salt production, tobacco
production, animal slaughtering, taxi driving, fishing, ownership of shops, and the
petroleum industry. It should be noted that these were nationality restrictions, not
ethnic restrictions so that a nationalized Chinese immigrant could in theory participate
in these activities though higher taxes on signs not in the Thai language were put into
effect.

35. Ibid.
36. T.H. Sllcock, “Outline of Economic Development” in Siicock (Ed.), Thailand: Social

and Economic Studies in Development, (Canberra: Australian National University Press,
1967), p.12.

37. Ammar Siamwalla, “Stability, Growth and Distribution in the Thai Economy” in Prateep
Sondysuvan (Ed.), Finance, Trade and Economic Development in Thailand: Essays in
Honour of Khunying Suparb Yossundard, (Sompong Press, 1975)p.34. That mosquito
strains resistant to DDT have recently sent the malaria rate climbing again is a matter for
future consideration (p.43).

38. My main sources for the discussion of the rice premium were James C. Ingram, Economic
Change in Thailand, 1850-1970, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1971), pp.243-61;
T.H. Siicock, “The Rice Premium and Agricultural Diversification” in Thailand: Social
and Economic Stuies in Development, pp.231-257; and Ammar Siamwalla, “A History
of Rice Price Policies in Thailand” in Finance, Trade and Development in Thailand,
pp.141-67.

39. Dr Ammar suggests that revenue was the only long-range consideration of the policy
makers in applying the rice premium. See “A History of Rice Price Policies in Thailand ’
in Finance, Trade, and Economic Development in Thailand. Ammar’s data (pp.145, 151)
show that the rice premium and other export taxes represented as much as 32% of the
state revenue (in 1953) and in nearly every year between 1949 and 1965 represented
more than 10% of the state revenue though it  fell sharply in the late 1960s.

40. As a matter of practice, the levying of quotas was frequently used, too, to the point
where quotas were preferred by the government. See “A History of Rice Policies in
Thailand”, pp.  148-49 and Appendix A, pp.158-162.

41. Dan Usher, “The Thai Rice Trade” in Thailand: Social and Economic Studies in Develop-
ment, pp.220, 224.

42. Dr Ammar writes that “when there are quantitative restrictions on exports . . .  the
burden of the premium is entirely on exporters”. See “A History of Rice Price Policies
in Thailand”, pp. 149-50.

43. Siicock, “Outline of Economic Development”, p.15. All this while, however, the Thai
economy was buttressed with loans from the West.

44. Final Report of the Labour Force Survey: Whole Kingdom, July September 1969
(Bangkok: National Statistical Office, Office of the Prime Minister).

45. I have used three sets of data from the Labour Force Survey which have been compared
with one another on three tables: Work Status (employer, government employee, private
employee, own account worker, unpaid family worker, unknown); Industry (agriculture,
forestry, hunting and fishing; mining and quarrying; manufacturing; construction, repair
and demolition; electricity, gas, water and sanitary services; commerce; transport,
storage and communications; services; activities not adequately described); and Occu-
pation (Professional, technical and related workers; administrative, executive and mana-
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gerial workers; clerical workers; sales workers; farmers, fishermen, hunters, loggers and
related workers, miners, quarrymen and related workers; workers in transport and
communication; craftsmen, production-process workers, labourers; service, sport and
recreation workers; workers not classifiable by occupation). See tables 6, 7 and 9 ,
Labour Force Survey.

46. Data in this paragraph are from the Labour Force Survey, Table 1 .
47. “A History of Rice Price Policies in Thailand”, p.l54,n.27.
48. The data in this paragraph are derived from Labour Force Survey, Table 7E.
49. Derived from ibid.
50. Derived from ibid.
5 1 . These data appear on Tables 6 , 7 and 9 of the Labour Force Survey.
52. Regarding the construction industry, in Bangkok there was an average of 914 employees

for each employer while in all municipal areas there was an average of 1014 employees
for each employer. In manufacturing, it was respectively 10 and 8 ;  in transportation,
storage, and communication, 32 and 17; in commerce, 7 and 6; and in services, 36 and
14. These data do not include employees of the Thai state. See the Labour Force Survey,
Table 7.

53. “N on-capitalist sector” is defined here as those who listed their work status as other than
“employer” or “private employee”. Data derived from ibid., tables 6 ,7 ,9 .

54. “A History of Rice Price Policies in Thailand”, pp.148-52.
55. Ibid., p.152.
56. This discussion is based on ibid., pp.152-56. Dr Ammar suggests (p.156) that the rice

recovered was an “insignificant” amount compared with the amount of rice which
flowed through Bangkok in “normal” times for export and for distribution to the
relatively rice-poor south. This was not a normal time as, according to Ammar himself,
there was a complete ban on rice exports in effect (pp.l 56. 162).

57., Boonkong Hunchansith, in a series of eight newspaper articles based upon his Ph.D.
dissertation submitted to Claremont Graduate School in the USA, wrote:

The US Embassy has reported that US military spending in Udorn and Ubon, two of
the five base provinces in the Northeast, almost equalled the total value of the local
gross regional product . . .  the percentage of the Northeast gross regional product
attributed to US military spending . . .  is 3.4 per cent in 1965, 15.6 per cent in 1968
and 8.7 per cent in 1971.

“Economic Impact of US Withdrawal”, first instalment in a series of articles in The
Nation, (Bangkok, photocopy, 1974).

58. According to a US Embassy official in Bangkok communicated to me in an interview,
1974

59. I have no data regarding this problem but it is generally acknowledged as a significant
social issue connected with the American occupation. An attempt to suggest the effect
upon the class structure would be unduly speculative without more information.

60. Report of Industrial Survey in Northeast Region 1972, (Bangkok, Office of the Prime
Minister, National Statistical Office), Table 5 ,  p.15.

61. Karl Marx, Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, (New York: International Publishers,
1965), p.67.

62. Calculated from data from the report of Regia, table 6 ,  Industrial Survey in Northeast.
63. “Economic Impact of US Withdrawal”, instalment number 4 .
64. Data provided by the Civilian Personnel Office, Korat air base, 1974. Many of the

workers received on-the-job training, too.
65. These data were provided by the Thai government’s Korat Labor Office; it should be

pointed out that there were 600 factory workers and 15,000 workers in the jute mills,
most of whom were working for illegally low wages. The minimum wage which was to go
into effect in August, 1974 was 18 baht per day.

66. “Economic Impact of US Withdrawal”, instalment no.5. The same degree would have
earned the holder about three and a half times as much if employed at a US base.
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67. “Economic Impact of US Withdrawal”, instalment number four.
68. See Sidney Goldstein, Urbanization in Thailand, 1947-1967, (Chulalongkorn University:

Institute of Population Studies, Research Report No.2, Revised Edition, 1972); Visid
Prachuabmoh and Penporn Tirasawat, “Internal Migration in Thailand”, (Chulalongkorn
University: Institute of Population Studies, Paper No.7, 1974); and Sidney Goldstein,
Visid Prachuabmoh, and Alice Goldstein, Urban-Rural Migration Differentials in Thailand,
(Chulalongkorn University: Institute of Population Studies, Research Report No.12,
1974).

69. Visid and Penporn, pp.44-57, especially Tables 9 and 10.
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‘Cycles’ of Class Struggle in Thailand

Peter F. Bell*

The coup in Thailand of October 6 ,  1976 brought into sharp focus the role of the
United States. 1 It raised the question of the past and present influence of the US
in shaping the direction of Thai political life. This is not as simple an issue as it
appears, for the nature and impact of US imperialism involves some important
theoretical and historical questions. The on-going political struggle requires clarifi-
cation of these issues.

US influence is the single factor which gives coherence to the social, economic
and political history of Thailand since World War Two. The object of this paper is
to begin to establish a framework within which this influence can be understood, and
to begin to  write a history of US penetration which reflects its complex stages of
development. It will attempt to show that this history centres on the class struggle,
in its various cycles, and that recent events are a culmination of these class forces.
It also argues that the nature of imperialist penetration has been shaped by the
resistance of the Thai people.

The response to the 1976 coup was predictable. The liberal academic community
in the US decried the latest setback for democracy and warned of the dangers of
further polarization and of a future Communist take-over.2 The orthodox Left saw
the event as a CIA-staged return to fascist rule, to protect American economic
interests, and thus as a further victory for US military and police training strategies.3
These responses have isolated recent events from the past history of US penetration;
the latter also sees imperialism as a largely economic phenomenon. It will be argued
below that the return to military rule was necessitated by the inability to control
the growing intensity of class struggle which posed increasingly serious challenges
to the existing social order.4 It is true that there is a continuity to US supported
military dictatorships in Thailand since 194748,  but there has also been a tremen-
dous transformation in the class forces at work. What is at stake in 1978 is the
continuation of capitalist society, and of the class relations which it presupposes.
The outcome of this struggle in Thailand has important consequences for South-
east Asia as a whole. The military coup was a particular strategy aimed at this
continuation.

Prior to offering detailed support for these arguments, the article will briefly
discuss existing interpretations of recent Thai history, offer a particular view of
imperialism and then apply this to the situation in Thailand.

*The author teaches political economy at the State University of New York, Purchase, N.Y.
Discussions with Harry Cleaver and the Zerowork collective, as well as earlier work with Maxwell
Brem, have been important in clarifying the issues in this paper.
This paper is dedicated to E. Thadeus Flood who died of cancer in December 11,1977.
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Interpretations of US Imperialism and Underdevelopment in Thailand
Existing analyses have not grasped the particular character of US imperialism,
and they have generally ignored the class forces at work in Thailand and in the
international capitalist economy. The following major strands of interpretation
can be distinguished: economic determinist, neo-Marxist, structuralist, militarist/
political. The content of these approaches will be indicated briefly, along with the
political positions with which they coincide. 5

1 . Economic determinist. This view tends to see imperialism in purely economic
terms, and US policy as driven to protect access to raw materials, markets and
lucrative foreign investments. Support for this view has come from the revisionist
historians in the US, and the analyses of Baran and Sweezy , Magdoff etc.6 Politically
this has tended to nationalist expressions among Thai radicals, and opposition to
Japanese and US investments. Such expression has served to strengthen the local
capitalist class.

2 .  Neo-Marxist. This view looks to the analysis of economic underdevelopment
in terms of centre-periphery relationships between the capitalist and underdeveloped
world, or in terms of the creation of primary export dependence and the appro-
priation of economic surplus. It tends also to focus on the role of multinational
corporations as instruments sustaining underdevelopment. 7

3. Structuralist. Approaching Marxist theory from a formalistic framework
of categories (mode of production, forces and social relations of production,
antagonistic and non-antagonistic contradictions), this approach tends to a reified
interpretation of historical development in which the categories of analysis dominate
the real processes. 8 In similar vein is the emphasis on the development of  capitalist
forces of production and the growth of the industrial working-class as the major
historical factor.9 This theoretical view underlies the conception of socialism of both
Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin and explains the emphasis on the forces of production as
the basis of new class relations, after the revolution. 10

4. Militarist /Political. Closely linked with the economic determinist view, writers
in this perspective tend to a critique of external mechanisms of imperialism, military
and police training, weapons sales etc. This view was also popular among Thai
radicals in the period 1973-76, and bolstered the nationalist political position, while
leaving the Thai capitalist class unscathed. 11 It did turn the Thai military into an
object of contempt, and this fed support for their formal ouster from power in the
student-led revolt of 1973. This approach tends to separate the military from
society as a whole and endow it with autonomy. It also tends to view democracy
as incompatible with imperialist aspirations, and points a finger at particular agencies
(such as the CIA) or particular personalities, unlinked to the overall strategy of
social and economic transformation. 12 Repression is a tool of imperialist control
but it should not be mistaken for the essence of that phenomenon. Parallel to the
mistaken emphasis on militarism is the notion of the autonomy of the political
sphere. In this view politics is endowed with a life of its own, and exists with
its own internal forces quite independently of the larger economic system. The
problem is taken to be that of explaining the particular configuration of Thai
political parties, cliques, quite independently of the rest of society. 13 It feeds a
liberal lament for the lack of democratic political institutions.14
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Social Capital, the Social Factory and Class Struggle 15

The nature of imperialism since World War Two reflects the important changes
which have occurred in capitalist society. As capitalism moves from individual
capitalists to social capital, the circuits of capital go beyond the sphere of the
factory itself to embrace the state, and society as a whole. 16 Capitalist society
becomes a “social factory”, encompassing the entire process of social reproduction.
Both waged and unwaged workers (and this includes students, housewives, peasants
producing for export markets in the Third World, all of whom have been traditionally
ignored by radicals) shape the process of reproduction. Moreover the circuits of
capital (described by Marx in Capital, Vol.II) are international in nature.17 This has
been grasped by theorists who refer to accumulation of a world scale (such as Amin,
Palloix), although they have not seen this accumulation of capital in social terms. 18

They have not grasped the world capitalist system as the global reproduction of  the
relations between capital and labour, or put in other terms the imposition of value
production (“work”) by one class onto another.

Within the social factory, conceived globally, the task of capital is to establish
those social, economic and political institutions which will attempt to ensure the
continuous reproduction of these relations. Thus internationally capitalism may have
as its goal economic development just as importantly as police repression. Indeed
the relations of capitalist society are guaranteed in the long-run not by physical
coercion, but rather by the “dull compulsion of economic relations”; although
violence is always used to create a working-class. 19

The concepts of social capital and the social factory permit us to see how
capitalist reproduction involves .all of the social institutions at the disposal of the
capitalist class. These include the state and agencies of government, such as the
military, the corporations, foundations whichlive off corporate profits, the advisory
councils which bring together leading elements of business, government and .the
academic world, and lastly the university. The core of capitalist society is no
longer grasped by the notion of a “military-industrial complex”, but rather by
a “governmental-corporate-foundation-university-military complex”. The top
hierarchies of these institutions are virtually interchangeable. While they may
disagree profoundly on tactics, they share a broadly common ideology and, as
intellectuals or technical experts, they can function equally well in any of these
several spheres, and they most commonly do. Only when this is clearly seen can
imperialism be correctly grasped, and the many aspects of its penetration be fully
appreciated; can the connection be seen between public health programmes, police
training, the Green Revolution, social science research, public administration, and
foreign investment. In this sense, as part of the total social factory, all of these
elements which US officials so proudly point to ,  derive from a common conception:
to ensure a world of  workers, and a continuous supply of work for the expansion, of
capital. 20 These workers include peasants who form part of the circuits of inter-
national capital through the inputs and outputs of primary goods, and who are an
intrinsic element in the working-class. The maintenance of a specific world order,
indeed “civilization”, lies behind the internationalization of capital and the nature
of imperialism since 1945.

Related to the notion of the social factory is the recognition that the working-
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class is not simply a passive agent of value production, moulded by capital, but
rather that it constitutes the basic force of capitalist development. Its continuous
resistance to capital forces upon the latter successive strategies (described by Marx
in Capital, Volume I for the England of the mid-19th century). Class struggle takes
the forms of “cycles” of offensive/defensive strategies employed by capital in
response to the resistance of the working class, and their demands for higher wages
and less work (in the late 20th century this demand has achieved proportions which
threaten the very basis of the capitalist system). 21 Imperialism similarly is a set of
strategies employed by capital, in conjunction with the ruling classes of the Third
World, which have developed in response to, and in anticipation of, the forces of
resistance oh the part of workers (including peasants) to their exploitation. These
strategies in Asia have included social stability as a primary goal. It is not that
concern for profits is absent, but rather that imperialism can never be reduced to
profits as a sole factor of explanation.

Curiously the reality of working-class power has not been grasped by radicals,
who often view imperialism from capital’s perspective, not from that of the working-
class. Imperialism is then portrayed as an unchallenged, ever-powerful machine that
can invade countries, control their economies and political systems, create puppets
as leaders. In fact the bourgeoisie is constantly .aware of the threat of workers
power and of the constant danger which it poses to the system as a whole. 22 It is a
system, as Hymer wrote, that is “never at peace”.23

The appropriate response to working-class power is planning. This includes
international institutions such as the United Nations and World Bank, “think-
tanks” such as the Tri-Lateral Commission and Council on Foreign Relations,
research conducted by government agencies or contracted out to universities, long-
range corporate planning, as well as political “pay-offs”. This planning is generally
occasioned by cycles of working-class struggle (for example counter-insurgency and
the Green Revolution as weapons to be used against peasant unrest in Asia). As the
American defeat in Vietnam showed, neither the most complex planning nor the
most intensive military offensive is guaranteed success against the exploited masses.
The working-class is indeed the unplannable element within capital’s plan. 24 Thus
imperialism is constantly forced to revise its strategy, reformulate its methods of
social control, and often retreat in disarray.

The responsive character of imperialism has nowhere been analyzed. Thailand
offers an example of the formulation of imperialist strategies par excellence. Lest it
be assumed that it is being suggested here that external forces alone explain the
process of change in Thailand, it should be noted immediately that the relationship
between internal social forces and external ones is a mutually interdependent
one. They interact in a dialectical manner, each shaping the other. Thus tire class
structure in Thailand is rooted in the history and culture of that country ; yet it is
moulded and shaped by US influence after 1945 in such a way that it becomes
interwoven with a complex pattern of imperialist relations.

“Cycles of Struggle ” in Thailand: a Summary
The character of development in Thailand since 1945 may be analyzed in terms of
four distinct “cycles”, which involve a relationship between US imperialism and
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internal developments. 25 Each cycle involves changes in the society conceived of  as
a whole, not merely in the economy or the polity.

The cycles of class struggle which are analyzed below, may be summarized as
follows:

1 . The 1940s, which saw an American initiative in Southeast Asia in response to
anti-colonial struggles and to the Chinese Revolution. This took the form of
long-range planning and, in Thailand, diplomatic initiatives to establish a basis
for future influence.

2 .  The 1950s, a periodin which capital regained the initiative and began the prqcess
of “nation-building” in Thailand. This process included “development”, in dll of
its dimensions, and the support of repressive military regimes which sought to
eliminate all opposition and which built the country into a regional policeman
for the area.

3 .  The 1960s saw a new cycle of class struggle based on a “political recomposition”
of the working-class, a “refusal of  development”, and the initiation of new forms
of social control through counter-insurgency.26 Capitalist development, led by
foreign investment, created a new fusion among the Thai ruling class, linked with
■international capital.

4. The 1970s has seen an attempt to break working-class power through generalized
economic crisis and austerity, and renewed forms of violent repression as the
threats to the capitalist social order become ever more threatening. This has led
to periods of reformism and quasi-fascist rule in Thailand.

These cycles, in which capital has developed new strategies to oppose the aspi-
rations and struggles of the people, are of course linked with the cycles in the
advanced capitalist countries and are by no means confined to Thailand. Never-
theless the forms of imperialist penetration in that country offer an ideal subject of
examination upon which political strategy can be developed. The central feature of
each cycle, upon which the analysis is built, is the changing class relation; within
this the content, development and circulation of struggles, the links between sectors
of the working-class, and the changing initiatives forced upon capital in response to
struggles must be analyzed.27 This includes an analysis of the changing composition
and alliances within the capitalist class itself. In Thailand this class is a complex
unification of elements- which emerged from the landed and trading classes, and
from the military and bureaucracy. As a background to the cycles of the post-World
War Two period, a brief note must be added on the nature of Thai society prior to
that period.

British Colonialism and Thai Society Prior to 19402*
The rulers of Thailand succumbed to Western pressure to open the country to trade
in the mid-1 9th century. The effect of this was to incorporate the country into the
world economy, and to reinforce the existing economic base and class structure of
the society. A pattern of peasant proprietorship centred on rice cultivation was
strengthened as the resources of the society were diverted increasingly to  the world
market. The aristocratic classes based their access to  wealth on a division of the
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land and control over manpower according to rank known as sakdina, which derived
from the absolute power of the King.29

From 1870 to roughly the 1930s, Thailand served the needs of British capital
accumulation by supplying cheap rice to her colonies. 30 Through an alliance with
the Thai ruling classes and Chinese merchant classes, the British sought to strengthen
the agrarian basis of the society and, in the 20th century, exercised a form of neo-
colonial influence by" controlling the pattern of economic and social development,
including the disposition of state revenue, foreign reserves and financial policy. 31

Control over the agricultural surplus was the key to wealth and power. This wealth
circulated primarily through the form of merchant capital, administered by a
Chinese merchant class. The informal nature of British colonialism sejved as a brake
on anti-colonial sentiments, and did not produce a group of radical intellectuals
who, in other parts of Southeast Asia, turned to armed resistance. It also fostered
the myth of an independent country as a “land of the free” (literal meaning of Thai-
land, which was adopted by the expansionist militarist Phibun in 1939, replacing
the name Siam). 32

The modern Thai state was created by the bureaucratic reforms of King Chulal-
ongkorn undertaken to provide an administrative apparatus to manage the rice
surplus economy and to unify control over its wealth for the ruling group. The
momentum achieved by these reforms was lost in the first quarter of the 20th
century by a decline of royal authority, the growth of a rigid bureaucratic hierarchy,
and the weakening effect of colonial penetration.

In 1932 a new class took state power through a bloodless coup which sharply
curtailed the powers of the King. This class had emerged out of the bureaucracy
and military, and had in common an opposition to  the monarchy, land-based
nobility and to the dominant Chinese merchant class which controlled internal and
external trade.33 This newly -educated fledglingbourgeoisie, with support of elements
of the aristocratic elite, sought to develop a social base outside of agriculture by
promoting national (capitalist) development and nationalism (independence from
colonial domination). These elements formed the nucleus that would become a
mature bourgeoisie in the 1950s and 1960s.

The elements which came together in 1932 later split into opposing tendencies
which constituted the basic forms of political struggle in the 1940s, and even into
the fifties and sixties. There is a marked continuity to  the ideological debates,
personalities and political parties.34 The coup of 1932 included a military element,
of largely peasant origins, eventually led by Phibun Songkram, who was strongly
attracted to the fascist model of development. It also included a diverse civilian
element, of both socialist and liberal persuasions. Pridi Phanomyong, who was
briefly Prime Minister, proposed a programme of land nationalization which, at the
time, had no broad appeal to the masses, although he inspired two generations of
radicals. Other civilian elements included a democratic-minded anti-military group
which became an important force in the late 1960s.

The period from 193247,  dominated by the Japanese occupation, was a period
of transition. It saw the expropriation of British economic interests, and the begin-
ning of state reform and state promotion of  industry. Strong nationalistic and anti-
Chinese sentiments emerged, and a strong rivalry between civilian and military
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factions which was not resolved until 1947, with the intervention of the US.
While the period up to 1940 was largely dominated by British interests, the US

had established selective but significant relations with Thai rulers from the early
20th century. The US regularly sent foreign affairs advisers, accorded Thailand
significant diplomatic status and prestige through its relations and treaties, through
foundation support for health programmes and medical schools (begun by Rocke-
feller in 1916), and by the work of American missionaries and educators.35 In
addition, American political and legal concepts had some influence on political
ideology in Thailand. During the 1940s, the anti-colonial posture of the US in the
face of British intransigence allowed an important foothold into Thai affairs.

Cycles of Class Struggle:

1 . The 1 940s: The Diplomatic Initiative and Peasant Revolt
The international order which emerged after World War Two , was in large measure a
result of American planning during the period 193944. This planning was made
necessary by the breakdown of the world capitalist system in the period 1929-33,
by the cycles of struggle which were erupting particularly in Asia, and by the under-
mining (during the Second World War) 36 of the capitalist-colonial structure created
by the Europeans.

Southeast Asia had a particular importance in the formulation of US foreign
policy, and in the planning of this policy certain key institutions played a particular
role. Until the early 1950s, the leading thrust of social science research on Asia
was conducted through the support of the Institute of Pacific Relations, which
pioneered studies of land tenure and rural movements. The Institute also had
connections with the Rural Reconstruction Movement in China in the 1930s, which
was a pioneering attempt at anti-communist social engineering; it lay behind most
of the scholarly work on Asia for at least twenty-five years. It pioneered the use of
academic research for policy formation.37

Broader national and international planning came under the purview of the
Council on Foreign Relations whose “War-Peace” studies brought together an elite
group of businessmen, lawyers, academics and government officials to collaborate
on the planning of priorities for the US after World War Two.38 The Pacific Area
was singled out as a significant market and “foremost source of the most important
raw material imports of the United States”. Country-by-country analyses of the
interdependency between the Pacific Area and Western Hemisphere were conducted.
In 1941, according to  the Council, the main interest of the US was access to the
economic wealth of the Philippines, Malaya, and the Dutch East Indies, and the
prevention of Japanese occupation of the region.39

The backdrop, to  these deliberations were the cycles of struggle of the 1930s and
1940s, which were being termed ‘national independence’ struggles, and which
appeared to be largely anti-colonial in nature, but which contained the first deter-
mined challenge to the capitalist world order. The US had been alerted to  the
dangerous nature of the peasantry as a revolutionary force and to the reactionary
character of the landholding class by the experience of China in the 1930s. Thus a
policy of support for local nascent capitalist interests, pervaded by a strong anti-
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colonial posture had developed. Failure to stem the tide of revolution in China
prompted the major offensive in Southeast Asia after 1949. 40

According to a later study written for the Council on Foreign Relations, long-
range planning for Southeast Asia came into its own with the perceived threat of
Chinese Communism to the rest of mainland Southeast Asia.41 Indeed, after 1945,
there was a wave of struggles in virtually every country in the region: in Indochina,
in Malaya, in the Philippines and in Indonesia. Communist-led insurgency move-
ments, which had sprung from the anti-colonial struggles, occupied the colonial
powers (often with the assistance of the US) until the late 50s and early 60s.

Amid this disorder, Thailand presented itself as a bastion of stability. It was not
only the sole country without a significant insurgency, but was the only one on
the mainland with which the US had had relations during the period of Western
colonization. It became the pivot of US strategy for the entire mainland, and there
was immediate concern for freeing it from the yoke of Japanese occupation as well
as of British colonialism. These tasks were confronted in the 1940s as part of a
general strategy aimed at staving off the threat of peasant revolt and the “spread
of Communism” throughout Southeast Asia.

Thailand was thus a central part of the cycle of struggle initiated by peasant
movements; in US eyes, it was to serve as a military bastion for the defence of the
region, and as a model of successful development along capitalist lines. Military and
economic aid were being tested by the US after 1945 through the Marshall Plan in
Europe, and through assistance to  Greece and Turkey in opposition to communist
influence in those countries.

In Thailand the US took a leading role in helping the Thai resistance against the
Japanese occupation. The “Free Thai” movement was organized through the Office
of Strategic Services, a secret intelligence formation.42 The ex-missionary Kenneth
Landon trained a group of Thais to operate secretly inside Thailand. Some of the
contacts between OSS figures and the Thai military, police and liberal community
were to be of lasting importance in the relationships which developed 43

US diplomatic efforts also played an important role in supporting the Thai
government in their resistance to British demands for a scaling down of the Thai
military and for war reparations.44

Perhaps even more significant was US backing for the Phibun regime in the
crucial period 194748,  when military coups ousted the elected civilian government
led by Kukrit and Seni Pramoj (leading figures again in Thai politics in the years
1973-76). There was at the time considerable sentiment among the armed forces for
democratic government, and the US move effectively blocked that path; a period of
uninterrupted military rule followed which lasted until 1973 45 From 1947 to
1973, every successive military group received US backing, and every year saw the
US more and more deeply involved in Thailand.

2.  The 1950s. Capital’s Offensive: “Nation-Building" and Anti-Communism
In the second cycle capital moved to a full-scale offensive built around a co-ordinated
policy of modernization and development linked with the creation of an anti-
communist military bastion. It is important to grasp the unity of these goals. If
imperialism was merely a strategy aimed at profit maximization, then the creation
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of a police state alone might have been enough.46 In fact imperialist strategy
operated on many levels, affecting virtually every aspect of Thailand’s economic,
political, social and cultural development. It was a major effort at social transfor-
mation which involved all of the parts of the “governmental-corporate-foundation-
university -military complex” referred to above. Its goals are well expressed in a
CFR study: “The promotion of stability to permit internal development, and the
promotion of security to prevent a take-over by international communism”. 47

These goals were directly aimed at undermining existing and potential struggles by
providing a framework of social progress. To this end the Agency for International
Development (AID) and the CIA are two sides of the same coin. Thus it is not
surprising that the first initiatives in this new cycle of struggle were in the form of
economic aid and police training (for internal security).

The immediate task of the military group, led by Phibun, which took power in
1948 was the elimination of opposition. After Pridi’s unsuccessful coup in 1949
his followers were arrested, leaders of the liberal regime were seized by the police,
and former “Free Thai” activists were arrested and some were shot. Phao Sriyanon
was appointed to head the Police Department which was quickly receiving training
and aid from the CIA.48 The US committed itself to the building of a para-military
force, with both defensive and offensive capabilities, outside of the normal chain of
command. This was to be done through a front organization known as the Overseas
Southeast Asia Supply Company, which contracted with the Thai government to
train and equip the new police units.49 Within five years Phao commanded some
48,000 men (10,000 in Bangkok alone), and was a rival to Phibun and Sarit Than-
narat, the head of the army. 50 Particular emphasis was placed on the development
of the Thai Border Police Patrol (BPP) as a mobile intelligence-gathering and
counter-subversive unit operating along Thai borders, and of the Police Aerial
Reconnaisance Unit (PARU) capable of conducting patrols in isolated areas, and
sabotaging enemy facilities. The CIA-Thai police connection was nurtured, while he
was Ambassador in Thailand in the period 19534, by William Donovan (ex-OSS
and a China veteran with staunch anti-Communist leanings). 51

These activities took place in the context of the formal beginning of US economic
and military aid. These had been preceded by the visit of two American missions,
the Hayes and the Melby-Erskine teams, which concerned themselves both with
the needs of agriculture and economic development and with the threat of com-
munism. 52 As a. result of agreements signed in 1950 the Thais received a US Mili-
tary-Advisory Group and a special advisory group on technical and economic affairs.53

Both became significant institutions in shaping the direction of Thai political and
economic development, and were greatly enlarged during the next two decades. In
1954 Thailand became a part of the newly created Southeast Asia Treaty Organi-
zation (SEATO), a spearhead of the Dulles cold-war deterrent strategy in this region.

Internal repression assumed sizeable proportions under Phibun, with US en-
couragement and assistance. Many significant leftist intellectuals and activists were
disposed of or allowed to  languish in jail; there'was considerable harrassment of the
large Chinese community and concern for their possible pro-Peking sympathies. 54

The Un.-Thai Activities Act of 1952 gave the authorities unlimited rights to suppress
anyone suspected of Communist sympathies. The repression of the 1950s was
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particularly severe in the Northeast of Thailand, traditionally an area of dissatis-
faction. The relative success of this overall offensive against political opposition and
rural discontent led superficial Western observers (including academics who should
have looked more closely) to the view that Thailand was a tranquil, peasant society,
untouched by the currents of left ideology. 55 It was only in the years, such as the
interlude 1955-57, when dissent was permitted to flourish in a partial way, that the
strength of opposition to the existing political and economic situation was visible.
At that time, for example, there was an explosion of strikes and of political agitation
(including anti-American manifestations) at all levels of the society. A look at the
police practices of Phao and Sarit would have shattered any bourgeois-democratic
illusions which Western scholars helped the Thai ruling class perpetuate.

The US offensive in the 1950s attached particular importance to economic
development, as suggested by their early initiatives. Economic modernization
proceeded rapidly after establishment of Sarit Thanarat’s ascendancy in 1957, an
ascendancy which resolved the mounting rivalry between the army and Phao’s
police. 56 The economic basis of development was the agricultural sector. Rice
remained the main source of wealth, and the surplus pumped out of the peasantry
(who constituted 85 per cent of the population, yet who remained in precarious
and primitive social conditions) was appropriated by the state. The process of
“original accumulation of capital” involving the transformation of merchant
capital into industrial capital was, in Thailand, administered by the state.  57 Between
1953 and 1958, 140 state enterprises were begun. The bureaucracy through its tax
on rice (the rice premium) and power to grant licences was able t o  use the state to
develop industry, and to promote itself economically. The military succeeded in
harnessing mercantile capital for its own accumulation project through the process
of “pariah entrepreneurship” by which they forced their way onto the boards of
directors of Chinese firms by offering protection, or by threatening expulsion as
aliens. 58

The process of original accumulation not only created the fusion of merchants
and the military-bureaucracy into a new bourgeoisie fostered by US imperialism,
but it also led to new class formation in the rural areas. Penetration of the agri-
cultural sector by market forces, extension of foreign capital, and diversification
for foreign markets (from rice to  maize and other cash crops), accelerated the
growth of landlordism and of a dispossessed rural peasantry. 59 This provided
(through migration) a growing urban working-class (numbering 316,000 by 1957
and 1 million by 1976), swelled the growing slums in Bangkok and the large number
of underemployed street vendors and service workers, and laid the basis' for the
rural revolt of the late 1960s. 60 Capitalist development had as its foundation the
extraction of surplus from the rural areas. Control over this wealth, including
ensuring the social stability of the rural areas, has been the major dynamic of
Thai political life since the 1950s. Down to the 1970s Thailand continues to be
dependent on wealth generated by primary exports.

The 1950s was a period of rapid economic growth — gross domestic product
grew by an average of 6 per cent annually from 1953-63 — spurred by the boom in
primary commodities, resulting in part from the Korean War. This growth was still
based largely in agriculture, thus the primary offensive was directed towards the
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growth and social stability of  the rural areas as an anti-communist bulwark. As early
as 1955 Donovan called attention to the existence of the Thai Autonomous Govern-
ment in Yunnan and to the need to improve rural living standards to vitiate its
appeal. 61 The potential of rural unrest was ever-present in the minds of government
officials. Particularly under the rule of Sarit, Thailand moved into a rapid period of
modernization and “nation-building”, geared towards the creation of an adequate
infrastructure for development, and the stream-fining of the bureaucracy (as well as
Sarit’s own enrichment). In these areas the developmental function of the United
States Operations Mission (USOM), as AID was called in Thailand, in conjunction
with the World Bank, came into the fore. This aspect of capital’s initiative was just
as important as the military -police build-up. They are indeed inseparable.

The organization of USOM in Thailand reveals the breadth of conception of the
initiative aimed at infrastructural and rural improvement. There were nine major
divisions of applied activity in 1959: public administration, audiovisual, training,
agriculture, public health, public safety, education, industrial development and
public works; twenty-one major contractors were fisted as involved in the projects
of these divisions (including nine major US universities and eight construction and
engineering firms). 62 USOM employed 139 US personnel and 262 Thai; in addition
there were 268 Americans and 2,157 Thai on contract employment. Examples of
the activities undertaken by USOM include, in agriculture: improved rice seeds
and animal breeds, agricultural extension centres, the strengthening of Kasetsart
University (Agricultural College), establishment of rural youth clubs, improvement
of rural credit services;63 in transportation: a new highway to the Northeast, bridge
and airport improvements; in public health: malaria eradication, equipment for
hospitals and health centres, new wells and privies, a training centre for public
health workers; in education: new curricula for elementary, secondary and teacher
training schools, improvement of teacher training colleges, establishment of the
Bangkok Technical Institute, and the Institute of Public Administration.64 The
World Bank also played a role in loans for communications, electrification and
other social overhead investments. Total US aid in the period 1948-1961 amounted
to $263.9 million, but only a fraction of this was related to economic and social
goals. 65

The World Bank Report on Thailand, published in 1959, had a great impact on
the nature of development planning. Sarit’s belief in the value of technocrats in
government permitted this advice to penetrate deeply. The Bank argued for the
dismantling of the 150 state enterprises, which naturally coincided with US interest
in stimulating the private sector. 66 To rationalize capitalist development there was
created, in the years 1959-63, a battery of new agencies of government including:
the Budget Bureau, Board of  Investment, National Economic Development Board,
Ministry of National Development, and Industrial Finance Corporation. In 1961
the first six year national development plan was inaugurated.

These changes originated in large measure from the advice of US officials, who
were placed in high level positions as advisers in every key ministry and agency of
the Thai government, and from the policy recommendations and research which
emanated from USOM. Thailand’s social and economic development, it can be said,
was a joint enterprise in which the US had the longer-term vision and the funds to
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pursue its goals, with Thai cooperation. A remarkable feature of imperialism
operating within the social factory is that the US trained most of the Thai officials
and technocrats with which it dealt in American universities, where they absorbed
the social science theory and ideological perspective of their US counterparts. The
Fulbright Educational Foundation had begun a small programme in 1950 awarding
scholarships to Thais for university study. The total impact of the programmes
supported by the US government and foundations is measured by the fact that over
8,000 students were trained (up to March 1974), 1,500 receiving academic degrees,
and providing one in four of the officials in the top four Thai Civil Service classes.67

The 1950s also saw the beginnings of the academic intrusion. The major thrust
of Thai studies in the US came from the Cornell Southeast Asia Programme, which
established a village study project in Thailand in 1948, and maintained a fairly
continuous presence for academic research thereafter. This project produced the
major studies of Thai political, social, cultural, economic and psychological life
which became the accepted paradigms of future academics, government officials,
and even of the Thai themselves.68 As the Institute of Pacific Relations had demon-
strated earlier, social science information was an essential ingredient for foreign
policy. The connection was clearly grasped by  Lauriston Sharp, for many years the
Director of the Cornell Programme. Writing in 1950, he argued for the importance
of understanding the needs of villagers, and the use of  anthropological village
studies, to assist in the formulation of foreign policy. 69 Thus Cornell efforts must
also been seen in the context of the overall imperialist effort. Cornell was not an
isolated programme ; Rockefeller funding lay also behind the establishment of the
Agricultural Development Council in 1953, and of the Asia Society in 1955. These
institutions were also involved in academic research and advisory work to Thai uni-
versities and government departments. The ADC maintained a continuous presence
in the formulation of agricultural programmes through Kasetsart University.

The 1950s was the last period of optimism. American officials were very satisfied
at Thailand’s progress by the end of the decade. They argued with satisfaction
that they had contributed much to its social development and political stability.
American diplomatic relations were strong, trade relations were good, and business
prospects were sound. 70 Moreover the threat of rural subversion, it was felt, had
been permanently forestalled by the rising living standards of the people. In retro-
spect the visit of the King and Queen of Thailand to the US in 1960 marked a
watershed of sorts. This visit was marked by a tone of mutual congratulation which,
by the end of the next decade would have a very hollow sound. 71

3 .  The 1960s. The New Wave of Struggles and Counter-Insurgency
The election of Kennedy as President of the US in 1960 ushered in a period of
massive global offensives against capital. These had been foreshadowed by the
Cuban Revolution (1959), the Second Indochina War, the growth of rural and
urban insurgencies in many Latin American countries, new revolts in Asia (the
Naxalites in India, Huks in the Philippines and Thai Patriotic Front in Thailand, for
example), and revolution in parts of Africa (Angola, Mozambique, Chad etc.).
These coincided for the first time since the 1930s with massive working-class
offensives in the advanced capitalist centres. The full effects of this offensive were
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not felt until well into the decade, and the response to it not complete until the
1970s were well underway. The central feature of this offensive was its global
character, and the political recomposition of the class which it expressed. This
recomposition saw the linking up of different elements of the class into a united
struggle : not only were rural peasants organized, but urban workers also, both the
waged (as in the factories) and the unwaged or marginalized groups (in slums,
unemployed students, women), generated their own autonomous demands. The
scope and intensity of this cycle of struggle was thus greater than the 1940s,
and generated an equally strong response on the part of capital. 77 Kennedy and
McNamara had done their homework on Castro and Guevara and saw clearly the
threat which they posed in the Third World. Their response was the Green Berets
(Special Forces) and the Green Revolution (rural development). Counter-insurgency
(COIN) was a concept which combined military and economic goals into a single
package aimed at countering revolt through social improvement and the weeding
out of subversive elements. Southeast Asia was the laboratory and testing ground.

Project Agile, created as a top-secret programme in the Pentagon by McNamara
in 1961, sought to combine the research tasks posed by insurgency into a research
and development programme for overseas mercenary armies in client regimes. 73 It
concentrated on surveillance systems, on “electronic battlefield” devices, on
special infantry equipment, and on behavioral research (into such groups as ethnic
minorities). These were conducted largely through the auspices of think-tanks,
universities and aerospace corporations. The Advanced Projects Research Agency
which administered this programme kept field offices in Vietnam, Korea, Iran and
Thailand. In the last mentioned it operated as the Military Research and Develop-
ment Centre (MRDC) designed “to define and proof-test longer-term projects, for
this country and for others”.74 After the growth of insurgency in the mid-1960s,
this agency was responsible for planning the COIN programme of the Thai govern-
ment, under its Communist Suppression Operations Command (CSOC). The Bang-
kok office (MRDC) had an annual budget of $10 million, and a staff of some 150
social scientists and military specialists. Many of the staff worked under contract
for research groups such as the Rand Corporation, Stanford Research Institute and
Research Analysis Corporation. This was a truly massive effort at social engineering
in which the combined forces of university, foundation, research corporation and
state department were concentrated. 75

The MRDC in Bangkok was not created specifically in response to the revolu-
tionary situation in Thailand, which lagged in this respect behind the other countries
in Southeast Asia. However as early as 1961 the US ambassador, Kenneth Young,
warned of the dangers of insurgency. 76 In 1962 the Voice of the People of Thailand
began its broadcasts and in 1965 the Thai Patriotic Front declared a merger of all
existing guerilla groups and a six point programme, which covered peace, neutrality,
land to the tillers, education for all, opposition to US imperialist culture, and the
overthrow of the existing regime.77 CSOC was created in the same year.

Once the rural insurgency had been declared a major problem, the bulk of US
aid, and the entire energies of the aid mission, were turned over to COIN efforts,
particularly in the Northeast region. The special assistant to the US embassy on
counter-insurgency, George Tanham, has fortunately provided a detailed account
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of the programmes and their development.78 Making full use of the research and
development provided by the MRDC, the US went at the problem of rural uprising
with a vengeance, and with all the faith in the power of social engineering, (which
includes weaponry, psychological warfare, technology and social theory) that
advanced capitalist society could muster.79

The peasants were counted and psychologically tested; their culture and social
patterns were analysed; their houses and wells were inventoried; the countryside
was mapped; they were exposed to USIS propaganda through Mobile Information
Units and shown model villages; they were given new highways and privies (through
Mobile Development Units); they were made subject to a wholescale development
programme, called Accelerated Rural Development (ARD) in the critical provinces
(mostly in the North, South and Northeast border regions); they were taught
how to defend themselves through Village Security Teams and “protected” by the
Border Police Patrol, and their areas were “swept” by special forces raids, bombing,
and intimidation, and sjrrveilled with electronic devices.80 A multi-million dollar
project (the Village Information System) was created to computerise and store all
of this information with the aid of the Stanford Research Institute. 81 A Thai
Special Forces Group was trained by the US Green Berets, at Lopburi, especially
for this work. Under the US Military Assistance Programme the entire Thai army
of 100,000 men was provided with M-16 rifles, machine guns, radios and standard
light equipment.

The scope of these efforts was unprecedented, apart from Vietnam, yet the
insurgency grew in strength year by year. The peasants literally “refused develop-
ment”. In 1960 six provinces in Thailand had been termed “sensitive” to  insur-
gency, but by 1975 the number had risen to  forty, encompassing two-thirds of the
entire country (and by this time the majority were under martial law). In many
cases the programmes had the reverse effect to  that anticipated, not because they
were merely foolish and ill-intentioned, but because the opportunities which
they created were used spontaneously by rural peasants against imperialism and
exploitation, in outbursts of mass discontent and violence. Not only was the
programme predicated on the most crude assumptions regarding poverty and its
relationship to revolt, but rural life itself was undermined by many of the pro-
grammes and the interference led to  immiseration and disruption.82

By the late 1960s Thailand had much of the appearance of an occupied country.
It was literally a garrison. The combined strength of Thai military and police forces,
trained and equipped by the US (over 15,000 Thais received military or police
officer training in the US and another 30.000 in Thailand), numbered around
260,000. Additionally there were some 50,000 US troops stationed there on seven
major air bases (including one that could handle B-52 bombers), nine major strategic
communications centres, six special forces headquarters and one naval base. From
1950-71, the US sent a total of over $600 million in economic and $950 million
in military aid. There were US advisers everywhere; they occupied choice residences
in the best districts of Bangkok (usually with four or five servants per household);
sat in the highest positions in Thai government Ministries and in the military; and
were seen at the best golf and country clubs.83 In the towns where the military had
bases shantytowns sprouted, of bars, brothels, tailoring establishments, and off-base
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housing for the GI’s to house Thai mistresses.
In addition to COIN, which represented a qualitatively new response to rural

revolt, a second aspect of the cycle of struggle in the 1960s was capitalist develop-
ment — more specifically the development of a manufacturing sector, primarily in
Bangkok. Capitalism does not result from anything teleological; it is a particular
organization of the working-class which was imposed as a pattern of social develop-
ment on Third World countries. It is not a set of “forces of production” which
incipiently seeks to burst through “precapitalist social relations”.84 In the context
of the Third World, capitalist development was a planned response' to the Cold War
and to challenges to the capitalist world order. The development theories that lay
behind it constituted an ideological response to the threat of instability from rural
poverty and unemployment, and to  low levels of productivity.85

The military, particularly under Sarit,had served in the 1950s as the modernisers
for a state-engineered accumulation of capital. The process of original accumulation
of capital had led to considerable rural-urban migration, and the growth of new
classes in both rural and urban areas. In the 1960s this process continued in a
modified form: foreign investment replaced the rice surplus as the main engine of
accumulation, and private enterprise, fostered by both foreign and Thai capital,
replaced state capitalism while the Green Revolution and agribusiness continued to
proletarianize the peasantry.86

Manufacturing is not only profitable, as Marx’s circuit of expansion (M-C-M 1 )
'explains, it is also a reorganization of the working-class seen as a whole. It provides
a new distribution of work, between rural and urban activities, a new segmentation
of the class (including a labour elite and marginalized workers), a new occupational
stratification (office, factory, household workers etc.), and new forms of control
(the assembly -line etc.). From capital’s perspective it is the rationalization of work
and thus represents control over the working-class. From the working-class perspec-
tive it results in a greater socialization of labour, and thus in the possibility of
higher levels of organization and struggle. Most importantly, it results in a political
recomposition of the working-class, a new organization and new links, in its oppo-
sition to capital. It is thus a contradictory phenomenon.87

The US was linked to  all aspects of this new stage of development in Thailand.
Not only had US advice led to  a dismantling of government -owned and managed
enterprises, but the US also helped write the legislation which was embodied in the
new Industrial Investment Promotion Act of 1962, and which granted highly
preferential terms to foreign capital. 88 The model of development which underlay
this was “import-substitution”, which had been successfully applied in the cases
of Taiwan, the Philippines, Pakistan, Malaysia and South Korea. Its effect was,
through tariff protection, to flood the Thai market with consumer and luxury
goods produced, or often assembled, in Thailand. Like the Green Revolution, this
manufacturing was capital-intensive, and employed few workers relative to the
numbers available. It provided an overabundance of posh hotels, and a tiny but
highly apparent' luxury goods market, and a mass of underemployed workers who
rapidly raised the level of urban struggle.89

The importance of urban struggle in the 1960s in Thailand has been virtually
ignored. While martial law formally banned unions there was a high incidence of
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illegal strikes and other forms of resistance. Revolts against increased bus fares and
pork prices on several occasions forced the government to intervene on behalf of
the workers to quell the unrest and lower the prices. In 1973 the shortage of rice
was a major factor in the new offensive. Between the years 1962-77 the annual
number of strikes was officially recorded by the Department of Labour, fluctuating
between three and seventy. The peak of this activity was 1968 when it involved
over 5,000 workers and over 25,000 days of lost work.90 And this was in a -period
of intense repression and martial law. It is of note that strike activity was often
focused on the newer industries, promoted by foreign capital, such as hotels,
textiles, steel etc. In the sixties the industrial proletariat became a permanent
one, no longer with links to the rural areas through return migration. The general
economic .downturn after 1968 in both urban and rural areas accelerated develop-
ment of links between different sectors of the class which exploded, after 1973, in
a combined offensive. The minimum daily wage in Bangkok was sixty cents a day
(raised to eighty cents in 1974) for industrial workers, and a few workers earned
over a dollar a day. While providing high rates of profit for capital, this ensured bare
subsistence for workers. Women were particularly badly expoited in sweatshops
and, faced with the more lucrative alternative of brothels and Gl-orient'ed bars,
often opted for the latter.

Perhaps fifty per cent of the growth in the Thai economy in the late 1960s was
accounted for by the boom generated by the Vietnam war, which gave rise to a
nouveaux riches class in the urban areas who added an element of political conser-
vatism to the instability of the 1970s.91 The contradictions within the ruling classes
came to the fore in the late sixties in the face of US cut -backs and the economic
slump. One group clearly favoured modernization and greater social justice. These
were the technocrats nurtured by US education and advice, who grasped the
growing contradictions of both urban and rural capitalist development, and who
feared the future. This same group increasingly clamoured for greater political
democracy, which imp Red both a greater share of the fruits of power, but also a
rationalization of the development process. Equally important were rivals to the
spoils of power in the form of contending cliques, particularly of older wealth. This
includes both the aristocratic classes and a group centred around the right-wing
political parties.92 The oligarchs who ruled the country, and who in practice
looted much of the wealth themselves into their own personal fortunes, increasingly
failed to respond to these demands. They became increasingly insulated from the
rest of the society through their dependence on US aid funds, and thus ignored the
need for more rational policies. As a result the planning mechanism which had been
carefully constructed by the World Bank fell into neglect. Decision-making was
centralized in the junta, but implementation was left to a range of unco-ordinated
agencies (five ministries responsible for economic affairs, three for agriculture and
education, etc.), a fact which caused USOM to create agencies (like ARD) which
were supra-departmental.

In the face of growing uncertainty as to US policy in Southeast Asia, and
some impatience with the US role and the dependency of the junta, as well as
resentment against thejr overwhelming power, agitation grew in the years 1966-69.
Amid this atmosphere a new constitution was promulgated and the first elections
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in 1 2 years were held.
The years 1969-71 confirmed the deep division within the class. Although the

new constitution guaranteed the existing clique (headed by Thanom Kittikhachorn
and Phrapas Charusathian who had taken over from Sarit in 1963, and who repre-
sented a continuation of his influence), and their control over one-third of the
assembly, there was an immediate series of challenges to  their authority. The focus
of conflict was the budget. Debate in the assembly turned on the oligarchy’s
incapacity to advance the economy, as legislators tried to divert funds from pork-
barrel projects to development purposes. There was open criticism of US and
Japanese economic penetration and of the military alliance with the US. Business
investment and government contracts were affected by delays, and both Japanese
and World Bank officials expressed concern at the growing instability. McNamara
(now head of the World Bank) argued that new loans would depend on “Thailand’s
capacity to  solve problems associated with rapid development”.

In November 1971 the brief period of semi -constitutional rule came to  a halt
when the ruling oligarchy declared another coup and with it the abolition of
parliament, the constitution and all political activity.93 The sixties really ended in
1971. The military oligarchy, which the US had created to deal with the mounting
levels of resistance from insurgents and urban workers, failed to agree to  a liberali-
zation or rationalization and sharing of the political and economic system. In 1973
the liberals tried again, but in 1976 it was left to elements within the military to
attempt belatedly to create a framework with which to assay the salvage of a
collapsing system.

4. The 1970s. Capital’s Counter-Offensive: Fascism vs. Reform
What had emerged in the face of the political recomposition of the working class
in the 1960s and the refusal of development was a series of contradictions in the
ruling classes as to the next stage, or counter-offensive. The existing clique clearly
favoured repression and military clout. The coup of 1971 was welcomed by the
business community in the expectation of great stability and needed structural
reforms. Instead, the junta (now joined by Thanom’s upstart son Narong, who was
married to Prapas’s daughter in a truly dynastic conception) retrencned and turned
even more inward. The country was run by a five-person National Executive Council
which excluded from influence the civilian technocrats most concerned with
reform. There was a militarization of all senior posts (except for that held by
Pote Sarasin — a long-time collaborator) and an unprecedented concentration of
power.

The theme of this period 1 97 1 -73 , before the junta was thrown from power, was
repression and “law and order”, the latter including public executions of suspected
criminals without due process and a renewed attempt to  stamp out political oppo-
sition. In this police-state atmosphere the group managed to isolate itself as a focus
for general public contempt and for organized political opposition. The visible
manifestations of dissent were continuing and growing insurgency, illegal strike
waves (particularly in 1973), and unrest in the universities and technical schools.
The latter galvanized activists fresh from the anti-war movement in the US and
potentially unemployed graduates. An anti-military, nationalist movement emerged.
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Factory workers joined with students in street demonstrations in which almost half
a million people were ultimately involved in the days before the ouster of the hated
trio (Thanom-Prapas-Narong). The group was finally faced with an internal revolt
in their own ranks and fled.

The 1973 coup must be seen as a triumph for elements of the bourgeoisie who
used the student movement and popular resentment as a visible front for their own
plans. But the contradiction which the coup could never resolve was that it was
restricted to the political sphere. It left the fundamental class relations intact and
the actual power of the military untouched. The latter had lost prestige and was
faced by internal conflicts, particularly over the succession, but it remained con-
stantly ready to resume power throughout the years 1974-76. It was finally forced
to do so again in 1976 when faced with a revolt which openly united rural and
urban opposition to existing social and economic conditions.

For a couple of years after the 1973 coup there was a wave of liberal optimism
as political ideologies mushroomed and jockeyed for representation in the assembly.
But the governments elected in 1974 and 1976 were weak (and highly unstable)
coalitions which were unable to launch programmes equal to coping with mounting
internal problems. Plans for free medical and transportation services for the urban
poor, land reform and the formation of  co-operatives were discussed, but there was
little chance of serious implementation.

The development strategy was premised on concessions to foreign capital,
especially agribusiness, and a more efficient transfer of agricultural surplus into
industry through the banking system.

Class struggle soon shattered the national unity expressed in 1973 as autonomous
movements of peasants, urban workers, and students began to  exert a determining
role over political life. The political recomposition of the working class which had
been accomplished by the policies pursued in the 1950s and 1960s moved into the
forefront. Liberal reformist intentions served only to heighten the unity of the class
in its struggle against capital. With radical activity now legalised (except for the
Communist Party which remained outlawedand underground), its offensive reached
proportions which called into question the viability of the existing relations of
property — relations of property the liberal reformers were called upon to defend.
Over 50,000 workers were involved in strikes in 1973; a highpoint of unity was
reached in June, 1974, when students and 20,000 farmers stormed the capital in
support of a widespread strike involving many sectors. This show of solidarity split
the moderates in two. Major US, Japanese and European investments were at stake,
and foreign investment came to  a halt, as did economic growth. Significant multi-
national banks and businesses began to  count the years before the communists took
over.94 Capital began openly t o  panic.95

A strategy of internal repression, organized by right-wing elements, came to
replace the reformist initiative. From 1974-76 a coherent offensive to  break the
revolt was mounted. But the success of this could not be guaranteed in the context
of weak democratic rule, which legalized class struggle, a circumstance which forced
the return to military rule in 1976.

The strategy adopted to destroy the student-peasant-worker alliance had a
number of different sources. The US took an important role, which has been
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analyzed elsewhere, but aseemingly paradoxical one.'Through the close connections
between the CIA, the generals, the King and important decision-making bodies
like the Supreme Command of the Thai Armed Forces and the Internal Security
Operations Command (or ISOC, which had replaced CSOC), US officials could by-
pass the elected government and deal directly with the power behind the scenes.96

There were in turn significant connections between the military and- right-wing -
business interests, plus general fear of communist take-over in the wake of US
defeat in Vietnam and withdrawal from Thailand (which was completed in July,
1976 except for 270 “advisers” who remained).

One source of involvement, which has been overlooked, was through inter-
national labour organizations. The Asian-American Free Labour Institute (an arm
of the AFL-CIO, also active in Indonesia, the Philippines, Korea and South Vietnam),
DOMEI (a right-wing Japanese labour organization), the World Federation of Trade
Union (headquarters in Prague), the Brotherhood of Asian Trade. Unions, and
groups of German Christian and Social Democrats (Konrad Adenauer Stiftung and
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung), all took initiatives aimed at shaping the character of the
newly emerging Thai labour movement. They held conferences and set up pro-
grammes to train labour leaders in collective bargaining — in other words to  shape
the autonomous struggles into a pattern in which they could serve capital, as in the
advanced capitalist countries, rather than undermine it .97

Proto-fascist groups (such as Red Gaurs, Village Scouts, and Nawaphon) were
created with backing from various sources but with a coherent aim: to  smash and
discredit all radical elements. These groups acted as strike-breakers, as assasination
squads, and as spreaders of a hysterical anti-communism, all in the name of “King,
Religion, Country”.98 This strategy seemed to  be succeeding, as one by one the
leaders of the autonomous Thai Peasants Federation (organized against high rents
and landlordism) were executed, and as student leaders were harrassed, radical
politicians murdered or forced underground, and the labour movement at least
partially intimidated.99 In fact this kind of repression seemed virtually out of
control by the summer of 1976, so that continued activity would have been in-
creasingly counter-productive. In this tense atmosphere the military, their internal
factionalism still unresolved, formally returned to  power and swept away the
democratic political structure.

This was to some extent a formal move since martial law had remained in force
in 26 provinces during the whole preceding period, and military activities had
continued throughout against an insurgency which was growing in strength, daring
and aggression and which began to  include in its offensives heavy artillery and
massive troops movements. US military aid had been renewed after 1973 at high
levels: $63.7 million in 1973, rising to  $81.7 million in 1976. Additionally there
were supplies of equipment and weapons through other programmes such as drug
suppression. The unresolved question in the years 1973-76 was rather which group
would be able to  place itself in an unassailable position of power. The jockeying
continued after the 1976 coup, with two further coups in 1977.

What is being tested in these changes is effective formulation of a new strategy:
repression. The current leadership comes directly out of GOIN experience, empha-
sizing the central fact of continuous rural revolt. (Kriangsak was previously in charge
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of CSOC operations in the South of Thailand; his closest associates are linked with
the Supreme Command). In contrast to the Thanin regime which it deposed, it
seeks to moderate the virulent anti-communist stand and to establish at least
minimal economic reforms.

The engineering of the 1976 coup has been compared to the destabilization
policy conducted by the US in Chile, which toppled the Allende regime.100 The
paradoxical question for the US in Thailand in the years 1973-76 was that the
middle road in Thai politics (acceptable to reformists, social democrats and socialists)
could only exist, and offer a buffer to the guerrilla, as long as democratic rule
prevailed. The eclipse of this middle path has clearly polarized Thai politics in an
extreme manner, with most radical elements now supporting the Communist Party
of Thailand (CPT) which is organizing and guiding the guerrilla in the jungle. The
long-run interests of the US were clearly not served, although short-run business
interests and virulent anti-communists were clearly relieved. 101

Fascist tendencies emerge historically to save capitalism in periods of exceptional
strain. But the global pattern of repression, austerity, economic downturn, shortages
and inflation, into which Thailand can be fitted, is clearly the pattern of capitalist
control in the 1970s. It represents a global assault on the working-class in both the
advanced countries and the Third World to weaken their movements, undermine
their organizations, cut back their living standards and shepherd their populations
(through disease, starvation and birth control in the Third World, and the discipline
of unemployment and low wages in the advanced capitalist world). 102 Whether
success or failure crowns this cycle, in which capital is trying to regain the initiative
which it clearly lost in the sixties, depends on the continuity and extent of working-
class resistance, and on our ability to perceive clearly the developing strategies and
to confront them effectively.

The Analysis of Class Struggle and the Struggles in Thailand
The objective of this paper was to clarify the nature and history of US imperialism
and the manner in which it has transformed Thai society through a series of cycles
of struggle. The purpose of this analysis was (better) to inform political struggle.
The framework suggested by this paper has important implications for the develop-
ment of an alternative socialist society in Thailand. Now that fundamental change is
on the agenda it is timely to consider the direction of such change, and the nature
of the alternative society for which people continue to struggle.

The analysis of imperialism suggested here clearly implies that fundamental
change cannot be achieved merely through the expulsion of imperialist influence
or of the existing regime. Not only is the former impossible, since this influence is
interwoven with the whole fabric of Thai society , but it would in any case leave the
class nature of Thai society intact. Thus we are forced to examine the implications
of the notion of socialism as the overthrow of class society. This is not self-evident,
since the Marxist Left has struggled for a hundred years over the particular meaning
to be attached to the idea of socialism, and the record so far in achieving it is a
rather dismal one. The overthrow of class society means the overthrow of capital,
and of the whole social factory. It also means the end of the working-class, as a
class which works to produce value for another class. The experiences of the Soviet
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Union, of North Korea and increasingly of China suggest that the working-class has
been strengthened not abolished under “socialism” and that private capital has been
replaced by bureaucratic or state capital, run by technocrats, party leaders and the
like. It is not enough to “socialize the forces of production”, nor to raise living
standards to levels about subsistence (although certainly these are urgent tasks
requiring radical social change), for the relations which capital has established
within the social factory have to be eradicated in the family and in the school as
well as in the factory. The transference of ownership of the means of production
into public hands is a necessary but not a sufficient condition.

The united front strategy employed by the CPT, as with other communist
groups, tends to obscure the actual leadership and aims of the movement until
victory has been won. As Pridi asks in a recent interview: who are the leaders, what
are the clear objectives, what are the methods adopted to achieve their aims, what
will be the form of government after victory, will there be representatives of various
classes? 103 These are not merely idle intellectual questions only to be raised appro-
priately by people remote from the actual struggle; they are burning issues for the
struggle itself.
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Causes and Consequences
of the October’ 7 6 Coup
Marian Mallet*

On October 6 ,  1976, some 6,000 “counter-insurgent” police units and ultra-right-
wing gangs launched a violent attack on student demonstrators at Bangkok Tham-
masat University. That evening, the constitutional government of Thailand was
overthrown in a coup led by high-ranking military officers. Two days later, a new
government with overwhelming dictatorial power was appointed by the King. This
was followed by the immediate abolition 'of the Constitution and martial law. The
bloody carnage at Thammasat and the ‘white terror’ which followed marked the
end of the longest period of democratic experiment Thailand has known..

Military coups are not uncommon in modern Thai history. Since the military-
bureaucratic coup of 1932 which toppled absolute monarchy, coups have taken
place in 1938, 1947, 1957, 1976 and most recently in October 1977. The number
of abortive coups has been much higher. But what distinguishes the October 6 ,
1976 takeover from all others is the fact that it forced large numbers of the Thai
left to reject all forms of “legal struggle”; many have taken to  the jungle to  join the
increasingly successful guerrilla struggle. What follows then, will focus on the events
which precipitated the October 1976 coup.

On October 6 ,  1973, thirteen activists belonging to the Constitutional Group 1
were arrested by the agents of the Thanom-Prapas dictatorship and arbitrarily
sentenced to ten years of imprisonment. The arrest sparked off a nationwide cam-
paign by students culminating in the largest anti-government demonstration in Thai
history. Some five hundred thousand people joined the revolt which resulted in the
ouster of Thanom, Prapas and Colonel Narong (Thanom’s son and Prapas’s son-in-
law). The majority of the people in Bangkok were appalled by the ruthlesness of
the military in the attempt to crush the uprising. It would not be an exaggeration to
suggest that most people in Bangkok favoured the overthrow of Thanom and Prapas,
although for divergent reasons. For instance, the bureaucratic -military ruling class
saw the monopoly of power which the two dictators held as an obstacle to their
own advancement.2 For the elite civilian politicians, the prospect of achieving
power through a parliamentary system seemed possible without the two “tyrants”.
Of course, the widespread popular discontent and the tremendous support for the
student protest were significant factors which helped shape the attitude of the
ruling classes.

*Marian Mallet is doing research on Southeast Asia at the Catholic University of Louvain,
Belgium.
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The King, whose political influence should never be underestimated, also help to
bring about the transition from dictatorship to the parliamentary system. As the
only remaining devaraja (demi-god) monarch of the region and legitimizer of past
dictatorships, he could not afford to ignore the popular sentiment. Having failed
to quell the student demonstrations3 in the first days and faced with a divided
leadership-, King Phumiphon was left with little choice but to end the bloodshed by
requesting that the two marshals leave the country, at least for the time.4

The sudden collapse of the military regime brought about by a true expression
of popular opinion was no small event for the Thais. Since 1932, the Thai people
have hardly known any form of government other than that of repressive military
regimes. Even in the Thai language, the words phunam (leader), phupokrong
(protector), and thaharn (military) were synonymous. Yet on the afternoon of
October 14, 1973, as Thanom and Prapas fled the country the military was com-
pletely discredited.

The dictatorship was replaced by a regime led by a retired university rector,
Sanya Thammasak, whose governmentnow promosed democracy, free elections, the
right to organize, freedom of press and so forth. For the oppressed workers and
peasants this change gave the hope that past injustices could now be rectified. For
the students and intellectuals, the disappearance of censorship was greeted with
great excitement which led to an energetic outpouring of literature and creative
ideas. Political works, poetry, songs and novels flooded Bangkok and other provin-
cial cities.

The most significant aspect of this new development wa's the sudden flourishing
of the ideology of the left. Hundreds of pamphlets and books on Marxism, trans-
lations of Mao, Ho Chi Minh and Che Guevara could be purchased openly for
the first time at most bookstalls. University and college lecturers began relating
Thailand’s dictatorship and underdevelopment to US and Japanese “neo-colonia-
lism” in their teachings. Thai history was re-interpreted, of foremost importance
was the publication of Jit Phumisak’s Chomna Sakdina Thai (The True Face of Thai
Feudalism), a radical study of 19th century Thailand which broke completely
with the monotonous royalist historians and their relentless praise of monarchical
despotism. Jit’s historical work became the most widely read study among the
leftist intellegentsia.5 Jit was also well-known as a literary figure and his songs,
poems and essays attracted the attention of a much wider audience among the
working classes. Jit himself, who was murdered by the agents of dictatorship in
1965, became something of a martyr in circles sympathetic to his ideas.

The National Student Centre of Thailand (NSCT) in Bangkok became the
leading core of anti-imperialist movement. Thousands of Thai commoners began
attending the Centre and joining in the series of rallies and demonstrations organized
by* the students.

In January 1974, the Anti-Dictatorship Front was formed as an umbrella organi-
zation for over 20  student activist groups. The movement was not free from factiona-
lism, bur this did not  hamper their ability to  mobilize people and to critically analyse
almost all aspects of the country’s public life.6 By far, the most impressive achieve-
ment of the student movement was the establishment of working relations and
political solidarity with the Thai working classes.
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The development of political consciousness during this period was not confined
to the Thai intellegentsia; the working class and trade union movement became a
hotbed of political activity as well. Although numbering more than a quarter of a
million by 1974, urban workers had been denied the right to organize since 1958.
But in a matter of one year after the uprising, some 154 labour unions sprung to
life, and began actively resisting the results of years of unchecked exploitation.
Conditions of labour in Thailand were very bad; the Bangkok Bank 7 described the
Thai Government’s attitude toward the well-being of its labour force ‘as resembling
attitudes prevailing during the periods of industrial revolution in Europe’. A series
of strikes and concerted actions by students and left-wing political parties between
1974 and 1975 finally forced the government to raise the daily minimum wage
from 60 cents to  1 .25 US dollars.8

In late 1975, the Federation of Labour Unions of Thailand (FLUT) was founded.
Significantly, most of its leaders in spite of heavy-handed attempts by employers
to bribe and intimidate them, remained consistently militant. FLUT’s powerful
radical-wing, led by Arom Phongagngan, formed a formidable alliance with students
and other progressive organizations.

The countryside was similarly affected by the country’s new mood of popular
mobilization. In the absence of “legitimate” channels for protesting against their
wretched conditions, many landless peasants had previously resorted to banditry or
joined the communist underground. In 1974, for the first time in Thai history,
peasants were able to form a legal organization to challenge landlords and rural
officials. This organization, the Peasants Federation of Thailand (PFT) gained
wide publicity and forced the Kukrit Government to initiate several reforms such as
rent ceilings and the “tambon project” (in which the government channelled funds
to rural communities).

Peasant activists, with student support, also began revealing a series of shocking
“counter-insurgency” atrocities. In February 1974, for instance, a group of students
brought to Bangkok the remaining members of the Northeastern village of Ban Na
Sai whose kin had been massacred by counter-insurgency agents of ISOC (Internal
Security Operation Command). Further student investigations revealed that the Ban
Na Sai massacre was not an isolated incident. In fact, an official enquiry by the
Ministry of Interior in 1975 confirmed that almost all communist suspects arrested
by soldiers were being summarily executed.9

The Thai Right-wing Under the Constitution
There is no doubt but that during 1974-1975 the left had gained tremendous
support through its various popular campaigns. The right, however, was divided
as the result of the flight of Thanom and Prapas. However, the right was still well
organized and as an integral part of the Thai establishment it possessed far-reaching
financial and political power. The parliamentary system which was established to
replace the dictatorship was a mere semblance of democracy, serving more as an
arena for elite factions to compete for power rather than as a true forum for popular
expression. As the former premier, Pridi Phanomyong, succinctly observed: ‘the
1974 constitution was not a democracy because the upper house was appointed’. 10

As a consequence the Anti-Communist Act of 1952 was still strongly enforced
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after the coup and thousands of political prisoners captured by the previous military
government continued to languish in detention centres throughout the country.
The armed forces also continued to conduct “counter-insurgency” activities and
to receive support from the US.11

In spite of continuing activites against the left, the Thai right was badly divided
and grew increasingly threatened by the more united left. From the reactionary
point of view, student activism and labour militancy were the causes of political
instability and the reluctance of foreign capital to flow to Bangkok. But even more
horrifying to the Thai ruling class was the withdrawal of US troops in the wake of
communist victories in Indochina.

Only one year after the 1973 uprising, the military establishment began to strike
back. Not only were the leftists the target of intimidation and assassinations, but the
parliamentary system itself was subjected to a systematic process of sabotage by
several factions of the right. By the beginning of 1975 a spate of shootings had
turned into a public campaign of terror against the left, progressive and liberal.
However, in order to fully understand the reasons for violence against the left
which culminated in the October 6 coup, one must examine the nature of the right
wing factions which emerged almost immediately after the collapse of the military
regime.

Cliques and Factions
Popular opprobrium was not the only reason why the Thanom-Prapas regime fell.
In fact, a series of “back-stabbings” among the generals themselves were partially
responsible for the flight of the two tyrants. General Kris Srivara, the Commander-
in-Chief of the Army , backed by Air Marshal Thawee Chulasap and General Prasert
Thammasiri had allegedly refused to co-operate with Prapas in using more force
against demonstrators in 1973. They saw themselves as successors to the two
marshals and merely viewed the crisis as an opportunity to be used to their own
advantage. General Kris, the “peace keeper” of 1973, was rumoured (until his
death in 1976) to  be plotting the reinstatement of dictatorship through a second
coup. Most military officers, stung by popular criticism, wanted to restore military
prestige and privilege, and Kris- was the main restraining force holding these men in
check. However, by late 1974 the situation in the military hierarchy became more
complicated as different cliques of officers began to  form alliances with various
political parties.

Some forty-two parties registered for the elections. Although cross alliances
and behind-the-scene dealings were prevalent, the Thai right could be basically
categorized as falling into either of two factions. The first was composed of civilian
politicians ostensibly led by the Pramoh brothers, Seni and Kukrit. Veteran politi-
cians associated with Sakdina. Seni headed the Prachatipat (Democrat) party,
which was so innocuous that successive military regimes did not even bother to
dismember it. The politics of personality infact very much prevailed as Kukrit
formed his own party to compete against Seni. However, this conservative faction
drew its support largely from the same sector of the urban bourgeoisie.

A second faction was led by several military-bureaucratic cliques. Firstly, the so-
called, “Soi Rajkru” clique, which had been ousted from power by the Sarit coup
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in 1957, re-emerged through the newly organized Chat Thai party. Since 1957 this
group had included the country’s leading compradore elements, associated largely
with Japanese economic interests in Thailand. 12 This clique had strong connections
in the Thai bureaucracy and military; General Chalard Hiransri, former commander
of US mercenary forces in Vietnam, and General Sayut Kerdphon, head of ISOC,
were among several army officers who formed a loose alliance with this group
following the party’s substantial gains in the 1975 elections.

General Kris and his followers in the military formed another right wing clique
which competed with the Chat Thai. While claiming to be a “new breed” of apoliti-
cal, professional officers, Kris and his associates were widely known to have been
the main financiers and political muscle behind the Thammasangkom (Social
Justice) party. The objective of both factors was to establish a strong power base in
the Parliament and also within the military bureaucracy. It was an open secret that
while outwardly advocating “democracy” both groups were competing for a
position from which they could gain total control, if necessary through a coup.

Terrorist Gangs and “Fascism ”
While the major right wing “bigwigs” were preoccupied with their politicking,
several sectors of the military (most of them with connections with the US CIA and
the Pentagon) took the initiative to form political gangs which were used as an
instrument of terror against the popular forces. Their clear aim was to subvert the
democratic experiment and push for political confrontation resulting in military
takeover.

Among some ten quasi-fascist groups, the main perpetrator of atrocious violence
was ths Krathing Daeng (R&A Gaur). Composed of ex-mercenaries, school dropouts,
unemployed youth and some vocational school students, the Krathing Daeng was
formed by various cliques within the ISOC and other army intelligence agencies. 13

In the North, the Krathing Daeng were provided with Ml  6 automatic rifles and
instructed to act as vigilantes and guards for highway construction projects in
“sensitive” areas. Among other notorious deeds the Krathing Daeng was responsible
for were the bombing and shooting of student demonstrators; harassment of labour
leaders and assaulting labour strikers. The Krathing Daeng provided, in effect, shock
troops for the right. These unemployed youths were mainly recruited from the
petty bourgeoisie and considered themselves to be of a higher social standing than
the proletariat.

Another group, more ideologically sophisticated is the Navaphon. The Sanskrit
origin of the term means “ninth power”, an apparent reference to King Phumiphon,
the ninth King of the Chakkri dynasty. It is often alleged that the patronage ren-
dered by the King and Queen Sirikit to the Navaphon has been a major source of its
successful recruitment among the more influential social strata. Its membership is
composed mainly of rural ultra-conservatives such as provincial governors, large
landowners, district and village heads. Among its more prominent members is
Thanin Kraivichien, a Chieng. Mai judge who was appointed by the King to be
premier after the October 1976 coup.14 Like the Krathing Daeng, the Navaphon-
also has the support of CIA-connected military institutions and right wing political
parties. For instance, General Wallop Rojanawisut, following his retirement as head
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of the Thai army intelligence, emerged as one of the spokesman for Navaphon. 15 Of
greater importance is the ideological injection Navaphon had given the Thai right.
•Aside from parroting the devotion to protect “nation, Buddhism and King”, the
Navaphon has gone further and openly linked Buddhism to a fascistic ideology.
It was Navaphon’s notorious Buddhist monk, Kittiwutho, who preached the bun
(merit) of killing communists.

Pre-conditions for a Coup
In May 1975, news of the liberation of Indochina horrified the Thai ruling class.
Although communist victories in Vietnam and Kampuchea may have been viewed
as inevitable, the events in Laos were not. The abdication of the Lao King in
favour of the Revolutionary Council sent a spasm of fear through Thai ruling
circles. By common assumption in Thailand, Laos has always been viewed as the
“little brother” — historically subject to the whims of the stronger Thai nation.
Hence, the communist victory in Laos created a wave of hysteria from Thai reac-
tionaries and massive propaganda "about the “threat” this event posed to Thailand.

At the same time there were reports of an increase in Thai guerrilla activity.
The National Security Council (NSC) reported that ‘the greatest threat to Thailand
was the insurgency whose activity had increased as the result of two factors; firstly,
the weapons left in Indochina by the defeated US, Thieu and Lon Nol forces; and
secondly, the Communist Party of Thailand which had taken advantage of the
political atmosphere to create conditions of unrest’. In the last few months of
1975, a campaign of terror was launched against the “above-ground” left. At least
thirty members of the Peasants Federation had been assassinated and the death toll
of leftist-activists had reached eighty. 16

It was quite clear in the beginning of 1976 that a coup was in the making. One
barometer for ruling class thinking was the speeches given by the King in December
1975. Addressing the Royal Guard, he claimed that Thailand had become the
target of “an enemy” and warned his subjects to “prepare your physical and
mental strength and be ready to cope with any emergency”. 17 On his birthday he
also urged the people to beware of internal and external “threats” 18 The influence
of the monarch’s political stand at this point was crucial, and fuelled the right which
persistently hammered at the theme that leftists were “anti-monarchists”, “un-Thai”
and so forth. Any action that could be construed as an “attack” on the King was
sufficient cause for repression and violence.

Although pre-conditions for a coup were established in early 1976, there were
too many coup conspirators and no single group powerful enough to actually carry
it out. The military, despite General Kris’s “fatherly” influence, was still faction-
ridden. However, before delving further into a discussion on the military, whose
action was to be decisive in bringing about the October 1976 coup, it is also impor-
tant to outline other events of this period which were interrelated to the eventual
coup.

Foreign Investment and the Bourgeoisie
Foreign investment as well as domestic investment dropped drastically after 1973.
Japan (the largest foreign investor in Thailand) and other western countries began
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an investment boycott of Thailand. Japanese investment plunged from US$749 .6m
in 1974 to US$423.6m in 1975.19

Foreign capitalists were also taking capital out of the country. For instance,
in 1975 capital outflow (in the form of loan repayments, dividends and profits)
was US$59.9m just for the first eight months of that year (compared with only
US$27.7m in the same period in the previous year). 20 To make things worse, Thai
entrepreneurs themselves began investing heavily abroad. In 1975, Thailand was the
third largest investor in Hong Kong after the US and Japan.21

Prime Minister Kukrit blamed the curtailment of overseas investment on strikes
and labour unrest and noted that “investors were particularly frightened by some
groups which uncompromisingly oppose foreign investment”. 22 US Ambassador
Charles Whitehouse warned the Thai government that it would have to do some-
thing to improve the investment situation; “I am forced to admit that, as viewed
from the United States, Thailand’s investment climate has deteriorated during the
last two years”. (Whitehouse neglected to report that drastic cuts in US economic
aid to Thailand contributed greatly to the destabilization he decried).23 According
to one source, the cut in US economic aid to Thailand (from US$39m in 1973 to  a
mere US$17m in 1975) was intentionally designed to “destabilize” the civilian
parliamentary system. This strengthened the right wing military, which continued
to receive aid and various forms of assistance from the US.

The general economic recession of  1975, exacerbated by the cut in US economic
aid and drop in foreign and domestic investment, had tremendous political impli-
cations for the bourgeoisie. Already angered by the development of labour unions,
the bourgeoisie, and especially the more vulnerable middle bourgeoisie began to ally
with the reactionary forces. The right wing press constantly propagated the theme
that strikes were “un-patriotic” and that they scared away foreign investment, upon
which the national economy depended. By the end of 1975, it could be said that
the right had successfully mobilized the bourgeoisie not only against the left but
also against the parliamentary system as a whole.

The Military
With the bourgeoisie now desiring a return to a more “stable” military regime, the
right had won half of the battle. All that was now required was for the military to
take the initiative.

Despite its defeat and humiliation, the Thai military was still a force to be
reckoned with in Thai politics. US support remained substantial but the morale
of the Thai forces had been badly damaged. Never before in Thai history had the
military suffered such a blow to its prestige and integrity as it had in 1973. Riding
the wave of popular sentiment,, even conservative politicians did not hesitate
calling Thanom and Prapas thoraraj (tyrants).24 This attitude changed very quickly
as the military bounced back into the political arena. In spite of changes in policy
by the civilian government, the US support to the Thai military never waivered.

General Kris was largely responsible for the political rehabilitation of the mili-
tary. In 1974, he retired as army chief but was given the post as adviser to ISOC
by the Kukrit Government. Until his death on April 1976, Kris continued to
maintain considerable influence in the armed forces. Since 1973, Kris’s policy had
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been to methodically advance his men over the remnants of the Thanom-Prapas
clique, in order to strengthen- his own grip. He recruited into his group members of
.the armed forces who otherwise had little chance of promotion. Since real power is
always tied to the army, 'Kris made sure his right-hand man, General Boonchai
Bamroonpong was promoted to  Commander-in-Chief of the Army,25 the most
powerful post in the military hierarchy.

Another figure connected with Kris’s group whose role was to  become important
later was General Kriangsak Chammanan. Although he had little experience with
the unit commander, Kriangsak held key positions in the Supreme Command which
had close liaison with the US military leadership. This connection was responsible
for Kriangsak’s mercurial rise to power replacing Kris as the military “power broker”.

It is true that Kris’s group was most influential during the years 1973-76, but the
group clearly did not dominate the military hierarchy completely. Groups loyal to
the old Thanom-Prapas regime were still in command of several strategic posts.
Under the leadership of General Yot Thephasdin (former Commander of the First
Army Region), a group loyal to the thoraraj, had tight control over the crucially
important First Army Division in Bangkok. Such a power base at this strategic
post alone could spoil any coup attempt by Kris’s clique. Nevertheless, Kris’s
reputation as the “father figure of democracy” and his declaration that military
coups were obsolete in Thailand had won him wide public support.

It is also important to note the role played by the Royal Family in the re-
habilitation of the military. For a short period after the violence of October 14,
1973, the King could not afford to be closely associated with the military, but by
the beginning of 1975, not only were the people hearing the King talk of external
and internal “threats” but were also witnessing a resurgence of the Royal Family’s
identification with the armed forces. The much publicized return of the Crown
Prince Vajiralongkorn from the Duntroon Military College in Australia can be seen
as a prime example of this. Hardly seen in public without his military uniform,
both the Prince and King Phumiphon constantly made headlines on their visits to
military camps and tours of the troubled border areas. By the summer of 1976, the
military was again the most powerful political force in Thailand.

Demise of the Kukrit Government

When Kukrit took office in March 1975, Kris gave the army’s support to the
government; Kris’s own political party, the Thammasangkom entered into the
ruling coalition. Kris himself, however, came under increasing pressure from several
elements within the army who were becoming discontented with the decline in
investment and the “deterioration” of the political situation. Moreover, military
officers tended to view Kukrit as being “too soft” and even submissive to the
demands of the left, who, in their view, were destroying Thai society.

In truth, Kukrit could only be classified as a moderate capitalist reformist. He
instituted a mild land reform and began a timid anti-corruption programme. An
effort was made to allocate resources in rural areas, where locally elected officials
were for once given a role in decision-making.

Although these reforms were too slow and too limited in scope to meet real
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needs, they aroused the anger of those with vested interests in the existing structure
of power and privilege.

But it was Kukrit’s policy toward the US presence in Thailand that resulted in
his downfall. Upon taking office, Kukrit pledged to see the remaining American
troops withdrawn from Thailand. This caused considerable irritation with the
US which insisted upon maintaining some 4,000 personnel to run the 18 elec-
tronic espionage sites, including the strategic command centre in Ramasoon, Udon
province. 26 Despite the pledge to uphold a pro-American line and abid by past
military agreements, the Kukrit Government’s strong stand on American troop
withdrawal made it powerful enemies. The idea of a total US withdrawal from
Thailand horrified the military leaders for it meant a loss in substantial earnings
from their business interests and “aid”, both of which were tied to US presence in
Thailand. Furthermore, in the course of negotiation between the Foreign Ministry
and the US Embassy a spectacular leak occurred, revealing that Air Marshal Thawee
Chulasap and General Kriangsak, two associates of Kris, had arbitrarily signed an
“agreement” to allow US troops to remain in Thailand.

Kukrit, sensing an intensifying mood, attempted to explain that US withdrawal
was a pre-condition for establishing relations with the neighbouring communist
governments. This explanation fell on deaf ears, and the right began to systematically
undermine Kukrit’s rapprochement diplomacy with the newly liberated states of
Vietnam, Kampuchea and Laos. In mid-November 1975, a series of border clashes
between the Pathet Lao forces and the Thai army occurred. Jingoistic sentiments
were incited against Vietnamese communities by Navaphon and others. InNongthai,
the infamous governor Chamnan Pochana personally supervised the looting of
Vietnamese residents. In March, 1976, a huge rally organized by the NSCT and
FLUT in support of US troop withdrawal was ferociously assaulted by the Krathing
Daeng. Police officers stood by as right-wing bands hurled grenades into the crowd
of demonstrators killing four and wounding more than eighty’others.27

Earlier, General Boonchai, the army chief, gave expression to military sentiment
by stating that ‘a military coup could occur or other violence before the scheduled
March 20 deadline for US withdrawal’. 28

The end of Kukrit was in sight when Kris began supporting opposition par-
liamentary manoeuvres to unseat him. Kris threw his support behind the Prachatipat
and “bought” many of those who had joined Kukrit’s coalition. The opposition had,
in fact, mustered enough forces to oust Kukrit in a vote of no-confidence. The event
which finally led to the toppling of Kukrif was FLUT’s call for a general strike on
January 1976, in protest against the government’s decision to raise the price of rice
and sugar.29 Though Kukrit conceded to the workers’ demands, the opposition and
the military had pushed Kukrit to the wall. On January 11, some 100 top-ranking
officers, practically the entire military leadership, called on Kukrit to resign. The
next day Kukrit announced the dissolution of the Parliament.

To ensure that the left would remain in a weakened position, the military and its
supporting quasi-fascist organizations mounted an all out offensive.30 On January
13, the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, Admiral Sangad warned >the
nation against Vietnamese “sappers” who had “infiltrated” into Bangkoklfor a major
sabotage campaign. This was a signal for the re-opening of a rightist terror campaign.
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The assassination of Dr Boonsanong Punyodyana on February 28 was but an
example of the tactics employed by the right wing. The murder of Boonsanong, a
popular socialist figure, was a clear warning to other leftist candidates that they
could expect similar treatment if they dared campaign for office.

Boonsanong and several other prominent Socialist Party members had in fact,
already decided against running in the coming elections. Leaders of the party had
engaged in debate as to whether or  not to continue the “legal struggle” or consider
other options. The mounting rightist violence and the unwillingness of the left to
respond accordingly so as not to provide a military coup, placed the socialist move-
ment in an extremely tenuous position. The matter was soon to be resolved with
the bloody October 1976 coup. But even before that, the radical wing of the
Socialist Party’s central committee led by Kaiseng Suksai, Seksan Prasertkul and
Thirayud Boonmee had all slipped underground or had gone abroad to later emerge
alongside the maquis. Many more were soon to follow.

As expected, the April elections were a triumph for the reactionaries. The
violence induced widespread apathy resulting in a very low turnout (only 29%
voted in Bangkok and the national average was 46%). Kukrit, in spite of his popu-
larity, was beaten in Dusit (the army -dominated constituency of Bangkok). The
military role in the elections was quite apparent and when Seni Pramoj formed his
four-party coalition, General Kris was appointed Defence Minister. With Kris’s
strong foothold in the cabinet, the Seni Government seemed quite stable in spite
of the ensuing squabbles between the reformist and the right wing within the
Prachatipat party. But on April 23,  General Kris succumbed to heart failure and
died suddenly.

With Kris gone, the military found itself decapitated. There was no one in the
military leadership with equal stature who could act as a mediator among the rival
factions. The Thai reactionaries apparently felt a deep sense of insecurity without a
powerful leadership. It was at this point that loyalists of the ancien regime arranged
for the return of  Prapas.

In August, the most despised of the exiled trio returned to Bangkok. The move
was extremely organized. Prapas was met at the Don Muang Airport by General
Yot, then taken to the headquarters of the First Army where he remained under
the protection of its commander, General Thep. The widespread hatred for Prapas
was clearly demonstrated by students and workers who organized a huge rally
against his return. The aging Seni and his faction-ridden government displayed its
weakness by its inability to make a decision on Prapas. In an absurd statement, Seni
claimed that ‘he was not sure that Prapas was in Bangkok’ and that he was ‘too
busy to follow up on this’ in any case. When he subsequently retracted this and
timidly demanded that Prapas be handed over to the government, General Yot
replied that “The military will try to  comply . . . but I must first . . . consult with
the commander-in-chief of the armed forces”.31

As if to show its support to  the right-wing, US aid to the Thai military jumped to
US$98.4m for FY 1977, nine times the 1975 figure. 32 This sudden increase in US
military spending was widely reported and was viewed as a clear indication of
Washington’s support for the re-establishment of military rule in Thailand.

Three weeks after Prapas’s departure to Taiwan, Thanom arrived in Bangkok.
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The event was even better orchestrated than the return of Prapas, for it had full
co-operation of the King.

Dressed in the yellow robe of a Buddhist monk, Thanom brazenly arrived at
Bangkok airport which was packed with newsmen. From the airport he was taken
directly to Wat Bowornivet, a monastery with special links with the Royal Family,
where he was ordained as a Buddhist monk in strict privacy (such a practice which
is in blatant violation of Buddhist traditions and caused much controversy). 33

The King, Queen Sirikit and the Crown Prince all made widely publicized visits
to Thanom in the Wat. The monastery itself was now guarded around-the-clock by
bands of royalist “village scouts”. Hence once again, royal legitimacy fused with the
reactionaries and the old dictatorship. The fact that Thanom had returned as a
monk and with full approval of the King, gave him protection against his many
enemies. It also lessened the effectiveness of the ensuing student demonstration
against Thanom, for now an attack on Thanom was simultaneously an attack on the
state religion. Despite the obvious intimidation, the Vice-President of the FLUT
and student leader Sutham Saengprathum, jointly demanded that Thanom be sent
for trial for the murder of the Thai people in 1973.

The left was well aware of the risk they now faced with the renewed strength of
the right. But Thanom and the complicity of the “sacred” institutions had to be
opposed. Seni again showed his pathetic weakness by proclaiming that the govern-
ment would negotiate for Thanom’s departure if his presence led to violence. It
was now only a matter of  time before a coup would be attempted. On September
18,  two radical workers were garrotted by the police in Nakorn Pathnom province.34

But Seni was paralyzed, unable to move one way or another. The government
itself was bitterly split. On one hand, the liberal faction of his party had come out
in open support of the student workers’ demand. On the other hand, the right
wing, led by Samak and supported by the Chat Thai’s Major General Chatichai
Choonhavan, openly championed increased repression.

The Thammasat Camage and the October 6 Coup
Thanom’s return was the death knell for the Seni Government: now all that was
required was a pretext for action. This came following a student play at Thammasat
University in which the right wing Dao Siam paper claimed that a sudden actoi
had portrayed a mock hanging of the Crown Prince. For this reason Thammasat
became the target for a ferocious police attack. First the attack began when police
sharp-shooters killed several student demonstrators on the campus. Then the
campus was stormed by a wave of nearly 4,000 special units of the Border Patrol
Police (BPP) and the Metropolitan Police.35 A handful of student security attempted
to resist the charge with a few hand guns but were no match against M16 automatic
rifles, anti-personnel rockets and grenades carried by the police. What occurred was
less of a battle than a disgusting and brutal massacre. In the wake of the police
attack the Krathing Daeng and village scouts entered the campus and engaged
in a macabre orgy of violence, looting the bodies of the dead, burning alive the
wounded, and screaming with joy over their “victory”. More than a hundred were
killed at Thammasat, many more were seriously wounded, and some 3,000 were
arrested in the single bloodiest event in recent Thai history.
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Unlike previous coups in Thailand no single dominant group emerged after the
fall of the Seni regime on October 6 .  A “coup group’ took control because no
single military figure had emerged strong enough to dominate after the death of
General Kris. The Chat Thai by this time had lost its grip on the army but tried to
use the issues surrounding Thanom’s return to its own advantage. The Chat Thai
banked on the support of a large cluster of ultra right-wing organizations. This
possibility must have worried the King (known to be deeply distrusting of the
Chat Thai\eaters) and the military leaders.

On the afternoon of the massacre at Thammasat, the major factions of the
military which formed the general staff agreed in principle to overthrow Seni. The
King was well aware of the plot and gave the generals his blessings. Royal endorse-
ment, in effect, ensured the success of the coup-makers. That night, Admiral
Sangad, the newly appointed Supreme Commander, announced that the military,
under the name of the “National Administrative Reform Council” (NARC) had
seized power to “prevent a Vietnamese backed communist plot” and to preserve
the “Thai monarchy forever”.

Re-establishment of Dictatorship
In the New Year speech to the nation, King Phumiphon referred to the October 6
coup as “a manifestation of what the people clearly wanted”. And, that “such
a manifestation leads us to our mutual understanding and help us to construct what
we desire and surmount all obstacles that might arise”.37 This endorsement of  the
coup was not unwarranted. The disunity in-the military had allowed Phumiphon to
assume a much greater role in politics than at any time since 1932 coup. Because
no single army faction was strong enough to impose its dominance, the King was
able to  appoint civilians of his choice to  the new government. His choices were
interesting. The militantly anti-c.ommunist judge Thanin Kraivichien was chosen to
lead a government composed of ultra-rightists, such as Samak (who was appointed
Minister of Interior). Most knowledgeable observers did not give the Thanin Govern-
ment more than six months before it would be ousted by the same generals who
put it in power. That the military supported Thanin for a whole year was due to the
King’s support for the weaker military faction against the stronger.

From the time he was appointed premier, Thanin and his cabinet did everything
they could, to restore the repressive climate which had existed before 1973. All
leftist publications were closed down, bookstores and some libraries were raided by
police and army agents. Nazi-style book -burnings took place in Bangkok. Martial
law was imposed throughout the country, strikes were prohibited, meetings of over
four people were banned. All student -worker-peasant organizations were severely
suppressed. And, in the first few months of the new government, some 8,000 were
arrested on the charge of being a “threat to society”. Out of this number about one
hundred were labour leaders. Those who escaped the dragnet and remained in
opposition were subjected to severe intimidation. At least two prominent labour
leaders have been assassinated since October 1976.  38

In effect, the Thanin regime had restored power to management in the factories
and to landlords in the countryside. The days of unrestrained exploitation of the
Thai working classes had once again returned. In February 1977 for instance, an
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owner of a small factory in Bangkok fired his entire work force when workers asked
for a raise. 39 According to one source, ‘management in general began reneging on a
wide variety of pledges covering wages, overtime pay, holidays, and sick leave’. In
fact most of labour’s gains during the 1973-1976 period were swept away. One
main objective of this labour repression was, of course, to attract foreign invest-
ment. Thanin himself on several occasions stated that ‘without labour problems,
the atmosphere for foreign investment in Thailand is very good’.40 In fact, the
Thanin Government placed “investor confidence” and “stability” at the head of its
economic priorities. Indeed, his failure to achieve either objective contributed to his
downfall. The regime’s dismantling of  reforms and concentration on repression had
failed to attract the confidence of investors. After a few months even the most
reactionary generals were fearful that Thanin’s hostility to labour would hamper
the development of capitalism in Thailand in the long run.

In the rural areas, Thanin and his collaborators ceased all projects initiated by
the Kukrit Government. Grants to local authorities were terminated and replaced
by “voluntary labour” schemes in which peasants were “invited” to show their
patriotism by contributing their labour to road-building and other infrastructure
construction.

The army’s counter-insurgency campaigns were intensified, particularly in the
South. Martial law decrees against persons “dangerous to society” gave scope for
the arbitrary exercise of power by local officials. 41 Summary “justice”, indis-
criminate arrests and the execution of “communist suspects” intensified. The
former premier, Kukrit noted: 42 ‘the Thanin Government is completely neglectful
of all the problems, the vital problems, the life and death of the farmers, they
have nowhere to turn except to the insurgents’. Referring specifically to the anti-
insurgency excesses in the South, Kukrit noted further that, “anybody who looks
suspicious would be declared an insurgent, would be arrested and disappear com-
pletely.” 43

Very much connected to this upsurge in brutal treatment of the rural population
was the massive counter-insurgency operations. From January to December 1977,
the government concentrated its offensive in the South. This was followed shortly
by offensives in the North and Northeast. Although military campaigns in other
areas were intense, the events in the South received wide publicity because that area
became the first test of a joint Thai-Malaysian counter-insurgency operation.

In January some 1 ,400 Malaysian troops crossed the border and penetrated deep
into Thailand to  participate in a series of joint operations with the Thai army. This
was the first time Malaysian troops had entered Thailand since a Malaysia field
police contingent stationed in the border town of Betong, was virtually expelled by
the Seni Government following massive protests by local people.

These so-called "Big Star” operations, according to an observer resembled an,
“annihilation campaign”.44 The extensive mobilization and the use of tactics
such as napalm bombing and artillery strikes were reminiscent of American conduct
in Vietnam. According to one source, “thousands of hectares of coffee and rubber
plantations, and rice fields were set ablaze and devastated” during the operation.45

Strict curfews and rigorous controls brought the economic life of some five southern
provinces practically to a standstill. Some four thousand villagers (from the Vieng
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Sra district of Surat Thani province) were evacuated to make room for artillery
salvos and air strikes.46

Considering the scale of the operations, the results were hardly satisfactory to
the Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok governments. At the end of yet another joint
operation, (“Sacred Ray”, March 14-28), the joint military forces could not close on
the insurgents and “the suppression forces only found deserted camps”.47 Through-
out the offensive very little armed contact were made with the guerrilla forces.

Post-Coup Revolutionary Momentum
Since the October 6 coup, the Thai revolution has taken an unprecedented turn.
Hundreds of writers, journalists, students, labour and peasant leaders joined the
revolutionary armed struggle in the hinterland. The co-ordinated exodus alone
suggests that there was a strong pre-existing link between urban and rural activists.
Only twenty -five days after the coup, Seksan, a leading figure of the first group of
student activists who had joined the armed struggle of the Thai Patriotic Front,
announced on the revolutionary clandestine radio:

“It is now the end of peaceful struggle with bare hands against armed political gangsters. It
is now the end of the legitimate struggle with the laws fixed by a reactionary ruling class
which places itself outside those laws. We, the people have no other choice but to unite
forces to defeat the power of the reactionary state and establish a new and revolutionary
state.” 48

This was not the empty rhetoric of an isolated radical. In fact, leaders of the
Socialist Party of Thailand, the NSCT, the PFT, labour activists and other pro-
gressive groups all proclaimed solidarity with the revolution.49 Students and others
who had joined the front were quick to adapt to the life of the maquisard. The
military confirmed that by the summer of 1977 highly skilled students began
working as “barefoot doctors”, others having joined engineering and “agit-prop ’
teams. Some became members of the People’s Armed Forces and took part in
fighting. At another level it has even been suggested that the intellectuals made an
even more substantial contribution: as an American analyst pointed out, “the new
guerrilla recruits have the capability to formulate a truly indigenous strategy for a
successful revolution”. 60

Since the October 6 massacre at Thammasat, guerrilla activities have intensified.
Armed clashes have become more frequent as the guerrillas take bolder measures
as measured by the significant rise in the death toll of suppressive forces.51 The
expansion in scope and tempo of the guerrilla actions have, and will no doubt,
continue to  erode the government’s claim to effective rule.

The King, who assumed an overt role in the Thanin regime, has been subjected
to persistent attacks from the revolutionary media (a practice the communists
had been cautious to avoid in the past). Though often avoiding addressing King
Phumiphon by name, the implications are blatantly clear. For example, the King
has been referred to as the “huajok sakdina" (feudal head) reigning on a “throne of
blood”. 52

Such attacks on the country’s most “sacred” institution certainly shows a degree
of confidence the communist movement had hitherto not exhibited, and also
clearly indicates the revolution’s aim to overthrow all vestiges of suppressive institu-
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tions. If the revolutionhas been growing bolder consolidating with other progressive
forces, the reverse is true with the ruling elite in Bangkok.

Only three months after the Thanin cabinet had been sworn in, rumours of yet
another military coup became rampant. Practically every faction of the army began
to indicate disapproval of Thanin ’s stubbornness and the uninhibited ambition of
Samak. Both had grown too independent of the military due to the support they
received from the King and Queen. However, from the time they took office the
vast, graft-ridden government bureaucracy showed little enthusiasm for serving the
new regime due to widespread discontent over Thanin’s purge of several senior
bureaucrats and because of his promised anti-corruption drive.

In an attempt to demonstrate its “honest” approach to government and to
distance itself from past corrupted practices, the Thanin regime embarked on a
large scale reshuffling of police officers serving in lucrative posts. Such a shake-
down of the police “mafia” proved extremely dangerous, and Samak, responsible
for the policy, was himself the target of two assassination attempts. But a more
serious mistake was the pursuit of an investigation against army General Tienchai
Sirisamphan, of the Special Warfare Centre, a close protege of ex-dictator Prapas.
Considering the army’s wholly justifiable sensitivity to corruption investigations,
the military could hardly be expected to sympathize with Thanin’s position. Not
surprisingly, the army rallied behind the accused general and eventually forced
Thanin to back down. 53 The Americans too,  indicated their disapproval of Thanin’s
“puritanism”, by suddenly awarding General Tienchai a medal for (unspecified)
services rendered. Against this pressure, Thanin reluctantly relented and in mid-
February 1977 the head of the “Anti-Corruption Committee” was dismissed.

After only a few months in power Thanin managed to alienate not only the
military -bureaucracy but practically the entire Bangkok elite. Thanin’s own fanatical
posture toward communism was considered too outdated and inflexible. The
regime’s indulgence in anti-communist rhetoric, especially against the Vietnamese,
caused concern in the military itself. Thanin went to the extent of accusing Vietnam
of planning an invasion (a charge which the military itself were quick to deny) 54

and the belligerency was not only verbal; in January and February serious border
clashes occurred with Kampuchea and Laos. 55

The Bangkok ruling class may have initially appreciated Thanin’s anti-communist
position, but Thanin’s talks of ‘making war with communists’ sounded more and
more like dangerous bellicosity. The more isolated the regime became the more it
used alleged Vietnamese and Soviet “aggression” as scapegoats, to  a ludicrous
extent. At this point, the Bangkok ruling classes began to question the regime’s
ability to understand the reality of Thailand’s position. Business circles in particular
were worried about the regime’s xenophobic views, which in itself was scaring away
foreign investment. Domestic investment in industry, for instance, was only US$10m
in September 1977, compared with US$900m in 1974. 56 Moreover, the flight of
capital to Hong Kong and Singapore reached unprecedented levels.

At this point it is necessary to mention the attitude of the US toward the Thanin
Government and America’s contribution to its subsequent downfall. Undoubtedly,
Washington policy-makers too were growing wary of Thanin’s excesses. As in the
other ASEAN countires, the US ideally wanted a strong regime in Thailand with a
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democratic facade, a degree of economic prosperity and a measured policy of
“peaceful co-existence” with its Indochina neighbours. 57 But Thanin was unable
and unwilling to deliver any of this. Furthermore, the exposure of the regime’s
repression by Congressional hearings on “human rights in Thailand”, proved an
embarrassment for the Carter Administration which continued to supply military
aid to the Thai government. The hypocrisy of Carter’s “new morality” was even
more shamefully disclosed with further Congressional scrutiny of tire US $3 8m
worth of military aid earmarked for Thailand for FYI 97 8. 58 Hence it was not
surprising when the Assistant Secretary of the State Department, Robert Oakley,
while visiting Bangkok, warned the Thai government that it ‘should not concentrate
on security alone but also the welfare of the people’ and that ‘peace and stability in
South East Asia depended on the capability of the countries in the region to
establish good relations with Indochinese communist regimes’. 59 To say the least,
Washington’s stance on the Thanin Government must have encouraged the enemies
of the regime to  begin their campaign to overthrow it .

Ironically , it was Thanin’s ultra -reactionary position that the military now sought
to discredit. The opening attack came from the ISOC, the suppression agency with
the closest links with the US. In spite of the strict censorship, Dr Somchai Rakvijit,
(Chief of the Research Department of ISOC and a former employee of the Penta-
gon) accused the government of indiscriminate repression and claimed that its
excesses caused growing support for the communists.60 At the same time, the
Armour Radio (whichhad previously incited right wingers to attack student demon-
strators at Thammasat) defended Somchai’s position and vehemently attacked
the government’s anti-corruption drive in the army.61 Hence, the very same US-
connected forces which had put Thanin into power were now engineering his down-
fall. The heightening of the anti-Thanin campaign clearly suggested that a coup was
in the making.

On March 26, 1977, Thanin and the civilian members of his cabinet fled the
capital when two generals, backed by some 300 “rebel” troops, marched into
Bangkok. In an attempt to  beat other factions to an early coup, General Prasert
Thammasiri, the disgruntled ex-deputy commander of the army who was out-
manoeuvred after the October 6 coup, and General Chalard, dismissed for “breaches
of discipline” also after the coup, backed by a small cluster of “young turk” field
officers took over several key military installations and declared themselves the
“new government”. However the coup-attempt was crushed almost as soon as it was
hatched. Aside from a tiny group of businessmen and low-level bureaucrats, the
group had no significant support from the dominant political circle in Bangkok. In
an unexpected move, the government had General Chalard summarily executed for
“treason”. The fact that other generals stood by and allowed their colleague to be
killed show the depth of the rift existing within the military. More significant was
the co-operation the coup-plotters had from a number of “young turks” in the
army. As we shall later see, the discontent of young members of the Armed Forces
went beyond their disapproval of the Thanin Government.

It was widely alleged that when the King appointed Thanin prime minister, the
military agreed only for a six -months’ trial period. That Thanin and Samak lasted
a whole year was due largely to the King’s opposition to an open military takeover
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(out of fear of his own loss of power). However, Thanin himself had learned to
exploit the division in the military by cultivating support (with the backing of the
King) from Admiral Sangad (the “figurehead” of the military advisory body, the
NARC) and the Navy in the face of army opposition. Admiral Sangad himself was
an ambitious man: he formed an alliance with the NARC’s deputy, the recently
appointed Supreme Commander, Air Marshal Kamol Dejatunka. Both attempted to
move beyond the position of “figurehead” and to use their seniority to  break into
the army’s supremacy. 62 For the Navy and Air Force officers to  hold such positions
of prominence, far exceeding their services’ inherent political power, was a cause of
much antagonism, particularly from the younger army commanders who felt left
out. But the army hierarchy itself was highly factionalized by persistent squabbles
among three generals: General Kriangsak, the deputy supreme commander, General
Yot, the heir to ex-dictator Prapas’s phalanx of followers; and General Serm Na
Nakon, the powerful army chief known for his “lack of political ambition” but
whose indecisiveness had maintained this balance of power in the army.63

Since the 1976 coup, the growing internal squabbles have made these generals
exceedingly self-centred and primarily concerned with guarding their personal
power and vested interests. This became a cause of the rift between the military
leaders in Bangkok and the lower ranking field commanders, with the latter in-
creasingly angry over the inaction of senior officers to restore the army’s power
over the “do-nothing government”. The government’s incapacity to solve the
country’s socio-economic problems, they held, nourished the insurgency they were
supposed to suppress. This group of about thirty US-trained majors and colonels,
known as the “young turks”, formed a powerful faction of their own. They became
increasingly defiant and increasingly critical of the Thanin Government. Persistent
pressure from the young turks precipitated the coup of October 20, 1977.

Before dicussing the events which led to  the downfall of Thanin and Samak, it is
necessary, however, to briefly assess the status of the monarchy after the 1976
coup.

As mentioned earlier, the King’s role in the 1976 coup and his support for the
hated Thanin and Samak had undermined the ruling elite’s support for the monarch.
Although the royalty’s contribution to the re-emergence of the right-wing during
the democratic experiment was appreciated, the King’s continued patronage to the
narrow-based Thanin regime was not. In any case, the deepening involvement of the
King and, especially, the Queen64 (dubbed the “Dowager Queen” of Thailand) in
the political arena had become the cause of contention among the Bangkok elite.
For some, the Thanin regime reminded them of the pre-1932 coup era of absolute
monarchy. The decline in the status of the King in elite circles meant that actions
could now be contemplated against the royal consensus.

Again, the overt pressure against Thanin and Samak was exerted by the same
military-backed ultra-right groups that precipitated the coup against the Seni
Government in 1976. The Krathing Daeng, the village scouts and Navaphon groups,
were now to take to  the streets against Thanin.

The attack on Thanin was spearheaded by the “young turks . In early June,
Colonel Prachak Swangchit (the aggressive commander of the division stationed
along the Thai-Kampuchea border) and others mounted pressure on their senior
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officers to force Thanin out of  office. A few weeks later, they threw their support
behind, attacks on the government’s corrupt multi-million dollar purchase of tele-
phone equipment and backed a no-confidence motion in the “National Admini-
strative Reform Assembly”.

The attempts to force Thanin and company into resigning bore little fruit as the
King, the Navy and the Air Force stood firm behind the regime. A “popular” issue
was needed, one which could mobilize people against the regime. That one issue
was loyalty to the monarch, a tactic Thai reactionaries have employed again and
again through the years. 65

The enemies of the regime were given their chance when in Yala Province
(scene of muslim guerrilla activity), a bomb exploded a few yards from where the
royal couple was performing a swearing-in ceremony for village scouts. Almost
immediately after, another incident occurred in which two drunken police officers
accidentally rammed their motorcycle into the royal motorcade. The two incidents
were seized upon by the regimes’ enemies, who were quick to launch an assault
on the government for “neglecting to  provide adequate protection to the crown”. 66

This tactic provoked an unprecedented blunder from the obdurate Interior Minister,
Samak, who was responsible for internal security and the target of the attack.
Responding to his critics in the Assembly, Samak unwittingly retorted: “It is
easy for anyone to demand my resignation for he can do it by throwing a bomb at
the Kiifg and hold me responsible”. 67 The statement drew more attacks from right-
wing extremists in the name of the King. For one, the Krathing Daeng leader,
Somsak Kuanrnongkon, not only called for Samak’s resignation but threatened to
“take care” of Samak personally for “insulting” the King.68 The Krathing Daeng ’s
call for mass protest demonstrations, however, completely failed to arouse public
support. Though demonstrations were illegal under martial law, General Yot argued,
‘it could be permitted if it was an act of allegiance to the King’. 69 For a cautious
“old guard” figure such as Yot to  make such a statement in support of the Krathing
Daeng, clearly indicated that the strategy of overthrowing the Thanin Government
had now been accepted by most high-ranking officers in the army.

On October 14, coup plans began to be hatched, as a group of young turks
handed an ultimatum demanding for the resignation of seven cabinet ministers.
The move was supported by senior officers, who according to one observer: “can
not afford to be on the wrong side of the battalion commanders who control the
troops”. 70 j

Although General Yot, a loyalist of the ancien regime, attempted to play a
leading role, he was clearly out -ranked by General Kriangsak, the recently appointed
Supreme Commander, and the closest single army leader to the American military.
According to Newsweek, “Kriangsak has had a long working experience with the
Americans. He served as a key link in such overt activities as the expansion of US
bases facilities in Thailand and also in CIA covert activities, such as the use of Thai
mercenaries in the ‘secret war’ in Laos”. 71 The young turks swung their support
behind Kriangsak and led the coup to its final conclusion. Thanin, who obstinately
held out for four days, was doomed when, on October 19, the entire leadership
of the armed forces called for his resignation. The government’s fate was sealed
when the King refused to  grant Thanin an audience that same afternoon.
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The next day a military coup finally ousted Thanin. Calling itself the “Revo-
lutionary Council”, the new regime paradoxically announced, “very few changes
will be made”. Hence the cyclical coup de main among the Thai elite was once
more reinstalled in Thai politics. Instead of the blundering and intransigent Thanin
we have in power the entire leadership of the NARC — the very same military men
who had put Thanin and Samak into power a year earlier.

The new regime now promised “elections”, “social and economic reforms” and
the resumption of rapprochement diplomacy with the Asian communist countries. 72

All of these seem to have Washington’s stamp of approval and suggest the same
basic goal: suppression of the revolutionary movement. As one member of the
young turks noted: “The overall strategy is to defeat communism, which can only
come through an essentially political victory by democracy . . . not necessarily
Westminster democracy but Thai style”. 73 It must be remembered that nearly all
past repressive dictatorships had always claimed to be “Thai style democracy”. To
be sure, one finds it hard to conceive of a return to the pre-1976 constitutional
rule, for the very men in power today were among the very people who actively
subverted Thailand’s democratic experiment and subsequently ended the country’s
only liberal era in a single bloodbath.

Summary and Future Prospects
The October 14, 1973 movement was a truly popular uprising: it inspired the
enthusiasm of the masses of workers, peasants, students and others to  mobilize and
organize to a level never before experienced in the country. But by October 1976,
popular leaders had either been murdered by the right-wing terror, languishing in
prisons, or had joined the growing maquis. The handful of battalion commanders
and generals who toppled the Thanin Government in the October 1977 coup could
hardly be expected to reverse this trend. While the western press 74 enthusiastically
reported the event as a “reformist” and “moderate” takeover, there has not been
the slightest sign of popular zeal from the Thai masses.

For most Thais, the latest coup is just another tiresome event in a “traditional”
cycle of coups in which one greedy “strongman” replaces another. For the Thai
revolutionaries, the coup had provided them with even more of a basis to continue
their struggle. The “Voice of the People” radio station of the revolutionary forces
was quick to identify Kriangsak as “a favourite US-lackey . . . who acting upon
Washington’s instructions had performed the coup to ensure the protection of
US interests”.

As in the past, changing the names of the rulers, while leaving the social structure
basically intact, amounts to little. The neo-colonial position of Thailand, it’s
dependence on foreign investment and aid will continue to  place limitations on any
aggregate result of “development”. As the general social condition of the poor
masses continues to deteriorate, the new regime, like its precedessors, will most
likely be trapped between the conflicting imperatives of the much needed social
and economic reforms and the constraint generated by their class interests.
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FOOTNOTES

1 . Among those arrested were student leader Thirayud Boonmee, and Nopporn Suwanpanich,
a popular Thammasat University lecturer.

2. The military hierarchy, in particular, was unhappy over Thanom and Praphas’ extensive
monopoly of power. Among other positions, Thanom was premier, Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed Forces and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Prapas held the posts of
deputy premier, Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Minister of Interior. The sorest
point, however, was Colonel Narong’s attempt to lay claim as successor to his father,
Thanom, ahead of many more senior officers.

3. It is useful to remember that the first shots fired at demonstrators occurred at the gate
of the King’s palace when a large group of students] had gathered to request an audience
with the King. Subsequently, when the student committee, led by Thirayud, were
allowed inside, the King lied by telling them that Thanom and Prapas had already agreed
to install a constitution, and called upon them to call off the demonstration. This failed
to convince the more radical students, such as Seksan, who eventually led the uprising to
its final success.

4. According to the South East Asia correspondent, Martin Woollacott, Guardian, October
27, 1976, “well informed Thais knew that the King’s liberalism in 1973 . . . had been
exaggerated. The King was ready to let Thanom and Prapas . . . stay on. And, when he
did tell them to go, he promised they could sodn return — a pledge which was to be the
seed of the crisis that led to this month’s (October, 1976) coup”.

5 .  Jit was also well-known as a literary figure and his songs, poems and essays attracted the
attention of a much wider audience among the working classes. Jit himself, who was
murdered by the agents of dictatorship in 1965 , became something of a martyr in circles
sympathetic to his ideas.

6.  The much publicized rumours of an “irreconcilable split” between the NSCT and the
Federation of Independent Student of Thailand (FIST) became discredited when Thira-
yud and Seksan, respectively, leaders of NSCT and FIST, became co-founders of the
People for Democracy Group, a forerunner of the Socialist Party of Thailand (SPT).

7.  The same report noted that in 1974 in Bangkok area alone, there were 3,690 industrial
injuries and 131 work related deaths. Bangkok Bank Monthly Review, April 1976.

8. The strike which was crucial in raising the minimum wage was launched by some 70,000
textile workers (mostly from Japanese controlled companies) in June 1974. Throughout
that year there were more than 357 strikes involving some 106,000 workers. See Far
Eastern Economic Review, Year Book 1976. By 1975 numbers of strikes had risen to
1,500 in just the first six months of the year! See Indochina Chronicle May -June 1975.

9. The conservative Bangkok Post, March 30,, 1975, quoted an official of the Ministry of
Interior as saying that “Communist suspects arrested by the soldiers were mostly exe-
cuted. Previously, soldiers would have shot these suspects by the roadside. But later they
changed the style of killing and introduced the red oil drum massacre in order to elimi-
nate all possible evidence. The sergeant would club the suspect until he fell unconscious,
before dumping him in the oil drum and burning him alive”. See also Norman Peagam,
“Probing the ‘Red Drum’ Atrocities”, Far Eastern Economic Review, March 14, 1975.

10. Peter Limqueco, “Interview with Pridi Banomyong”, Journal of Contemporary Asia,
VII:3, 1977.

11. Don Luce, “Thailand: How the US Engineered a Coup”, Win, October 21, 1976, notes
that in the 3 years after 1973, US military aid to Thailand amounted to 150 million
dollars.

12. Maior General Pramam Adireksarn. the Chat Thai leader, for instance, is the major share-
holder of the country’s largest textile company, Thai-Tejin and the Asahi Glass factory
(both are Japanese-Thai “joint ventures”). See for example, Carl Trocki and Varindara
Vonghayajavana, “Japanese Imperialism in Thailand” (typescript).

13. Colonel Subsai Hadsadin, a former officer attached to the ISOC, is well known as the
leader of the Krathing Daeng. Members refer to him as the “pho” (father). Subsai’s son,
Suebsai is, in fact, a leading Krathing Daeng gang-leader connected to ISOC. See Bangkok
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Post, June 1 ,  1975. See also statement made by former rector of Thammasat University,
Dr Puey Ungphakorn, “Violence and the Coup d’Etat” (typescript).
See Norman Peagam, “Judge Picks the Reins”, Far Eastern Economic Review, November
5 ,  1976.
In an interview with Peagam, “Rumbling from the Right”, Far Eastern Economic Review,
July 25, 1976, General Wallop stated “that he and about fifteen friends, alarmed at the
political unrest in Thailand and the deteriorating situation in Indochina, decided to set
up a sort of a ‘national ideology’ emphasizing security of the nation, religion and the
monarchy”.
The Prachachart, a Bangkok weekly, March 18, 1976 and March 25, 1976, listed 60,
with biographical details. Of the political figures killed, all of them belonged to the Thai
left.
The speech was reported in the Bangkok Post December 15, 1976 and in most news-
papers. It was later broadcast over the military-controlled radio stations.
Bangkok Post, December 6 ,  1976.
N. Peagam, “Maintaining the Status Quo”, Far Eastern Economic Review, June 25, 1976.
Far Eastern Economic Review, Year Book, 1976.
Patrice de Beer, “La Thailande sur ses gardes”, Le Monde August 2, 1977.
Cited in Kevin Hewison, “The 1976 Thai coup and reflections on the Analysis of Recent
Coups” (typescript).
Bangkok Post, December 3 ,  1975.
Samak Sunthoravej and Kukrit Pramoj were among many political figures who were
critical of the military and of Thanom and Prapas. Samak was, in fact, in the forefront
campaign for the confiscation of the properties and assets of the two ex-dictators. Both
he and Kukrit on several occasions had referred to Thanom and Prapas as “tyrants”, the
term dubbed by students.
Prachachart, September 30, 1976.
According to Thai government terms, the US would be allowed to maintain only 270
“advisers” for the US Military Assistance Programme under the 1950 US-Thai Military
Assistance Agreement. See Michael Morrow, “Negotiations: Failure to Communicate”,
Far Eastern Economic Review, April 2, 1976 and other articles on US-Thai relations in
this issue.
The Nation, March 22, 1976.
Cited in Far Eastern Economic Review, February 27.1976.
According to informed sources, the military and even the Chat Thai supported the
labour unions against Kukrit. The Far Eastern Economic Review reported that ‘General
Kris himself was to have great influence over at least 6 of the 20-odd members of the
executive committee of FLUT including its President Paisarn, and it is believed he
he encouraged them to take this firm action against the government as part of the overall
strategy to unseat Kukrit’. FEER. Year Book 1977.
The Socialist Party won fifteen seats out of 269 in the National Assembly; the United
Socialist Front ten; and the Palang Mai (New Force), an anti-military moderate left
party, fifteen. It is interesting to note that 85% of the socialist representatives were
elected in the Northeast, the poverty-stricked region and the “hot-bed” of guerrilla
warfare. See Karl E. Weber, “Serendipity Missed: Report on the Parliamentary Elections
in Thailand, 1975” , Internationales Asienforum, Vol.6, 1975.
Cited in Far Eastern Economic Review, Year Book, 1977.
Fan Yew Teng “US Militarization of ASEAN”, August 8 ,  1977, published by the Asian

stressed that ordination should be a public ceremony
which allows anyone to step forward to present evidence against the person being
ordained. But one person had the authority to overrule this stricture, the head of the
Sangha, the King’. Cited by William Bradley, et.al., “Thailand: Domino by Default?”,
a paper written for the US Council of Foreign Relations (typescript).
Reporters of the Ludm Prachart, December 19, 1976, exposed in detail evidences that
five police officers were responsible for the torture and killing of the two radical workers.

Awareness Group (London).
‘Buddhist tradition explicitly
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See also Richard Nations, “Tremors as Thanom Returns” Far Eastern Economic Review,
October 1, 1976.

35. For a detailed account on the right-wing manoeuvers prior to the storming of Thammasat
and the massacre which followed, see Marcel Barang, “La Thailande: ou la fragilite de
maniere forte”, Le Monde Diplomatique, August 16, 1977.

36. The post-coup government unashamedly claimed that the police had discovered a “Viet-
namese-communist plot” and captured a “large arms cache” in Thammasat campus. See
Siam chotmae het, September 30-Octover 6 ,  1976 and other announcements by the
“Administrative Reform Council”. But contrary to this, .Surin Masadit (former liberal
member of the Seni cabinet) wrote in an “open letter” (dated October 24, 1977),
circulating among ex-MPs and Prachatipat members Police General Srisuk. Mahinthara-
thep, then Police Director General, reported in the last cabinet meeting that no police
had been killed, “only one or two wounded”. And, Police Major General Krachang,
commander of the units that stormed Thammasat reported: “The students have been
found to be in possession of only 3 guns . . .  all of them .22 calibre revolvers”.

37. Bangkok Post, January 1 ,  1977.
38. Newsweek, October 10, 1977, reported the death of Thawat Piromphon, the Textile-

Union leader, who was shot dead last summer by three assassins in front of his home.
On September 1977, Vichien Srivichien, President of the Marine Transport Workers’
Union, was the target of another assassination attempt but escaped unharmed. But Yoi
Photong, President of the Union of Dock Workers, was not so lucky. On February 1977,
he too was shot dead “by a gunman on a motorcycle”. See Bangkok Post, February 16,
1977.

39. Daily Times, February 27, 1977.
40. N. Peagam, “Trade Union Under Microscope”, Far Eastern Economic Review, February

4, 1977.
41. The following are some examples of cases reported: On 3 or 4 March 1977, in Nakon

Srithamarat province in the South, three Buddhist monks and a novice were killed by
“village volunteers” after they had been arrested by the army. In Phibun, “communist
suspects” were thrown off helicopters in flight. In Hadyai, also in the South, Wek
Surakumhaenge and Praphan Kawkrachang were found dead in January. The police also
arrested them informing their families that they had been released. Three prisoners in
Surin were condemned to death by execution on charge of being “communist sym-
pathizers”. These atrocities by the government forces were cited by P. de Beer, Le
Monde, July 20, 1977.

42. Statement taken from a lengthy interview Kukrit gave to Nayan Chanda, Far Eastern
Economic Review, November4, 1977.

43. Ibid.
44. K. Das, “Operation People’s War”, Far Eastern Economic Review, April 22, 1977.
45. See Ruang Kao, “An Eyewitness Report: The War in South Thailand”, Inprecor, May

12, 1977 and Thai Information Bulletin, May-August 1977.
46. Ibid.
47. See statement made by Malaysian Brigadier General Yusoff Din, joint chief commander

of the combined force (BBC SWB March 22, 1977) and General Charoen Phongphanit,
the Thai Armed Forces Chief of Staff (BBC SWB April 2, 1977).

48. “Student Cali for Armed Struggle”, “VOPT”, BBC SWB, November 5 , 1 977.
49. “VOPT”, BBC SWB June 14,1977.
50. W. Bradley, et.al., op.cit.
51. The total number of officers killed in communist suppression operations since 1969 is

4,406 and divided as follows:
Year Officers killed Average by month
1969 397 33
1970 331 27
1971 409 34
1972 566 47
1973 746 62
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Year Officers killed Average by month
1974 522 43
1975 422 35
1976 460 38
1977 554* 184*

(Source: Ban Muang March 24, 1977, cited in Thai Information Bulletin April 1977).

*Note that only 2 months following the October 6 coup, the number of Officials killed
has risen to 554 and monthly average 3 times higher than 1973.

52. VOPT BBC SWB May 6, 1977 and “VOPT Calls King Phumiphon Murderer”, BBC SWB,
June 18, 1977.

53. N. Peagam, “Political Stability at Stake”, Far Eastern Economic Review February 11,
1977, reported that General Serm Na Nakorn, the army chief, sent a letter of protest
to Thanin warning him against attempts “to divide the army”. Peagam was duly expelled
from Thailand following the publication of this article.

54. N. Peagam, “Army Calls the Tune”, FEER, December 24, 1977.
55. Among many border incidents was the bloody clash with Laos in early January. On the

8th of that month, the Lao Government blamed Thailand for “provocative” acts and
delivered one of the harshest condemnations against the “belligerent” acts of the Thanin
Government. See BBC SWB January 12,  1977. In February, the Thai government
claimed that 300 Khmer soldiers had crossed the border and “massacred” some 30 Thai
villagers on January 8. This incident, Peagam suggested could have very well been an act
of attrition by the infamous reactionary Khmer Serei soldiers operating in the Aranya-
prathet area. See Peagram, “The Questions After the Massacre”, FEER February 11,
1977.

56. Far Eastern Economic Review, Year Book 1977.
57. See “Tire Role of the US in the Coup”, Thai Information Bulletin November-December

1977.
58. AFP dispatch, May 13, 1977, cited in Thai Information Bulletin May-August 1977.
59. Cited by P. de Beer, Le Monde, August 2 ,  1977.
60. See Patinya, 1-15 January 1977.
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Armour Radio’s notorious announcer, Colonel Utharn Sanitwong was suspended.
62. Richard Nations, “Thanin Pulls Through a Testing Year”, Far Eastern Economic Review,

October 28, 1977.
63. Ibid.
64. According to Thomas A. Marks, “The Status of the Monarchy in Thailand”, Issuesand

Studies, November 1977, the Queen is widely known to be more active and even further
right-leaning than the King. She has “feelers” throughout Thailand and maintains a large
and active staff. Her influence over the Crown Prince is an open secret and she is known
to have arranged his “controversial” marriage with her own niece. Allegations of inter-
palace conflict gained more credibility when the King appointed his second eldest
daughter, Princess Sirindorn, a special title that would enable her to succeed to the
crown in December 1977. See the Nation, December 28, 1977.
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66. Siam Rath, October 6 ,  1977.
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The Current Situation in the
Thai Countryside
Andrew Turton*

This article attempts to provide an overview of current political, economic and
social conditions for the mass of the people who live in the Thai countryside.
Such a survey is necessary as a preliminary to a theoretical understanding of the
contradictions and developments in contemporary Thai society. It is also difficult
to achieve a perspective that is broad, up-to-date, and allows for the variety of
conditions, especially in an article of limited length. The data comprise on the one
hand large scale statistics and on the other small scale studies and cases. 1 Moreover
changes are often rapid but proceed at highly unequal rates in different parts of the
country and sectors of society. There are still areas where pre-capitalist (and in the
hills even pre-feudal) relations predominate. In other areas advanced agri-business
is installed, while the Thai social formation as a whole is still characterized as “semi-
feudal, semi-colonial”.

First the agricultural sector is described in broad outline and fundamental
changes in the countryside within the last twenty years or so established. The
extent of poverty, landlessness, tenancy, indebtedness, and the many other ways
in which the Thai peasant is exploited and disadvantaged are documented. Govern-
ment policies towards the agricultural sector are reviewed: control of rice prices,
government sponsored farmers’ groups, local development, schemes, and ill-fated
attempts at land reform and land rent reform in the ‘parliamentary’ period from
1973 to 1976. For political and economic reasons governments have attempted
to support the emergence of classes of big capitalist farmers and rich peasants,
creating a landless and land-poor peasantry who form an increasingly large majority
of the rural population. Peasant classes and forms of struggle of the peasantry to
resist this tendency are analysed, notably the Peasants Federation of Thailand
established in 1974. The support given to this struggle by the organized students
and workers movements and progressive political parties is also analysed, together
with problems and limitations of the movement, including ideological aspects of
class relations. The final section considers the critical situation following the
October 1976 coup d’etat, reimposition of military dictatorship, increased state
suppression of popular movements, heightened polarization within Thai society '
and new directions of political struggle.

*Andrew Turton is Lecturer in Anthropology at the School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London
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A Break with the Past
Thailand has a predominantly agricultural economy. It is a country rich in resources
— natural resources in land and water, in human population and its skills. It has by
and large been spared the worst catastrophes of ‘natural* disasters and famine,
though these are not unknown in its history. There have been natural, social and
cultural factors which have often helped to mitigate the oppression and exploitation
of the Thai peasantry. Many people in the rural sector have experienced .some
improvements in living conditions in the past few decades. And yet an economist
of the Bangkok Bank could write in 1976 that the main problems characterizing
the agricultural sector were poverty and low productivity. 2 And in the new and
revolutionary situation of the mid to late ’70s the principal social and economic
contradictions within Thai society are to be found in the countryside. It is in- the
countryside that the anti-government struggle is most fiercely waged, chiefly by
rural producers who have begun to organize, and in many cases taken up arms, to
alter their situation.

Much of the ideology, social patterns and techniques still found in the Thai
countryside was formed over centuries of social existence of the peasantry within
various social formations in the area of contemporary Thailand. A major break
in the history of the Thai peasantry occurred however following the Bowring
Treaty with Britain in 1855 and subsequent treaties with other colonial powers. 3

Above all they required of Thailand cheap rice and a market for their manufactured
goods. This led towards rice monoculture and the destruction of local manufactures
in what had previously been a more diversified and self-sufficient economy" 4 For'
example in 1850 only some 5% of the Thai rice crop was exported; by 1905/6 the
area of land under rice cultivation had nearly doubled, the population had also
doubled, and the proportion of the rice crop exported had risen to 50%. Whereas in
1850 about one quarter of the population existed under various forms of dependent
labour, by the beginning of the 20th century ‘slavery’ had been abolished; labour
dues and rents in kind were commuted to cash rents and taxes. The majority of
agricultural producers became independent smallholders, of mostly fewer than 10
acres, using domestic labour and cooperative exchange of labour between house-
holds. Those closest to transport and marketing networks and centres produced for
a capitalist market as well as for their own subsistence, while remaining organized in
predominantly pre-capitalist relations of production. Local transport and milling
was provided by the small scale capital of a new class of commercial entrepreneurs.
Foreign capital handled the export and shipping; by the end of the 19th century
some 90% of the total value of Siamese trade was in British hands.

A century after the Bowring Treaty an American political scientist wrote: “On
balance, the economic system has much the same shape today that it had a century
ago”, without “severe pressure of population on land and the related problems of
peasant indebtedness, landlord tenant conflict and impoverishment of the rural
population . . . ” 5 It is a mistake to  regard conditions in the Thai countryside over
this period as either static, uniform, unidirectional in change, or benign. There had
long been substantial pockets of large aristocratic landholdings. There were the
“boom decades” of the 1880s and 1890s and recession between 1905-12; there
were years of severe flooding and drought, and during the 1930s “The low prices
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generated by the worldwide depression had a severe impact upon the welfare of
farmers in the Siamese countryside”. 6 There was a boom in agricultural exports
during the Korea War. These economic ups and downs had profound effects on the
Thai small-holding peasantry, leading to further land accumulation, indebtedness,
impoverishment, and the formation of distinct socio-economic classes within the
countryside. But if appearances might mislead twenty five years ago, the reality of
the present situation shows an unmistakeable break with the previous period.

Summary Characteristics of the Agricultural Sector
Over 80% of the total population of some 42 million live in rural villages or small
rural towns. Although the proportion of the working population engaged in agri-
culture has declined from 88% in 1937 to 75% in 1975, 7 in absolute terms it
continued to increase, from 1 1 .8 million in 1962 to  14 million in 1973 for instance, 8
and it is expected to show an increase of 300,000 p.a. for the years 1975 to  1980. 9

Even by 2000 AD it is estimated that the proportion of agricultural population will
still be as high as 65-70%. 10 Of the total population, 60-7.0% are households still
predominantly engaged in rice agriculture. 11 There are significant variations by
region in this as in many other respects:

Working population in Agriculture (aged 15-64) 1970 12

(excluding forestry and fishing)

North 85.0%
North East 90.9
Centre 54.4
South 81.2

“From being a monocultural economy [in 1955], Thailand now [1973] has a somewhat
diversified structure.” 13

Agriculture now provides a reduced share of GNP value: from 50.1% in 1950 14

to 32.2% in 1975. Although still of overriding importance to the majority of
agricultural producers (and to the whole population as consumers of this staple)
rice has a declining share of the value of exports: from 33% in 1965, and 19% in
1974, to 12.9% in 1975.  16 Agricultural products still account for over half of all
exports by value; the other major products are sugar, maize, tapioca and kenaf, the
latter three of which had not been grown as cash crops before the second world
war. 17 Between 15-20% of rice produced is exported, 18 but the Thai share of the
world’s rice export market has declined from 28.2% in the period 1948-52, when
Thailand was the world’s largest exporter of rice, to 14.6% in 1970. Most Thai rice
is exported to other South East Asian countries and Japan (which received 28% of
all exports from Thailand in 1975), and already Thailand must compete in this
market with the new socialist states of the region. 19

Total production of rice has increased, from 5.6 million tons in 1957/8 to 12.9
million tons in 1974/5,20 but 90% of the increase in production resulted from
extension of acreage, most often into marginal and unirrigated land. 21 In the more
‘advanced’ region of the Central Plain use of modem inputs began in about the mid
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1950s and by 1960 average yield per raz22 had begun to increase for the first time
in decades as the result of improved irrigation, use of machinery, fertilizer, improved
seeds etc. By the late 1960s double cropping had been achieved in parts of the
Central Plain. Such achievements are however unevenly and sparsely distributed
and in the absence of land reform, provision of credit and adequate prices for
agricultural products, and with the high cost of inputs, have produced their own
familiar consequences of indebtedness, landlessness, poverty, and growing inequality
in wealth and control over means of production. These consequences will be
documented and discussed later in this essay. In any case Thai rice agriculture
remains one of  the least productive in Asia:

Comparative Average Rice Yields (kilogrammes per raz)23

Chemical fertilizer
klg per hectare 1970

Thailand 1962/3-1973 230-290 6
Malaysia 1968-1971 325-376 45
Taiwan 1968-1971 547-669 180
Japan 1968-1971 840-915 270

Less than 20% of the total cultivated area (83.25 million rat) is within irrigated
areas (permanent, officially controlled irrigation systems) and in 1972 only half of
the land within these areas was actually reached by water ducts, etc.24 It is estimated
that by 1985 there will be no further reserves of cultivable land. In this critical
situation within the agricultural sector government spending on agriculture in 1974
was a mere 6% of total public expenditure.25

Nor is it the case that while agriculture lags behind, the non-agricultural sectors
have achieved compensating successes. The development of more capital intensive
agriculture coincided with a rapid growth of the manufacturing sector following the
First Six-Year Plan (1961-66) and the Investment Promotion Act of 1962. But
despite this growth and impressive export figures,26 little was done to support
agriculture by producing tractors, fertilizer, farm tools etc; highest tariff protection
was given to luxury consumer durable industries benefitting a new middle class,
while imported agricultural goods were allowed free entry.27 Much of the growth in
the 1960s was tied to US war spending which accounted for some 50% of GNP
growth from 1966-68. A balance of trade deficit has been a regular feature since
1953 and is worsening. 28 Foreign investment, so sought after by governments,
went down from US$192 million in 1974 to $87 million in 1975 and $52 million
in 1976. 29 Tourism,, the third largest foreign currency earner, declined steadilyfrom
1975-77. 30 Thai government reserves went down from 9,280 million baht 31 to
4,938 baht in the six months after the coup on 6th October 1976. 32 Inflation,
running at 15% in 1972, reached 24% in 1974 after the 1973 oil crisis. The official
unemployment figure of 6% undoubtedly under-represents the scale and nature of
the problem, unemployment being much higher in the cities, where in addition
slum dwellers are unlikely to be accounted for.33 The figures take no account of
the chronically under-employed. In 1969 20% of the rural working population was
reported to be working fewer than 1 0 hours per week, while over 40% worked more
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than 60 hours per week. 34 Concomitant social disorders and symptons of poverty
are of horrifying proportions. Thailand has one of the highest homicide rates in the
world; there is prostitution on a massive scale;35 there are reckoned to be over
400,000 hard drug addicts;36 in 1973 55,000 children under the age of five died of
malnutrition.37

“The Longest Arms Grab All”
“The fundamental problem of Thai society is rural poverty.”38

“Relative to 10 years ago . . . the Thai farmer is significantly worse off, especially in the
North, and what is more can expect to suffer increasing hardships until the rural economy is
liberated.” 39

Although the figures and methods of different economists vary it is abundantly
clear that during the past twenty years of “modernization” and “development” in
Thailand, while average, gross cash incomes of the rural population have increased,
the number of those livmg below officially defined poverty lines has increased;
the share of those with lower incomes had decreased; the rural-urban income
differential is increasing; and rural incomes are becoming more unequal.40 Oey
Meesook reports that while 76% of the rural population and 34% of the urban
population could be said to be living in poverty in 1962/3 (reckoned at incomes
below 1,500 baht per “equivalent adult” p.a.) 40% of all households were poor in
1968/9 by the same reckoning, that is to say by an even lower standard by that
date. 98% of these were rural households, though again urban slum dwellers could
not be counted.41 More recent figures were provided by a National Statistical
Office survey: 42

Rural Household Incomes under 6,000 baht p.a. [US$300]
1969 1971/3

Bangkok-Thonburi .10.0% 4.8%
Centre 25.1 34.9
South 53.8 45.2
North 51.9 63.6
North East 73.2 74.7

Note the high proportion for the North East — the poorest and politically most
militant region, and the least well endowed with natural resources for agriculture —
and the substantial increase in poverty in the Central and Northern regions, the
most militant in the 1974-76 peasants’ movement (see below). The NSO survey
for 1971-73 further showed the gap between average urban and rural incomes:

Annual Household Incomes 1971-73 (in baht)
Rural

Centre
South
North
North East

Urban (municipal areas)

l i ’v in  Bangkok-
i i ’  1 ' '  Thonburi 24,353
1 North East 28,633
o,oyu
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The North Eastern municipal areas though much smaller and containing fewer
very rich people than Bangkok have a higher proportion of traders, shopkeepers and
officials. The North East urban figures represent the second highest regional average
and the highest rural-urban disparity. Despite the higher average urban incomes, in
Northern municipal areas 60% of households had an income less than 1 ,500 baht
per month (US$900 p.a.).

Of course the reality behind these figures is distorted by the technique of
averaging and presenting gross incomes. The Bangkok Bank citing a report by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives for 1975/6 states that after allowing for
production costs and rice consumed:

“our [average, rice] farm household is left with a startling - and indeed pathetic - net
income for the year . . .  of baht 195.53. The Ministry’s report concedes that the net per
capita income . . of the toiler on the land is lower even than that of a beggar.”'13

The average rural income figures conceal the growing and already marked
disparity between incomes within the rural (non-municipal) and agricultural sectors
(lumped together in many statistics). 44 Here one often has to rely on local cases
and the fragmentary experience of observers. For instance one Northern District
(entirely outside municipal areas) known to the author, contained one local trader
whose accumulated capital amounted to some 2-3 million baht (US$100,000-
150,000) while a handful of local officials and ex-officials (village and sub-district
headmen, former district officials and teachers turned entrepreneur etc.) had capital
amounting to up to 1 million baht. Such rural small to medium scale capitalists
were likely also to be substantial landowners (100 rai and more), to own shops
and/or rice mills, to run local irrigation schemes on a profit making basis, to lend
money at higher, than official interest rates, to educate their children to  secondary
level and beyond, and to have an influential voice, if not position, in local politics
and'administration. At the other end of the scale there were families barely surviving
by primitive subsistence methods including even hunting and gathering food in the
forests, scavenging, doing Odd jobs for irregular wages. For these people poverty is
aggravated by the decreasing possibility of surviving by traditional subsistence
means, by debt repayments and by the need to purchase rice for domestic con-
sumption (even by small producers themselves, see below) — let alone by the
irregular but persistent crises caused by bad years, sickness, marriage, death, and the
need to educate children.

The Land Squeeze
If we except local officials, traders, shopkeepers and some craftsmen (though many
in all of these categories are also landowners) the most telling single index of
well-being in the countryside is the ownership of agricultural land. Of course the
productivity of the land and many other factors vary, so we must treat figures for
landownership with caution. In the North East especially, where landlessness and
tenancy are lowest (thus making national figures for these phenomena misleading)
a peasant farmer may own two or three or more times the acreage of a Northern
farmer but still produce less (often through only being able to plant a fraction of
his holding) and live in greater poverty. Larger landowners who possess better
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quality, better sited and irrigated land, who are able to provide more capital input,
and who exploit the labour of others, are likely to be proportionately more produc-
tive. Very large landowners of over 1,000 rat may well have some less productive
land — and it is precisely this land that they might be willing to give up under a
partial, land reform scheme — but it is more likely to be the very small owner who is
operating on marginal land.

The small landowner is also likely to have a less secure legal hold of his land.
59% of all cultivated land is held with no legal landholding papers; 19.5% is held
with reserve licences or testimonials of exploitation; and 21.5% is held with full
title deed. 45 Since land held with full title deed is more likely to  be owned by the
larger landowners, only a very small proportion of farmers have a full legal right to
the land they work.

It is necessary to attempt some indication of what constitutes a viable land-
holding, at least for a rice farm household. The Ministry of Agriculture gives 16 rai
as the average farm size, a much used but misleading notion; commenting on this
figure The Investor states that 25 rai “seems to be the proper minimum size”. 46

Another writer states that “the standard economically viable holding is recognized
as 15 rai”. v> Jn the North at least holdings of this size and over tend to require
some hired labour in addition to domestic labour and small scale co-operative
exchange of labour between producing households. Prior to 1958 50 rai was the
legal maximum landholding, unless the owner could show that he could work or
supervise the farm himself; though this was doubtless a law much ignored.48 One
Northern farme r told the author that a holding of about 50 rai could be conveniently
managed by an owner-operator with some hired labour, whereas holdings of 100 rai
or more were best rented out, depending on crops and prices. Rather surprisingly a
Land Development Department report of 1965 stated that:

“When the operating and consumption expenditures were deducted from gross income
figures, only landowners who operated on 60 rai of land upward and part owners who
operated on 80 rai of land upward got some surplus. All full tenants operating every size of
land had deficits.” 49

A small scale survey in Northern Thailand, where productivity tends to be rather
higher than average, showed that holdings of rice land below 1 1 rai were unlikely to
yield a surplus above subsistence needs. 50 This coincides with the reported state-
ment of a Northern villager speaking of the militant Peasants Federation of Thailand
(see below) “if you own 10 rai there is no need to join the Federation”. 51 Such
reckonings of course assume full ownership, availability of  labour and other inputs,
a normal harvest etc., and do not take into account various forms of indebtedness,
routine but irregular crises in the producing household etc. etc; therefore for many
purposes of reckoning a wider margin has to be allowed. The author has heard of
a Northeastern farmer who possessed about 100 rai but regularly was only able to
plant some 4 or 5 rai due to lack of various inputs and resources, notably water.
Such a farmer, and certainly other members of his household too, would have to
seek wage employment,

Leaving aside for the moment landless agricultural workers and tenants, the
distribution of land among owners (with or without legal title) is highly inequitable.
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According to the Land Development Department 48% of some 5.5 million agri-
cultural households have less than 15  rai each, making up only 16% of cultivated
land; approximately half this number of households own less than 6 rai52 which is
likely to indicate regular deficit. In the North average farm size declined from 16.1
rai in 1963 to 8.8 rai in 1972/3,53 when 36% of holdings in the North were under 6
rai, and 17% between- 7-10 raz’. 54 In one sample from 22 villagers in the fertile
Chiengmai basin in the North 64.7% of owner households had less than 10 rai while
only 36.1% of households owned all the land they farmed. 55 In one district of
another Northern province, the land tax records for 3,430 owners in 1974 (which
exclude owners of less than 5 raz’ of agricultural plus domestic land) show the
following distribution: 56

Size- of holding
(rai)

No. of owners %

5-10 1,932 56.3
11-24 1,228 35.8
2445 222 6.5
45-65 23 "1 •
65-105 10
105-200 12  F 1.4
200-500 i r
500-1,000 i
1,600 i j »

3,430 100.0

Published figures for large landowners are scarce. 20.8% of paddy land and 10
million rai of upland is said to be owned by absentee landlords. In four provinces
close to Bangkok 119 absentee landlords own estates of over 1,000 rai and up to
10,000 raz’ and more, totalling 377,827 rai. 58 The same source states that in 1963
the bottom 10% of farmers owned 1% of the agricultural land while the top 10% of
agricultural landowners owned 34% of the area.

There has been a steady trend towards landlessness and tenancy, which is caused
by a number of factors. In 1958 the Sarit government rescinded the 50 rai nominal
limit on landholding. 59 ' Since then, contrary perhaps to government intention,
much domestic capital, including that of the growing urban middle classes, has been
invested in land, often as speculation with no improvement.60 Agricultural land
prices have risen dramatically, though they are still highly variable. One rai of land
which sold for 3,000 baht in 1953 could fetch 250,000 baht in 197 1 , 61 Rural land
for urban development can reach twice this figure. Agricultural land in Chiengmai
province in 1975 was about 20,000 baht per rai; comparable land in more remote
areas might not reach a quarter this price. 62 Road building and other government
infrastructure schemes have led to the dispossession of peasants, sometimes without
compensation, by “officials and their accomplices”, 63 and to the accumulation of
land by capitalist investors including “some of the highest political personages in
the land”. More frequent causes include indebtedness and the fragmentation of
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holdings after three or more generations as population increases. Even tenants may
be dispossessed if they demand their legal rights or they may be downgraded to the
status of agricultural labourer to enable the landlord to evade his obligations
towards them.

Figures for the completely landless agricultural workers are also scarce and hard
to find. The Land Development Department gives a questionably low total of
60,000 landless agricultural workers, who do not farm as tenants.65 A survey of
1,488 households in just one district of Chiengmai province in 1974 found 36%
of households landless. A survey of one rather prosperous northern village shows
15% of 180 households to be landless (such figures exclude non-farming families).
There are problems of definition and method. Many small landowning or tenant
households contain members working as wage labourers with no prospect of in-
heriting land. Whatever the scale of complete landlessness it is clear that the prob-
lems of land poverty and tenancy are currently of greater scope and significance.

The following figures for 1968/9 give an indication of the scale of tenancy: 66

Centre North North East South
Owner-operator 59.34% 81.72% 97.33% 84.37%
Tenant 24.58 14.16 0.62 8.48
Part owner/ 16.08 4.12 2.05 7.15
part tenant

Several points need to- be noted. First, these figures are averages for each region.
Certain provinces, especially rice producing areas, show a much higher rate of
tenancy. For example a survey of a sample of 440 households in 22 villages of
Chiengmai province revealed a total 63.9% tenants and part tenants, with area
rented as a proportion of total area farmed ranging from 25%-92.84% in different
villages (average 57.47%). On the other hand in the Northern province ofMaehong-
som, further from market centres and occupied by many hill-dwelling minority
peoples, the proportion of (mostly small scale) owner-operators is 97.81%. The
significance of the high proportion of owner-operators (and of poverty) in the
North East has already been referred to.  In Central Thailand there has been a
substantial increase in the number of  tenants since 1968 as these figures for selected
central provinces show: 67

% Tenants and Part Tenants among all Farmers — Central Thailand
1968/9 1973/4

Pathumthani 82.62 83.92
Ayuthaya 62.05 76.49
Samutphrakarn 68.22 71.54
Nakorn Nayok 46.96 67.70
Chachoengsao 42.70 63.64
Saraburi 42.00 53.60
Ang Thong 39.73 49.92
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The average for the 26 provinces of Central Thailand in 1974 was 56%. Already
in 1963 60.8% of agricultural land area in Central Thailand was fanned by tenants
and part tenants.68 Within some districts over 90% of farmers are tenants.69

Tenancy does not in all cases mean hardship or inefficiency. 70 Some farmers
will rent in extra land to create viable holdings arid to maximize efficiency in the use
of capital, labour and machinery. However the smaller the holding the more likely
it is to be rented71 and the Land Development Department’s findings that tenants
tended to operate with deficit has been referred to earlier. It is striking too that the
question of farm rents was the first issue on which farmers began to organize after
the change in political climate which began in October 1973 (discussed below). The
tenant operates under extremely disadvantageous conditions. Rents vary between
30-50% of the produce: 72 In the North where the standard tenancy is termed ‘work
dividing half (yia’ baeng kroeng) rents of up to two-thirds of the gross product are
not unkown. The majority of rents are still paid in a proportion of paddy harvested.
Cash rents are highly variable, between 50-200 baht per raz. 73 The great majority
of tenancies are annual, oral contracts so there is little incentive for substantial
improvements. A tenant who plants two or more crops in one year may have to pay
more than one rent. 74 The tenant may well be indebted and subordinated to the
landlord in various ways. A fairly common form in the North is for the tenant to
presell his proportion of the crop to the landlord, either in advance of planting or
of harvest (known as ‘selling green rice’ — khai khao khied) at rates sometimes even
below one quarter of eventual market price, up to about one half. Landlords have
been known to end contracts if the tenant refuses to sell to them. It should be
added that those who rent out land are by no means all large landlords, again
especially in the North. Some are those who as a result of fragmentation possess
unviably small or distant holdings, or who because of advanced age or temporary
domestic circumstances are unable to work even their small holding themselves.
Any programme for reform would need to be very sensitive to these and other such
variations and circumstances within each locality.

“Ploughing on the Backs of the Farmers ”
Agricultural producers are further exploited by the depressed price of rice, the
profit of middlemen and exporters, and the government’s rice premium; by high
interest rates, the high cost of fertilizer and other inputs, low agricultural wages,
and a highly regressive land tax.  75 The question of the rice premium will be discussed
below in connection with government agricultural policies.

The producers face on the one hand a multiplicity of profit-taking middlemen —
there are reckoned to be 5-6 middlemen between producers and consumer76 — and
on the other hand a near monopoly of rice exporters. Just ten out of the 85 mem-
bers of the Rice Exporters Association, most of them members of the price regm
lating committee of the Thai Chamber of Commerce, accounted for 38-54% of all
rice exported between 1972-74. The top 24 exporters accounted for over 80%. 77

They have the power to  pass on to the producers any export taxes imposed by the
government.

80% of farming families are in debt, averaging 4,000 baht. While the official
interest rate is 10-14% p.a. unofficial rates from moneylenders, landlords etc..
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average 25% with a rate of 60% being widespread (possibly closer to the average in
the North) and rates of  up to 120% not uncommon. 78 Many poor farmers borrow
to meet basic subsistence needs or life-cycle crises; and loss of land as a result of
inability to. pay debts is on the increase., in many cases on the part of the fanners
who have borrowed in order to develop their land. Many richer farmers, landlords
etc., borrow in order to lend locally at higher rates or to trade, including the pur-
chase of “green rice” from impoverished farmers at low rates before harvest, and in
some areas to finance illegal trade in opium.

Fertilizer, 90% of which is imported, is more expensive than in India, Malaysia,
Taiwan or the Philippines — for some types up to twice the cost.79 There can be as
high as a 40% mark up on the retail cash price of fertilizer sold on short term
credit. 80 The 12.3% across the board increase in oil and fuel prices in March 1977
is one of a series of price rises of  commodities basic to the farmers’ needs.

Basic agricultural wages for field tasks have always been well below urban wages.
Moreover opportunities for agricultural wage labour are highly seasonal and un-
certain. In about 1965 “The typical [agricultural] wage, allowing 1 baht for the
value of  lunch, is about 9-11 baht per day in the Central Plain and 5-6 baht in the
North and North East”. 81 These rates still applied in 1970 in the North, where they
could even reach a low of 3 baht per day without lunch! 82 By 1975 these basic
rates had perhaps doubled, but without, keeping pace with already inadequate rises
in urban wages. In 1976 it was still possible for an agricultural worker to be paid
8 baht per day on an agribusiness farm of several thousand acres. 84 Many rural
workers are still hired as seasonal, residential ‘in-servants’ for a measure of paddy.

The rural population is exploited and disadvantaged in many other ways, notably
through the embezzlement, graft, extortion and numerous other forms of corrupt
practice by many officials, and not least through the inequitable distribution and
costs of educational and health facilities. While some 40% of the Thai budget is
spent on “counter-insurgency” 85 only 3.4% of government expenditure is on
health; the majority of the population still has to rely on traditional curative
practices and unlicensed “injection doctors”. 86 80% of the population has received
only primary education to  which a declining proportion of educational expenditure
is allocated. 87 In most cases this means four years of  education, which is no guaran-
tee even of continuing literacy. In 1971 the number of students in educational
institutions was as follows: 88

Primary — 5 million
Secondary — 1 .6 million
Tertiary — 450,000

At the same time the population of  Buddhist monasteries (25,804 monasteries in
1973 and steadily increasing) was 313,307 monks and novices, all male and mostly
of working age , 89 In almost all respects considered here the situation of the majority
of Thailand’s population of some half a million mainly hill dwelling minority
peoples is worse. A large majority of them are still denied either full citizenship or
land rights. 90
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Government Policies

Rice Prices
One of the principle price mechanisms used by governments in recent years has
been the premium on rice exports which was first imposed in 1955 ,91 From this
variable tax, which at times amounted to over 30% of  the export price, the govern-
ment for many years (1955-1965) derived between 10-16% of its total revenue.
Although by 1971 it yielded only 1 .3% of total revenue the absolute figure was still
over half that in 1955, total government revenue having increased some fivefold
during that period. It still yields more than the whole income tax and more than
twice the income tax on individuals. The policy has recently been criticized by
Withayakom Chiengkul. 92 The main purposes of the premium are to keep down
the price to consumers by restricting exports and to derive government revenue
‘from the exporters’. This economist argues that on the one hand the first aim can
be achieved by restricting exports by other means, and that on the other hand the
revenue is in effect collected from the farmers and is not actually used for the
benefit of farmers. The policy has been used to subsidize the politically more vocal
and in the past more immediately crucial urban sector of government officials and
non-agricultural workers. Ammar Siamwalla concludes:

“Farmers are now bearing a double burden of taxation: first, the burden of the premium
actually collected, and second, the burden of the implicit subsidy to urban dwellers.” 93

The system of allocating export quotas between members of the semi-mono-
polistic rice exporters club (see above) is said to lead to corruption while the
reserve rice policy, by which exporters must sell a proportion to the government at
lower prices, further reduces the price paid to farmers.

There are of course other ways in which the farmer is cheated of the value of his
product, some of which (agricultural rents, selling ‘green rice’, interest rates etc.)
have already been referred to.  The rice mills buy by volume and sell by weight,
most farmers not having scales and sometimes using non-standard local, traditional
units of measure. There are in addition the problems of  grading the rice sold by the
producer and of assessing the quantity of rice which can be milled from paddy. In
1976 one government agency reckoned the proportion at 36% while the Ministry of
Agriculture estimated 46.4%; on the other hand, the (then) Federation of Labour
Unions, of Thailand calculated 59% and the National Students Centre of Thailand,
after conducting their own experiments, 65%. One source using a figure (milled rice
from paddy) estimates that at 1976 prices the farmer obtained only 25% of the
export price of rice. 95 Producers, moreover, face large fluctuations in the price of
rice as well as of other agricultural products.95

A government policy of guaranteeing prices has raised the hopes of many pro-
ducers but has had an almost negligible effect apart from encouraging corruption
and benefitting a handful of already well-to-do farmers. Between 1969-72 govern-
ment funds were earmarked for the purchase of only 150,000 tons of rice out of
approximately 8 million tons marketed; in fact only between 16,500 and 105,800
tons were actually bought at the support price. Instances of the operation of the
scheme are revealing of the attitude of government and government officials towards
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the farmers. In one province in 1969 officials actually bought their quota of rice at
support price from the mills. A farmer interviewed by the author in 1976 when
the support price was 2,000-2,500 baht per ton complained of stricter methods
employed by government buyers, subtracting for dampness, for leaves and for
broken pieces — things not normally done by private buyers. Moreover local millers
actually lowered their prices, to as little as 1,300 baht per ton, or shut their gates

_and refused to buy, telling the farmers to go and sell to the government if they
wanted higher prices, or even in one to case to the radio station from which the
farmers had heard about the support price! In the event fewer than 50 farmers in
the district received the guaranteed price — all wealthy members of government
sponsored fanners’ groups with influence among the district officials. Several
rich farmers, mainly village headmen and chairmen of such groups sold several times
their individual quota by using the names of fellow members without their willing
consent. In 1977 the support price policy was abandoned in favour of reliance on
exports, leaving farm prices even more vulnerable to the vagaries of the world rice
market. 97

Government Sponsored Farmers’ Groups
Government sponsored co-operatives of various kinds have existed on a very small
scale for some 70 years. In 1973 there were 1,076 co-operatives of all kinds, with
717,521 members. 98 The most potentially important of these have been various
credit co-operatives which had 418,204 members in 1976 or only some 10% of
farming families. 99 Once again the policy has a minimal effect on the farming
population as a whole. While some 80% of farming families are in debt, and there is
still an unsatisfied demand for agricultural credit, only 10-15% of credit is provided
by official sources at the official interest rate; most of this small proportion comes
from the Bank of Agriculture and Co-operatives and the Commercial Bank, 10%
from government agencies and a negligible amount from co-operatives them-
selves? 00 The government has tried to persuade the banks to channel a mere 5% of
their risk assets to rural areas, but less than half the target sum has been reached. 101

In any case the extension of credit without changing other structures of control of
land and the distributive system is likely to benefit chiefly the wealthier farmers
and the marketing middlemen.

In the past few years the policy of extending government sponsored farmers’
groups has received considerable impetus helped by numerous bilateral and inter-
national programmes of aid and technical assistance. In the eight northern provinces
the aim is to create one such group (klum kasetakom) in every subdistrict, each
containing several units (nuai) ideally representing a different agricultural speciality
or crop but in practice based on administrative village units. Although the provision
of credit, principally through loans from the Bank of Agriculture and Co-operatives,
has so far been the main function there is small scale provision of other inputs such
as seeds and pesticides, sometimes provided free through the district agricultural
extension officer, and fertilizer provided on interest free credit. A few groups have
co-operative marketing schemes.

In an interview in September, 1976, a senior foreign official of the Northern
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Region Agricultural Development Centre (NADC) Chiengmai told the author that
there were approximately 350 klum kasetakorn (government sponsored farmers’
groups) in the North, with an average of some 250 families in each group; but of
these only about 50 were “active”. The official explained that the main emphasis
was to increase production with an. eye to increased exports. He said that support
for a new class of entrepreneurial, small capitalist farmers rather than securing
the well-being of the great majority of rural producers was not only part of the
intention of the planners but the inevitable outcome of such schemes. The official
estimated that probably 80% of the leaders of these groups were inadequate,
whether self-seeking, partial or simply inefficient, and, while in theory answerable
to their members and removable from office, tended to  act like traditional ‘patrons’
and ‘big-men’ in their local arenas. In interviews with members of several groups the
author found considerable mistrust of elected officers and cases of chairmen and
committee members securing disproportionate advantages for themselves. In theory
even the land poor may join the groups though they are much less likely to be able
to secure loans. In the district referred to earlier which contained 3,430 owners of
5 rai or more of land, a total of 5,613 households were recorded as having planted
rice, while only 1,165 were members of the farmers’ groups the formation of which
had begun three years before. The 1,165 members owned or worked a total of
19,230 rai of land, indicating well above average size holdings. Even among the
membership of the groups there was often little enthusiasm or commitment to
them. This was also the finding of a study of the North East of Thailand, which
concluded:

“In the provision of credit and the supply of agricultural inputs the organizations continue
to benefit most the larger, more wealthy farmers. In this way they have been helping to
widen income inequalities at the local level and create rifts in the traditional society.” 102

The creation of a new rural capitalist class regardless of the social consequences
is in itself a political intervention of far reaching importance. Many other govern-
ment schemes for rural areas have had an even more overtly political purpose. An
example of this is the Accelerated Rural Development programme (ARD) which
was initiated in 1965 with large scale United States backing. The programme
concentrated on the North East where armed insurgency started, also in 1965,
and to  which some 70% of US aid to Thailand has been directed. It also concen-
trated on other border areas “to co-ordinate the planning and implementation of a
wider range of rural development programmes in security sensitive changwats
(provinces) . . . ”  and “to win over, and sometimes win back, our own villagers.” 103

90% of the ARD budget has been spent on road building with a clear eye on military-
political as well as economic priorities. 104 The timing of the establishment of the
NADC, built like a fortress on army land below the royal summer palace on the
foothills outside Chiengmai city, suggests an attempt to intervene to counter the
spontaneous movements of landless and land poor peasants. Although plans for
something similar were drawn up in 1972 the project was boosted in 1974, revised
in March 1975 and became efficiently operational by about May 1975; dates which
coincide with the growth of the Peasants Federation of Thailand, which will be
discussed below.
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The 1975 and 1976 Local Development (Tambon) Schemes
The Kukrit Pramot governments (October 1974-April 1976) launched two projects
for decentralizing control of rural development funds and providing off-season
employment in rural areas. Equal sums were given to each of 5,023 sub-districts
(tambon), 105 regardless of  size, to be spent according to the needs and priorities of
the people as decided by local development committees, members of which were
also paid out of the fund. The allocations were: 2,500 million baht or 488, 185
baht per tambon in 1985, and 3,500 million baht or 600,000 baht per tambon in
1976. Funds were in principle divided equally between administrative villages in
each subdistrict. The 1975 scheme has been analysed in detail by Kroekkiert
Phiphatseritham. 106 There were 41,267 separate projects of which a summary
breakdown is:

Roads and bridges 60.03%
Irrigation ditches, water tanks etc. 18 .60%
School building projects 6.38%
Clinics 0.17%
Other 14.82%

46.5-57% of project budgets were spent on wages paid to residents in each project
area who averaged 14-28 days work receiving an average 284-556 baht per head.
The survey reveals that only 30-50% of projects were reckoned by the recipients to
have had “good results”.

This injection of cash, like the injection of coloured liquids to show up in X-rays
of the body, revealed many of the weaknesses, and a few strengths, of the formal
and informal structures of administration and control in rural areas. Kroekkiert
criticises the 1975 scheme for encouraging corruption, cheating and embezzlement
and for destroying the co-operative spirit and encouraging capitalist relations within
villages, while at the same time the sums earned by villagers were not even sufficient
for more than temporary subsistence needs. In this author’s experience the 1976
scheme strengthened the local influence of members of the well-to-do peasant and
junior official classes, who tended to determine the nature of the projects, and
frequently also profited in other ways. For instance although the scheme started in
April, cash for wages at 20 baht per day was not forthcoming until June. A high
proportion of villagers were obliged to sell their shares in April at 15 baht per day
to richer peasants who collected the full 20 baht in June, equivalent to  a loan at
100% per annum.

In one village the total allocation was used to  rebuild a dam for a local irrigation
system although only 20% of villagers possessed land which used the system, and
there were otherhigh priorities (for example only some 10% of households possessed
toilets, village paths were in urgent need of maintenance, etc.). This case was
exacerbated by large scale corruption by certain members of the committee con-
trolling the project (which did not even include the elected overseer of the irrigation
system). Not only were materials overpriced and delivered short but the committee
declared it could no longer pay wages when there were in fact still substantial funds
remaining. The outcome of this case shows some more positive features. Villagers,
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had learned lessons from the 1975 project and from the experience of more demo-
cratic discussion and diffusion of ideas which received some encouragement during
the period of greater political freedom between October 1973 and October 1976. 107

Two members of the development committee were forced to resign and the em-
bezzled funds were restored. Despite strong and plausible rumours of cover-up no
further action was taken, nor were other committee members, who included one or
two district officials, disciplined. An instance of the leverage of district officials is
provided by the fact that in this area, though it is not known how widespread this
was in other areas, 6,000 baht from each project was withdrawn for use by the
‘Village Scout’ movement. This movement, which is discussed further below, has an
ultra-right ideology, and in some cases a para-military purpose, and was being used
at the time to suppress the initiatives of the landless and poor peasants, and of their
allies among the students and other sectors.

The tambon development scheme was not repeatedin 1977, after the coup d’etat;
instead some 7.8 million people were organized into contributing an estimated
545.07 million baht of labour in a six week “voluntary labour programme” or
“summer community development project”. 108 If the earlier schemes had en-
couraged an ethic, and relations, capitalist in character, the 1977 scheme, given the
style and context of the operation, seems to have reverted to  a kind of semi-feudal
method of requisitioning unpaid labour.

Land Reform and Land Rent Reform
The extent of tenancy and the exploitative nature of tenancy arrangements have
already been described and the campaign of the Peasants Federation of Thailand on
the twin issues of land reform and agricultural land rent reform will be considered
later. It is sufficient at this point to note that the new Kukrit Pramot government,
sensitive to electioneering and populist pressures, was compelled to rush through
the Agricultural Land Rent Control Act of 1974, which became legally effective on
18th December 1974. The provisions, had they been enforced and supervised, would
have gone a considerable way to  meeting some of the most pressing demands of
tenant farmers.

The 1974 Act 109 required a contract, whether written or oral, for all tenancies;
in effect it converted existing tenancy agreements into contracts, to last for six
years from the date of the Act. These contracts could be renewed indefinitely for
further six year periods except in cases of exceptionaly necessity and with the
agreement of the tenant. It limited the payment of rent to once a year regardless
of the number of crops grown. It stipulated that normally the product of the main
crop should be divided into three parts: a minimum of one-third for production
costs, the remainder to be divided equally between landlord and tenants. The rent
should be reduced if harvests were poor, and no rent should be required i f  the yield
was less than one-third of the average or usual harvest. Conflicts should be settled
by a committee to contain an official, the landlord and the tenant. The basic
provisions would have reduced rents from a norm of 50%, more or less and some-
times for each crop, to a maximum of a single rent of 3373% and would also have
provided the tenant with security of possession and a number of other safeguards.
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It should be noted that an Act Controlling the Rent of Paddy Land had been
passed in 1950 laying down fair rents of 5-25% depending on yield. This had
remained a “dead letter”. 110 The 1974 Act, in so far as it ever became widely
known and understood, raised the hopes and expectations of many fanners. It also,
raised fears among landlords who refused to co-operate and used all possible means
to resist the implementation of the Act. 111 The principle activity of the Peasants
Federation of Thailand was to make known the provisions of the new Act and to
support those farmers who pressed for their implementation. As we! shall see not
only the landlords but also their political allies reacted with ferocious violence.

It could be expected that land reform would meet with even less enthusiasm
from landowners and their allies. As it was, political expediency led to  the passing
of an Agricultural Land Reform Actin January 1975, promulgated in March 1975.
The voting was 65-47 out of a National Assembly of 269 members, many of whom
were landowners or  represented landowning interests . Unlike the Land Rent Control
Act, the provisions of the Land Reform Act were not intended to  come into force
until 1st January 1977. The delay was rumoured to be  to allow landowners time to
get round the new law. 112

The Act envisaged a basic maximum holding of 50 rai of crop land, a size which
in most areas and most standards would indicate a relatively rich peasant household.
For unutilized land 20 rai and for pasture land 100 rai would be permitted. A
proposal for the creation of multi-purpose agricultural settlements of over 10,000
rai for the landless was defeated as “an adventure in communism”, recalling the attack
made on Pridi Phanomyong’s agricultural plans of 1933. 113 If a landowner held up
to 1,000 rai one year before the law he could retain all his land provided he could
show that he worked all the land without renting it out. Even estates of 10,000 rai
and over could be retained if the owner could show that large investments had been
made, new techniques had been developed, and the produce met strategic domestic
and foreign demands; and also provided that after 15 years the owner was prepared
to offer 60% of the land to landless peasants wanting to acquire i t .  The Act, while
appearing to provide a political sop to a wide spectrum of peasants, was clearly
designed to permit and encourage the development of, on the one hand, a rich
peasant class and, on the other, large scale capitalist agri-business. Remaining land
was to be bought by the government for distribution to landless and land poor
peasants, beginning with estates over 500 rai. The government was to buy surplus
land at market rates (25% in cash and 75% in government bonds etc.), and to
provide credit for developing the land distributed.

The government would have been hard put to it to finance these proposals, but
they did not seriously have to contemplate this eventuality. Not only were there
numerous loopholes but the reform proposals were never even seen as a national
programme. The district (amphur) was to be the unit for “land reform areas” and
land reform committees, consisting mainly of officials, would have to show the
need for declaring a land reform area. There was no time limit for such declaration,
excepting that a survey was to be carried out in all areas within three years of the
promulgation of the law, and that all land sales were to  be prohibited for three
years following the declaration of a district as a land reform area; except of course
with the permission of  the offical-dominated land reform committee.
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The Land Reform Act was heavily criticized by the Peasants Federation of
Thailand for being neither sufficiently urgent nor fundamental. They urged the
scrapping of the new law. A PFT leader said: “The present system of land reform
cannot work because those supervising the scheme are all rich people chosen by the
officials themselves”. 114 Even the Secretary-General of the Agricultural Land
Reform Office, Dr. Chaiyong Chuchart, an expert who had long campaigned in
official circles for land reform, commented ruefully: “We should have begun 5-10
years ago. Now I don’t know. Maybe it is too late”. 115

Peasants Organize — The Peasants Federation of Thailand
The revolutionary role of the peasantry in 20th century Asian history has begun to
be extensively described and analysed, and the military, political and economic
achievements of the peasantry and their revolutionary allies in Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia, Thailand’s Indochinese neighbours, demand a reconsideration of much
conventional theory about peasantry, and the peasantry of those societies in par-
ticular. The peasantry of Thailand has long been seen by many academic observers,
not to mention some members of ruling circles and their advisers given to wishful
thinking, as something of an exception, a special case. Wilson, quoted earlier,
concluded:

“The Thai peasantry must be considered a fundamentally conservative element in Thai
society.” 116

Another classic statement runs:

“Peasants and others of lowsocial status have never viewed [the] social system as particularly
unreasonable or severe, and there is no history in Thailand of general social oppression.” 117

The history of the Thai peasantry may not yet be adequately written but it
already shows that' the whole system was based on the exploitation and oppression
of client-peasant and slave classes. Various incidents recorded in chronicles, admini-
strative practices and laws, indicate clearly that the subject population frequently
took action to avoid oppressive taxes, civil and military corvee labour and other
depredations of the ruling classes. 118 Nor are peasant revolts unknown, 119 for all
that they, and many other forms of peasant resistance and protest, may be of a not
fully conscious, sub-political nature.120 The documentation and analysis of peasant
struggles of the past is a large, urgent and uncompleted task. That there was oppres-
sion, that there were struggles is beyond doubt.

By 1973 the peasantry had reached a new historical conjuncture, one in large
part determined and characterized by the forces and conditions analysed so far. In
this new conjuncture the peasantry began to forge new forms of organization and
consciousness. The first signs appeared with a few months of the October 1973
uprising. 121

In May 1974 hundreds of farmers from the Central provinces of Nakom Sawan,
Phichit, Phitsanuloke, Petchabun, Khampaengphet and Ayuthaya protested to  the
government over dispossession of their land and its appropriation by capitalist
moneylenders. The Prime Minister set up investigating committees in each province,
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the committees to include local officials from the areas concerned. The committees
substantiated the facts of the problem but found that in all cases the fanners had
been legally expropriated. From 24-29th June 1974 some thousands of farmers
from eleven provinces, including representatives popularly elected (from each) for
the occasion, assembled at Sanam Luang, a large open space in the old centre of
Bangkok flanked by Thammasat University, the old royal walled palace, the Ministry
of  Justice and the Ministry of  Defence. They presented six points to the government
including demands for land for the 1974 planting season, permanent land for the
landless, reduction of excessive interest charges, and the withdrawal of current
court cases in which farmers had been charged with unwittingly using the land of
absentee owners. The government took note but did nothing. The farmers’ forces
were growing however and events reached a climax in November and December 1974.

In November 1,200 farmers, this time delegates from 25 provinces in the North
and North East as well as the Centre, met in Sanam Luang accompanied by students,
workers, and some Buddhist monks and novices. 122 They drew up a further nine
point programme. At the same time, in Chiengmai, capital city of the North, there
were 18 days of continuous meetings in the town hall from which representatives
were elected to go to Bangkok. 19th November 1974 marks an event of great
historical significance: the Peasants Federation of Thailand (sahaphan chao rai chao
na haeng phrathet that) was formed. Chai Wangtrakul was elected as President,
Intha Sribunruang as Vice-President and Chairman of the Northern branch. As we
have seen, one outcome of the Federation’s demands, to which they gave the
government eleven days to respond, was the hastily passed Land Rent Control Act
of 18th December 1974.

The movement grew rapidly, especially in the North. Intha visited every sub-
district in Chiengmai and Lamphum provinces and soon there were branches in every
district of Chiengmai province. Intha claimed that 100,000 families had joined in
Chiengmai alone, and that many hundreds of villages were involved. 123 On May Day
1975 in Bangkok peasants rallied again from at least 19 provinces of Northern and
Central Thailand and the North Eastern provinces of Udom, Surin and Khonkaen;
support groups also met in the provinces. The nine demands made of the govern-
ment show a heightened political consciousness. They included: implementation of
the Land Rent Act, allocation of land for planting in 1975, issue of title deeds
to farmers squatting on denuded forest reserve land, scrapping of land reform
legislation, suspension of  all court cases involving farmers, release of  farmers arrested
for trespass, and the lifting of martial law in many outlying provinces which pre-
vented villagers from demonstrating. This time the government made no pretence
of accepting the farmers’ demands as they had done in December; they were
rejected as illegal. The Federation vowed never to return to Bangkok but to  continue
their struggle in the villages. The work of the Peasants Federation went on: re-
cruiting and politicising villagers; holding meetings to inform them of their legal
rights, especially under the Land Rent Act; denouncing corrupt officials for mis-
appropriating development funds; and distributing publications, including a new
newspaper “The Thai Farmer” (chaona thai) edited by Intha Sribunruang.

This work was continued in the face of  every kind of  official opposition including
bloody suppression. Many village and sub-district headmen refused to make public
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the new Land Rent Act or to set up sub-district committees to supervise land rent
as required by the Act. Villagers were threatened with arrest as communists if they
voted for candidates who supported the Federation’s programme. Government
controlled press and radio accused the Federation of “mobilizing the masses” which
was made synonymous with subversion and treason. Meetings were harassed and
attacked by police and military, and above all by members of  various right-wing
groups manipulated by senior politicians, district officials and the military. In
particular there were the “Village Scouts”, 124 the “Red Gaurs” (katJung daeng —
the gaur is a kind of wild buffalo) and Nawaphol. These groups of “political gang-
sters”, as they came to be called, were frequently armed. The 1975 May Day
meeting for instance was attacked by kathing daeng with bombs, and food was
poisoned.

The assassination of left-wing and progressive leaders, which had a grisly tradition
stretching back into the 1950s, became a regular occurrence. A new wave of assas-
sinations began in 1974 and reached a peak in 1975 when at least 18 Peasant
Federation leaders were assassinated between February and August alone. 125 Most
of the killings were in the North, but they occurred also in the Centre and North
East in areas where the Federation was gaining strength. These culminated in the
murder of Intha Sribunruang. The police were said to have put about forged letters
purporting to show that the killings were the result of internal dissension. No arrests
of suspects were made except in the case of one of the two hired killers of Intha,
but not their instigator. The series of assassinations bore the marks of a Phoenix-
type programme adopted from American experience in Vietnam. 126

Some details of the life of Intha are instructive. Bom in 1930 he was married
and had five children. He had only four years of  primary education, but also spent
four years from the age of twelve as a Buddhist novice in a village temple. He was
head of a youth group and had started a village drama group as a young man. When
only 28 he was elected village headman and soon also became a member of the sub-
district administrative committee and head of a government sponsored farmers’
group in Saraphi district near Chiengmai city. He had a small orchard and village
store, but had had to sell rice land to send his children to school. He had long
championed the rights of  poor peasants and it was after he had led a delegation from
Saraphi district to the meeting in Chiengmai in November 1974 that he was chosen
as a representative of peasants in the North to go to Bangkok, where he was elected
Vice-President of the Peasants Federation of Thailand. What is of note is that his
career contains all the elements which mark a man out for respect at the village
level, with experience in religious, cultural, political, administrative and economic
spheres. The fact that he had been an elected village headman (he resigned on
becoming Vice-President) and elected head of a government sponsored farmers’
group, should serve as a reminder that many progressive rural leaders gain ex-
perience in these ways and that not all such posts are held by rich peasants whose
class interests would tend to align them with district officials and rural capitalists.
Intha’s experience and analysis of the critical situation of the majority of farmers
led him beyond working within those structures and to seek more radical solutions.
His memorial pamphlet A Fighter for the People bore the slogan “Intha has died;
new In thas, hundreds of thousands, will arise”.
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The Peasant Movement and its Allies
The bloody suppression of the peasants movement in 1975 was an indication of
growing right-wing reaction to  the period of  democratic initiatives following October
1973, a reaction which was to explode a year later in the Thammasat University
massacre on October 6th 1976. The movement was forced to  be more cautious and
less public; but it continued to organize and continued to be attacked. In July 1976
for instance a hand grenade was thrown at the house of Intha’s successor Sithorn
Yotkantha forcing him to lead a more or less underground existence. Following the
October 6th 1976 coup d’etat when all possibility of open activity was banned by
the decrees of the new dictatorship Sithorn was reported to have left for the jungle.
On 25th February 1977 Sithorn broadcast to the peasants of Thailand over the
clandestine “Voice of the People” radio, 127 and on 28th September 1977 it was
announced that he had been elected a committee member of a newly formed
Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic Forces.

It should be stressed that from the first the Peasants Federation had been
committed to a peaceful struggle. This was emphasized in a pamphlet distributed
by the PFT a few days after its foundation. The leaflet insisted on peaceful means,
explaining that its struggle was not against “officials, police and soldiers who are
our luuk laan” (kinsmen, literally ‘children, grandchildren, nieces and. nephews’),
but against “the government and the capitalists”. 128 This peaceful approach was re-
emphasized by Sithorn in an interview shortly before the October 1976 coup d’etat:

“We will fight peacefully even though the small minority against whose interests we fight
may seek to use violence; even when a large number of our peasants’ leaders up and down
the country have been beaten up or killed. Any amount of beating, killing or suffering will
not be able to break our resolve, because in the past all we have known is hardship and
suffering.” 129

However the last edition of The Thai Farmer foresaw another possibility and
drew the conclusion: “Blood must be washed away with blood” and “If they use
guns we must use guns”. It should also be noted that the PFT organized largely in
the centrally located valleys and basins of North and Central Thailand where
there had not been a history of armed opposition to the government and where
armed revolt would have been extremely dangerous and could have met with
overwhelmingly military suppression. Occasional armed clashes did occur. It should
be borne in mind that the possession of weapons, principally shotguns and home
made muzzle loaders for hunting and personal protection, is widespread among
villagers. The incidents at Mae Liang mine in Sermngam district Lampang province
constitute one instance of a probably fairly limited number of cases. 1311 Villagers
from six villages had complained 13 times over five years to the government over
damage and trouble caused by the mineowner and had asked for closure of the
mine. Their meetings had been shot at by guards hired by the mineowner. On one
occasion a village patrol, armed for self-defence with shotguns, met a truckload of
mine employees armed with M16 rifles and grenades. When the villagers asked to
inspect the truck, the truck reversed and a grenade was thrown at one of the
villagers. In a subsequent exchange of fire three mine employees and one villager
were killed.
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The peasants movement grew rapidly despite the hostile reaction to it of those
whose entrenched interests were threatened by this new phenomenon. Peasant
resistance was by no means all rhetorical, nor unsuccessful. A pamphlet of 13th
December 1974 issued by the PFT in Chiengmai and Lamphun records 600 cases of
“landlords’ bullying” resisted and 100 cases of refusal to pay rents above the new
legal maximum. A number of landlords were taken to court during this period. But
there is no doubt that within nine months of its formation the PFT had suffered a
serious defeat before it had had a chance to organize intensively and extensively
beyond a few areas in a minority of  the country’s provinces. It is worth considering
further who were the allies of the peasant movement and what limitations and
difficulties restricted the movement.

Peasant Classes
The history of  revolutions in many countries shows that the question of alliances

within the peasantry and between the peasantry and other sectors of classes of
society is a crucial one. Intha sp.oke of uniting “70 to 80% of peasants together on
the basis of good understanding”. 131 The PFT spoke for the rural poor, the landless
the peasants with small holdings, the tenants, and in a wider sense for all those who
experienced injustices and denials of democratic freedoms. This might be expected
to unite a large majority of the rural population. The farmer who said “if you own
10 rai there is no need to join the Federation” 132 was by no  means using an arbitrary
figure [for the North] even if in his rhetoric he was perhaps being too exclusive.
Nonetheless 60% of peasant households in four northern provinces are reported to
own holdings under 1 0 rai. 133 By almost any reckoning holders of 1 0 rai in Northern
Thailand would have to be regarded as belonging to classes of poor or at most lower
middle peasants. 134 Figures cited earlier showed that 48% of all rural households
owned less than 15 rai, to which we have to add the completely landless, small
tenants, and the very large numbers of peasants in the North East who own larger
amounts of unproductive land. We saw that in 1971 63% of Northern and 74% of
North Eastern rural households could be said to be living in poverty.

Indices of income and amount of land owned do not of course in themselves
indicate class position, even though land ownership is a good index provided we
bear in mind the various qualifications introduced earlier. It is class relations which
are crucial for the analysis, which have to include inter alia other factors of owner-
ship and control of means of production; accumulation and exploitation through
hiring wage labour, moneylending, trading etc., social, political and ideological
alignments, and so on. Ultimately it is likely that poor and landless peasants who
have nothing to lose will be a firm revolutionary force. 135 As for the ‘middle
peasantry’ consisting of basically self-sufficient, independent smallholders, Hamza
Alavi in his analysis of the Chinese revolution concluded that much of the revo-
lutionary initiative came in the first instance from this class. 136 An urgent practical
task, from any point of view, would be to analyse the nature and potential of such
a class in Thailand. It is an essentially ambivalent class, extending at one ‘end’ into
the class of poor peasants and at the other into that of rich peasants exploiting the
labour of others, accumulating and operating as petty rural capitalists. Many in
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this class work co-operatively in production with poorer peasants. With them
they experience many bureaucratic and economic injustices. Like them they are
functional for capitalist and dependent neo-colonial economies as they work to
reproduce themselves at no cost to capital, avoiding the need for social subsidy
while providing a reserve of labour in readiness. They are forced, by the cash
economy and the need, externally stimulated, to buy high cost industrially produced
goods, and so to market, if not necessarily to produce, more and more while sub-
sisting on less and less. Numerically, more in this class are likely to decline economi-
cally in forseeable conditions within existing structures, than to succeed as petty
capitalist farmers. Indeed many are ruined by indebtedness and other incumbrances
in the attempt. Such considerations should remind us of the need to analyse eco-
nomic differentiation and class structures among the peasantry as historical pro-
cesses and not in terms of  static and artificial compartments.

In an earlier paper, using figures from which I would hesitate to generalize to
other areas without great caution, and which I amplified with a number of other
socio-economic factors, I concluded that for agricultural producers, ownership of
25  rai or more of land could be a theoretical index of membership in a class of  rich
peasants. 137 Numerically such households, together with even larger owners,
constituted 7.9% of land tax paying households, which category contained only
about 50% of the population of the almost entirely agricultural district in question
(see above). I attempted to show that such a class was beginning to reproduce
itself as a class, to provide a large proportion of the formal local political and
administrative leadership, to be in various forms of alliance with urban and bureau-
cratic petty bourgeois classes etc., etc. We have seen that government policies tend
to favour this class for both political and economic reasons. We have also seen
figures of 25 and 50 rai given as official estimates of proper landholding size. We
have moreover seen that governments are unlikely so  to  distribute the land of  larger
landowners as to increase substantially such a class relative to less favoured classes,
let alone thereby to  eliminate poverty and landlessness. Both numerically, then, and
in terms of class composition it might be concluded that the rural allies of a radical
or revolutionary peasants movement would be strong indeed.

Before going on to  consider just some of the many factors which tend to  inhibit
the development of revolutionary consciousness and unity within the broad mass of
the peasantry, one or two further, more positive features should be mentioned.

First there is an absence in Thailand of any market.or pervasive “communalism’
or major ethnic divide across the country as a whole. Such a statement needs
qualification. I omit for reasons of space the special situation in the far south of a
geographically fairly concentrated population of about one million Thai-Malays,
mostly Malay speaking and Islamic. Attitudes of a racialist kind towards citizens
with Chinese ancestry may enter perceptions of a basically class nature; for instance
there is some resentment, sometimes- expressed in racial terms, of the class of
entrepreneurs, traders and middlemen, many of whom for historical reasons are of
Sino-Thai descent. On the other had, urban workers of both Thai and Sino-Thai
descent have shown remarkable solidarity. Attitudes to hill dwelling minority
peoples, collectively numbering some 500,000 or perhaps fewer, are it is true
sometimes prejudiced, but in the author’s experience it is precisely in those areas
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where there is most frequent contact between Thai peasants and hill peoples that
relations are best. In places land shortage can lead to a perception of conflicting
interests. It is rather the attitudes of official and upper classes which tend to
reinforce prejudiced and racial perceptions of the minority peoples, and even of
members of the regional Thai cultures, Northern and North Eastern especially, even
of countrymen in general. And it was precisely governments which have in past
decades discriminated and legislated against the Sino-Thai population. 138

Secondly, while it might also be considered a weakness that poor and middle
peasants may be tied to rich peasants by ties of kinship, locality, common social,
religious and cultural activity, which can conceal relations of exploitation, at the
same time members of the rich peasantry may to a certain extent sympathize with,
support and share common interests with poorer peasants, especially in oppositon
to the depredations of official strata and some urban elements. This should not be
exaggerated. There are some fundamental differences of interest, which much
government propaganda tries to overlay and obscure with spurious concepts of
undifferentiated unity of all the people, all the villagers, the people and all officials
and so on. But in many areas and in many situations it would be wrong to ignore
the reality both of deceptive and substantial bonds of solidarity.

Ideological Aspects
The ideological aspect of  class relations is crucial here and governments and right-

wing forces have not been slow to exploit this aspect. An article of this length does
not permit a detailed consideration of this complex issue but one or two points
need to be made. First we might consider the current slogan of the right “Nation —
Religion — King” which is intended to rally all the people and instill an anti-com-
munist crusading fervour. To a great many, probably the great majority, of villagers
these symbols continue to  have a kind of unquestionable legitimacy. But as we have
seen the villagers have begun to adopt more questioning attitudes, and newer
concepts have begun to acquire high or equal priority: democracy, justice, equality,
liberty, and national sovereignty.

“Nation” — well yes; but what of decades of governments’ disregard and dis-
crimination against the regions, the Thai-Lao North East, the Malay South, the hill
dwelling minorities? What of the veritable social and cultural invasion by imperialist
influences, notably during the Indochina wars, let alone the more fundamental
neo-colonial control of the economy which foreign capital has been encouraged to
secure?

“Religion” — well yes; but it must be realized that at the village level Buddhism
and the village temples are also the property of the people. Buddhist ideas can be
and are used to  criticize oppression. Religion is a two-edged weapon in the hands of
the ruling class, and it may be that the two edges are not equally sharp. Govern-
ments have recently encouraged the selective politicization of the role of the Bud-
dhist order of monkhood, the sangha, including the sending of monks to preach
anti-communist sermons. 139 Many Buddhist monks, who are overwhelmingly sons
of the countryside and mostly only temporarily ordained in the Buddhist order,
have taken up the peoples’ causes; some have been persecuted and even assassinated
for so doing. The rantings of the monk Kittiwutho, ideological leader of the ultra-
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right Nawaphol group, who claims it is not a sin for Buddhists to kill “communists”
(a term which has been employed to coyer a range of oppositionists from well to
the right of centre) are unlikely to further the cause of unity among Buddhists.

“Monarchy” — well it is true that up to the present and for the majority of the
people the monarch and idea of kingship, so closely linked with Thai Buddhist
history, have been above criticism. It is true that such past kings as King Mongkut,
Rama 4th (reigned 1851-1868) and King Chulalongkorn, Rama 5th (reigned 1868-
1910) might be judged to have exercised some progressive influences in their time.
The present monarch is ninth of a dynasty which an old astrological prediction
foretold would end after the ninth (astrological predictions are taken seriously by
people of all strata and are not infrequently used in political manipulations). Since
his accession in 1946 he has become the strongest monarch since the abolition of
the absolute monarchy in 1932. In the process the palace and its advisers have
become increasingly involved in secular affairs and even factional politics, exposing
the monarch increasingly to criticism. Since the October 1976 coup,, in which the
king almost certainly played a decisive role, 140 opposition statements, notably
those of the Communist Party of Thailand, have for the first time begun to speak
critically of the king in person and no longer obliquely as one of the “great feuda-
lists and landowners” etc. Even in the past there have been profound contradictions
in the notion of the Buddhist king; a recent historical work has demonstrated what
it calls the “striking paradox and dialectical theme” in Thai history of “the co-
existence of divine kingship and political insurrection”. 141

It was the dictatox Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat (Prime Minister 1958-1963) who
encouraged a new tendency to revive and manipulate the use of traditional symbols,
including the monarchy, especially in his American-backed counter-insurgency
drive. 142 In the period after 1973 the ultra-right introduced a qualitative shift and
began to give a more strident and semi-fascist emphasis to these slogans, which were
taken up in a great accord by the press, radio and television, and a wider panoply of
ideological apparatus including the formal school system, the Village Scout move-
ment etc., all controlled by the government (especially the all-powerful Ministry of
the Interior), the military and the police. 143 One of the consequences of this
barrage of propaganda has been to instill, quite pervasively, an unthinking anti-
communism in the rural population. Yet it may be questioned whether propaganda
which does not relate to the villagers’ direct experience will be likely to have a
profound or lasting effect. The author has many times found for instance, in casual
spontaneous conversation with farmers, that a speaker might start with a conven-
tional anti-communist platitude and then go on to  analyze real conditions, including
volunteered observations (contrary to the official line) that at least “the com-
munists” were Thai and not foreign invaders, by and large only attacked corrupt
officials and their agents and allies etc., and conclude that what was needed was a
greater measure of democracy, justice, equality — and socialism.

Another serious factor which tends to impede the development of a political arid
self-reliant consciousness among the peasantry, corresponding more appositely to
their real conditions, is what might be called a ‘culture of subordination’. Centuries
of existence of the rural population in various forms of legal inferiority and eco-.
nomic and political subordination, as clients (phrai) and ‘slaves’ of various kinds
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( that, kha) to classes of  bureaucratic and aristocratic patrons (nai, caonai, khunnang)
combined with other cultural elements, have produced a set of ideas and behaviour,
forms of social relations and practice, which leads to compliant personal dependence,
tolerance of subordination,, sense of inferiority, and lack of self-reliance. Needless
to say, in all but the most modem sectors, this syndrome is encouraged by the
current ruling class and its dependents, and is a further “semi-feudal” characteristic
of the society. This style of behaviour is however much less marked among the
Sino-Thai population, many of the hill dwelling minorities, and perhaps also among
some of the .traditionally more autonomous and communally minded villages in
outlying areas. It was remarkable that during the period of freer expression and
dissemination of democratic ideas after 1973 the style of ‘political’ behaviour of
villagers began to change to be more independent, outspoken and confident. This
was manifest also in areas outside those in which the PFT organized and led to  much
more open and lively village meetings, popular initiatives to dismiss corrupt head-
men, head teachers, officials etc. This change was to an important extent encouraged
not only by honest and democratically-minded local headmen, school teachers,
and some district officials, for there were some, it must be recorded, especially
among the junior ranks, but also by progressive politicians and intellectuals, and by
the student and workers movements to which we must now turn our attention.

Students and Workers Movements
From 1973 an organized movement of industrial and urban workers began to

develop again after a long period of repressive labour legislation. The majority of
the working population engaged in industry, commerce and services, including a
large number of government employees and those working in state run utilities and
enterprises, are concentrated in and around the capital Bangkok. By 1976 some 160
labour unions were grouped together under the Labour Council of Thailand (sapha
raengngan haeng phrathet thai). Given the recent expansion of non-agricultural
sectors a large proportion of non-agricultural workers are' from peasant families;
and many of them are, or regard themselves as, only temporary or seasonal workers.
This has a number of political consequences including the de facto disenfranchise-
ment of many urban workers; for instance in one textile factory in Bangkok at the
April 1976 election only 200 out of 5,000 workers were registered and had the
right to vote. But at the same time as constituting a possible weakness for the non-
agricultural workers movement, the proportion of peasant or former peasant
workers contributed among other things to the two way flow of experience and
information between the workers and. peasant movements. It was also the stated
policy of both sides to offer mutual support, and representatives of workers and
peasants, as well as of student and other organizations, regularly appeared together
on the platforms of the many public political meetings held on a wide variety of
issues between 1973-1976. There were many instances of solidarity being expressed
in concrete terms-; for instance in 1974 some 20,000 farmers are reported to have
marched on Bangkok in sympathy with the strike of textile workers.

Even more apparent perhaps was the support given to the peasants by numerous
student organizations throughout the country, especially by the largest grouping —
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the National Student Centre of Thailand (NSCT), established in 1970. The student
movement had begun to gain momentum by about 1970 when it began focussing its
protests against the involvement of Thai troops in South Vietnam and Laos, against
the US military bases in Thailand, against Japanese penetration of the economy,
and against the Thai military dictatorship itself. As is documented elsewhere in this
volume the students played a leading role in the events leading up to the (tem-
porary) overthrow of military dictatorship in October 1973, events which received
wider publicity and had a more significant impact in the countryside than political
events in the capital have generally done. It should be noted that while the hundreds
of thousands of demonstrators in the street of Bangkok contained few if any
peasants, there were simultaneous demonstrations in many provincial towns in all
regions of the country.

By now the student sector was numerically much larger than it had ever been.
Even for this reason alone students had ceased to be merely trainees for service in
government bureaucracies as they had long been, 145 and many faced unemployment.
The organized student movement contained secondary school students, as well as
university, technical college, vocational, college, and medical students. Although
coming from overwhelmingly bourgeois and petty bourgeois backgrounds, their
attitudes to and understanding of their society were changing. 146 Many students
began to learn about conditions in the countryside by making extended visits to
live and work in the villages; a symbol of at least moral solidarity with the masses
was the wearing of farmer’s-style blue shirts on the campus, hitherto unknown (and
banned following the October 1976 coup). The NSCT and other progressive student
organizations not only supported the PFT’s campaigns (as we saw earlier the May
1975 PFT rally was held at Thammasat University) but also joined in numerous
acts of local organization and education, protest and resistance, in solidarity with
the peasants in many parts of  the country. like the peasants, sometimes with them,
students met with every kind of suppression from local officials, landlords etc.,
and a number were killed. A few examples from among many will give an indication
of the nature of some of the student initiatives and their suppression. 147

Following the May, 1975, land dispossession protest referred to earlier, students went
out to the provinces to investigate and offer help. In Petchabun the provincial governor
surrounded the school, where the students were staying, with Border Patrol Police and
ordered the students out of the town within fifteen minutes, spreading the rumour that the
students were going to burn down the market placet

In the Nongbuaban area of Udorn province villagers from 14 villages faced dispossession
from 20,000 rai of land due to the building of a dam and hydroelectric scheme which, it was
feared, would mainly benefit the neighbouring l)S air base. There was a related problem of
increases of cattle theft. On 6th May, 1974,- when a meeting of villagers and students was
about to break up, the local district officer and the mayor brought in 1,000 people from
another area, some armed, to hold a meeting with loudspeakers a short distance away
attacking the villagers and students for being “communists” and for “mobilizing the masses”.
After 200 police and soldiers present had been withdrawn, the villagers were attacked and
three received gunshot wounds. Apparently the presence of newsreporters and Buddhist
monks prevented worse.

In another North Eastern area, Bakdong in Srisaket province,- villagers were protesting at the
(legalized) expropriation by a timber company of 10,000 rai of forested land which had
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previously been used by 2,000 families. On 21st May, 1975, the villagers, following a
pattern common to many other cases, requested the NSCT to join with them in pursuing
their case. The provincial governor hired trucks to take people from another area to break
up the meeting of villagers and students, putting about a false report of the presence of
“communist documents and weapons”.

On 3rd August, 1975, nine people, farmers and students, were arrested after protesting the
behaviour of a mine owner in Mae- Tha district, Lamphun. The protest movement following
these arrests spread from Lamphun, Chiengmai and Lampang in the North to Ubol and
Korat in the North East, Ayuthaya, Cholburi and Bangkok in the Centre, Songkhla in the
South, and other places. By 9th August no fewer than 23 progressive groups had committed
themselves to protect against the arrests and to defend democracy in case of a coup d’dtat
and further suppression.

On 11th February, 1976, two technical college students were killed and two injured when a
bomb was thrown into a house in Suandork sub-district, Chiengmai They had been members
of a group which had advised farmers on their legal rights and had also advised workers in
distillery and woodcarving factories, and municipal workers.

Although the urban movements of students (and other groups of intellectuals
which have not been mentioned here) and organized labour offered a critical degree
and kind of support to the peasant movement (and learnt from it), they too were
nascent movements developing after years of suppression 148 and subject to a
number oflimitationsin,andproblems of, political education, leadership, and unity,
let alone the continuing suppression and barrage of official counter-propaganda.
Another source of support came from left-wing political parties which took up the
peasants’ struggle.

Political Parties
The Socialist Party of Thailand (SPT) was established in October 1974 and

together with the allied United Socialist Front Party (USF) put up candidates for
the January 1975 elections to the National Assembly. The two parties had a rural
programme which contained proposals on income redistribution, land reform,
agricultural co-operatives, state control of key resources, and the legalization of the
Communist Party of Thailand. The two parties won 25 seats (SPT 15,  USF 10)
21 of them (23% of all seats) in the North East (plus 2 in the North, and 2 in
the South) out of a total of 269 seats. This was no-small achievement, operating
with very limited funds, in a country with a highly intermittent experience of
parliamentary elections 149 which have been characterized by much patronage,
vote-buying, and electoral frauds, and the politics of demagoguery, personalities,
cliques and ruling class interest groups. The SPT campaigned vigorously on behalf
of the PFT especially in the North. When tne Secretary-General of the SPT Dr.
Boonsanong Punyodyana stood in a bye-election in a part of Chiengmai province
in June 1975 he received 5,000 votes despite threats from official quarters that
anyone voting for the SPT might be arrested as communists. 150 The left-wing
parties in turn came under attack from ultra right-wing groups. In the lead up to  the
April, 1976, general election, the most violent in Thai history, meetings were
broken up and offices bombed (even those of the centre Phalang Mai party) and
there were numerous political assassinations of left-wing activists including the
SPT leader Dr. Boonsanong in- March 1975.
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The Communist Party of  Thailand (CPT) was established on 1st December 1942.
From the 1920s Bangkok had been a base for communist activities in the region,
and in 1930 a “Committee in Siam”, evidently aligned with the Communist Party
of China, published an analysis of  the conditions in the Thai countryside :

“It is clear that the struggle to revise the existing system of concentrated landholdings must
break out some day, and the land problem will surely be the basis of the change of the
system of government of Siam to that of democracy .” 151

“Those Thai without property will now persuade the farmers to join the struggle. The
general slogan should be ‘Begin by opposing rents and moneylenders, until the owners are
overthrown’. This slogan means to oppose only the rich farmers, because most of the middle
level farmers should rally to our side. As for the poor farmers and rural labourers, they
should all be united with us.” 152

King Prajadhipok commented on this document (which had been translated into
Thai from the original Chinese by a police translator):

“This is very well written . . . the author is a knowledgeable person well worth listening to . . .
If the contents of this document were disseminated among the agricultural classes in Siam,
many might find it quite convincing.” 153

It is unlikely that at that time the “Committee in Siam” had any organization
in rural areas. However during the anti-Japanese movement in the second, world war
the CPT established itself in the countryside and called fox a two-step programme
towards socialism: “the first step the national and democratic revolution, based on
peasant forces under the leadership of the working class against the two main
enemies, the imperialists and feudalists”. 154 Thadeus Flood comments that these
efforts gave to the left-wing movement “its first taste of ‘ruralization’.” 155

Since 1933, with the exception of  a brief period from 1946-47, there has been
an almost unbroken succession of anti-communist legislation, revived, notably in
1952 and 1969, which has forced, the CPT to operate clandestinely. At the CPT
2nd Congress in 1952 a strategy of village-based protracted warfare was adopted.
This policy was reaffirmed by the 3rd Congress in 1961 :

“The revolution will triumph only by counting on peasants, waging people’s war, surrounding
cities by rural areas . . . avoiding any showdown with the enemy when we are weaker,
transforming backward rural areas into progressive and stable bases, into big revolutionary
strongholds organized militarily, politically, economically and culturally, in order to fight
against the enemy coming from towns, and step by step to win total victoiy in the long
period of struggle . . . The armed struggle in the rural areas is the main struggle to be co-
ordinated with other forms of struggle in towns . . . Without this coordination, the revo-
lutionary bases in the rural areas will be isolated, the revolution will fail, and its final goal -
seizing the cities which are the main stronghold of the enemy — will not be attained.” 156

In 1962 the ‘Voice of the Thai People’ radio station began broadcasting, pro-
viding a means of mass communication with the peasantry. In 1965 a Thai Patriotic
Front was formed to unite a wider spectrufn of revolutionary allies. 7th August
1965 is usually given as the formal start of a period of armed insurgency which
continues, at a heightened level, to the present. By 1969 activities and forces in the
various regions had developed sufficiently for a united command structure to be
formed, the People’s Liberation Army of Thailand (PLAT). The PLAT is currently
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reckoned to have approximately 10,000 troops (in any case a steadily increasing
number) and about the same number of armed militia; in both cases an almost
entirely peasant force. In hundreds of villages and areas a system virtually of “dual
power” shared* between the CPT and Thai government administration exists. One
estimate speaks of “4,000-5,000 communist controlled villages” involving the
support of many' hundreds of thousands of peasants. 157 In 1977 36  provinces were
declared “infiltrated provinces” including almost the whole North East, South,
and West, and all the provinces bordering the Lao People’s Democratic Republic
(established December 1975). The new TO Point Immediate Policy’ issued on the
occasion of the 34th anniversary of the CPT on 1st December 1976 specified the
need to build a wider united front and dealt with agrarian issues:

“1. Consolidate the forces of workers, farmers, small capitalists, national capitalists of all
.nationalities as well as of all patriotic and democracy-loving political parties, organizations
and people. Expand the people’s war, get rid of US imperialist influence, overthrow the
reactionary, fascist and nation-selling government. Set up a government of the people
composed of representatives of all revolutionary forces. Build a new Thailand with indepen-
dence, democracy and prosperity.

6.  Do away with the feudalist-style oppressive system, carry out’ the revolution carefully and
gradually in accordance with the situation in each locality, allow all peasants and planters to
own their own land to make their living, oppose all loansharks, annul all debts and un-
just Ioan contracts, develop agricultural production and raise the living standards of all
farmers. ”158

Agrarian Reform or Revolution?
This article has documented and analysed, in a summary manner, a political and
economic phase in the history of a large sector of the Thai peasantry which in a
sense came to an end on 6th October 1976. However many of the conditions,
the forces and tendencies which have been shown still persist and fundamental
contradictions and conflicts remain unresolved. To that extent we are justified in
speaking of the current situation in the Thai countryside. Changes in political and
economic factors since the October 1976 coup are likely only to intensify the
situation rather than, as yet,  radically to alter it.

After 1973 a great many of the rural population were beginning to understand
their situation and to formulate political and economic expectations, of at least
democratic participation, reforms and greater economic and social justice. Many
were already exasperated by the weakness and vacillation of the successive par-
liamentary governments of this period. But the new regimes which overthrew the
constitutional’, parliamentary order on 6th. October quickly spoiled these nascent
hopes and growing expectations. Democratic government was promised, with
reservations, in 12 to 16 years. The free flow of contending ideas was dammed up.
Democratic initiatives and popular forms of  organization (political meetings, strikes
etc.) were prohibited. The promotion of the royally sponsored “Village Scout”
movement and plans for ’“village self-defence forces”, organs of control of the rural
population, were intensified. The violations of human rights and arrests and trials
by military court of students and workers arrested on October 6th (including
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several who had participated personally in the solidarity movements with the
peasants) received wide international publicity and opprobrium. But in the country-
side, with far less publicity, thousands of ordinary villagers were detained under the
Anti-Communist law; villages were placed under curfew which restricted their
means of livelihood; peasants’ land and houses were declared “free fire zones”,
villages napalm bombed, and in some cases peasants were gunned down at work in
their fields in these areas.

The rural assistance and reform policies of earlier governments have been aban-
doned: the tambon development grant, rice support price, the programme of
encouraging rural credit from commercial banks, the Land Rent and Land Reform
Acts. 159 The fourth Five Year Plan (1977-1981) relies heavily on foreign invest-
ment (60% of total plan investment is to be private capital) in the non-agricultural
sectors. Unpaid labour schemes have been introduced into rural areas. There is the
likelihood of increasing .military conscription, traditionally unpopular with the
peasantry and cause of further hardship. A massive rural-to-urban migration is fore-
seen without adequate provision of work, let alone the housing, social services,
health and education requirements of  the dispossessed peasantry.

If the new regime continues to neglect the bulk of the peasantry the over-
whelming probability is that the economic and social conditions already described
will worsen: rural poverty, indebtedness, high interest rates, landlessness, tenancy,
unemployment and underemployment, low productivity, growing inequalities and
exploitation within the rural sector, and accompanying social and cultural disorder
and delinquency, indignities and degradation.

Moreover since the October 1976 coup the lines of political conflict have been
redrawn and the conflict intensified. Almost certainly several thousands (estimates
fluctuate between 500 and 8,000) of students and others have newly joined the
CPT stongholds ‘in the jungle’ and other areas under CPT control, not to mention
those who may have remainedto work secretly in the cities. The CPT has announced
a new attempt to strengthen and broaden a united patriotic front in opposition to
the new dictatorship. On 28th September 1977 a Committee for Co-ordinating
Patriotic and Democratic Forces (CCPDF) was set up with many well known
personalities on the committee including trade unionists; peasant leaders, writers
and others. 160 The SPT, USF, NSCT and individuals from the PFT and other groups
and organizations have joined the united front under the direction of the CPT and
have endorsed the policy of armed struggle. 161 Several new journals have appeared
including Sammakhi Suurop (Militant Unity) and a new series of the- former NSCT
paper Athiphat (Sovereignty). Well known members of these organizations have
broadcast over the CPT’s ‘Voice of the Thai People’ radio station which has.begun
more frequent broadcasts, and in a more popular style. 162 The broadcasts include
new songs and music by several of the progressive music groups whose songs in
support of the peasants’ struggles, though banned, were widely popular before
the coup.

Many of those peasants and workers who were active in’ open forms of  struggle
from 1973-1976 (and of course some before 1973) but who have not left the
country (as a number of  intellectuals have) or “gone to  the jungle” can be expected
to provide future support for a new united front, even if they have to keep their
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heads down in the short term. Meanwhile the CPT and its new allies, though moun-
ting an increasing number of armed attacks on government forces (mainly military,
police and counter-insurgency volunteers) 163 appear to be concentrating on training
and education, and extending their organization, and seem prepared to wait several
years before going on the offensive. 164 Internationally the CPT can count on crucial
support from Thailand’s socialist neighbours: China, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
Many Thai citizens abroad, students, intellectuals, political personalities etc., some
of whom left after the 1976 coup and have received political asylum, some of
whom on the other hand might be regarded as social-democrats and even rather
conservative figures, have taken a firm and remarkably united stand against the
new dictatorship. 165 Many, while not committed to the CPT policy of armed
struggle, see little choice but civil war; and many could conceivably come to support
a new united democratic front.

A writer and former university teacher, who was one of the 13 people arrested
for demanding a constitution in October 1973 and is a member of the Executive
Committee of the SPT, sums up the present situation in stark terms:

“The present choice for the Thai people is very clear. Either we accept a totalitarian state
or we join and support a revolution which will lead to control of their own means of pro-
duction by the workers and peasants. In short, the choice is between a semi-feudal and neo-
colonialist rule and a conscious and progressive shift to a socialist society . . .  It  is from (the)
exploited peasants, that the revolutionary forces get support and active participation .by
them will be the decisive factor.” 166

The regime which followed the October 1976 coup opted for dependent and
unequal development combined with socially repressive measures and containment
of armed revolt. 167 The internal coup within the- coup group on 20th October
1977, which reasserted the power of the military, appears to have retained almost
all the laws and policies of the previous twelve months, intending only to  apply
them more efficiently and perhaps with a little more cunning flexibility, trying to
resolve its own dilemna of balancing political ‘stability’ and full-blown (dependent)
‘development’. Foreseeable regimes would seem likely either to emphasize military
priorities and suppressive policies, inevitably harshest in the countryside, or to
attempt to reintroduce, necessarily with military and factional backing from within
the present far from united ruling class, some form of limited parliamentary system,
perhaps with limited agrarian reform to  buy off some rural interests and forestall a
rise in rural revolt. Without more fundamental changes in political and economic
structures, such reforms could scarcely go as far as those which were attempted with
so little success in the 1973-76 period, and yet would have to deal with worsened
conditions and could probably count on even less enthusiastic support from those
who were then prepared to give parliamentary, reformist strategies a chance.
Certainly more Thai people have come to  see the choice in the terms of the state-
ment by the SPT leader just quoted, to an extent that would hardly have been
imaginable some five years ago. If the opposition, and crucially the poor peasants
and their allies, make this choice then it is hard to see how the conflict could be
resolved without armed struggle of a qualitatively new kind and level of intensity.
In that case a new situation in the countryside and a new conjuncture in Thai
history will have been reached.
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History and Policy of the
Communist Party of Thailand
Patrice de Beer*

To write about the Communist party of Thailand is a complex task. We do not know
much about its earlier history, its leaders, even its programme besides the “10
points” released on 1st December 1968 and updated on 1st December 1976. The
only sources available until now have been mainly from anti-insurgency experts,
Thais as well as Americans, working on seized documents, on prisoners or turncoats,
and on intelligence. But we have no guarantee that those documents are real and
not misinterpreted, that the witnesses are telling the whole truth and that the
intelligence is accurate; moreover, one can cast serious doubts on the" analysis
drawn from those sources by people who are professional anti-communist officials.
How much of the intelligence work in Vietnam and Cambodia, for instance, was
accurate during the Indochina war? How much was poorly understood? One can
only refer to the recently published book on the fall of Saigon by an ex-CIA
analyst, Frank Snepp (Decent Interval, Random House, 1977).

The other source is the CPT itself. Until recently, it has riot been generous with
in-depth information. Having been underground since the late 1940s, it has no
public way to express itself, besides its radio, “the Voice of  the People of Thailand”,
or VOPT. The CPT does not have, as the PRG, the GRUNC or the Pathet Lao had
or even the East-Timorese FRETILIN has any office abroad where one could get
bits of information. It does not have charismatic leaders like Ho Chi Minh, Mao
Tse-tung or even Kim II Sung, whose names and deeds have become well- known all
over the Country and outside it. All the South-East Asian CP’s lead the same under-
ground life, whether Malayan, Burmese, Indonesia or Filipino; the political contacts
in the urban areas of the latter were perhaps useful in the beginning, but led to
infiltration and the arrest of its three main leaders, something the Indochinese CP’s,
as well as the Malayan and Thai have avojded. No outsider has, ever been invited to
visit the liberated areas. IL4 v'-eui CL£V ) — zajae

Speculation on biased or uncheckable information or on one’s own deductions,
based on insufficient evidence or on political or sociological platitudes, have been
rather common, on the CPT, as there is no one or nothing to contradict any thesis.
I prefer to leave this kind of study to others, even more senior or with higher
academic “credentials” or to those who have no real understandirig of communism
as such and who classify any of its brands, and they are- many, under the same
epithet of “evil”. It is not a matter of sympathy, love or hate, but of cold, objective
4- -------------.
* ’Patrice de Beer is the Asian correspondent of Le Monde and was based in Bangkok for three
years (1974-77).
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work based on hard realities. What can we think of those who have been claiming
for years, with “documents” and prisoners’ “revelations” that the Khmer Rouges
were only the stooges of Hanoi, or  who pretend that Hanoi, Vientiane, Phnom-Penh
and Peking work hand in hand — perhaps also with Moscow — to  support the CPT
when we know that ideological and political divergences do exist among them?

The CPT cannot be known and understood only through “enemy” sources as has
too often been done. Fortunately, since October 6 1976, the situation in Thailand
has dramatically changed with the military takeover and the rallying to the CPT
of thousands of city people, students, academics. The VOPT has refined and
sophisticated its propaganda, and has started to give a better idea of the CPT objec-
tives and policy. It has offered the scholar a great deal of information. This article
intends, after having given a brief history of the CPT, to describe its aims and
thoughts through the texts.

Avery recent broadcast for the first time casts some light on the CPT’s history. It
is the article issued for the 35th anniversary of the foundation of the party by its
first secretary-general and chairman of the military commission, Mit Samanan
(certainly a nom-de-guerre). Mit Samanan is, with Udom Srisuwan, one of the few
CPT leaders to have been publicly mentioned. In this article, “People throughout
the country must unite closely to overthrow resolutely the national-selling re-
actionary government” (dated 30th November 1977), Mit Samanan gives some new
light on the party and confirms some facts about it.

This article, almost parallel to Pol Pot’s speech in October 1977 which revealed
the existence of the Khmer CP, starts with ancient history. It describes Thailand as
a “semi-colonial and semi-feudal country” since the. 1850s. Mit Samanan links the
party’s struggle to farmers’ uprisings prior to the 1932 revolution — uprisings “such
as the so-called Phi Bun revolt in the North-East, the Ngio minority revolt in the
North, and the Pattani revolt in the South” and the “anti-French colonialist move-
ment headed by Phra- Yotmuangkhwang and the struggle launched by the Thianwan
and Chek Meng group in 1907”. During the Second World War, there were three
movements: “the Anti-Japanese popular movement, the Free Thai movement, and
the Anti-Japanese Federation”, and the formation of the CPT took place on the
1st December 1942.  1

This drawing, attention to anti-Japanese activities is very important, historically
as well as ideologically, because it was through the anti-Japanese movement in
China that the Chinese Communists built their strength and popularity before
defeating Chiang Kai-shek’s troops in 1949. The CPT, whose ideology is closely
linked to the CCP’s. being based on “the principle of Marxism-Leninism and Mao
Tse-tung Thought”, certainly wanted to draw this parallel. Besides, it also seems
clear that the small .group which during the war constituted the CPT, took part in
the Free Thai movement and in the — relatively limited — resistance to the Japanese,
who were, at the time allied to Field-Marshal Phibun Songkram’s government. It
gained its first outside support in urban and intellectual circles, as well as in rural
and regional (North-East) circles, and also its first experience of armed struggle and
its first weapons, air-dropped by the Allies.

But Thai communism pre-dates the war, according to Mit Samanan (confirming
existing sources) for he says that “Marxism-Leninism was introduced in Thailand
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50 years ago”: A branch of the Chinese CP seems to Have existed in the ’30s. Viet-
namese communists and nationalists, exiled in Siam after the crushing by the
French of the Nghe-Tinh Soviets in 1931, were also very active in the North-East,
mainly along the Mekong border between Thailand and Indochina. Some French
intelligence reports (“Notes periodiques menseulles”, 1935 and ’36) say that the
Thai communists were in fact almost all Vietnamese and Chinese, but recognised
the existence of a small ethnic Thai nucleus. The areas where the communists were
the most active at that time are the same as those which harbour their bases today,
starting with the Phu-Phan ranges, and Nakhon-Phanom, Sakhon-Nakhorn, Nong-
Khai, and Ubon provinces.

Right after the 1932 revolution, a leaflet was distributed in Bangkok, signed by
the “Communist party of  Siam — Young Communist party of Siam”, criticizing the
fallen autocratic regime as well as the new “democratic” one and calling for a
“Soviet government of Siam”. In 1934, people were arrested by the hundreds for
“communism”, sometimes with the help of  the French police.

After the Second World War, under the pressure of Moscow, which threatened
to veto Thailand’s application for admission to the United Nations, the anti-com-
munist laws hitherto in force were repealed (1946) and the first and only CPT
MP was elected for Surat-Thani. This was Mr Prasert Sapsunthorn, professor at
Chulalongkorn university, who was identified as the secretary-general of the party.
After the Phibun Songkram coup (1947) and renewed anti-communist repression,
Prasert fled Bangkok. The Central Labour Union created under CPT aegis was also
suppressed. The party then went underground and disappeared from open history
for almost seventeen years.

These were years of anti-military left-wing opposition, mainly in Bangkok and in
the North-East. Brutal repression, and the execution of several leaders, made some
of their followers realize by the late fifties and early sixties that armed struggle was
the only way for survival, not to mention for keeping alive the hope for an eventual
future seizure of power. The situation was, in a way, similar to that in October
1976. One of the North-Eastern leaders, Krong Chantawong, was executed in 1961 .
His widow and children joined the guerrillas. She went to the jungle “because of
rancour”, she said in a radio interview (VOPT 8/3/77).

The second congress of the CPT was held in 1952; the secretary-general was
Prasong Wongwiwat. The 3rd congress, held in 1961, “learning from lessons costing
the blood and lives of our members and democracy -loving patriotic people” “adop-
ted a resolution to follow the path of seizing political power by force, by encircling
the cities from the rural areas”.

This decision, to follow armed struggle the Chinese way, had ideological reasons,
as well as tactical ones. The takeover in Bangkok by Field-Marshal Sarit Thanarat
(1958) was followed by a renewed and violent anti-communist repression, which
probably drove the CPT leaders out of the cities to the countryside. Anyway,
in China, one of the major bones of contention between Mao Tse-tung and his
opponents during the civil war had been the correctness or otherwise of the line of
waging armed struggle among the peasants, who represent the vast majority of the
population there, as in Thailand. The decision on the part of the Thai Party was not
taken easily, as Mit Samanan admits: “The CPT has- been tested and tempered
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amidst the flame of gruelling struggle against enemies both inside and outside. It has
defeated opportunism within the party . . . ”  This opportunism, which probably
took the form of opposition to people’s war, was apparently represented by its
former leader, Prasert Sabsunthorn.

This decision was not immediately implemented, but was preceded by political
and military preparations. Propaganda was stepped up in the rural area, military
training was organized (probably abroad), and two Front organizations were set up
— the Thai Independence Movement (TIM) and the Thai Patriotic Front (TPF),
both at the end of 1964; two years earlier the VOPT started broadcasting, from
China. It seems that it is now broadcasting from closer to Thailand, or even that a
relay station has been established in Thailand itself, perhaps in the tri-provinces area.

Not much is known of the two front organizations, which seem to have vanished
into thin air before 1967-68. One of the Front leaders was an ex-MP, lieutenant-
colonel Phayom Chulanond, whose name has not reappeared for ten years; another
was also an ex-MP, Mr Mongkhon na Nakhorn, who reappeared last September as a
member of the “Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic Forces”
(CCPDF), chaired by Udom Srisuwan. It is possible that, at that time (the 1960s),
isolated in the jungle, with a few hundred or a few thousand guerrillas scattered in
three separate parts of the country — North-East, North and South (plus small
pockets along the Western border) — the CPT did not succeed in attracting urban
opponents to the Bangkok regime, especially as the economy seemed booming,
thanks to the American military presence.

The first real shots of the war, the first real incident of a now thirteen years old
fight, occurred in the Phupan range on the 7th August 1965. It was not the first
communist attack for these had been gradually phased up in the preceding months
and years, but it was the beginning of a well planned offensive. Soon the insurgency
spread in the North-East, the part of the kingdom where the standard of  living was
— and still is — the lowest, where the Isan (Lao) population, for centuries isolated
from Bangkok, looked-down upon by the Bangkok bureaucrats and politicians,
created the most favourable conditions for the CPT and its Peoples’ Armed Forces,
which have expanded from a few hundred to probably more than ten thousand,
local militias excluded, today. Military suppression, as well as basic misunderstanding
and mishandling of the situation by the government, plus the overt intervention of
American advisers, planes and helicopters, also helped the guerrillas in their propa-
ganda war.

In 1967-68, the guerrillas spread to the Northern region, mainly in the Nan and
Chieng-Rai area, and in the three-provinces area (Phitsanuloke, Loei and Petchabun),
where the CPT has established impregnable bases and its first “liberated areas” with
“state power”. Insurgency in the North first started among hill tribes, repressed by
the Thai authorities who were often corrupt and who wanted to assimilate them.
Communist infiltration had started in the late ’50’s among these impoverished,
discriminated and uneducated tribes who, like the Meo (or Hmong) people, were
good warriors. The “red Meo war”, as it was called in Bangkok, started in November
1967. The suppression campaign, with its violence, bombings, “off-limits” areas,
and forced resettlement in “new villages” in the plains, drove about half of the hill
tribes of the eastern Chieng-Rai and Nan provinces to the hills, where most of  them
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had no choice but to join the CPT and fight against the central government. More
refugees were generated in 1969. According to a Thai army project to evacuate Meo
and Yao people from the Nan mountains, out of 18 villages, 5 were destroyed and
7 abandoned; the population under government control decreased from 4,759 to
3,205. In the North, the figures were 28  and 32  out of 101.

This probably explains why the war in this area is bloodier than in the North-
East; the bloodiest incidents have always occurred there. Today, in Nan, most of
the province is CPT controlled and, according to local sources, the CPT could over-
run it or isolate it from the rest of the country in a few days. “They have more
soldiers than we have”, a local banker told me.

The tri-provinces area was where the first big anti-insurgency drive was conducted.
It was a failure: few CPT casualties were sustained whereas there were big losses
among Bangkok’s soldiers who were unfamiliar with counter-insurgency operations
and unacclimatised to the hard terrain. Some important camps are located there,
from where the CPT progresses slowly southwards. According to a letter received
by a Thai from a friend in the jungle there, the camp has everything, including
electricity and medical facilities; it is self-sufficient in food (probably scarce,
though, and excluding rice), but it does not have a dentist, said the letter. So, the
former student had to walk several days to town to  see the local dentist, and then
to walk back. The new trainees are divided into four groups, for training in agri-
culture production, warfare, cultural and political activities.

Incidents also occurred along the Burmese border where ethnic minorities, such
as Karens, live. But they never had major strategic importance, although, in Prachuab
province, peninsular Thailand is so narrow that it could easily be cut; besides one
of the royal palaces is located in Huahin. Further south, insurgency had started
around 1965 in the Mid-South (Nakhom-Sri-Thammarat and Surat-Thani provinces);
this area is rich, and populated, by better educated Thais, but has always been
a centre of opposition to Bangkok. The guerrilla has spread from the hills to the
plains and the government has launched major operations there, inflicting high
casualties on the civilian population. In the Far-South, it still seems difficult to find
one’s way between the guerrillas of the Malayan CP — split in at least 3 fractions —
and the CPT; they most certainly co-operate ideologically as well as out of necessity,
and have probably carved their own zones, but the aim of the MCP is.officially to
leave its Thai strongholds to go back and wage war in Malaysia. The South has
always felt Bangkok’s negligence and has traditionally been the place where the
most corrupt and inefficient civil servants were sent. Besides, being Malay and
Moslem populated, it resents the Thai .policy of forced assimilation — thus the
Moslem insurgency in the area.

Nothing spectacular occurredinthe first ten years, despite a 10% to 20% increase
in the number of guerrillas every year. This enabled Bangkok insurgency experts to
stress the inability of the CPT to expand outside ofi ts  traditional border bases and
to influence the ethnic Thais. This was, they said, the proof that Thais had a basic
allergy to communism, as well as for any ideology; that religion and monarchy
protected them from the evil, foreign-created doctrine; that, being land-owners
and living well, they were not attracted to  an egalitarian and collective system . . .
Nevertheless, the guerrilla survived all anti-communist schemes devised by the late
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CSOC (Communist Suppression Operations Command, later to become ISOC) and
its American experts. According to Thai official figures published in Bangkok in
1975, 3,858,518 Thais “lived in fear of Communist terrorists” in January 1975, or
about 10% of the total population, in 6,096 villages.

In 3,628 villages' (2',293 ,049 persons), 50% in the North-east, there was “some
CT influence”; in 1,275 (817,105 persons), mainly in the North-East and South,
there was “growing CT influence”; in 781 (497,692 persons), “the government
and the CT were in contention”; 412 villages were under “CT control” or “strong
influence” (250,672: 128,820 in the North-East, 72,472 in the North, 5,364 in the
Centre, 44,016 in the South); these figures were certainly underestimated. Today,
the figures are certainly much higher. According to ISOC (1977) there are 4,000
“communist influenced” villages in the country.

The magazine Investor wrote in February 1975 that “one government study
recommends using as indicators of insurgency . . . such signs as: sudden disap-
pearance of bandits and rustlers; sudden disappearance of gambling; reform of
hooligans, improvement in dress and speech; sudden disappearance in drug addic-
tion; an inexplicable increase in demand for books, paper and pencils; an improve-
ment in public sanitation and a sudden increase in the use of soap and toothpaste;
and a great and spontaneous improvement in the internal cleanliness and order of
villages”.

The 14th October 1973 “revolution” — as it is often called although it was not a
real revolution but a combination of public anger, nurtured by dissatisfaction against
the ruling military clique by other military, the Court and Washington — created a
much better situation for the CPT. For the first time in recent history, dissent
could be publicly expressed, not only among intellectuals, but also by  workers and
farmers, who were more and more educated, conscientized and politicized by
students. Demonstrations, Unions and Farmers’ organizations appeared in the open.
Obviously the CPT, which apparently had not foreseen the October movement, nor
directly taken part in i t ,  had to  take advantage of the new circumstances to organize
a network in urban areas, as well as in those rural areas where its influence had
hitherto been relatively small, notably in the Central Plains. The more political
repression increased — starting from 1975 with the mass murder of farmers’ leaders
in the North and culminating in the assasination of the Socialist Party Secretary-
General, a Cornell-educated liberal, in 1976 — more and more activists turned
to the jungle and to armed struggle as the only option remaining open to them.

Although it was never able to prove the allegation, the government accused the
left, or the activists, many times during the 1973-76 period of being infiltrated by
the CPT. Obviously, a certain number of people did have contacts with the guerrillas,
or even went to the jungle for short periods of  time, for ideological reasons as well
as out of curiosity or for information. Nevertheless, there was no open increase of
communist activities in the urban areas — the CPT has not resorted to  urban terro-
rism up to now — in contradistinction to what was happening in the rural areas.
Attacks mounted and casualties inflicted by the CPT were claimed to be as follows:
1975 - 75  attacks, 450 “enemies” killed (VOPT 9/1/77), between 6th October
1976 and 6th January ’1977 640 government soldiers killed, 153 guns seized, 6
helicopters and 24 army cars destroyed (VOPT 9]\]TTy, between 6th October 1976
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.and 6th October 1977 — 717 engagements (267 more than the previous year)
killing 1,475, wounding 1,802 and resulting in the capture of 178 “enemies” (a
total of 3,445 compared with 2302) ,  with 3 helicopters destroyed and 25  damaged,
2 aircraft shot down, 130 vehicles destroyed and more than 50 bases burnt down
(a 100% increase). Even if those figures are inflated, they do show a great increase
in the CPT’s military activities. At the same time, especially in the mid-South and in
the”South — in the last area with the co-operation of the Malayan forces — Bangkok
troops.launched a number of  main mopping-up operations.

The CPT reacted very quickly to the 6th October 1976 coup d’etat. It gave
shelter to thousands of students, teachers and professors, leftist politicians, intellec-
tuals, labour unionists and farmer activists. At the same time, its propaganda has
changed, not only in its content — insisting more nowadays on a united front with
everyone opposing the Bangkok regime — but also in its form. Three of the most
popular pop music bands have gone to the jungle, like the Gammachon and the
Caravan groups, and their songs are broadcast to a wide audience. We shall base our
analysis of  the CPT’s policy mainly on the VOPT radio broadcasts since the end of
1976.

But, first of all, it is interesting to quote extensively from the testimony of a
Bangkok student who spent a few days in a “liberated area” in Surat-Thani province
in June 1977 on the invitation of the guerrillas. The purpose of  this invitation was,
as the testimony states, to enable him to  see for himself life in those areas and thus
to be better able to understand (and not to fear) and to interpret the philosophy
and goals of the CPT. After having walked three nights to  avoid government troops
the group of which the student formed a part reached a camp where they stayed
five days. There are three such camps in the province, with about 1 ,000 ‘liberation
cadres” in each, aged from 18 to 30 years old; the total population of each camp is
about 3,000 people, including women, older men and some children. The cadres
wear green uniforms with red stripes on their collars. Three kinds of people live in
the “liberated areas”: people who have been imprisoned, or were threatened with
arrest by officials, for their social views, people who were appalled by injustice in
Thai society and chose to work for radical social change; and people who happened
to live there when the area was “liberated”.

This student had discussions with the CPT commander of the region, known as
Chitr Chongchit, who told the delegation that the party’s aims were:

1 .  Independence: he described Thailand as a “half-colony” because of American
and Japanese economic imperialism and American military imperialism;

2.  Socialism;
3 .  Communism.

The exact shape of Thai society after the achievement of total independence
would be determined by the wishes of the Thai people. They would decide on the
type of political administration and economy, the place and role of religion, and
the future of the monarchy. He added that the CPT could easily liberate much
larger areas of Thailand militarily but that its concern was first to  win the hearts of
the people.

Chitr Chongchit said that the CPT felt close to the Vietnamese, Lao, Khmer and
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Chinese revolutions, but that the CPT could not depend on these countries for
arms and supplies if they hoped to achieve an independent revolution. As a result,
it was necessary to raid police stations and military outposts for arms. Whenever the
guerrillas attack, he said, they try not to injure or kill policemen or soldiers, who

- are considered as “hirelings of the colonialists”.
Farming ih the “liberated areas” is done co-operatively, the witness said, with full

participation of the soldiers.. Food is “plentiful” but there are sometimes shortages
and they have to mix rice and sweet potatoes. In the camps, all resources are held in
common. Eating is done communally. Basic necessities such as food and cloth are
provided free by the CPT according to a quota system. Other goods are bought by
liaison persons in government-held areas with money received from families and
sympathisers. The witness was very impressed by medical services. Although facing
a serious shortage of  modern medicines, each camp has a hospital where acupuncture
and herbal medicines are also used. The province had about 30 people studying
medicine in other “liberated areas” of Thailand. In addition, the CPT provides
security to farmers in its area. Even the pro-government Bangkok Post has written
about these farmers who have gone to the CPT to get their stolen buffalo back
because the police had not done anything.

Children receive basic education between 8 and 15 while helping with other
tasks such as growing vegetables. The CPT, according to the witness, is making
efforts to maintain Thai customs and traditions, such as respect for elders, the
traditional marriage ceremony and mutual assistance.

This testimony gives an idea of life in “liberated areas”, and of the type of
society the CPT wants to build, which seems not very different from some aspects
of today’s Cambodia. The stress on independence, on self-sufficiency and on refusing
to rely mainly on foreign assistance — even when it is socialist — is interesting, as
too is the emphasis put on political work before military activity. Is Chitr Chongchit
representative of  the national policy of the CPT or does he represent only a regional
policy? It is still impossible to say.

The basic CPT programme is contained in the “revised 10 points” published on
1st December 1976, for the 34th birthday of the Party, updating, mainly in details,
the first version issued in December 1968. It gives a broad idea of the CPT’s policy,
which we will supplement with VOPT quotations on specific topics.

“ . . .  In keeping with the present situation, which has undergone changes and developments,
we have adjusted our 10  point immediate policy as follows:
1. Consolidate the forces of workers, farmers, small and national capitalists of all nationali-
ties, as well as patriotic and democracy-loving political parties, organizations and people.
Expand the people’s war, get rid of US imperialist influence, overthrow the reactionary,
fascist and nation-selling government. Set up a government of the people composed of
representatives of all revolutionary forces. Build a new Thailand with independence, demo-
cracy and prosperity.
(The new version adds the role of "patriotic and democracy-loving political parties”).
2 .  Abrogate all anti-popular laws, announcements, orders, rules and regulations. Release all
patriotic and democracy-loving detainees. Grant the people freedom of speech, writing,
printing and publication, holding demonstrations and rallies, striking, choosing their religion
and setting up associations and political parties. The people should be entitled to vote and
to stand for election at  the age of 18.
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(This version adds the release of political prisoners, and deletes the people’s right of “pre-
serving their customs and habits and livelihood which are not harmful to the people and
country").

3. Confiscate the property of the US imperialists, the notorious traitorous reactionaries and
the hooligan landlords, distribute it for the benefit of the people and the country and
punish the counter-revolutionaries and reactionaries who have committed crimes against the
country and people in accordance with their crimes. Those who have committed crimes and
come to realize and correct their misdeeds will be shown leniency.
(The reference to the “Thanom clique” has been left out).

4. Implement the foreign policy of independence and sovereignty; abrogate all unjust and
national-selling treaties, pacts and agreements, oppose imperialism, particularly the hege-
monist stand of the two super-powers; establish friendly relations with all countries on the
basis of equality, mutual respect for each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and
mutual interests and unite, co-operate with, support and assist the just struggle of all op-
pressed people and countries throughout the world.
The first sentence has been added; the super-powers were, in the former version, "imperia-
lism, modern revisionism and all reaction”).

5. The people of various nationalities in Thailand should have equal rights; should respect,
support and assist each other; should have the right to have their own language and script
and preserve their fine traditions, customs and culture. We oppose any discrimination against
and oppression of the nationalities. In nationality regions., autonomous administrations
will be set up under the big family of Thailand. Economic, educational and public health
development must be carried out thoroughly.
(The autonomous administration of nationality regions and the right to have their own
script has been added).
6 .  Do away with the feudalist-style oppressive system, carry out the revolution carefully
and gradually in accordance with the situation in each locality, allow all peasants and
planters to own their land, to make their living, oppose all loansharks, annul all debts and
unjust loans contracts, develop agricultural production and raise the living standards of all
farmers.

7. Safeguard national resources; develop industry, commerce and other State enterprises;
protect the industry and commerce of the national capitalists; assist manufacturing and
retail trading beneficial to the people.
(The new version adds the protection of national resources and deletes the former restriction
of the protection to “enterprises which are not detrimental to national economy” or “which
are still beneficial to the people". It replaces “private" by “national capitalists”).

8. Guarantee employment, wages and welfare of workers and office employees. Equal
wages will be paid to all persons for the same work and the same production, regardless of
sex, age and nationality.
(“Bring the role of the working class into full play in the revolutionary movement” has been
omitted).

9. Women and men have equal rights in political, economic, cultural, educational and
working opportunities. The role of women is carrying out the revolution and production,
the welfare of women and children and the education and employment of young people
will be promoted and guaranteed; young people will be encouraged to love the nation,
democracy, people and labour, and to participate energetically in the revolution and the
building of a new society; welfare will be provided for disabled revolutionary soldies and
persons, the families of those who have sacrificed their lives in the revolution, and the
families of revolutionary soldiers.
(The part on welfare for revolutionaries has been added).
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10. Do away with the culture and education of the imperialists and feudalists; promote the
revolutionary culture and education which is national, democratic and scientific; cany on
the culture of the Thai nation and selectively adopt foreign cultures; and thoroughly expand
medical and public health work, particularly in the rural areas.
(“The reactionary and corrosive US imperialists” culture has been shortened in “imperialist”
which obviously includes “social-imperialism” from Moscow. Revolutionary culture has
become “national, democratic and scientific”). (VOPT, 1/12/76).

The Monarchy

We shall now give VOPT’s translations on special topics: first, the Monarchy:
Monarchy and the King have been attacked, but seldom directly quoted; King
Phumiphon has been called by his name (15th June ’77). Since 6th October ’76
attacks have increased: (26th February ’77), commenting on the death of Princess
Wipawadi Rangsit, the Queen’s private secretary, “representative of the big feudalist
who has been conducting psychological operations to deceive the people”. “On
whose side was she?” “Whose interests did she serve?” “At present, the country-
selling clique has divided itself into two groups: the first has the duty of brutally
and cruelly suppressing and killing the people ( . . . )  the other is playing the role of
the hero and heroine, behaving as if they were very kind ( . . . )  sent by the god of
kindness”, an allusion to the King’s frequent trips to the countryside.

Khaiseng Suksai, leader of the Socialist party who has joined armed struggle,
compared the King to a “skilled dog” “serving the US imperialism” (19/3/77).
Thirayut Boonmee, the student activist, talked about “another institution which is
out of time, facing degeneration and falling to the ground. I think that it doesn’t
matter if we, people, destroy it” (1/4/77). Monarchy is “no more sacred” (22/4/77).

“People are major in the land” said an editorial (6/5/77), talking about Thai
history and criticizing the official views on history. There are two ways of looking
at history: “One considers people as subjects of  a king who are only followers, and
considers that history progresses because of the ability of a few kings or leaders.
Another one considers people are real heroes who create history”. “The record of
Thai history whichhas been studied concerns only the story of  kings and dynasties”.
( . . . ) The feudalists have raised “good fortune and augustness due to the past” to
oppress and cheat people for a long time. It is not fate which causes the people’s
misery. It is not good fortune and augustness which makes feudal class to have
palaces throughout the country. It is class oppression! ( . . . )  in fact, a dynasty
sometimes starts with a traitor killing his friend and establishing himself as King”.
The allusion to the birth of  the present Chakri dynasty is clear.

On 29th May, the King is called “lord of the scums of the earth”. The speaker
talks of the “bloody throne”, or “dirty throne”. “Everyone sees that those the
Sangad-Thanin piratic clique admires are the representative of the family who has
exploited the Thai people for many generations and is the richest family in the
country today” (3/6/77). Most often the King is referred at as “the big feudalist”.

These criticisms are not often direct, and have increased only gradually, to  take
into account the traditional prestige of the Monarchy in Thai society, especially in
the countryside. Since 6th October 1976, however, the prestige of monarchy seems
to have dwindled.
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United. Front Policy and Struggle against the Regime
CPT’s declaration after 6th October 76 (9/10/76):

“In order to establish a popular government and build up a new, independent, democratic
and prosperous Thailand, the people can’t do anything else than rely on armed struggle in
rural areas, as the main aspect of the struggle, which has to be coordinated with other means
of struggle in areas under reactionary administration, resolutely follow the path of seizing
power through armed struggle and encircle the cities from the countryside. The popular war
led by our party in the vast rural areas is developing. The revolutionary bases and the
revolutionary political power are expanding. There lies the bright hope and future of our
Thai people.”

The 14th October 1976 declaration by leading student activists who have joined
the jungle (VOPT, 20/10/76) says:

“Our peaceful methods are rewarded with grenades and hailstorms of bullets. We had
struggled with reasons and within the limits of the country’s laws, but the reactionary ruling
class violated the laws which they wrote with their own hands and tramped them with their
own feet ( . . . )  This is the end of the struggle with two empty hands against the political
pirate clique which is armed to the teeth. This is the end of our struggle within the frame-
work of the laws written by the reactionary ruling class ( . . . )  We cannot dream or pin our
hopes on the reactionary ruling state power ( . . . ) .”

On 16th January 77, Wichai Hinkaeo, member of the National Teachers’ Rights
Preservation Centre, is quoted as saying:

“If we still go on living as we always have, we’ll not be able to open our eyes and mouth
( . . . )  We lose money for nothing if we still pay homage to spirits and gods, because science
has already proved that there are no gods or spirits in this world; no problem can be solved
if we keep on thinking about committing suicide in order to escape from the wheel of fate.
The reactionary ruling class will laugh at us and brutally oppress us more and more. If we
dare not fight, we’ll be more oppressed.”

Thus the best way to fight, according to the CPT, is to unite, and to come to  a
working compromise with all opponents of the regime.

“Our new system is the bourgeois revolution, it is not yet the socialist revolution. Surely
we’ll step into socialism, but we are not reaching communism yet. Our last aim is a com-
munist system without classes and oppression. Our policy is not to do anything in hiding.
Our revolution, which is called people’s revolution is essentially a peasants’ revolution.”
(31/1/77).

On 22nd January 1977, VOPT broadcast a declaration by Prasarporn Athapat,
secretary of the new United Popular Democratic Front of Thailand (UPDFT),
calling all “patriotic democrats” to take arms, and “form an organization”. All
politicians, student activists, workers, farmers who joined the Front have called the
people to join i t .  Representatives of the North-East (Isan) have said (8 ,9 ,  10/6/77):
“Low ranking civil servants, soldiers and policemen who mostly come from peasants’
families, now it is time for you to express your love towards the nation, democracy
and justice by not following the cruel orders of the reactionary ( . . . ) ”  “Those
who set out -for the jungle come from various strata: workers, peasants, petit
bourgeois, national capitalists, students from all universities, and also many gradu-
ates” said a former lecturer of Chulalongkorn university, Ms. Cholthira Sathaya-
watana (13/6/77).
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But “the position of the CPT and the People’s Armed Forces are widely accepted
by patriotic democrats”. The CPT leadership is thus recognized, which is normal
because it has the bases and the armed forces. The CPT and the SPT (Socialist
Party of Thailand) work side by side; according to the message sent by the central
committee of  the CPT to the SPT’s congress (7,  8,9/6/77):  “The CPT fully supports
the SPT’s struggle and will consolidate unity between our two parties. Then the
CPT ask to “speed up establishing the broad UPDFT”. Finally, Sri Inthapanti,
journalist, former spokesman of the Thanom-Prapas regime and former official
of the Public Relations department, has said (29/5/77): “I am not a communist but
I cherish the truth; so I have decided to stand by the side of  truth”.

On 4th October 1977, VOPT broadcast a statement, dated 28th September,
announcing the creation of a Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic
Forces. This Committee was founded by “representatives of  the CPT, SPT, Socialist
United Front party (SUFP), political groups, mass organizations and a number of
patriotic and democracy-loving people in a meeting from 26th to 28th September
at a people’s revolutionary stronghold”. The meeting “agreed to establish the
Co-ordinating Committee for Patriotic and Democratic Forces so that they may
co-ordinate and consult with political parties and groups, mass organizations, people
of ail nationalities, followers of all sects and religions, groups of  people and people
who love the country and democracy both inside and outside the country and give
the national-democratic united front (UPDFT) a common objective and political
activities”. All this is being done “on the basis of equality, independence, respect
for each other’s ideas and brotherly consultation”.

The members of  the Committee are:
Chairman: Udom Srisuwan, one of  the top CPT leaders;
Vice-Chairman: Bunyen Wothong, ex-SPT MP;
Members:

Mongkhon Na Nakhon, ex-MP, leader of'the Thai Independence Movement
(TIM) and of the Thai Patriotic Front (TPF) in the ’60’s;

Samak Chalikan, ex-SUFP MP;
Thoerdphum Chaidi, union leader;
Sithon Yotkantha, farmers’ leader;
Chamni Sakdiset, ex-SPT MP;
Sri Inthapanti, journalist, who is also the spokesman;
Thirayut Bunmee, ex-student leader, in charge of Militant Unity magazine,
who is also the secretary;

“and a number of other members”. All except two joined the guerrillas after
October 1976.

Women
On 8/3/77, on the occasion of the Women’s International day, Mrs Thang-Onn
Chantawong, widow of a North-Eastern leader shot by the government in 1961,
Krong Chantawong, said: “Whatever men can do, women can too”, paraphrasing
the Chinese quote. “The sexual oppression is the same as State oppression”, she
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added. “As long as our society is based on private rights, sexual oppression will
never be wiped out . . . Women’s misery comes from class oppression. Only if we,
women, unite with men to destroy class oppression, we’ll be completely liberated.
Men should also try to help women to become more progressive. If women do not
have equal rights with men or do not join the revolution, there is no way for
victory”.

Foreign policy
Hardly anything is said about the neighbouring socialist brother countries. The
CPT criticizes Bangkok’s interferences in Laos and Cambodia and its support to
“reactionaries”. Ideologically it seems close to Peking. But there is not as much
emphasis on the Peking line or on opposing the Soviet Union as there is, for in-
stance, in the “Voice of the Malayan revolution”. VOPT is almost exclusively
concerned with the situation in Thailand. One notices that almost all messages from
Asian CPs to the CPT for its 35th anniversary stress “integrating the universal truth
of  Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of revolution in its country”.

According to the CPT, the two main enemies of Thailand are feudalism and
imperialism, mainly US. But it also accuses ASEAN of becoming a “military”
organization .»The CPT condemns Malaysian troops’ intervention, together with the
Thais, in Southern Thailand. Commenting on Suharto’s visit to Bangkok, it says
that Indonesia is ready to send advisers to Bangkok. When the Japanese premier,
M. Fukuda, visited South-East Asia, in August 1977, the CPT also attacked Japanese
policy in the area. But the main target remains Washington.

The CPT also denounces the “country-selling” policy of the Bangkok govern-
ment, i.e., the policy of foreign investments and foreign loans. Referring to Prime
Minister Thanin’s visit to Japan (20/9/77), VOPT says: ‘The present generation
of Thai people and generations to come will have to pay these debts off ( . . .  )
Thanin and his clique have pledged themselves to grant all the privileges the foreign
investors have demanded ( . . . )  Thanin blatantly advertised the country for sale”.

Religion
Little mention is made of religion, besides the mention of freedom of religion in the

ten points” or criticisms of superstition or involvement of rightist monks in
repression. On 18/3/77, VOPT said: “Buddha never taught people to kill. There is
no Buddhist doctrine that teaches Buddhists to kill honest people”.

Culture
“As for the degeneration of society, have you ever noticed that culture in Thai society has
been destroyed by the American civilization (interview of Khaiseng Suksai 10/3/77). In the
old days, young women wore long dresses, but now they wear shorter. Oh! it’s disgusting!
(. . .) They (the rdgime) monopolize everything, even the literary works (. . .) Today’s
youth are intoxicated, going around night-clubs, taking narcotics, forming gangs. Rapes
happen everyday. Thai women become only their serving property. A group of Thai women
is demanding rights and freedom. Another is being intoxicated to become prostitutes and be
legally registered. It is the saddest story for us, Thai people. Where is our freedom?”

One of the most popular pop-music bands, Gammachon broadcast a statement
on 5 ,  6 ,  7/6/77:
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“During the struggle, people’s culture has been growing rapidly and is supported by the
people. The progressive culture which serves the people is developing. It started by protesting
against old culture which intoxicates people and creating new culture which reflects the
reality of miserable people, revealing decadent society and teaching with simple words
struggle to the people, with bands made out of a few instruments, and easy plays to attract
spectators, including various forms of drama and folk art. The people’s artists were born
one after another and have increasingly developed their capacities. It has strengthened the
cultural front to help the various forms of people’s struggle. Songs, poems, plays and other
arts created by our artists have become sharp weapons to stab the people’s enemy.”

In addition, one popular students’ magazine Athipat banned in Bangkok, is pub-
lished again in the “liberated areas”, together with a new publication, Militant
Unity.

A recent text explains clearly the feelings of a former student activist Chiranan
Phitpricha, confronted with anti-communist propaganda in Bangkok (18/10/77):

“Thank you so much, archpirates, for driving tens of thousands of students, teachers,
workers and farmers to join the liberation army ( . . . )  Do you realize that even sons and
daughters of some of your own people have left their villas and pretty cars to take up armed
training to topple the mad ghosts now ruling the country? This is what you get for chanting
the slogan ‘the nation, religion and monarchy’ and for being so blindly anti-communist.

( . . . ) !  was only in the second year of college and 18 years old at that time (Oct. 14th
73). So many of us had joined the popular struggle because we loved justice?! knew nothing
about communism at that time. Again it was you who publicized the menace of communism
so intensely that the eardrums of those listening to it might have burst. Such publicity
forces us to pay attention to communism.

At first we were surprised that you respected highly the people who were obviously
selling the country ( . . . )  At the same time you slandered the students, youths and people
who had struggled for national independence and democracy, calling them traitors, destroyers
of the country, communists and other derisive terms. For this reason we were curious. We
wanted to know whether the communists were as bad as they were made out to be and
whether the terrorists actually created terror or performed good deeds. Therefore we began
to study, read, ask questions, research and struggle ( . . . ).”

To conclude, I must repeat that we do not know very much about the internal
life of the CPT, its leadership, its location — perhaps in the “Petchabun-Loei-
Phitsanuloke joint border base area”? — and its structural and regional organization.
Are the different areas (North, North-East, Centre and West, Mid-South and South)
working independently, autonomously? What kind of organizational links exist
between the zones and the central leadership and between the different zones? Who
is Mit Samanan and who are his colleagues?

The CPT has long been described as “pro-Chinese”. In the last few years, it
seems that a new current, closer to the Vietnamese, has emerged. October 6 ,  1976
probably reunified the different currents to face a new and serious situation. In
late 1975, I was told by some persons of “brother countries” that they were not
very satisfied with the CPT strategy, and would prefer a more aggressive military
policy; they added that, in the next two or three years, there would be changes of
policy in the CPT leadership. Up to the present this has not happened. But the
example of Vietnam, as well as Cambodia — or perhaps the latter even more — has
shown that a CP is not necessarily bound to the other neighbouring CP’s, even if
they have helped it in the war. Like the KCP, the CPT appears to  be profoundly
independent. One cannot accept Bangkok “information” on support from Hanoi
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coming through Cambodia at a time when there are armed clashes between Hanoi
and Phnom-Penh troops. Besides, the only way for the CPT to retain good relations
with other Asian CPs is not to be too closely linked to any of them! Obviously, the
CPT gets support from other Asian socialist countries, but most probably on a
bilateral basis.

No one can foresee the duration of the present war between “two state powers”
as the CPT says. The aim of this study is not to play the fortune-teller or to guess
who will win, but to, give as much information on a CP which is so poorly known
abroad. The best way was to let the CPT speak for itself.

FOOTNOTE

1. The Phi Bun revolt was a farmers revolt in the North-eastern province of Ubon in 1901,
against the regime of King Rama V (Chulalongkorn). Poor, dissatisfied peasants followed a
magician who told them that gold would be transformed into sand and sand and stones into
gold; they took arms to fight the regime and were annihilated near Ubon.

The Ngio revolt also happened under King Chulalongkorn. Tai Yai hill tribes were
protesting against the government’s policy towards them.

The Pattani revolt, which is still going on today, represents the protest of the Malay
muslim minority in Southern Thailand against the Bangkok administration and for autonomy.

Phra Yotmangkhwang was the governor of Chantaburi province, near the Cambodian
border, at the end of the nineteenth century ; he protested against the annexation by France
of parts of the province.

Thianwan was the pen-name of an intellectual, T.W.S. Wannako (1842-1919), who
wanted some economic and social changes in the Kingdom, similar to the 100 days period in
China under Empress Tseu-Hi; he spent 17 years in jail His friend K.S.R. Kularp was sent to
a lunatic asylum.

The Chek Meng group (Chek Meng means revolution in the Chinese Teochiew dialect;
it was used because a word for revolution did not exist in Thai at the time) occurred in
1911. It  was organized by young army officers who admired Thianwan and wanted to kid-
nap Rama VI (Wajirawiith) and imitate the Meiji- Restoration in Japan. Their movement was
known as the “kabot RS 130” in Thai (revolt of the 130th year of the dynasty). They were
arrested and spent many years in jail before being amnestied. They influenced greatly the
officers who led the 1932 coup against absolute monarchy. Their leader was selected as an
MP in the first Parliament.

Of the three movements opposed to the Japanese during the second world war the
first was pro-CPT, and the second, the most important one. was led in Bangkok by Pridi
Phanomyong.
Mit Samanan also refers in his declaration to the Movement against unjust treaties (1946)
which protested against British pressures to give back territories seized by Thailand in Malaya
during the war, and to give a very important indemnity as war damages; and also the Pacifists
movements (1951-52) which were crushed after the so-called “peace plot” by the Phibun
Songkram regime.
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Appendices
APPENDIX 1

A Brief Introduction to the History of the Communist Party of Thailand (1942-
1977)

[Official statement of the CPT December 1977. Unofficial translation from the
Thai text taken from Thai Information Bulletin No. 15, February 1978 (slightly
amended).]

1. Thai Communist Movements prior to the 1st Congress
A society without class and class oppression and exploitation, in which each and
every person leads a happy and equitable life has always been the aspiration of the
toiling masses from time immemorial. This aspiration only became a scientific
ideology when human society entered the epoch of capitalism and Marxism came
into existence. Marxism is a guide for the proletariat in its struggle to build a social-
ist and communist society, a common treasure of the proletariat and working
people throughout the world.

A. communist party is therefore the outcome of integrating Marxism with
the proletarian movement in each specific country.

Thailand is a semi-colonial, semi-feudal country. The Thai proletariat was bom
when Thailand was opened to foreign capital 120 years ago.

Around 1927, Marxist groups first began political work among workers, the poor
and students. Later, in 1930, the Communist Party of Siam was founded. But it was
severely suppressed by the reactionary regime soon after its formation. Leading
party organs were disrupted several times and numerous party members imprisoned.
The dissemination of Marxism and party activities were kept within severe limits for
a long period. Lacking experience, the Party could not exert much influence upon
the society and its political role was limited.

Nevertheless, the first generation of communists in Thailand had laid the foun-
dations of a proletarian political party that was created later. They had a revolution-
ary spirit that dared to blaze the trail and to penetrate the enemy’s massive encircle-
ment, in order to proclaim and to disseminate the truth of Marxism, as well as their
persistence and adherence to their ideal. Despite imprisonment and torture, they
have provided a glorious example for later generations of revolutionaries. Their
meritorious deeds will always be remembered in the history of Thai revolution.

In 1939, fascist Germany unleashed the Second World War. After that, Japanese
imperialism launched the war in East Asia and occupied Thailand on December 8,
1941. The Pibun regime capitulated. In the situation in which “the nation was in
grave danger and the people are struggling for their salvation,” the immediate task
of the communists was to restore and found a proletarian political party based on
the principles of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tung thought, in order to lead the
people’s fight against the invading piratic Japanese, to overthrow the traitorous
regime and to restore and safeguard the independence of the fatherland. The com-
munist partisans set up anti-Japanese volunteer forces, launched The Masses, a
clandestine newspaper, propagating the idea of resistance to  the Japanese imperialist
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invasion, and firmly consolidated patriotic forces. At the same time, the Party
stepped up its preparation for the meeting of the first National Congress and
adapted its political movement into a revolutionary political party with ideological
and political unity, and with organizational strength, that was able to shoulder the
arduous and noble tasks of national-democratic and socialist revolutions, with
which it was historically entrusted.

On December 1, 1942, the National Congress began its meeting, adopted the
party programme and party constitution, and elected the leading organs at the
national level. On December 8,  the Party announced its ten-point programme, hold-
ing aloft the banner of national-democratic revolution.

The Communist Party of Thailand, founded in conformity with the historic
needs, entered the political arena as an independent political force of the proletariat
in Thailand and resolutely proclaimed its ideals of struggle for national indepen-
dence, people’s democracy and socialism.

2. From the First to the Second Congress.

The Period of the Japanese Imperialists’ Occupation in Thailand
At the outset, because there was no broad mass base, the Party called upon its
members to work in factories, concentrated its efforts on mobilizing and organizing
various social strata, specifically the workers, to resist the piratic Japanese aggressors
and the traitorous regime. It led the workers in slow-down strike actions, destruction
of equipment and machinery in Japanese-owned factories, without any fear of
being arrested or killed.

At the beginning of 1 945, the Party held a meeting of representatives of various
anti-Japanese organs and formed an anti-Japanese federation, a united front organ-
ization. In the middle of the same year, the Party clandestinely established an inter-
professional association of workers in Bangkok, consolidating workers from dif-
ferent vocations into a stronger, unified bloc. At the same time, the Party en-
deavoured to cement its relations with other patriotic groups, in joint resistance
against Japanese imperialism to liberate the country. The anti-Japanese volunteer
forces in the southern region were ordered by the Party to initiate their attacks
upon the enemy.

During that period, there was a rapid evolution of the world and domestic
situations. In Europe, the Red Army of the Soviet Union successfully laid siege to
Berlin on May 2, 1945, and thus forced fascist Germany to surrender on May 8. In
Asia, the Japanese imperialists were in disarray. In Thailand, the Pibun regime was
pressured by the pro-Allied faction of the ruling class to resign on July 24. The
Soviet Union declared war on Japanese imperialism on August 8 ,  and eight days
afterwards Japan was forced to surrender. Thus the Second World War came to an
end.

Although the Party was very young and its membership was small, for more
than two years it had followed a correct line and policy. Its members’ conduct set
an example for the masses on all fronts. Therefore, the Party could be the vanguard
of the proletariat and lead the masses in their resolute struggle against the enemy of
the nation and' the people, to further the revolution, and gain experiences and
lessons in the course of the struggles.

After World War II
When the War ended,, the Party led the workers’ movement in. confiscating the
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assets of the Japanese imperialists and distributing them to the poverty-stricken
workers and people.

After the War, the British imperialists attempted to re-occupy Thailand, forcing
the Thai regime to agree to a 21 -point formal treaty which treated Thailand as a
conquered country. The US imperialists endeavoured to get rid of British influence
in order to take its place. All strata of the Thai people, who had been governed by
the fascist dictatorial rule and had led a miserable life for a long time during the
war, demanded independence, democracy, peace and a better livelihood. Hence, the
different regimes that came to power after the war were compelled to provide some
democratic rights to the people. Under these circumstances, the Party readjusted
its policy and tactics in accordance with the new situation, adhering to the principle
of combining diverse forms of struggle: open and clandestine; legal and illegal. It
also employed legal and legitimate forms of struggle to organize and lead various
social strata to resist imperialist influence, feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism,
and to wrest back their rights. Thus the Party heightened the consciousness of the
masses, built its forces and pushed forward the revolution.

In September 1945, the Kuomintang provoked “the Chinatown incident”,
inciting quarrels between the Thai and Chinese peoples in order to create an oppor-
tunity to interefere in Thai domestic affairs. The Party exposed their motives and
rallied the revolutionary masses to take part in safeguarding the peace.

Towards the close of 1945, the Party co-operated with other organizations in
staging a demonstration in celebration of peace in Bangkok. There were more than
100,000 participants. The slogan, “Punish the War Criminals”, initiated by the
Party, received popular support. During this period, the Party mobilized its propa-
ganda organs and the revolutionary masses to co-operate with other patriotic and
democratic political groups and people to oppose the British imperialists’ “formal”
treaty. Workers from several rice-mills carried out a large-scale strike action. The
Party exposed the true objectives of the US imperialists who, posing as saints,
wished to establish their influence in Thailand. It also struggled for the abolition
of the “Communist Activities Act”.

The Party issued publicly its newspaper, The Masses, which propagated its line
and policy, introduced the revolutionary struggles of the peoples throughout the
world, and pointed out a correct solution for the Thai. It also translated, pub-
lished and distributed Marxist theoretical works and books analyzing Thai society.
In addition, the Party established ties with patriotic and democratic people of
various social strata.

Workers of a number of trades staged strikes for the improvement of their living
standard and for the right to set up trade unions. The All-round Trade Union of
Bangkok openly participated in this movement. The number of workers’ organiz-
ations expanded rapidly, both in Bangkok and in rural towns across the land. And
because of this, the All-round Trade Union of Bangkok was founded in April 1 947.
Hundreds of thousands of workers participated in its May Day celebration at
Sanam Luang, in the heart of Bangkok.

Under the leadership and guidance of the Party, the workers’ movement gained
strength and a high level of political consciousness, thus helping pave the way for a
worker-peasant alliance. It should be noted that most workers had originally been
destitute peasants and consequently they were closely concerned with peasant
struggles. In many areas peasants were then struggling for social justice on the
issues of land distribution, rents, and interests on debts.

During this period, the Party established organizations of youth, women, young
students and college students, and it co-operated with progressive journalists and
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writers, fighting for independence, democracy and social justice. Furthermore, it
also joined hands with patriotic and democratic politicians who were struggling for
the interests of the people and the country.

The rapid growth and development of the revolutionary movement created
consternation among the reactionaries and the US imperialists. Thus they plotted
to restore the power of the fascist warlords’ clique as an instrument to repress the
people’s revolutionary forces and protect their own interests. Therefore, at the
beginning of 1 947 Pibun was acquitted of charges of committing war crimes.

The Party foresaw the atrocious designs of US imperialism and the reactionaries,
and mobilized mass opinion to oppose these schemes. The Party also worked with a
number of patriotic and democratic-minded people to organize a mass rally at
Sanam Luang to oppose the resurrection of fascist dictatorial rule.

On November 8,  1947, Pibun staged a coup d’etat, overthrowing the Thamrong
Nawaswad regime. Once again Thailand was plunged into the darkness of fascism.

The period after the coup d’etat of November 8, 1947
As soon as the fascist warlords’ clique usurped power, they repressed the former
rulers who had fallen from power and, at the same time, began to threaten the revo-
lutionary movement and other progressive circles. The Party, once again adapted its
tactics to correspond with the new situation.

During early 1948, it led rice-mill workers to strike against the monopoly by
influential companies of the rice-mill industry and of rice exporting. It also opposed
the divisions of the workers’ movement and their fight for the improvement of
living conditions. All these actions made a considerable impact and gained extensive
support from various circles.

The fascist regime intensified the repression of workers and established the
“Thai Workers’ Association” to sow dissension among the workers’ movement.

At the end of 1948, the Central Committee reviewed its work and drew lessons.
It also published a booklet entitled “New Year Gift”, demonstrating the necessity
of mobilizing and organizing the peasantry, and consolidating the worker-peasant
alliance. A number of Party members, workers, and students, responded to the
Party’s call and enthusiastically went into the rural areas to mobilize and organize
the peasants.

The victory of the Chinese people’s liberation war and the foundation of People’s
Republic of China on October 1, 1949 provided very great encouragement to
oppressed nations and peoples all over the world, and demonstrated the correct
path for the liberation of all semi-colonial, semi-feudal countries.

At the close of 1949, the Central Committee of the Party reviewed all its past
experiences and realized the necessity of making preparations for armed struggle.
It took the steps necessary for this action in the rural areas and, in particular, it
set up the “Thai National Liberation Movement”, thus widening the basis for the
revolution.

In June 1950, the US imperialists began an aggressive war in Korea. The treach-
erous Pibun regime signed the “Thai-US Agreement on Economic and Technical
Assistance” and the “Thai-US Agreement on Military Assistance”, in September
and October respectively, of the same year. These agreements allowed the US
imperialists to dominate Thailand, to use the country as a base for aggression
against neighbouring countries, to pursue the ‘policy of the containment of China’,
to intervene in Indochina and to collude with the British imperialists to repress
the national liberation struggle of the Malayan people. In addition, the.regime also
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sent 5,000 Thai soldiers to fight together with the US imperialists in its aggressive
war against Korea. The Party reacted against this traitorous reactionary act of the
Pibun regime, by mobilizing the revolutionary masses, patriotic and democratic-
minded writers, journalists, politicians, and people in other circles, to unmask
and protest resolutely against the treacherous and reactionary acts of the Pibun
Songkram government.

At the end of 1950, the Party issued a statement calling upon the people to
strengthen their struggle for independence and democracy. A movement for peace
was organized and in its first campaign more than 1 50,000 people signed its petition.
During the second campaign in early 1951, the number of petitioners totalled over
170,000 people. Later a Committee for Safeguarding the Peace of Thailand was
founded. The peace movement became a massive force that opposed the aggression
of the US imperialists and the betrayal of the nation by the reactionary regime
which caused a disruption of the economy and threatened the people’s livelihood.

Following the “Manhattan incident” in June 1951, government troops occupied
Thammasat University, which prompted the students to demand that the warlords
return the university to the students. This was the origin of the glorious “11th of
October incident”, in which the students won a brilliant victory.

In February 1952, the Party convened the Second National Congress, which
adopted the political report of the Central Committee entitled “Accelerate the:

mobilization of hundreds of thousands of people to struggle and win victory for
independence and democracy”, which called for the creation of a broad national-
democratic united front to struggle against the US imperialists and their henchmen.
The report also underlined that the worker-peasant alliance was the foundation of
the united front, emphasizing that “the rural areas are the base of our forces”.

During the seven years from the end of World War II to the Second Congress, the
Party had held aloft the banner of national-democratic revolution, and led the
people in their unrelenting resistance to the British imperialists and US imperialists
and their lackeys. During the early interlude of limited democracy, the Party
grasped the opportunity to engage in its open work enlarging its impact. During
the ensuing period, despite the repression by the fascist warlords’ clique, the Party
still persisted in resolute struggle, using various forms and methods. As the Party
became stronger and developed, it understood more clearly the role of the peasantry
in national-democratic revolution. The Party then began to stress its work in the
rural areas and formed a worker-peasant alliance, with a view to laying a firm foun-
dation for armed struggle.

3. The Interlude between the Second and Third Congress
The resolutions of the Second Congress were communicated to the whole Party.
The members studied them and carried them into practice. A progressive artistic
and cultural movement expanded and developed among writers, journalists, youth,
and students. There were numerous actions for democratic rights and, during the
same period, worker-peasant movements sprang up vigorously.

In August 1952, the Committee for Safeguarding the Peace of Thailand held a
meeting in Bangkok in order to elect delegates for the Asian-Pacific Regional Meet-
ing for Peace, which was to be held in Peking. The meeting, with representatives of
workers, peasants, youth, students, intellectuals and monks, called upon all social
strata to unite in saving the nation from economic crisis caused by the pro-American
and the “containment of China” policies of the fascist reactionary regime. On
November 10, 1952, in a move to thwart the popular movement, the traitorous,
dictatorial regime arrested and' imprisoned progressives of different circles, both in
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towns and in the countryside, and charged them with the “1 0 November rebellion”.
On November 13, the traitorous, dictatorial regime proclaimed a new “Anti-
Communist Act”, outlawing political parties, imposing censorship on newspapers,
and closing down all progressive organizations. The revolutionary tide was on the
ebb, but yet the Party still grasped every possible opportunity to lead the masses
in their resistance, using appropriate forms and methods. '

At the time when the Party was beset with threats, Prasert Sapsunthorn opposed
the Party line on mobilizing the peasantry in preparation for armed struggle, as put
forward by the Second Congress. Party members, who adhered to Marxist prin-
ciples and the Party’s policy, staunchly opposed his incorrect line. Lacking justific-
ation for his view he pretended to admit his error. However, when modern revision-
ism came into being and Khrushchev proposed the theory of “peaceful transition”,
he put forward his false ideas again. He eventually became a renegade, serving
imperialism and the reactionary ruling class, trying to destroy the revolution.

In 1953, US imperialism suffered a setback in the Korean War. In September
1954, it established the ‘SEATO’ bloc to thwart and destroy the revolutions in
Southeast Asia and to dominate different countries in this region. The Pibun regime,
implementing a policy of carrying the war to the home front willingly joined the
‘SEATO’ bloc despite the protests of the people.

In 1955, the Afro-Asian Conference, in Bandung, Indonesia, proclaimed the
“Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence”, which made a great impact on Thailand.
Meanwhile, the Thai people became increasingly restless under the traitorous,
dictatorial rule of the Pibun regime and US imperialism. The Pibun regime resorted
to the trick of sham democracy, allowing ‘Hyde Park’ speeches, lifting censorship
of the press, allowing political parties, and making preparations for elections. The
Party exposed the ruse as “democracy under the threat of bayonets”.

In November 1955, the Party issued a statement calling for the release of politi-
cal prisoners. In December, a party spokesman wrote an open message to the people
calling upon them to oppose the military pact between the treacherous government
and US imperialism, to oppose the sending of troops by the US imperialists to
control the Thai Army, and to oppose Thai membership in the ‘SEATO’ bloc. In
1956, the Party put forward the slogan of struggle for ‘peace, neutrality and democ-
racy’, opposing the aggressive policy of US imperialism, the regime’s pro-American
policy and the harassment and repression of the people. This slogan was widely
supported by various strata of the masses as well as progressive politicians and
political groups and in itself became a popular demand. Workers began to stage
militant demonstrations and there were some strikes demanding recognition of May
Day and a Labour Act. One hundred and twenty trade unions were established
during this period. The peasants demanded a solution to problems of land tenure,
rents, and interest rates. University students formed an organization composed of
“5 institutions”. Journalists, writers and artists also actively participating in various
forms of struggle. In addition, the Party joined forces with progressive politicians
to struggle for peace, neutrality and democracy.

On March 2, 1955, students took to the streets to protest ‘the dirty election
rigging’. The reactionaries were in disarray and contradictions sharpened among
the ruling classes.

In the face of these popular movements, US imperialism exhorted warlord
Sarit to  stage a coup d’etat against the Pibun government on September 16, 1957.
Later, Sarit staged another coup to usurp complete power on October 20, 1958.
Martial law was declared, the constitution was abolished, the National Assembly
was dissolved, newspapers were closed down, and all mass-based progressive organ-
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izations were banned. All progressive mass movements were prohibited and a large
number of patriotic and democratic-minded people were arrested in the cities and
rural areas. A reign of terror and fascist dictatorship enveloped Thailand.

“The 20 October 1958 coup” provided revolutionaries with valuable lessons.
The Party was then definitely convinced that the only path to be taken for the
liberation of the nation and the people was through armed struggle, using the
countryside to encircle the cities. The main force of the revolution must be the
peasantry.

On August 1 ,  1959, the Party issued a statement underlining the essential
features of the “traitorous, fascist, dictatorial and piratic” Sarit regime, which
the people were determined to  overthrow. The Sarit regime ruthlessly employed
“Article 1 7”  of the constitution to murder a number of people.

Internationally, the struggle that had begun in 1956 between Marxism and
modern revisionism as represented by Khrushchev, became increasingly fierce
and acute. The problem of the' line for seizing state power became a heated polemic.
The Communist Party of Thailand resolutely stood for safeguarding Marxism-
Leninism and had opposed modern revisionism since its inception. At the conference
of 81 communist and workers’ parties held in Moscow in 1960, the representative
of the Communist Party of Thailand firmly declared: “For Thailand there can never
be any peaceful path, but only the way of armed struggle”.

In the face of the situation in Thailand, the Party stepped up its efforts to pre-
pare for resolute armed struggle. In September 1961, the Party convened the Third
Congress. The political report of the Central Committee called for the formation of
a broad national-democratic united front, and for continuing armed struggle with
other forms of struggle. The Congress amended the party constitution, formulated
a 1 2-point programme and made concrete preparations for armed struggle.

Between the Second and Third Congress, the Party still held aloft the banner of
national-democratic revolution, leading the revolutionary masses to unite with
other political groups as well as patriotic and democratic-minded people, in their
tenacious struggle against the enemy of the people and the nation. The revolution-
ary movement, as well as the Party, had grown stronger in the course of the struggles
against imperialism and the domestic reactionary regimes. The Party learned many
more lessons from the struggle against international modern revisionism and against
the inner-party opportunist line. The Party’s theoretical level had deepened, enabling
it to integrate the theories of Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung
with the concrete realities of Thailand. The Party gained a firmer and more pro-
found understanding of the revolutionary path of using the countryside to encircle
the towns and of the role of the peasantry in national-democratic revolution. The
Party matured with every passing day.

4. The Period after the 3rd Congress to  the Present
After the 3rd Congress, leading cadres of the Party went one after another into
the countryside to live and work together with members and revolutionary masses
in the jungle and mountainous areas, mobilizing the peasants in preparations for
armed struggle and training cadres in different fields, especially for military work.

On May 17, 1962, US imperialism sent troops to be stationed in Thailand. In
August 1963, the Political Bureau of the Party adopted a resolution to start prepar-
ations for creating revolutionary bases in the jungle areas.

The Party’s work in the rural areas expanded with every passing day. The enemy
was always trying hard to keep track of and repress members. Eventually, on
August 7, 1965, the first victorious guns were fired in Ban Nabua, Tambon Renoo,
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That Phanom district, Nakorn Phanom province. It was then that the revolutionary
war of the Thai people began. The sound of ‘August 7’ shook the whole country
and filled the reactionary ruling classes with such consternation that it deployed its
forces massively to suppress the revolutionary armed forces, with a view to nipping
them in the bud. However, the enemy’s efforts were a fiasco.

12 years of armed struggle
In September 1965, the Political Bureau of the Party adopted a resolution to
embark on armed struggle in every zone where the necessary conditions existed.
Within only a matter of two years or so, battle zones cropped up in all regions of
the country. At the end of 1968, the first revolutionary base was completed, and
so were many more in a later period. From the end of 1965 to the end of 1968,
every guerrilla unit and revolutionary base underwent severe tests, encountering
the enemy’s barbarous and countless suppression operations. The people in areas
of armed struggle and in revolutionary base areas braved the ‘three everything’
policy of the enemy, that is they savagely burned, looted, and killed everything.
Innocent people were thrown out of helicopters or off mountain peaks or burned
alive in the so-called red tin-drums, and killed in other ways. And yet revolution-
ary guerrilla units and revolutionary bases in different zones were able to break
out of the enemy’s ‘encirclement’ and defeat them time and again. Although the'
enemy deployed several battalions, sometime more than 1 0 battalions, plus artillery,
tanks and planes in their operations, the guerrilla forces and the revolutionary bases
survived, expanded, and developed their struggles on a wider scale.

After these suppression operations in the countryside were unsuccessful and the
dissatisfaction of various social strata with the traitorous, fascist and dictatorial
rule mounted with every passing day, the Thanom regime resorted to the trick of
proclaiming a Constitution on June 20, 1968 and of promising a general election
in 1969.

In order to push forward the revolution and make another great stride, at the
close of 1968, the Central Committee adopted a resolution to modify the 12-point
minimum programme into 10 points and it announced the New Year’s Day orders
of 1969 of the Supreme Command of the People’s Liberation Army of Thailand
(PLAT) to strengthen their forces. The Party’s statement, commemorating the 26th
anniversary of the founding of the Party, also exposed the democratic demagoguery
of the reactionary regime and proclaimed a resolute commitment to wage armed
struggle to the end.

In 1970, US imperialism expanded its aggressive war throughout Indochina. On
May 20 of the same year, Comrade Mao Tse-tung made a ‘statement in support of
just struggles of the three Indochinese countries’. In 1971, the People’s Republic of
China regained its seat in the United Nations. These events had striking repercus-
sions on the world situation and in Thailand.

The deception of the 1969 election could not resolve the contradictions between
the ruling classes and the people. On the contrary, there had been an expansion of
armed struggle in the rural areas and other forms of popular struggle in the areas
under the reactionary administration. Therefore, on May 17, 1971 Thanom carried
out a coup against his own regime, brushed aside the democratic facade and fren-
ziedly stepped up the repression of the people in towns and in the rural areas.

At the end of 1971 and the beginning of 1972, the Central Committee systemat-
ically reviewed its experiences and lessons, especially since the 3rd Congress. The
Party’s statement commemorating the 30th anniversary of the founding of the
Party explained the significant problems of the Thai revolution in order to serve as
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principles to guide the practice of the Party. ‘The 30th anniversary statement’ of
the Party greatly stimulated the militant spirit of members, cadres, revolutionary
fighters of the People’s Liberation Army and the revolutionary masses, who respon-
ded to  the Party’s call enthusiastically, making the best of their resources to achieve
the tasks entrusted by the Party.

During the same period, in every fighting zone and revolutionary base, the PLAT,
militia and people mounted attacks and victoriously resisted ‘the encirclement and
suppression’ drives. In the revolutionary base areas of the border region of Pitsanulok-
Petchaboon-Loei provinces, they were able to disrupt the biggest ‘encirclement and
suppression’ drive that the reactionary regime had ever mounted, deploying 1 5,000
troops. This created great joy and gave encouragement to the people’s armed forces
and the masses in fighting zones and areas under the enemy’s administration.

In 1972, Nixon swallowed his pride and visited the People’s Republic of China.
In early 1973, US imperialism was forced to conclude agreement on the termin-
ation of war and the restoration of peace in Vietnam.

The revolutionary situation all over Thailand developed by leaps and bounds.
In 1972, the first revolutionary base in the Northeast was set up in the midst of a
vast expanse of guerrilla zones, and there the PLAT succeeded in defeating the
enemy’s encirclement and suppression drives. In reactionary administrative areas,
there were mounting waves of struggles by workers, peasants and other social
strata, with students in the vanguard of the movement. Eventually, these struggles
crystallized into the great ‘14 October movement’ in 1973. This was the biggest
anti-fascist and anti-dictatorial movement of the Thai people that had ever deve-
loped. It revealed the high level of the fighting spirit of the people, specifically the
young intellectuals of our country; and it had a great impact on the youth and
intellectual movements at home and abroad.

On October 16, the Party issued a statement pointing out that “the 14th of
October event” was a necessary outcome of the Thanom regime’s traitorous, fascist,
dictatorial and piratic policies against the people and its bellicosity towards neigh-
bouring countries. It was an explosion of the people’s long pent-up discontent. In
addition, the international revolutionary tide, including the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution in China, major youth and student movements and workers’
movements in capitalist countries, together with the propagation of Marxism-
Leninism and the Thought of Mao Tse-tung, all had a profound impact on Thai
youth and students. In particular, the armed struggle at home, which was expand-
ing daily, provided tremendous encouragement to various social strata in the reac-
tionary administrative areas. Furthermore, the student tradition of revolutionary
struggle, which had been carried forward since the end of World War II, was also a
significant factor contributing to the growth and development of the “14th of
October movement”.

For about two years after the “14th of October event”, revolutionaries, revo-
lutionary intellectuals and patriotic and democratic-minded people in the reaction-
ary administrative areas continually organized and led various strata of the people
to struggle against US imperialism and the reactionary regime and for independence,
democracy and social justice. These actions had resounding effects, including the
awakening of the consciousness of the masses, especially among workers and
peasants, whose revolutionary forces grew; the education and training of revolution-
ary movements amidst furious struggles; and the extensive propagation of revolu-
tionary theory. At the same time, the People’s Liberation Army launched intense
attacks upon the enemy all over the country, scoring outstanding victories. The
revolutionary armed forces grew in strength and the revolutionary bases were in-
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creasingly enlarged and consolidated. Guerrilla zones were also extended far and
wide, and new areas of armed struggle cropped up in several provinces. Thus a new
situation was created in which the revolutionary tide of armed struggle in the
countryside was being co-ordinated with the revolutionary tide of economic, politi-
cal and cultural struggles in the reactionary administrative areas. They provided
each other with encouragement and support, which helped push rapidly forward
the revolutionary situation all over the country.

At that juncture, the renegade Amnat Yuthawiwat tried to undermine the revo-
lutionary movements in concert with the design of the ruling classes of “the right
killing the left”. He preached reformism, opposed the Party’s line on armed struggle
and created confusion among the masses. The revolutionary masses fought against
his revisionist theory and thoroughly unmasked the true character of the renegade,
who served imperialism and the reactionary regime. Later, the Voice of the People
of Thailand broadcast an article entitled “The Path of Thai Revolution”, which
smashed the renegade’s revisionist theory, defended the Party’s correct line and
pointed out the correct direction for the people.

In 1975, the Indochinese peoples achieved complete victory in their war of
resistance against US imperialism and its lackeys. Various social strata in our
country became more confident of their coming victory, and stepped up attacks
on the enemy, both in areas of armed struggle and in reactionary administrative
areas. At the same time, the ruling class became more and more frightened, and
frenziedly attempted to counter-attack against the revolutionary side.

In mid-1976, the Party anticipated that the reactionary classes would resort
to restoring an openly fascist dictatorial regime. Therefore, it set in motion measures
necessary to confront that situation. At the same time, the Party made a thorough
review of lessons and experiences in the period of armed struggle; it laid down new
tasks and it also adapted the immediate policy to conform to the newly develop-
ing situation.

On October 6, 1976, the fascist reactionaries provoked a major and bloody
incident. On October 7,  the Party issued a timely statement which explained why
the fascist reactionaries perpetrated this bloody incident. Emphasizing that armed
struggle was the correct path to follow, it pointed out: “The red belt in the country-
side is a reliable rear area and a powerful reserve” for the revolutionary movement
in the reactionary administrative areas. The revolutionary masses and patriotic
and democratic-minded people made their way, in large numbers, to revolutionary
bases and areas of armed struggle, consolidating the revolutionary bases and rein-
forcing the People’s Liberation Army.

On December 1, 1976, the Party issued a statement calling for “unification of
the entire patriotic and democratic forces, expansion of the People’s War on the
greatest scale and the overthrow of the traitorous, fascist, reactionary ruling clique”.

During the past year members at all levels have carried out the tasks set forth
by the Party. The flames of the People’s War have spread far and wide. The People’s
Liberation Army in different areas have made continuing assaults against the-
enemy. Military engagements have increased in size and intensity. In the reaction-
ary administrative areas, popular struggles have expanded. Thai citizens abroad
have consolidated their forces more firmly. There has been an increase in the
number of solidarity movements, which support the struggles at home and work
to win the sympathy of foreign friends, as well as of the justice-loving organizations
and persons who render support to the Thai revolutionary movement. In September,
1977, “the Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic Forces” was
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founded. The National Democratic United Front of Thailand is developing into a
new higher stage.

The fanatical policies of the fascist dictatorship of the Sa-ngad Thanin clique
produced results that were the opposite of what was expected. The reactionary
regime was in a position that was deteriorating at an unprecedented rate. Thus the
warlords staged another coup to expel the Thanin coterie. Warlord Kriengsak, the
wily and notorious lackey of US imperialism mounted the throne himself, with a
view to  using deception to  prolong the days of the regime. Nevertheless, no tricks
of the enemy can deceive any longer the people who have been tested and tem-
pered by the flames of revolution. The power of the unity of the masses will over-
come all obstacles and will inevitably march to victory.

Long live the Communist Party of Thailand!

APPENDIX 2

Life in the Thai Liberated Zones
by Chontira Satay awatana

Chontira was a lecturer in literature in Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, up until
the October 6 Bloody Incident. She left her job shortly after the coup and joined
the guerrilla movement in the countryside. She wrote a series of letters describing
what life is like in the mountains under the title Notes from the Jungle to the City.
The following are extracts from her letters, broadcast by the Voice of the People of
Thailand Radio.

1. Medical Services and Health in the Liberated Zones

Medical Services for the People
Medical and health services have their own class character. They are organized to
serve the particular class which controls state power. The Kingdom of Thailand is
no exception. While medical services and health care among the masses are grossly
inadequate, with a doctor-patient ratio of one for every 200,000 persons, some
people in the society enjoy a totally different treatment, however. Recently a team
of 1 2 highly trained doctors attended a member of the royal family who had had a
slight fever!

This is not fair. Such situations are rampant in the areas administered by the
Bangkok government today. Poor people have been neglected while powerful and
rich people have been extremely well treated. And there is no basic health insurance
for the people. This is an unjust society.

When the regime collected money from the people to build hospitals, they
should have built them in needy areas. This was not the case. The site of the hospital,
a provincial governor said recently, should be in the already well-developed areas.
It should also be auspicious enough to honour the crown prince, after whom the
hospital will be named.

In the areas where people have their own state power, such situations do not
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exist. Here, medical services and health care are for the people. They serve soldiers,
the masses and the revolution selflessly.

The reactionary government has financed its health and medical programmes
with loans from abroad, some of which have been embezzled. Ours is based on self-
reliance. They originated and developed together with the people’s armed forces.
We started from nothing, and now we have achieved some progress. This is a change
from quantitative to qualitative. During the past 1 2 years, the Communist Party of
Thailand (CPT) has introduced and developed these new medical and health services.
They are now one of the main bastions of our people’s revolution. This is a basic
assurance that the health of people who live in the vast guerrilla zones across the
country will be protected.

Medical work is part of our military work. Wherever the people’s army goes, it
brings medical services to the people. Indeed, the success of our political work
depends on, among other things, our mass line in medical services and health care.

We have a great number of medical and health workers. A military unit will have
at least one field doctor or health worker. And since our soldiers seldom suffer
injury, they rarely require any medical service. There are first-class doctors in big
military units as well as in civilian units. Our medical and health programmes are
basically sufficient and well administered. We have doctors and nurses at every
level: from village up to regional levels.

Such a situation is possible because the party has paid serious attention to
health care. The party has trained medical and health workers from the ranks of
peasants, farmers and national minorities.

Prior to the October 6 Bloody Incident, humanitarian intellectuals had been
calling for a mass line in health and medical work. Despite repeated calls, these
things simply do not exist in this sick society. But in the area where people are
the masters of their destiny, mass medical services and health care are a reality.

People in the new society agree that the medical insurance scheme here is fine.
We have achieved this reality because we have the party and the revolution. People
now live longer, and their children are healthy. This is possible because we have
state power.

The People ’s Doctors
Life in a society where there is no equality is miserable; people of different classes
enjoy different treatment. Doctors, nurses and health workers are among those who
are well aware of this reality, and though they have devoted their time and efforts
to correct this inequality, their efforts are far from successful. Humanitarianism
alone cannot solve poverty which is a main cause of sickness. Because poverty is a
result of an unjust society, only when this kind of society is destroyed, can people’s
lives be improved.

China’s great revolutionaries, Dr Sun Yat Sen and Lu Hsun are good examples of
how humanitarians were turned into revolutionaries.

In Thailand, the story of A Man Called Kan which was written by a social-
minded author, Suwanny Sukonta, has depicted how sheer humanitarianism does
not work in this cruel world. The novel was awarded a SEATA prize and was later
made into a film and still enjoys large popular support.

According to the story, Dr Kan is a highly humane doctor who volunteered to
work in the rural areas but was later killed because he had stood in the way of local
corrupt officials. There are many humane doctors who have suffered a more or less
similar fate to Dr Kan. They were either killed, arrested or harassed.
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Dr Charoen Subsang is a good example. He was among the' early batches of
medical graduates in the country who went to work in the remote southern province
of Pattani with high idealism of serving poor people. Everybody in the province
loved and respected him except a few corrupt officials. Dr Charoen was elected
member of parliament whenever he stood for election. The regime was not very
happy with the situation and ordered his arrest twice, in 1952 and 1958, on com-
munist charges.

There are many young idealists who had shared Dr Charoen’s fate before the
October 6 Bloody Incident. Moh Muang Prao (Doctor of Prao District) was accused
by the regime in 1975 of having instigated the masses when he tried to raise funds
to build a local hospital. His idea of mass medical services landed him in open
confrontations with district officers and a governor. They threatened his life and
hired gunmen to kill him. He fled the town after the people had informed him
about the plot.

Dr Vichai Chokewiwat of Maha Sarakham Province in the Northeast was another
example. The ruling regime accused him of instigating the masses just because he
had travelled intensively in almost every village to  serve the people. He was harassed
and subjected to assassmation attempts several times. Dr Vichai was arrested
shortly after the October 6 coup.

A female doctor, Dr Paijit, was accused by the regime of being a communist.
She too has been heavily harassed.

Chatri Hutanuwat, a senior medical student of Chiangmai University was arrested
by the regime in mid-1975 because he had worked closely with peasants and
farmers in the Chiengmai area. And Amares Chaisaard, a senior public-health
student of Mahidol University, was shot down by a rightwing gunman while he was
on a field trip in Korat Province in early 1976.

This is only a part of the “GET THE LEFT” campaign initiated by the right who
had contempt for doctors serving the masses wholeheartedly. The climax of the
campaign was reached on the morning of October 6, 1976 when students and
people on the Thammasat University campus were massacred by heavily-armed
police and solders. A medical student who rushed to help the wounded persons at
the campus gate was beaten and shot to  death, although he had notified them by
shouting that he was a doctor.

At this very moment Miss Sangiam Jamduang, a nurse who treated the wounded
and injured during the October 6 Incident, is among the Bangkok 1 8 detainees who
are now facing trial in a military court.

What alternatives are there now for these humanist doctors and nurses? They
hardly have any choice if they want to continue to do what they believe. Many
have come to the conclusion that as long as state- power is in the hands of the
reactionary ruling class, there is no way to propagate a mass line in medical and
health work. The only way to do this is to overthrow the regime, destroy this sick
society and create a new and better one.

Many nurses, doctors, pharmacists, health workers, lecturers and medical students
have come to the countryside to  do just that. They are now working closely with
the CPT-trained doctors and medical workers to serve the revolution.

Doctors of the Thai Revolutionary Army
“Uncle doctor” is a well known person here. A sum man in his 50s uncle doctor had
joined the revolution decades ago. He was among one of the first batch of doctors
trained by the Thai revolutionary army.
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When he was a child, uncle doctor, as he is known here, was very poor. He
worked in a private clinic in Southern Thailand. After the Japanese Imperial Army
had occupied our motherland during World War II, the infant Communist Party of
Thailand organized the AntiJapanese Volunteer Corp in 1942 to fight the invading
Japanese. Through his association with some members of the antiJapanese move-
ment, he began to accumulate his political consciousness.

Two years later, uncle doc, barely 15 years old, joined the armed unit of the
AntiJapanese Volunteer Corp in Songkhla Province. He had with him a small
medical kit, and that was how he began to use his medical knowledge to serve the
revolution.

The jungle in the south is in the rain torest area. Pneumonia and malaria are the
two worst common diseases. Because uncle doc knew something about medicine,
he had to treat his colleagues who were sick of these two diseases.

When the war ended in 1945, uncle doc was entrusted by the party to work
among the workers.

In 1 947, as a result of the US-engineered Pibun Songkhram coup, the party issued
directives calling members and cadres to move to the countryside to prepare the
groundwork for armed struggle. Uncle doc responded to this call. He went deep
among the masses utilizing his medical knowledge to serve the people. And though
he was not properly trained in medical science, he had gained practical experience
and was accepted by the people. Uncle doc charged his patients very little, just
barely enough to keep him alive. There he was, spending more than ten years
integrating with the masses.

In 1 958, General Sarit took power in a US-backed coup. Sarit arrested and killed
many patriots such as Krong Chandawong and Ruam Wongpan. The Party, as a
consequence, convened its Third Party Congress which adopted resolutions calling
for armed struggle, waged from the countryside to encircle the city, as the only
correct line. And in 1963 uncle doc, because of his medical skill, joined an armed-
propaganda unit.

Living in the jungle was a new experience for him. Pioneers of the revolution
who had moved to the jungle were barely prepared for such a life. There were no
beds or hammocks, blankets, waterproof cloth, flashlights, water containers, nor
mosquito nets as we have now. Knives, pistols and old rifles were the main types of
weapons. Life was difficult.

After the first armed clash between government forces and the people’s army on
August 7, 1965 in Tat Phanom District, Nakon Phanom Province, the ruling class
unleashed a series of suppressive operations and there was urgent need of doctors.

From 1961 to 1964 there were no trained doctors, so uncle doc served as a
health and medical worker. He was assigned to organize a mobile team of health
workers to accompany the army. The teams grew bigger, as well as a small clinic
which expanded later into a regional hospital. The hospital, subsequently, trains
doctors, nurses and health workers.

From a poor boy working in a small remote clinic, uncle doc has turned into a
medical expert through revolution and struggle. His struggle and contributions
to the people’s health programmes in the bases were endlesss, and he is good at
productive work as well.

Today, uncle doc is not so strong because of his age and hard life, yet he is
anxious to acquire new knowledge in advanced operations. Whenever he is asked
how he has arrived at what he is today, he answers proudly “Without the Party,
there is no me”.
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Medical and Health Welfare in the Bases
I had a chance to visit several hospitals in the revolutionary base areas. The spirit
of self-reliance which the doctors and nurses there exercise is very impressive.

The hospitals have combined the best of western medicine and local herbs, as
well as the integration of western method of treatment and acupuncture. Most of
the medical workers and nurses here are young, and they seem to have an amazing
knowledge of acupuncture. Because of its simplicity and practical applications,
acupuncture is very popular.

The hospitals do not have modern equipment but the staff has created many
outstanding inventions through self-reliance, one of which is an operation bed
which can be moved up and down at will. It is made of bamboo which is plentiful
here. The staff also manufactures tablet-type medicines by pounding local herbs
and pressing them in moulds. These kinds of medicine are very convenient to take
along, especially by soldiers. Such a spirit of self-reliance has enabled us to counter
the Bangkok regime’s attempts to isolate us from people in the town areas.

One of the hospitals which I visited is built in a shady bamboo grove. It is
located in a spacious and clean area. There are several buildings for patients sur-
rounding the administrative office. The office houses quarters for doctors and
nurses, lab, operation and medicine rooms.

On the right side of the hospital is a big, imposing high-roofed building which
houses herbs and medicines. They are well kept and indexed in small compartments
on the shelves which line up against the four walls. There is a kitchen and canteen
behind the hospital. They are clean and well guarded. There is an anti-air raid room
in every unit as well as long tunnels linking the hospital and the office. The whole
complex is in addition well guarded with deep trenches around the areas.

We were welcomed by both doctors and patients of the hospital. Some patients
are as old as 70-80 years. They all live in the area. The doctor said that the hospital
was originally founded to serve cadres, soldiers, people in the bases and also to serve
the war. But since the PLAFT soldiers seldom get hurt it is basically the ordinary
people who enjoy this facility.

The Party, he added, has put the main emphasis on prevention not curing, and
this has been successful. Health workers do all the prevention jobs and progress has
been made. The general health of the public has improved since the village was
liberated. The mortality rate has dropped and people live longer.

In another hospital, we met a woman of Lua nationality. She had just given birth
to twin babies. They were lovely and healthy.

The woman said that before revolution came to her village, people there had
suffered badly. There was not enough rice to eat, no clothes to wear. Some men
had to wear rags just to cover their lower part and women did not have any shirt
to wear. Winter was extremely cold and there were no blankets. People had to sleep
in front of the fire, some of whom had their feet burned. Whenever there was an
infectious disease, the whole family was likely to be infected. Such a disease had
killed 7-8 people in her village at one time. Medical services were never heard of'
The only doctor was a magic priest. Our plight, she continued, went from bad
to worse when the “masters” came up from the lowland. They are government
officials. They taxed everything from a dead man to a new born baby. They even
taxed mothers who breast-fed their babies.

“In the old society, new-born children hardly have a chance to survive. As for
twins like mine, we simply had to  leave one dead because we could not afford it.
Mother and child’s health were poor. Now my twin babies have survived and I am
healthy. In the past, this would not have been possible,” she said.
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“Now we have the revolution. We have the Party, soldiers and people. They led
us to revolution. The enemies can only harass us. Soldiers have taught us how
to grow vegetables and corn. When our fields are invaded by rats, the soldiers kill
them for us. We have doctors, medicines, blankets, and our children do not have to
go out without clothes.”

“The new society is just good,” she added. “It’s a pity that many of our brothers
and sisters have yet to be liberated. They are all suffering like we did. Some do not
understand us. We have to work with them and educate them. We have to work well
in the guerrilla zones and expand the base areas.”

Today, medical and health work in the jungle are fast expanding. Some bases
have a good welfare system which no university can match. One particular base has
a complete health record of all base members. Such records will enable new doctors
to familiarize themselves with local conditions. This is extremely necessary because
of the mobility of doctors who have to travel with the army. Even Chulalongkorn
University, which was one of the best medical schools in the nation and has the best
welfare for teachers and students, does not have such an advanced system. I tend to
agree with the Lua woman. The new society here is good even though we still have
shortcomings. What we do not have today, we will make tomorrow.

2. When the Students March to the Mountain

After the bloody October 6 incident, thousands of students have left their homes
and classrooms. Suddenly, they disappeared. Where are they now? What are they
doing? How do they survive? Repeatedly, these questions have caused anxieties
among their friends, parents and teachers.

What are the students doing up here, on the mountain? They are participating in
the struggle, armed struggle, to overthrow the reactionary ruling class and expel the
US imperialists, all of which have cast a chain of oppression and exploitation around
the world. The students are doing so in the hope that they could build a new
society, a new Thailand where justice, democratic rights and improvements in the
people’s livelihood are the rule, not the exceptions.

Among several other things, the students attend the cadres’ school of political
and military affairs in the jungle. These schools have been set up in every part of
the country. However, a huge influx of students have made these schools look
incredibly small, and accommodation inadequate. To solve this, the students have
joined forces with the PLAFT (Peoples’ Liberation Armed Forces of Thailand)
soldiers and built new accommodation and schools. Within a short time, new
accommodation and buildings mushroomed all over the jungle.

Though training at the school of political and military affairs is not obligatory,
it has been well received by most of the students. A good number of them enrolled
in the school where they will be equipped with necessaiy knowlege and practice to
prepare themselves for future struggle.

Collective Life in the School of Political and Military Affairs
The CPT’s school of political and military affairs is different from conventional
schools and universities in the city. Here, students study and practice from concrete
reality, transforming both their worldview and life-style. They learn to live a simple,
honest, humble and hard-working life. They learn to care for others and be patient.

The school is run on a democratic basis with students exercising their rights by
electing a revolutionary soldier committee which takes care of their well-being and
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serves as a link to the Party. The student-elected committee is sub-divided into
units: economic, propaganda, recreational, sports, health and cultural. (New units
can be added or dissolved according to  local conditions). To encourage students
to act on their own initiative, many of them have been elected to join these bodies.
It is through such methods that various groups, including the CPT, learn from and
help each other.

The most important among these bodies is the economic unit (logistics). In the
beginning, the unit relied mainly on supplies from villages, which are at quite a
distance from the bases. To relieve the masses of their burden, the unit, together
with the PLAFT soldiers and the masses, are now involved directly in such pro-
duction activites as growing rice, vegetables and raising livestock and poultry. In the
evening members of the unit supply wood and charcoal to provide heat and light
the base.

The propaganda unit’s main duties are raising political slogans and consciousness,
mobilizing the masses, and distributing information. The unit usually puts up wall
posters or runs its own publications, some titles of which are: Red Sun, Red Star
and Militant Banner — and distribute them to the masses and soldiers.*'

Working closely with the propaganda unit is the recreational unit which is
responsible for organizing cultural performances on special occasions such as the
Party’s founding anniversary or New Year’s day. It organizes parties to welcome
newcomers and to see them off after graduation. The arts and cultural performances
here are rich and colourful and have developed into a new stage with the influx of
urban cultural activities. Folk arts, revolutionary drama, music and dance are the
main forms of such activities. A play which portrays the October 6 incident is being
staged in almost every base, and has received an  enthusiastic welcome from soldiers
and the masses.

Members of the cultural unit of the revolutionary soldiers committee teach part
time. They teach Thai language, mathematics, and natural science to youths,
workers, peasants and soldiers. Our young teachers are working extremely hard to
raise the cultural level here.

The health unit has an equally important task. Not only does it handle hygienic
and health problems. It is also engaged in medical treatment and developing the
usage of combined western and local herbal medicine.

After a brief period of adjustment, students here are becoming very healthy. In
fact, most of them are gaining weight here. This is easy to understand; they wake
up and go to bed early, eat at regular times, go to bed no later than 10.30 p.m.,
and have a chance to learn how to work. In some base areas, many of them par-
ticipate in sporting activities such as pingpong, basketball, volleyball, badminton,
takraw and swimming. Ironically, many of us learned to  swim here.

Our life here is different from the one we led in the city. This is a militarily
organized collective life. Students of the school of political and military affairs are
extremely disciplined, though not because they are forced. I can assure the parents
and family members of those who are here that your children are well taken care
of, both mentally and physically, by the Party. Our collective life is warm and
active. The Party loves and cares for the youths, and, they care for each other.

Our youngsters are learning to integrate theory and practice. Here, they think
more for others and less about themselves. They are well spirited, united and
practice self-criticism. The Party has paid attention to the problems of male-
female relationships, and our youths are behaving right. Students in each unit are
self-demanding and attempt to correct their bad habits. Their example is being
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followed by many others. In some bases, chain-smoking students have decided
collectively to  quit smoking.

The fine revolutionary spirits of newcoming students have impressed veteran
Party cadres. The cadres speak highly of them. I was often told that our youths
are serious, self-demanding and humble. Senior leaders admitted that they never
thought that Thailand’s new breed of youths would have been so fine in revolution-
ary spirit. They are convinced that the Thai revolution has a “bright future”. One
of them says, “The enemy has driven tigers into the jungle, fish into the deep sea,
and fine young men and women into our Party.”

The Longer the Sky Suppresses, the Stronger the Land Resists
Relations between the students and the masses are extremely good. Having heard
that the students were attending the school of political and military affairs, a 74-
year old lady took the trouble of climbing mountain after mountain from her
village to visit them. She and other villagers are indignant at the King, the reactionary
government and the US imperialists, whose bloody roles in the October 6 incident
could no longer be concealed. The student-performed play which portrays the
incident has added fiery anger among the masses everywhere.

The villagers said they hope that many more students will join the armed struggle
and added that in return they would step up their food production in order to
supply them. In case our bases are attacked or surrounded by the enemy, the
villagers indicated that they would not mind eating poor quality corn and let
the students have their rice. Currently, the masses are endlessly supplying rice,,
vegetables, fruits, and even seafish to the students.

It is amazing and interesting to see how rapidly urban intellectuals adapted
themselves to  life in the jungle. Some of them are no longer distinguishable from
the masses. They refused to be accorded special privileges granted by the Party
that sometimes provided them special food supplies. The Party had anticipated
that some students might have some difficulty in adapting themselves.

The students are performing every kind of task. They energetically carry heavy
bags from one mountain to  another, and transport bat manure from deep caves to
farming areas to be used as fertilizers. Many of them are now working in production
units, growing rice and vegetables, and raising poultry and livestock. They are good
at these things as well.

Creative ideas are emerging, and new inventions are being made. Bamboo pipes,
for example, are being used to  irrigate water from the stream to school. Virgin lands
are being exploited to feed the population. A physics student has invented a special
lamp lit by latex oil. Fine paper is being produced from bamboo pulp, and this has
facilitated our publication activities.

In an atmosphere where a generation of revolutionaries is being trained, nourished
and tempered, it appears that our final victory is coming closer and our will is
hardening. In the word of a PLAFT soldier’s poem, “the longer the sky suppresses,
the stronger the land resists”.

Go Everywhere According to the Party’s Call
At the school of political and military affairs, we study politics, military affairs,
philosophy — dialectical materialism, historical materialism, social development,
theory of social contradiction in society, and revolution. This curriculum is designed
to give us a correct world view, to understand the various aspects of contradiction
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in society and to perceive the nature and development of the present society in
order to change them.

We employ intense discussion, and combine both theory and practice in our
study, whose length varies from place to place. In some schools, students are
loaded with all-day study for up to two months, while in other schools they go to
class in the morning and engage in production activities in the afternoon.

In political study students learn about the activities, resolutions and present
policies of the Party. Included are lessons gained from the Party’s past, general
line, theory of people’s war, base building, army building, mass line and mass
work. The study gears us toward a correct understanding of the nature of the Thai
revolution, its significance and its future. All students are being trained to familiarize
themselves with various types of weapons and how to use them. Those who are
physically strong and have been admitted to the PLAFT are given special training.
Men and women are treated equally. Some women are good sharpshooters, and
they are appointed unit leaders.

After completing their study, students are assigned to work in different areas.
Many of them are now working closely with masses around the bases, while quite
a number have been leaving for new areas.

Female graduates sometimes work with youngsters in the bases, in the nursery or
in production units.

A fairly large number of graduates have been admitted into the PLAFT. They
form the class of October 6 units and are doing an  excellent job. They asked me to
convey their message to fighters in urban areas: uphold and advance your struggle
to complement the armed struggle in the countryside. Join us if you can!

The October 6 PLAFT soldiers wish to express their sincere appreciation to their
teachers and professors, both inside and outside the country, for having supplied
them with money and medicine.

“Say hello to our parents, tell them we are fine. Do not believe the government’s
propaganda. We promise to liberate the country in no time”, they said.

Sooner or later all of them will march down the mountains and join their teachers,
professors, parents and family members in the city when the people achieve their
victory.

APPENDIX 3

The People all over the Country Unite More Closely and Resolutely Overthrow the
Traitorous Reactionary Regime!
Statement in commemoration of the 35th anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of Thailand (1942-1977)
Mitr Samanand, First Secretary-General of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Thailand.

During the past 120 years or so, the Western colonialist aggression has gradually
turned Thailand into a semi-colonial, semi-feudal country. The oppression and
exploitation inflicted by the imperialists, feudalists and bureaucratic capitalists have
prompted patriotic and democratic-minded Thai People to rise up and strive for
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independence, democracy and justice resolutely, courageously and dauntlessly.
Precursors are followed by successors shedding their blood and lives as a sacrifice
for the nation in an uninterrupted succession. Prior to the change of regime in
June 24, 1932, 1 there had been, for example, peasants’ uprisings in the North-
eastern region, alias the Holy Man rebellion/ the Shan rebellion in the North,3 the
uprising of peasants in the four Southern provinces alias the Pattani rebellion,4
anti-French colonialist resistance led by Phra Yod of Muang Kwang,5 Tienvarn’s
struggle 6 and the Kek-Meng rebellion in the 130th Year of Chakri era. 7 After June
24, 1-932, there hadbeenanti-Japanesevolunteer forces,8 the Free Thai movement,9
anti-Japanese united association, 10 a movement to oppose British imperialists’
treaty of extra-territorial rights, 11 and also a number of antiLdictatorial struggles in
various periods; for example, the Peace Movement, 12 the round-up of patriotic and
democratic-minded persons in the 20th October 1958 incident, 13 the people’s war
which started since August 7, 1965, the 14th October movement in 1973, 14  the
patriotic and democratic movements before and after the bloody event of October
6, 1976. 15  These heroic deeds set a glorious record and tradition of popular and
national struggle. This glorious spirit and tradition shall certainly be carried forward
perpetually.

The Communist Manifesto issued by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, great
teachers of the proletariat, over a hundred years ago, and, in particular, the glorious
victory of the great October revolution in Russia led by Lenin and Stalin have
illuminated the path for the proletariat and the oppressed nations the world over.
The revolutions of the oppressed nations have become an integral part of world
proletarian revolution. The universal truth of Marxism-Leninism has in turn be-
come a guide to action for the struggles of the proletariat and oppressed peoples
throughout the world. Fifty years ago, Marxism-Leninism was propagated to
Thailand, and the Communists in Thailand, who have adopted this universal truth
and integrated it with concrete reality in Thailand, and with the struggle of the Thai
working class and with the struggle for independence and people’s democracy,
founded the Communist Party of Thailand in December 1 ,  1942, based upon the
principle of Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung in regard to  party
formation, being a political party of the proletariat in order to shoulder the highly
honourable and historic task. The Party has set forth the task in uniting with people
of various strata and the entire patriotic and democratic-minded forces, forming a
democratic united front based on the worker-peasant alliance, persisting in its
opposition to imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism, and resolutely
and consistenly striving for national independence and people’s democracy. During
the past 35  years, the Communist Party of Thailand has been tested and tempered
amidst the flames of fierce struggles waged against the enemy at home and abroad,
and has undergone struggles with inner-party opportunism, accumulated its direct
and reverse experiences and lessons, thus becoming a more and more developed,
strengthened and well-tempered party, adhering to a more correct and perfect line
and policy.

From the lessons the-Party and patriotic and democratic-minded people learnt
through bloodshed, the third Deputies’ Congress of the Party adopted a resolution
to  resolutely take the course of armed struggle to  seize power, using the countryside
to encircle the cities. The people’s war conducted for the past twelve years has
burst forth and spread far and wide into more than half of the country’s different
provinces. Guerrilla zones, revolutionary bases and people’s new State areas have
been widened and become further consolidated.

The two trends; namely, the patriotic and democracy -loving movement in the
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enemy’s administrative areas and in foreign countries, and the rural armed struggle,
have forcefully and extensively merged together in their mutual support. The
national democratic front has expanded and forged ahead, thus increasingly menacing
the administrative stand of the traitorous dictatorial and reactionary class.

In the cause of proletarian revolution and national liberation, no small number
of party members, cadres, soldiers of the People’s Liberation Army and revolutionary
masses have shed their lives valiantly amidst the earth-shaking revolutionary struggle.
Their great merits shall be forever recorded in history.

As for patriotic and democracy-minded persons who have persistently struggled
for independence, democracy and justice, many of them have fallen. Their noble
merits and contributions towards the cause of national independence, people’s
democracy, and social justice shall be forever perpetuated in the memory of the
Thai people.

We commemorate the 35th anniversary of the founding of the Party in a highly
favourable situation.

The world is still in turmoil and imperialism has been on the collapse in all
spheres. The capitalist world is hard-hit by crisis after crisis. Different monopoly
capitalists tried to save their own skin, making havoc of others, shoving all the
burdens upon the labouring people, contending for foreign markets, pillaging and
exploiting the developing countries extortionately. The struggles for the betterment
of livelihood, for independence, democracy and socialism waged by peoples of
various countries throughout the world, specifically by the Third World peoples in
Asia, Africa and Latin America, are expanding in magnitude.

The two super-powers, the hotbeds of turbulence in the world, each of which
enters into rivalry for world supremacy and conspires to suppress and destroy
the revolution, making use of sham disarmament talks to camouflage the arms
race, and contend in fullest scale for military superiority, thus more and more
engendering the risk of world war. At the same time the revolutionary forces of
the peoples the world over have grown unrestrained. Peoples the world over have
extensively opposed the unleashing of war waged by the two super-powers. Should
they eventually unleash a world war, they would inevitably be annihilated by the
peoples the world over.

We adhere to the principle of Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-
tung, persist in uniting with all genuine Marxist political parties and organiza-
tions, oppose imperialism, especially the two super-powers, oppose modern re-
visionism with the Soviet Union as its axis; oppose the reactionaries of various
countries; and push forward the national-democratic revolution and socialist
revolution of the peoples all over the world through to the end.

As for the domestic situation during the last whole year, the reactionary fascist
Sangad-Thanin regime had perpetrated numerous atrocities. They frantically concen-
trated their forces to suppress and slaughter the people in succession; deprived
the people of their rights; plundered the people and thrived on their corrupt practice
predatorily; restored and expanded US imperialist influence in Thailand; persuaded
foreign monopoly capital to disrupt national economy; made concessions to Malay-
sian mercenaries to suppress and massacre our Thai brethren in the South and vilely
encroach upon national sovereignty; conspired with Lao and Cambodian reactionary
social scum frequently to create border incidents, served the US imperialist designs
to blockade and menace the neighbouring countries so as to conceal their crimes
and divert the indignation of the people.

Their acts have increasingly aggravated and disrupted the national economy.
The livelihood of the people in various strata has been in distress. Dissatisfaction,
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different forms of struggle and opposition by patriotic and democratic-minded
people in cities, in the countryside and by the Thai people abroad, have expanded
extensively. The dissenting voices of the progressive and justice-loving persons
have multiplied and dealt crushing blows at the reactionary fascist administration.
During the past one year, in the vast expanse of all the regions of the Thai country-
side, the revolutionary forces, specifically the people’s armed struggles, have widened
by leaps and bounds. The People’s Liberation Army and various other people’s
armed forces have performed their duties according to the demands of the party;
have taken the initiative in their attack and annihilation of the enemy’s mobile and
positional forces more frequently; have expanded warfare tactics, thus damaging,
wiping out and wounding the enemy more severely than- in any previous year.
Guerrilla zones and revolutionary base areas have expanded far and wide. The
victory, growth and development of the people’s armed forces .are daily becoming
more menacing to the enemy’s reactionary administration and have rendered them
even more apprehensive and demoralized.

After the 6th October incident, a large number of pupils, college students,
intellectuals, labourers, peasants and patriotic and democratic-minded politicians
have rushed in flocks to the armed struggle’s revolutionary areas in the countryside,
enthusiastically participated in various revolutionary work and vigorously announced
their statement of armed struggle with the people.

After the representatives of political parties and organizations, and patriotic
and democratic-minded people had made their mutual consultation, the founding of
the Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and Democratic Forces was announced,
thus marking a milestone in the expansion of a national democratic front.

That the just struggle of the Thai people receives enthusiastic support from
progressive and justice-loving foreign friends all over the world does not only isolate
and fluster the enemy, but also gives powerful encouragement and boosts the
morale of our people who are struggling against the enemy. The Thai people shall
never fail to keep in mind their services performed and shall perpetually cherish
this noble friendship.

The implementation of the fascist, reactionary policy of the Sangad-Thanin regime
intensified the contradiction between US imperialism, big landlords, big capitalists
and the people, and the contradictions among various cliques within the ruling class
have been aggravated. US imperialism and its close underlings .are concerned over
the fact that should they let things take their own course, then they shall be more
and more opposed by the people; their administrative position would soon collapse.
Hence the US imperialists sent out orders to warlord Kriengsak, its notable lackey,
to stage the coup d’etat of 20 October, 1977, ousting the Thanin. coterie and
establishing himself as chief of the new regime so as to safeguard and prolong its
present rule of oppression and exploitation.

Kriengsak’s is a regime of the fascist warlord’s cohort that once again usurped
state power after the tyrants Thanom and Prapas were overthrown on Octobpr44,
1973. No matter how they deck themselves out, they are, in essence, representatives
of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism. They try to effect com-
promises within their own class, and bring into full play all ruses and artifices in
order to concentrate their forces to suppress the people, restrain the revolution,
conspire with foreign monopoly capitalists and have a spree in amassing their
wealth by pillaging the people and through corrupt practice.

The salient features and quintessential nature as’ mentioned earlier characterize
Kriengsak regime as the arch-enemy of the people. The regime can never hoodwink
the people who have passed through armed struggle for a duration of 1 2 years and
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have encountered the great 14th October incident and the 6th October bloody
incident. On the contrary, the contradiction between them and the people, and
the contradiction emerging within their own camp, would only be sharpening.
The more they repress the people, the more the people will rise up in resistance,
launching intense and fierce attacks upon them extensively, and the days of their
downfall would soon be numbered.

The revolutionary forces are developing and growing whereas the enemy are
tumultuous and collapsing. The Thai people will no longer allow warlord Kriengsak,
the wily henchman of US imperialism, to repress them to his heart’s content. In
order to hurry the death of the enemy and grasp a more resounding victory, further
consolidation of forces, expansion of rural armed struggle all over the country in
co-ordination with other forms of struggle in the enemy’s administrative area are
necessary to eradicate US imperialist influence and uproot the traitorous fascist -
regime through to  the end.

In order to unite with patriotic and democratic-minded forces of the people in
various strata, our Party has steadfastly persisted in co-operating with political
parties, organizations and patriotic and democratic-minded persons. Under new
circumstances, at present, our Party calls for an extensive furtherance of this
co-operation. We firmly believe that the Committee for Co-ordinating Patriotic and
Democratic Forces, an upshot of multilateral co-operation, will play a role in
pushing forward the growth and development of a national democratic front and
will gain co-operation from people in all strata and circles as well as political parties,
organizations and patriotic and democratic-minded persons both at home and abroad.

People from various strata and all the patriotic and democratic-minded people in
reactionary administrative areas, and the Thai' nationals abroad must be broadly and.
and firmly united, employing appropriate forms of struggle to expose the traitorous,
reactionary regime, striving for the rights due them and for national independence
and people’s democracy,, uniting with justice-loving foreign people extensively and
supporting the popular struggle at home.

As for patriotic, democratic and justice-loving civilian officers, policemen and
soldiers, it is high time that you should choose the correct part, co-operate and
support thepeople and you shall be honourably accorded a warm welcome by them.

Cadres and fighters of the People’s Liberation Army and other popular armed
forces: uphold the spirit of revolutionary heroism, persevere, dare to struggle,
dare to win; obey your commands, go everywhere the Party calls upon you; grasp
firmly political work, elevate tactical and technical capabilities; annihilate more
enemies; heighten mass viewpoint, mobilize, organize and arm the masses; expand
the People’s Liberation Army into a strong, well-developed army; expand guerrilla
zones and revolutionary base areas far and wide.

Cadres and functionaries in various party organizations, new state areas, armed
forces and mass organizations in revolutionary bases must correctly carry into
effect the line and policy of the Party; uphold the spirit of self-reliance, struggle
perseveringly, pay attention to the masses; promote continually political propa-
ganda, educational work for the people and actively lead the masses in improving
their economic, cultural, medical and health work; persist in the slogan “Everything
for the Front, actively support the Revolutionary War”; expand and reinforce the
regional and militia forces, safeguard, expand and strengthen the revolutionary bases.

Party members and party cadres must pay great attention in studying Marxism-
Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung, firmly grasp the line and policy of the
Party. Promote the style of work that links theory with practice, closely integrate
with the masses; use the weapon of criticism and self-criticism, remould world
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outlook into a proletarian type; forge party spirit, set a good example in actively
implementing the line, policy and task of the Party ; study, investigate and check up
on your work, continually sum up lessons and experiences; strengthen and develop
the Party, enhance the leading role of all the echelons of the central committee of
the Party, promote the vanguard roles of each party member, observe unity through-
out the whole party, the whole army, and people of various nationalities; uphold
the spirit of proletarian internationalism and surmount all obstacles and hardships.
During the past 35 years, traitorous reactionary regimes that aim at repressing and
destroying the popular forces have fallen in successive order. The administration
of the traitorous reactionary class is increasingly tottering. The difficulties besetting
the traitorous reactionary class are unsurmountable. Whether it be warlord Krieng-
sak, this wily underling of the US imperialists, or not, none of them can ride over
the obstacles. On the contrary, during the past 35 years, our Party and the patriotic
and democratic popular forces have grown, developed, and been strengthened
amidst life-and-death struggles against the enemy. Even though the arduous path
that lies ahead is beset with obstacles and hardships, the people can surmount all of
them insomuch as our cause is a just one, the people’s forces are invincible and we
have our friends all over the world.

The prospect for the future of our people is bright and glorious. Let us be more
firmly and more extensively united and persist in our struggle through to the end.
Then we shall be able to overthrow the reactionary traitorous regime, eradicate US
imperialist influence, and inevitably build a new Thailand with independence,
democracy and prosperity.

Long live the popular unity!
Long live the Communist Party of Thailand!
Long live Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung!

30th November 1977

FOOTNOTES
(added by Thai Information Bulletin Editorial Staff)

1 .  The change of regime on June 24, 1932, was carried out by the “People’s Party”, com-
posed of civilians and military officers who were discontented with the absolute monarchy
and favoured a Western democratic system. The People’s Party proposed 6 political
principles for maintaining national independence and equal and free participation in the
government.

The People’s Party succeeded in replacing the absolute monarchy with a constitutional
monarchy. The change in the system of government in 1932 marks the beginning of the
contemporary period in Thai politics.

2. The Holy Man Rebellion was an uprising of the peasants of the Northeast in 1901, under
the reign of King Rama V of the present Chakkri dynasty.

At that moment, the central feudalist government was attempting to expand its
influence over the provincial regions. Meanwhile, foreign imperialists had colonized
many parts of Asia. France, after having conquered Laos and Cambodia, also tried to
extend its influence over northeastern and eastern parts of Thailand.

Thus the peasantry of the Northeast suffered the exploitation of the local ruling
nobles, from the exactions of the central administration and from the invasion of the
foreigners. During the. same period there had been natural disasters and unsuccessful
harvests for many years. In short, the peasants led a harsh and miserable existence.

The Holy Man movement emerged from this discontent of the peasantry. Propaganda
was distributed to various chief districts along the Mekong river, encouraging the peasants
to rise and rebel. The centres of the unrest were situated in the provinces of Ubon and
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Yasothorn and were under the leadership of Tao Man or Tao Thammikkaraj and Tao
Kaew, respectively.

The movement was so widely supported by the northeastern peasants that it was
possible to build a rural base in the Northeast. But the government army, being better-
equipped with heavy arms, such as cannons, and having increased the number of troops,
finally forced the rebels to surrender.

3. The Shan rebellion was a revolt by the northern peasants in 1902, in the time of King
Rama V. The ruling prince of the city of Prae conspired with the Shan, an ethnic minority
in the North of Thailand, to rise up against the Bangkok feudalist government. The Shan

‘ were discontented' with the expansion qf central power and racial oppression. King Rama
" V’s government, in turn, completely suppressed the rebellion by force.

4.  In the reign of KingRama V, a peasant uprising also broke out  in four southern provinces:
Pattani, Yala-, Sathun and Narathiwat. The cause of the rebellion was due to racial and
religious oppression. As the majority of the population in these provinces is of Malay and
Muslim extraction, their customs and traditions are generally different from those of the

. Thai Buddhisms. Hence, King Rama V’s policy of expansion provoked deep discontent
among the inhabitants of the four provinces. However, the Pattani rebellion was even-
tually suppressed just as were the Holy Man and the Shan movements.

But the struggle for autonomy of the inhabitants of the four provinces that still
continues, owes its origin to this rebellion.

5.. Phra Yod Muang Kwang was the governor of the city of'Kamkert-Kammoun, which
belonged to Thai -territory while Rama V was king, but is now in Laos. At the time of
the French' invasion along the Mekong river, he fought with courage and successfully
defended the city . ‘-Later the French, invading the Chao Phraya estuary in gunships,
besieged' Bangkok, the- capital of Thailand, and captured the eastern province of Trad.

’■ King Rama V was •’compelled to surrender. The French demanded the territory on the
'•! left bank of fire Mekong, as well as an indemnity. Moreover, they wanted King Rama V

s 
v to impose a penalty of death upon Phra Yod Muang Kwang. The Thai government

•• bowed to every French demand and Phra Yod was imprisoned for nearly 20 years. Yet
. he was not at all shaken by this punishment, for he believed that he had acted rightly in

defence of the soil of Siam.
Phra Yod Muang Kwang is recognized as a patriotic hero of the Thai nation, who

valiantly fought against the imperialist invaders. His good deeds are remembered with
admiration up to the present.

6;. Tienvarn or T.V.S. Wannako (1842-1919) was a renowned intellectual during the reign
•: of King Rama V. He opposed slavery, feudalism and corruption, etc. Some of the reforms

.. ’ he proposed were: the abolition of slavery, certain feudal taxes and gambling houses;
the foundation of hospitals and post offices; the establishment of a parliamentary
system. The feudal government not only ignored his progressive ideas, but they flogged
him and sentenced him to nearly 17 years of imprisonment.

The expression “the struggle of Tienvarn” also includes the struggle of Tienvarn’s
intellectual contemporaries who fought for democracy; for example, K.S.R. Kularb
Kritasananonda whose governmental reform policy was similar to that of Tienvarn.

7. The Kek-Meng rebels of the 130th year of Chakkri era (1911) were a group of young
officers who lived in the reign of King Rama VI. They were anxious for the future of
Thailand, as the country was at its most decadent under the absolute monarchy regime.
Their ideology was to “draft a constitution for the formation of democracy”. They were
very much influenced ideologically by the reform of Japan during the Meiji period (1868-
1912) and by the Chinese revolution led by Sun Yat-Sen in 1911.

Owing to the betrayal of one of the conspirators, the revolution was abortive.
8. When Japanese imperialism first attacked Thailand in December 1941, the communists

in Thailand organized an anti-Japanese volunteer unit to drive out the invaders, regain
independence and protect the homeland.

9. The “Free Thai Movement” was a clandestine organization composed of patriotic Thais,
both in Thailand and abroad, against the occupation of Thailand by Japanese imperialism
during the Second World War. Pridi Banomyong was its principeal leader.
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It was founded after the Japanese invasion in December 1941 and was dissolved in
August 1945 when the Second World War came to its end.

10. The Anti-Japanese United Association was an organization created by the CPT early in
1945, after a conference attended by representatives from all existing anti-Japanese
organizations.

11. After the Second World War, British imperialism attempted to regain its influence in
Thailand and imposed a 21-point agreement on the Thai government in January 1946.
It stipulated that Britain would control Thai foreign trade and that Thailand must
deliver annually I’/i million tons of rice to Great Britain. A broad popular movement
opposed the imposition of this agreement.

12. The Peace Movement organized at the end of 1950 protested against the US imperialist
intervention in various parts of the world and in Korea in particular, and against the
complicity of the Pibun Songkhram government. The Pibun Songkhram regime arrested
and imprisoned many progressives from many circles who were accused of being involved
in a peace conspiracy called the “10 November conspiracy”.

13. The US imperialists backed warlord Sarit Thanarat’s coup d’etat against Pibun Songkh-
ram. On October 20, 1958, the new tyrant declared martial law, abolished the consti-
tution, dissolved the Parliament and imposed rigid press censorship. All progressive
organizations were prohibited and hundreds of patriots and democrats were arrested.
From then on Thailand entered a dark age of tyranny and fascism.

14. The 14th October Movement in 1973 was the greatest mass movement against fascist
dictatorship in Thailand, in which the students’ and peoples’ struggle brought about the
fall of the military government and forced the three tyrants, Thanom-Prapas-Narong,
to go into exile.

15. An extreme right-wing coalition (feudalist, military and big capitalist) staged a coup
d’dtat, which provoked the bloody events of October 6, 1976. Hundreds of students
protesting peacefully against the return of the tyrant Thanom were brutally massacred.
More than 3000 students, and workers were arrested and some are still held in prisons
and are being tried by military tribunals.

APPENDIX 4

Interview with the President of the Northern Region, Peasants Federation of
Thailand - September 1976

Could you tell us something about your own life and how you became involved
with the Peasants Federation of Thailand?

I was born into a poor farming family. I was the youngest of eight brothers and
sisters. When I was one year old my father became paralysed and my mother had to
work to raise the family alone. I went to  school for just the first four years of
primary education.

In 1941, when I was four years old, there was a drought and we couldn’t farm
the fields. This caused our family great suffering. I had to  go with my mother from
village to  village selling things to  support the family. When I was 12 1 started work-
ing in the fields by myself. In the off season I went to work in tobacco curing fac-
tories for a wage of 2.75 baht a day. I’ve forgotten to mention that although it is
true I had eight brothers and sisters, I had only three brothers and they became
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soldiers; and as for my elder sisters, some of them had families of their own, there-
fore the job of looking after the family fell on me. |

I didn’t have -much farming land of my own — only two acres — but I rented
other land. I continued like this until I was 20 when I got married. I left home,
started a family, and rented land to cultivate. I had three children, a daughter and
two sons. I felt sick of farming, for however much one worked there was never
enough to eat. At the same time I went bankrupt, had many debts, so I went off
to become a security guard at Chiengmai University. I

In this job I got 300 baht a month. But after a year I gave up the job because the
money was not enough to live on. How could it be enough with five mouths to
feed? While I was at the Univeristy I became aware of many other inequalities; like
for instance the wife of the Deputy Rector, with a permanent job like me but getting
3,600 baht a month: an amount that it would take us a year to earn. I didn’t see
her do anything other than drive her car in and out of the University. We also lost
out in that whether we were on duty at night or day we would still get only 3'00
baht a month for an eight hour day. So I left this work and have been selling odds
and ends in the village ever since.

When I was 34 years old I was elected village headman. I got this job because I
was poor and understood poor people. Whenever poor people had been unjustly
treated I would join with them in fighting against the opposing side. This became an
accepted thing with them and they elected me village headman. The story of how] I
was elected President of the Peasants Federation (Northern Region) goes like this:
after the events of 14th October 1973, when students and the people drove tile
three dictators out of the country, the people, whether workers or peasants, Jia d
at least some voice. But as far as the condition of the peasants in the North jVyas
concerned, there was no law controlling land rents, so peasants had to pay unfair
rents. That is to say that the landlords, when given half the annual produce did not
contribute to the cultivators’ expenses at all. Landlords would further exploit the
peasants by sometimes, for instance, collecting rent in a high-handed manner; if
any peasant objected they would be subject to various harassments.

This went on until the peasants in the North could tolerate it no longer. They
protested to Sanya Thammasak’s government. The government introduced to the
North a law of 1950 controlling land rent which Marshal Pibun Songkhram’s
government had applied only to the central plain. Ultimately Sanya’s government
was forced to introduce a new law called the ‘Law Controlling Land Rent 1974’ . . .
When this law was passed, the government officials at province and district level
failed to inform villagers of it. So the Peasants Federation sent committees to
villages informing people.

I think that the struggle of the Peasants Federation is a just one. It is a struggle
for the poor who are the majority of the population. And so I joined in with the
Peasants Federation committees and helped to explain the law controlling land
rent and the rights that peasants should have from 20th December 1974. I con-
tinued in the struggle until Intha Sribunruang, the Deputy President of the national
Peasants Federation and President of its Northern Region, was assassinated on
31st July 1975. At this point I was elected to replace Intha Sribunruang.

I have been continuously in the struggle with the peasants even though I have
been called a communist and threats have led to a bomb being thrown into my
house. This is something which I reckon is to be expected in this struggle. When the
tiny privileged class in contemporary Thailand lose their advantages they will in-
evitably fight back to  their utmost. But the peasants and I have never felt afraid of
their threats.
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What are the main forms of exploitation suffered by the farmers in the North?
Most of the peasants in the North are agricultural labourers. That is they have no

land of their own. They are employed on a day to day basis. Next there are those
who pay rent on other people’s land. Then there is a small proportion of farmers
who possess land of their own, from about eight acres downward.

Two major problems facing farmers in the North today are land rent and irri-
gation. Their most serious problem is that they possess no land of their own, be-
cause most agricultural land is in the hands of the landlords.

The reason why farmers sell paddy at such low prices despite the government
guaranteeing the price of rice is because the government is unable to force the
middlemen and merchants to follow the law, due to 'the fact that it is people in
government or those with political influence who themselves monopolize the inter-
nal rice market. The merchants and middlemen are able to push down prices from
the producers just as they please. The farmers want to sell their paddy in order to
invest the capital in future farming operations; so they have to sell even at a low
price. In this state of affairs the farmer has no right to fix prices at a level he him-
self would like.

The troubles between the farmers and the landlords centre around the fact that
the landlords readily take advantage of the peasants despite there being a law
controlling land rent. The landlords continually evade the law but government
bureaucrats always assist them in this because the landlords have money. From
what I’ve said you’ll probably have understood that the landlords are in an advan-
tageous position in every way and so can oppress the peasants in every possible
way. The peasants are forced into a position of compliance. And when the rice
season is over and they turn to cultivating tobacco, the tobacco factory owner buys
their crop at the lowest prices, while forcing them to buy fertilizer from him at
high prices.

The peasant also has to cope with the problem of water, for the irrigation
system in Thailand doesn’t effectively help the farmer. Furthermore the capitalists
and those with political influence have cut down trees, thereby destroying the-
forests which are the sources of the rivers.

Could you say anything further about the relations between the peasants and
government; for instance the government’s attempts to set up various farmers
organizations?

The peasants have organized themselves into the National Peasants Federation
in order that the government will really be able to grasp the problems facing farmers.
It was not formed as a means of resisting the government. From times past to the
present day governments have always seen the farmers’ problems in vague, indistinct
terms.

The ‘Farmers Club’ and ‘Agricultural Cooperatives’ set up by the government
are an example of something which hasn’t solved any of the farmers problems.
Instead, they have considerably increased farmers’ debts and eventually have
caused those farmers with little land to go bankrupt.

In what ways do the problems facing peasants in other regions differ from those
in the North?

The problems facing farmers in Thailand are similar all over the country. That
is to say their biggest problem is that they don’t have land of their own to cultivate.
The agricultural labourers also have problems: when the rice season is over they
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have to  go and sell their labour in the towns, and their wages in the towns are kept
low throughout the country.

Could you say something about the support which the Federation has received?
The Peasants Federation of Thailand has been set up by peasants all over the

country and the Federation has been steadfast in defending the interests of the
peasants. A great deal of support has been given by poor peasants, but those better
off farmers, and people in other sectors who love justice have also given good
support to the Federation

Could you comment on the difficulties faced by the Federation in its struggles?
In any struggle there is bound to be hardship. This is especially true in the

struggle of the Peasants Federation which defends the interests of the peasants
who form the majority of the disadvantaged sector of society. We are bound to
conflict with the interests of the landlords who have the support of people with
political influence in setting up groups to oppose the activities of the Federation.
The government is not able to deal with these groups of gangsters. Even though
we use peaceful means to conduct our fight, on some occasions government officials
themselves smear the Federation and its leaders as being communist. In the dozens
of cases when peasants’ leaders have been threatened and assassinated one after the
other, the government has not been as concerned as it should have been, even
though it is fully aware of the identity of those supporting these groups of assassins.

Could you please briefly outline the present policies and activities of the Federation?
The principal policy of the Peasants Federation is to do its utmost to defend the

interests of peasants by calling on the government to carry out land reform, genuinely
to guarantee the price of crops, and to support a democratic system of adminis-
tration. At the moment the Northern Region of the Peasants Federation has organ-
ized the sending out of Federation committees to inform peasants of their rights,
like the law controlling land rent for instance. It also calls on peasants to organize
themselves into groups to defend their own interests and to co-ordinate the struggle
with those groups of fellow workers, students and the people who also fight for
justice in our society.

Finally, the problems and the struggle of the Thai peasants are not  yet widely known
abroad. Is there anything you would like to say to workers and students in other
countries?

As President of the Northern Region of the Peasants Federation of Thailand I
would like to say to students and people in countries round the world that the
struggle of the peasants in Thailand is to win a good standard of living for the poor
until they are justly treated in society. We will fight peacefully even though the
small minority against whose interests we fight may seek to use violence, even
when a large number of our peasants leaders up and down the country have been
beaten up or killed. Any amount of beating, killing, or suffering will not be able
to break our resolve, because in the past all we have known is hardship and suffering.

We shall fight until the time comes when we have a good standard of living and
have justice in our society. Therefore, students, intellectuals, and all people through-
out the world who love justice have understood the peasants’ struggles.

We call on the people of the world to support the struggle of the Thai peasants.
We call on them to denounce and oppose the use of violence by those with
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privilege in Thai society against the peasants’ leaders and against all who fight for
justice in our society.

APPENDIX 5

The War in Southern Thailand
Ruang Kao

In 1977 southern Thailand was the scene of wide-ranging counter-insurgency
military operations. The following document contains large extracts from a longer
eye-witness report. The author conducted an enquiry during March and April 1977
in about a dozen of the provinces in Southern Thailand most affected by the
operations. The report testifies to the scope of the counter-revolutionary measures
being used by the government, as well as to the depth of the resistance.

On December 24, 1976, Thai Prime Minister Thanin Kraivichien announced the
opening of an “energetic operation to  clean up the zones infested by Communists”.
Code named One War, it affected the provinces of Surat Thani, Nakon Si Tham-
marat, Satun, Trang, and Patthalung, all in the southern part of the country.
Marked by bombing and massive evacuations of population, this campaign took
on a new dimension with the death February 16 of Princess Vibhavadi Rangsit,
cousin and special secretary of the queen, who was killed by guerrillas while flying
in a helicopter over one of the zones of Surat Thani province most affected by the
insurrection.

The evacuation of 4,000 villagers announced February 24, the arrival of re-
inforcements to support a massive offensive in the regions declared “off limits”
(that is, marked for attack), the control imposed on the sale and possession of a
whole series of articles of possible use to the Communists, the order to turn all
arms over to the government, and finally, the extension of the curfew to a great
number of districts have all made the South, and especially the two provinces
of Nakon Si Thammarat and Surat Thani, the theatre of a genuine war, raging full
force even now. Launched on March 1, this second phase of the operation was
dubbed Two War. Concurrent’ with this offensive, waged by the Thai army alone,
an initial joint Thai-Malayan operation was launched on January 14 further south,
in the provinces of Songkhla and Satun along the Malayan border. Some 1,500
Thai soldiers and 2,000 Malayan ones were mobilized in the district of Sandao. This
operation, named Big Star One, ended on February 5 with the seizure of several
abandoned guerrilla camps. On March 4 a new accord was signed between the
governments of the two countries giving the Malayan army the right to penetrate
Thai territory throughout the length of the border. Operation Big Star Two, pre-
pared by this accord, began on March 1 4.

Why did the government choose to strike in the South and not in the Northeast,
where the Communists have important bases? For one thing, the “Popular Armed
Forces” (the guerrillas) struck hardest after October 6 ,  attacking many police posts
to seize arms, munitions, and communication radios and drawing military convoys
into ambushes which during a period of several months inflicted losses in the
hundreds on the government troops. But it is above all there that the Communist
bases are considered most vulnerable, lacking friendly borders to  rely on.

What does the terrain of these operations, presented by the military as “the most
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rigorous ever undertaken in the country”, really look like? Are the Communist
losses as heavy and the government successes as great as is claimed in the official
communiques, distributed by the mass media under strict control of the censors?
What price has been paid by the civilian population? Points like this must be judged
on the spot. To do this jve visited several southern provinces.

The One War, Two War Operation
Surat Thani and Nakon Si Thammarat, the two provinces most affected by the
current operations, are among the richest in the South, with a surplus of rice,
rubber and coffee plantations, tin mines, marvelous beaches which stretch along the
sea, and a lively and attractive people. The rate of illiteracy is relatively low, the
fishermen have not yet been driven out by tourists, and, unlike in the central plain
north of Bangkok, the peasants there still live on their own land.

Nevertheless, they are also two of the most politicized provinces. A teacher in
Nakon noted: “The richer the country is, the more corrupt the functionaries are
and the more they oppress people and extort money from them”. The districts of
Pipun and Chawang have furnished the most men for the Communist party of
Thailand since the outbreak of the armed struggle in 1965. The Banthad mountain
range, which runs north-south and branches through these provinces, with its
sources of drinking water and its hilly terrain covered with dense vegetation, offers
geographic conditions quite propitious for the development of a guerrilla war. It is
along this range that the military operations are most intense, for example in the
districts of Vieng Sra ana Nasam in tne province of Surat Thani, in the districts of
Chawang, Pipun, and Tha Sala in the province of Nakon Si Thammarat, or,  further
south, between the provinces of Trang and Patthalung, separated from each other
by this mountain range itself. Since January tons of bombs have been dropped on
all these districts.

According to  information gathered on the spot, some 25,000 men are said to  be
engaged in the government operations in the provinces of Surat Thani and Nakon Si
Thammarat alone. Belonging to various services — the army, the navy, the Border
Patrol Police — they are under the command of the Fourth Regional Army, directed
by General Pin Thammasiri.

“The major objective of the operation”, explained a police chief, “is to empty
the pond where the fish are hiding”. The aim, then, is to isolate the Communists
from the population and to cut them off from their supply sources. In the crudest
terms, this means the forced evacuation of the civilian population from the ‘in-
fested’ zones and very strict control over the circulation and sale of all sorts of
products, mainly food, medicine, and of course arms. All movement is forbidden
in zones that are declared “off limits”, and a curfew from 8.00 at night to 5.00 in
the morning has been imposed over a wide area.

These measures have prepared the way for the unleashing of massive military
operations in some regions. Finally, the action of the armed forces is accompanied
by “psychological warfare” aimed at “breaking the populations from Communist
influence”, winning them to “national values”, and, last but not least, recruiting
informers. The price the civilian population has paid for all this may be measured
from village to village.

Evacuations and economic damage
Thousands of families have been thrown out of their homes, according to  provincial
functionaries, they are being taken care of by the state. On the scene, the reality is
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rather different. In Ban Song the villagers who had to leave their village of Ban Nua
Klong precipitously had to get by without any government aid, their rubber plan-
tations having been abandoned. In the Pom Kiri district 200 families who were
evacuated March 1 from villages number 1 0 and 1 1 had not yet received any shelter
or aid of any kind one month after the evacuation, except for one bottle of Nam
Pla (fish sauce) per family. They were reduced to living on handouts from family
or friends.

All the peasants speak of the loss of their harvests, especially coffee and rubber.
In the “off limits” regions the loss is total, since it is no longer possible to go to  the
fields. But the situation is hardly better in the zones under curfew. Rubber can be
extracted only at night; by 5.00 in the morning, when the curfew is lifted, the
trees no longer yield latex. In addition, the devastation caused by the bombing is
considerable. In the district of Tha Sala and the subdistrict of Thung Yai thousands
of hectares of coffee and rubber plantations have been set ablaze. The order for
massive napalm bombing was given on March 22 by Minister of Defence Sangad
Chaloryu himself after a flight over the “red” zones of the provinces of Nakon
Si Thammarat. In the provinces of Trang and Patthalung and in the district of Vieng
Sra one sees forests ravaged by massive bombing, which has been going on since
December 24 and, according to eyewitnesses, has caused hundreds of deaths among
the civilian population.

The restrictions imposed on the sale and circulation of products of basic necessity
are also a heavy burden for the peasants. Since they are able to bring only ridicu-
lously small quantities of basic products home from far away markets, they are
forced to make many costly trips. When buses are stopped to be checked, passengers
with excessive quantities of these products are arrested as Communist sympathizers
or given fines. For their part, the merchants, after having to declare their stocks, are
forced to record the quantity sold and name of the buyer for each transaction. Some
“negligent” merchants have been arrested. Because of the devastation, controls, and
impediments to production, prices are rising.

Arrests and disappearances
The police communiques regularly report the “arrest of Communists”, and special
detention camps have been opened, such as that of Phunpin near Surat Thani.
“Each district or buffer chief pays an informer, who is generally a village chief
appointed by the authorities or a village volunteer. People give the police the names
of anybody they don’t like. Their information is always false. For example, they
recently reported to the authorities that Phunpin was going to be attacked. But the
Communists attacked Don Sak, where they were not expected”, said a peasant.

In fact,- the authorities do not pay much attention to the quality of their infor-
mers. What is extremely serious is that the people arrested on the basis of their
denunciations, Communists or not, most often disappear. The tactic the police use
to get rid of a prisoner suspected of being a Communist who does not “cooperate”
is to make him sign a statement that he has been released before letting him out.
Then if he is never seen again the police can always tell the family that the “re-
leased” persons has joined the guerrillas, or else his body can found in the forest
and the murder is then attributed to “terrorists”. For example, Yen San Sakun, a
journalist in Nakon Si Thammarat, was accused of having a brother fighting with
the guerrillas. In January he was arrested for this, an attempt to extract information
from him. For four days his wife was allowed to visit him in prison. Then the police
declared that he had been released. She finally learned from villagers that the police
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had been seen taking him into the forest and later returned without him. This sort
of disappearance, which the population calls “secret assassination”, was reported to
us dozens of times in various zones.

At the Pipun prison most of the prisoners arrested since 1973 under the 1952
Anti-communism Act and held without ever being tried were shot after October
1976. All of them, of course, had signed their “release forms” before being liqui-
dated. According to  well-informed sources, a current practice is to  throw the bodies
of executed suspects out of planes flying over the jungle in order to demoralize
the guerrillas.

Sometimes the brutalities are committed openly. Eyewitnesses told us that they
had seen the execution of a peasant who was stopped at a police roadblock on his
way back from the Pipun market. When the police searched him they found several
hundred baht and accused him of carrying this money to  the Communists. The man
denied it. The soldiers then shot him on the spot.

The military campaign
What success has been achieved on the strictly military- level by the forces of the
royal Thai government? “It is difficult to  say who has the initiative. Our operational
tactic consists of attacking the target. But the Communist terrorists plant mines
everywhere and it is very difficult for us to reach our objectives. We therefore
concentrate air bombardments and artillery where the enemy is supposed to be. It
nevertheless happens that innocent people get killed, and this unfortunately feeds
Communist propaganda”, noted a military official in Vieng Sra.

After months of intensive bombing, no one can say how heavy the Communist
losses have been. The only certain thing is that a great number of villagers have been
killed, while the Popular Armed Forces have taken refuge in other regions. There
are nevertheless good reasons to think that the latter are in a difficult situation,
dispersed into small units, harassed from all sides, and forced to move about con-
stantly. For more than a month now, their broad scale attacks have diminished
appreciably. In addition, the new forces, most of them students, who joined the
CPT guerrillas after October 6 after fleeing from the cities have had to  go through a
period of adapting to a very harsh situation.

In spite of these difficulties, only a few dozen people seem to have surrendered.
And it may be assumed that the guerrillas have no lack of solutions to  fall back on,
even if they have had to temporarily leave some permanent bases. No informed
people on the scene believe that it is possible to  annihilate the Communist move-
ment in this manner. At the most, its expansion could be halted temporarily.

The destruction of Communist “sanctuaries” is one of the main tasks of the
army. Some of these sanctuaries seem to have been hit by bombings. For instance,
the camp known as Kao Khao in the province of Satun was said to have been
hit seriously at the beginning of January. Peasants living in the area described it to
us as a well-sheltered basin in which the peasants were growing rice and vegetables.
According to them it was not a permanent CPT base but rather a halfway house
where the roads joining several provinces came together. The camp was empty when
the bombing came.

For nearly a month now the air force has been raining missiles and, since March
22, napalm on the site known as Kung Ching of the Banthad mountain range in the
district of Tha Sala. Legend or not, the military authorities are in fact convinced
that Kung Ching shelters one of the largest fortified CPT bases in the South. It is
claimed that it includes thousands of hectares of cultivable land, tin mines, and
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current offensive affects primarily the civilian population, and the cycle of repression
and resistance has been set in motion.

Thus, at the beginning of the year, the CPT radio offered a still incomplete
balance-sheet of the losses inflicted on government forces throughout the country
in 1976: a total of 1,015 killed, 1,300 wounded, and 146 taken prisoner. These
figures do not seem at all exaggerated, and the 1977 ones will mostprobably.be
well higher. For ten years after the armed struggle was launched in 1965, the CPT
devoted the bulk of its efforts to  propaganda and political training, thus reaching
broad sections of the rural population which will not be easily convinced by the
sort of psychological warfare being massively organized by the government today.

The Popular Armed Forces, under the exclusive control of the Communist
party of Thailand, include three echelons: first, the “principal forces”, which
constitute the best-structured permanent units, with operational bases in the
mountains far from the villages; second, the more irregular “local forces”; arid
finally, the “village soldiers”, who merge into the population of the countryside.

The principles of security and discipline are such that up to now these three
forces have been virtually unaffected by the ongoing arrests.

Militarily, the royal army appears incapable of effectively countering a mobile
guerrilla force with an extremely flexible leadership. It is compelled to act in a
terrain which is does not know well and is able to launch operations generally only
during the dry season, whereas its enemy operates all year round. As soon as the
army lets up the pressure a bit, the Popular Armed Forces reorganize and take back
the terrain they had lost. In addition, incursions of government troops in the
guerrilla zones are strongly limited by their need to fly in supplies by helicopter, a
choice target of the guerrillas, which has made supply virtually impossible.

The Communist movement is talking to people who are convinced. The rural
populations experience the corruption of functionaries and police and the in-
efficiency of the bureaucratic system on a daily bases, in short, constant oppression
on the part of government representatives on all levels.

The massacres of students at Thammassat University on October 6, the military
coup, and the return of the dictatorship have also given an unprecedented impetus
to the revolutionary struggle. This is partly because of the impact, even in the most
remote villages, of the gruesome television pictures broadcast rather incautiously
on October 6 itself. Many peasants are still talking about this. They were shaken by
the lynchings and even by the fact that the military made the students take off
their shirts. Everyone was as shocked as if their own sons had been involved. But
while the events of October 6 were broadly felt throughout the country, it cannot
be said that the scope of the war unleashed in the South is yet clearly perceived by
the population of Bangkok.

Of course, the mass media extensively report on the military communiques, but
there is censorship and the theatre of operations is relatively far away. Nevertheless,
it is the toughest counterinsurgency war Thailand has ever seen. The hope of a
gradual evolution of Thai society died on October 6 and the country has now em-
barked on what appears to a road of no return. This is exactly the sort of situation
feared by a rightist as little suspect of Communism as Somchai Rakwijit, former
director o f a  research group of thelSOC, who declared in February 1976: “Although
the Communists are gaining ground and are hence stepping up the threat weighing
on the majority of Thais who aspire to a stable and effective democratic system of
government, the moderates will be forced to develop a greater resistance to the
Communists. One may thus predict that if the latter push their ‘popular guerrilla
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war’, moderate and apparently apolitical Thais will group themselves into a major
force. If that happens, Thailand will certainly not become another Vietnam. Never-
theless, the tragic conditions of a new Vietnam could.be created if an inconsidered
seizure of power by some military faction and/or the far right comes to provoke
a violent and general opposition among the moderates and those who aspire to
democracy. The far right could then resort to undifferentiated repressive measures,
which would drive the majority of the Thai people into the arms of the Communists.
The most probable result would then be a civil war, the forceful emergence of the
CPT and the people’s liberation army, and a new Vietnam”. (Trends in Thailand
II, Singapore University Press, 1976).

(Source: Inprecor, 12/5/77)
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Further information on Thailand may be obtained from:

BRITAIN Mitr Thai Trust (Thai Forum), c/o Chapter House, Leverington,
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.
(Mitr Thai Newsletter — in Thai — 1 0 per annum)

Ad Hoc Committee for Democracy in Thailand
103 Gower Street (basement), London WC1.

DENMARK Thai Committee in Denmark, c/o Mellemfolkelight Samvirke,
Hejrevej 38, DK-2400, Copenhagen NV.

FRANCE Union of Democratic Thais,
Comite de Solidarite avec le People Thai, c/o Luc Thibeaut,

9 Rue du Dauphine, 93600 Aulnay-sous-Bois.
(Thai Information Bulletin — in English — monthly).
(Bulletin Thai d’lnformation — in French — bi-monthly).

HOLLAND Thai October Peoples’ News Agency, c/o Piet Van Dongen,
Bamanshof 273, Eindhoven.
(Newsletter — in Thai — fortnightly).

SWEDEN Thai Association in Scandinavia, Box 19-111,1 0432 Stockholm
19
(Thai Bulletin — in English)
(Sammaghi Suurop — in Thai — bi monthly).

Union of Democratic Thais/Thai Information Centre, (Euro-
peoan Bureau), Box 4001, S2031 1 Malmo.
(TIC News — in English — weekly).

Thailandska Anti-Diktatoriska Fronten I Sverige.
c/o Hagstrom Lars, Frilufsvagen 29, 12 TR, 172-40 Sund-
byberg.
(Pirab Khao — in Thai — monthly).

WEST GERMANY Thailand Informations und Solidaritats Komitee
c/o Gerd Simon, Ansbacherstr. 5, D-800 Mtinchen40.
(Newsletter — in German).

AUSTRALIA Sixth of October Thai United Front for Democracy
PO Box 1 049 J .  Melbourne, Victoria 3065.
(Publications — in Thai and English).

Friends of the Thai People in Australia
23 Smith Street, Fitzroy, Victoria 3065.
(Thai Information — in Thai and English — bimonthly).

CANADA Committee for Human Rights in Thailand
PO Box 7264, Ottawa, Ontario K1L 8E3.
(Newsletter — in English — monthly).
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HONG KONG Asian Students’ Association, c/o 511 Nathan Road, 1/f Kow-
loon, HK.
(Asian Students News — in English — bimonthly).

JAPAN Action Committee for Thai Political Prisoners, c/o Jishu Koza,
1-37-9 Hakusan, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo.

Ad Hoc Committee for the Thai Solidarity Campaign, c/o
Baptist Hall 3F,  2-350 Nishiokubo, Shinjuky-ku, Tokyo.

USA Union of Democratic Thais, PO Box 17808 Los Angeles,
California 90017.
(Thai Bulletin — in English — bimonthly).
(TIC Newsbrief — in English) fortnightly).

Union of Democratic Thais, PO Box 6914, Jersey City, NJ
07306.
(Thai Sammaggi — in Thai — fortnightly).

Thai Anti-Dictatorship Front, Longbeach, California.
(Than 2 — in Thai — bimonthly).

Thai Information Centre (North American Bureau), PO Box
56102, Los Angeles, California 90008.
(TIC News — in English — weekly).

Thai Project (American Friends Service Committee, SW
Region), 980 N. Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, California
91103.
(Thai Review — in English — monthly).

also
Santiparp Newspaper (in Thai — monthly) PO Box 2173

LA, CA 90051.
Sereechon Newspaper (in Thai — weekly) 927 S. Fedora St-,

LA, CA 90006.
Mitr Thai Newsletter (US edn. — in Thai — 10 per annum )i

PO Box 21049, Chicago, Illinois 60621 .

Note: Frequency of publication is an approximate guide only. Many groups may
have additional publications not listed here. They may also be able to act as agents
within their country for publications from groups in other countries. Many groups,
have other resources available on request: films, slide-tape shows, exhibitions'
speakers panels etc.




